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FOREWORD

I'/hen

I

began this project my intention was

examine the

to

relationship between official and avant-garde art doctrine during the
crucial years 1876-1890.

I

was attracted to the subject by the

similarities which existed between the artistic ideals sup-

striking

ported by Republican policy makers and those advocated by artists and

critics such as Georges Seurat and Felix Feneon.
triguing

to

rae

was the fact that often the younger generation used
society as it existed under the

these ideals as a vehicle for mocking

Added to such ambivalence was the fact that even while crit-

Republic.
icizing

Equally in-

the

stitutions.

system,

they sought acceptance by its leaders and its in-

In short,

there was a great deal about French avant-garde

psychology and creative expression during this period which could not
be explained except as a complex

response

to

a

larger, more broadly

formulated governmental program for the arts, and

before

I

tackled my initial subject,

I

I

first had to explore the theory

and objectives behind governmental policy involving

therefore, elected

to

realized that

the arts.

devote the dissertation to examining

I,

the ideas of

government circles
five major Republican figures active in French
during

this period.

It

turned out that this research shows Jules

Simon, and Edouard Lockroy
Ferry, Victor Hugo, Antonin Proust, Jules

theory, but were actively engaged
not only shared a well-developed art
in applyir^

into

functioning.
that theory to keep liberal democracy

Built

could make artists who
their proposals were the elements that

IV

adopted them frustrated and ambivalent, as well as tremendously
assured about their creative powers.
The study also yielded some unexpected results.

window onto public policy allowed me

to avoid

the bias of many histo-

rians of this period who see Republican conservatism as
and even immoral attempt to alter the course of

view ignores the degree

to

Using art as a

a

disastrous
Their

social change.

which the Republicans tailored their soluRather

tions to the circumstances of the majority of the electorate.

than allow industrialization to progress freely,

these Republicans

wished to check the psychological and economic dislocation it caused by

developing a material culture in which technology enhanced the integrity of the producer and cemented his relationship with the consumer.
In their choice of art as the medium and

the open market place as the

context for purveying liberal democratic ideals, they legitimated

aspirations and mores of their constituents and sought

to keep

these

ideals viable in the face of encroaching industrial concentration.
In this small

space

I

can never sufficiently thank all those who

of this dishave aided me in the conception, research, and composition

sertation.

I

only
am especially grateful to my husband, Bruce, who not

encouragement.
did all the photographs, but offered advice and

No less

and Simon, often
important, is the help he and my two children, Petra

lent me with the household chores.

My advisor, Charles Rearich, and

me
Professors Mark Roskill and Louis Greenbaum encouraged

to

pursue

to bridge the gap between art
this study and not to relent in my effort

history and intellectual history.

Prof. William M. Johnston saw me

through the early stages of my research.

I

was particularly lucky to

have been able to discuss my ideas with a number of people whose

questions and suggestions helped me clarify and deepen my understanding
of

and

the relationship between Republican aesthetic values,

social aims,

stylistic change. Conversations with Professors Jean Gaudon,

Stephen Nissenbaura, Gabriel Weisberg

,

and Thomas Meakin, and with my

friends Rosalind Williams and Arlyn Diamond were stimulating and
productive.
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University of Michigan
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Directed by:

Professor Charles Rearick

This study examines the art policy of the French government

during the crucial fifteen year period following the demission of

General MacMahon.

It

concentrates on five Republicans active in

artistic and political circles at the time:

Jules Ferry, Jules Simon,

Victor Hugo, Edouard Lockroy, and Antonin Proust.
The dissertation is divided into two parts.

provide

a

The first chapters

discussion of the art theory and the circumstances

it was applied.

to

which

The last chapters concentrate on analyzing the policy

and its consequences.

Behind their policy lay the theory that art could create

a

progressive liberal democratic society through its power to alter
patterns of thinking and feeling and of behaviour.

Their concept of

connection
art as a commodity and a symbol allowed them to forge a

between artists, workers and consumers.
producers, providing them with

a

Art could serve as a model for

way to use technology that did not

alienate them from society or themselves.

At the same time they felt

into aesthetic
designs in which middle-class values were translated

Vll

terms could shape the consciousness of the consumer to integrate

technology into his way of life and bind him to the producer.
Using this theory as a guide, these five men sought to counteract

industrialization to undermine the productive rela-

the tendency of

tionships on which the political foundations
rested.

of

liberal democracy

Their plan was to modernize traditional values and modes

of

production, creating products attractive enough to commit the general
public to see in them

a

means of preserving their sense of identity.

In order to implement

their theory,

the Republicans created a

They mounted exhibitions, commissioned

broad art education program.

They also wrote articles, gave speeches,

works, and awarded prizes.

and in Hugo's case used their art for didactic purposes.

involved, first, developing in the citizenry

a

Their plan

taste for products which

sense of independence; and, second, en-

stimulated their desire for

a

couraging the creation

new style which could arouse individual

of

a

expression.
self -consciousness and give form to its
was essential to
The cooperation of artists and skilled craftsmen

their plan.

the success of

Yet this group was the one most demoralized

techniques of mechanical reproducby mass production methods and new
tion.

saving the
The Republicans used the challenge of

Republic by

traditional values to induce
creating a new culture based on their own
procedures.
them to modernize their working

The most notable effort to

was
and engineers in this struggle
engage artists, skilled craftsmen,
the building of

struction

of

the Eiffel Tower.

Two others were the design and con-

the universal expositions of

Vlll

1878 and 1889.

Much of the Republicans' theory and their policy drew on concepts
and attitudes cherished by the Compagnonnages and the Masons.

The

similarities and differences are explored, as well as the Republicans'
personal attachment to the way of life still nurtured in the craft

traditions in France.
of

Their attempt to exploit the symbols and values

the petit-bourgois artisans,

to have

professional and businessmen are shown

been to a great extent motivated by personal identi-

fication with this group and by a desire to make their common ways
those of the Republic.

Also in the last chapters an assessment of the success of their
efforts is made.

The major tangible result was the art and architec-

ture that laid the foundation for twentieth century art.

Yet,

the

nature of the style was such that it did not restrain the increasing

concentration of capital and political power;

it

simply helped indivi-

duals to maintain the illusion that they could be independent of them.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Mortified by the defeat of 1870 and suffering from the class

antagonisms aggravated by the Commune, Frenchmen during the late '70s
and early '80s also experienced the painful effects of industrialiThe long depression which followed the boom period of the

zation.

Second Empire struck most heavily the peasants, skilled workers, and

commercial classes who were the major supporters of liberal democratic
Republic.

Reduced demand for the goods and services they produced

aggravated their sense of insecurity and confusion in the face of
technological change.

Certain Republican politicians were highly

sensitive to the problem.

Jules Ferry (1822-1893), Victor Hugo

(1802-1885), Edouard Lockroy (1840-1913), Antonin Proust (1832-1905),
and Jules Simon (1814-1896), realizing that the security of the

Republic depended on the security of their constituency, felt the art
could help these individuals deal with the challenges of Modernization.

^

There was by 1876 nothing new about

plan to use the arts for

a

political ends—this had been done during the First and Second
Republics.

Nor was an interest in art peculiar to Republican

governments—after all, Napoleon had been
for propagandistic purposes.

a

master of manipulating art

The novelty lay in the clarity and

consistency of the art theory and the aims it was
of

to

serve. The thesis

theory was intended to
this study is that the Republicans' art

1

2

2

influence public values and economic behavior in favor of the lifestyle of the small producer and entrepreneur.

Because art possessed

certain physical characteristics they felt made it capable of preserving values of liberal democratic society while adapting the infra-

structure to new technological circumstances.

Their definition of art

made it seem the perfect means of carrying out such

symbol of liberal democratic system and as

a

a task.

As both a

manufactured commodity

which transmitted this system from producer to consumer, art appeared

capable of integrating technology and using it to transform human

consciousness and behaviour through its impact on human sensibilities.
In this way heavy industry would be made to serve a community of

small-producers and consumers of moderate income, thereby reinforcing
their ability to function as the center of gravity for the Republic.
The Republicans'

call for a new style and their efforts to cultivate it

were a means of rallying the working classes to participate in their
own salvation.

way is to
To approach the study of Republican art policy in this

possible
consider it from the point of view of its relationship and

influence on real problems in French society at the time.

So although

for reform can be
the antecedents of the theory and the proposals

traced to the writings of Diderot, Dubos
of J.

L.

,

and d'Alembert,

to speeches

of the
David and Boissy d'Anglas, and to the Saint-Simonians

given to these ideas by
Second Empire, it is the particular formulation
1880s that is at issue in this
certain Republicans during the 1870s and

studv.3

helped to make art
Jules Ferry and the four others who

^

3

policy were attempting to resolve problems which their predecessors
had not anticipated when they advocated that science and technology be

made the foundation stone of

a

production-oriented, liberal society.

The men of the Third Republic represented a community of individuals

who were psychologically and economically on the defensive.
the Republicans'

Moreover,

own political position within the Chambre was inse-

cure, for they had to contend with a strong Bonapartist contingent as

well as with the Legitimists, many of whom at this point were allied

with large industrial interests in France wishing to expand the scope
of

their operations.

Unlike their predecessors, who if anything,

wanted to divert the tide of liberal democracy into economically productive outlets, the men of the 1880s had to fight to keep liberal

Republicanism viable by artificially stimulating the wellsprings

of

Jules Simon's remark

middle class psychological and economic drive.

revoluthat "la revolution de la science a commence apres la
tion sociale, et I'a terriblement compliquee
the uphill fight the Republicans

,

"

expresses something of

recognized they had on their hands.

chapters,
As will be seen in the following
to art

to

the decision to turn

ideological
combat these forces entailed clarifying the

progressive elements in it.
values it purveyed and stressing the

The

middle class values and way of
idea was to get the public to see that
proper integration of science and
life could be secured through the

leisure activities.
technology into ordinary working and

Emphasis

was

so
of ethical and economic behavior
on having art transform patterns

strengthening
of the factory system while
as to check the development

5

4

the comraunity of small producers.

Some of the results of this effort

will also be considered, particularly its role in creating an art

education program and in laying the foundation for

a

new style.

The study concentrates on five figures who were unique among the

"Opportunists," in great part because of their interest in art.

men in question had

a

The

special feeling for the arts which grew out of

their own personal lives, their family heritage, and their experience
as members of a social group engaged in commerce and manufacturing.

Credit for the coherent formulation of the theory and the policy

must be given to Hugo, Simon, Ferry, Proust, and Lockroy.

Others

before them had nurtured these ideas, but it was they who had the

opportunity to fully articulate and institute the art policy.
is Leon Gambetta

Excluded

(1838-1882), who was Prime Minister from November

1881 to Janaury 1882.

Although he counted artists and art critics

theory of
among his friends, he does not seem to have had any clear

visual arts—despite
art, nor to have been personally interested in the
his sensuous nature.

After his death an attempt was made by several

people to purvey an image of him as

a

devotee of the arts; but the

during his short adminreforms affecting the art world that were made
Proust.
istration were probably designed by Antonin
was anything but
The artistic interests of the five others

perfunctory.

.All

being involved
had strong ties to the arts in France,

in a multitude of ways during the
in the artistic life of the country

first decade of the Third Republic.

Their tendency to gravitate to

arts figured prominently, the
positions in government in which the

5

time they devoted to the arts in their personal and public lives, and
the prevalent use of aesthetic terms in their discussions concerning
the state of society, all manifest their deep-seated belief that art

was an integral part of their daily existence.

Their familiarity with

the arts gave them insights into the problems which industrialization

caused small producers, while their highly developed aesthetic sensi-

bilities lend warmth and color to their political rhetoric.
Each of these men had had long standing, personal attachments to
the arts and,

it

seems, had found in them a source of solace for a life

that was filled with psychological and professional insecurity.

Victor

Hugo's position as poet laureat of the Republic needs little comment.
His interest in the visual arts is less well-known among historians,

yet he was addicted to drawing from the 1820s on and his graphic works

were exhibited and reproduced during his lifetime.

He used these draw-

ings, as well as the frequent references to architecture in his writ-

thought
ings, as part of a process of thinking in which the process of

identified
was recorded in the visual images and the poetic act became

with that of the architect and skilled laborer.

This professional

identification with the worker was accompanied by Hugo's increasing
small manutendency after 1848 to address his works to the artisans,
of Paris,
facturers, and tradespeople of France, especially

.^though

and life were his
generally overlooked, this dimension of Hugo's work

who came of age about 1880.
real legacy to the generation of artists

interlaced with
Simon, whose writings reveal a high idealism

surprising flights of sarcasm, was

a

protege of Victor Cousin.

An

6

educator and philosopher, he brought to the official positions he held
during this period the zeal of a man with a calling and the common
sense of one able to assess a situation realistically.
of

He was a member

both the Academie des Sciences morales et politiques and the

Academe fFran(;aise.

As a senator for life, he held the position of

Minister of Public Instruction, Cults, and Fine Arts from 1871-73 and
In 1877 he headed

1875-77.

the organization of the 1878 Exposition

Universelle and in 1889 the section on labor at the Paris Centennial
His writings reveal a deep understanding of the nature of

Exposition.

art and an attempt to reconcile Plato's aesthetic ideas with the

exigencies of modern industrial production.
Ferry's personal feelings for the arts were apparently deep
seated.

By his own admission,

he found in them a respite from daily

routine and a source of spiritual refreshment.

Within his circle of

friends were a number of artists and architects whom he had known since
his early days in Paris when he had studied painting.

These included

Trelat
the painter Jean-Jacques Henner and the architect Emile

well as the sculptor Antoine Mercie, whom he met later during
to Italy.

,

a

as

trip

and Prime
As Minister of Public Instruction and Fine Arts

in a decisive
Minister, he was able to directly influence the arts

manner for a period of nearly six years.
career in poliProust was a figure who successfully combined a
tics with one devoted to journalism and art.

A dapperly dressed man, a

pleasingly ordered milieu found an
bit of a dandy, his desire for a
outlet in

a

arts.
devotion to cultivating the decorative

His interest

7

in their development dated back, to the late 1860s, a time when he also

became acquainted with the artists Puvis de Chavannes
and with Ferry and Garabetta.

,

Fantin-

Latour,

Proust served as the latter's secretary

during the Franco-Prussian war and also as correspondent for Le Temps

helping to establish the Republique Fran^aise in 1871.

,

Manet and

Proust had met in the studio of Thomas Couture in the 1850s where both
In 1876 he was elected deputy from his home

were studying painting.
town Niort (Deux-Sevres)

.

From 1879 on he helped draw up the

Beaux-arts bureau's budget and served as Minister of Art in Gambetta's
cabinet.

He sat on various commissions associated with the arts and

was made President of the Commission d organisation de I'Exposition
'

universelle de 1889, and was also President of the Union Centrale des
arts decoratifs.

He used his position in government to organize a

number of exhibitions, including the posthumous show of Edouard Manet's
work and the Centennial of Modern French Art at the 1889 Exposition.
most of which were
He wrote and edited a number of works on the arts

economic footing and
aimed at giving artists and artisans gain a solid

professional status.
deserves
Lockroy is an interesting figure, who, like Proust,
of his relationship
greater attention from historians, both because

legislation affecting French
with Victor Hugo and of his support for

manufacturers and workers.
right.
des

He

his own
is an interesting personality in

Lockroy attended the Ecole
Son of an actor and playwright,

Beaux-arts for

a

short time before entering politics.

His writings

with a highly ascerbic wit.
and speeches reveal an ideologue

As

the

8

second husband of Victor Hugo's daughter-in-law, he was not above

using this affiliation for his own ends.

In effect, he presented

himself as the person who would bring Hugo's fictional republic into
being.

His

record shows a continuing interest in the decorative and

design-related arts, particularly in the economic and social welfare of
those who produced them and who constituted the majority of his con-

stituency.

It was

primarily due to his efforts that the Eiffel Tower

was built as the centerpiece of the 1889 Exposition, and in his reply
to

the famous petition against the Tower and in his other statements

supporting the Tower, he reveals

a

remarkable penchant for grasping

socio-economic circumstances and translating them into aesthetic and
political terms.
of

These statements provide an access into the mentality

Tower
the Republicans and into the aims of their art policy, for the

was conceived as a major step towards achieving social and economic

equilibrium among the middle classes.
relationship between
To my knowledge, no one has investigated the
perspective,
art and politics during this period from this

probably

view of art and about
because of a misconception about the Republicans'
general.
the aims of their political activity in

It

is

true that

history of France
Theodore Zeldin's two volumes on the intellectual
has overlooked the connection
contain long sections on the arts, but he
by separating

from the Repubthe general fascination with good taste

lican interest in establishing

a

balance of power in the state.

Claim-

political policy and theory into
ing that the Republicans directed
the relationship between political
legal rights spheres, Zeldin ignored

8

9

economy and taste
cal behavior.

— which

was thought to influence economic and politi-

Sanford Elwitt's recently published study of the Repub-

Oican's policy paints

a

picture of Republican liberalism as motivated

by economic interest; yet, he does not mention their interest in using

the arts for presumably he,

like Zeldin, fails to take French concerns

with taste as tied to political values.^
To approach the official art policy from the proposed point of

view would provide useful insights into developments in the art world
at this time.

While scholars writing on avant-garde movements and the

connection between art, poli-

origins of modernist styles have noted

a

tics, and economics during the period,

they have tended to conduct

their investigations on the artists and their work as if the artists

were separated from the political mainstream.^

Yet certain similari-

ties between Republican policy and artistic concerns do exist.

Sven

Lovgren has recognized that stylistic change in late 19th century
France reflected an attempt by individuals to deal with the effects of
will be
the general depression on the art market, an effort which it

shown, was urged on artists and skilled workers by the Republicans

.

of the NeoMeyer Schapiro has noted that Georges Seurat, the leader

of the
Impressionist avant-garde, identified with the new technocracy

.age through his

painting of the Eiffel Tower, the symbolic structure

the 1889 Paris Exposition
used by the Republicans as a centerpiece for

honouring the centennial of the French Revolution.

9

Moreover, some

appear to have been sympatheavant-garde artists and their supporters
social values,
tic to Republican aesthetic and

if we are

to believe the

.

10

comments of the young artist and critic Emile Bernard in his review of
the centennial exhibition of French painting at the 1889 Paris World

Fair.^0

As

for the artists who frequented Republican salons and re-

ceived state commissions and prizes, they were clearly in

a

position to

be influenced by the politicians, and the nature of that influence

needs to be ascertained in order to understand the transformation

between about 1850 and 1890 of Realist tendencies in painting and
ecclecticisra in architecture into symbolistic and functionalist

tendencies
Some sort of relationship did exist between politicians and

artists, but it was more complex than the simple acceptance or rejection of the Republicans'

proposals.

It

was probably closer in charac-

ter to that described by Renato Poggioli and Clement Greenberg in their

theoretical presentations of avant-garde art and psychology

.

^
^

Be-

fore one can determine the position artists of the period assumed

vis-a-vis the Republicans, however, it is necessary to identify the
means
ideas which the politicians attempted to put into effect and the

they proposed to use,

for it was they who were ostensibly able to

of art.
translate proposals into policy, thereby affecting the world

arranged so
The dissertation is divided into four large chapters,
of the Republithat the argument moves from the more abstract realm

cans'

to which it was
art theory, through the historical circumstances

in the conaddressed, to the proposals for its application-primarily

text of public education.

It

ends with a description and critical

which was to be the vehicle
analvsis of the character of the new style

11

through which the public would come to participate in the progress of
liberal democracy.
My information has been drawn form a wide variety of materials
that fall into one of three general categories.

The first includes

primary sources such as published speeches, correspondence, and

articles

— and

in the case of Hugo, poetry and drawings,

some of which

have not generally been considered in discussion of the Republicans'
ideas.

Among such sources are a number of speeches published in the

Journal officiel

,

Le Temps

,

and other periodicals, as well as documents

concerned with the Salons and universal expositions of the period.

The

second category is comprised of primary materials written about the

Republicans or by members of their entourage in support of official
views.

It also includes works of art,

primarily architecture and

painting, which enjoyed the Republicans' favor or expressed their
values in varying degrees.

Finally, as would be expected in a study

that is concerned with ideology and art,
of

I

have also utilized a number

political
secondary studies and theoretical writings dealing with

structural and symbolic
philosophy, economics, aesthetics, art history,

anthropology, and history of science.
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CHAPTER

II

REPUBLICAN IDEOLOGY AND AESTHETICS:
ART AS COMMODITY AND SYMBOL

Introduction
My purpose in this chapter is

to

define the framework that the

Republicans' art theory provided for their
social reform proposals by
considering

the theory from an anthropological and
historical per-

spective.!

In

so

doing it will, hopefully, become clear
that an

analysis of their concept of art opens the way

to a

new and more pro-

found understanding of their ideology, as well
as of the signi-

ficance of art within the liberal democratic tradition.
I

will begin by analyzing

the general relationship the Re-

publicans posited between art and society.

Then,

their own parti-

cular social and aesthetic ideal will be closely examined.

This

measured approach

to

theory of art,

move logically to their particular ideal of art and

to

the subject allows one to evaluate their general

society, and ultimately,

to

their programme.

Aesthetic Harmony and Social Order

Central to the art theory of the five Republicans is their

belief that art was an integral part of every human being's existence.
They felt it could be used to enhance each individual's experience,

while benefitting

the

society in which the individual functioned.

Such a humanistic view of art was not simply an expression of personal

preferences, but one aspect of a well-developed art theory whose highly
16

abstract and consistent character attests
licans atttributed

to

to

the importance the Repub-

the relationship between art and

basic premise of their theory was the concept of art as

society.

The

social ob-

a

ject, what Roland Barthes terms a sign or system of signifiers
denoting
a

social system, which was itself aesthetic in character.

they spoke of harmony in art and social harmony referring
to

the same quality in both

same criteria they used

example,

instances— and they applied
evaluate works of art.

to

^

,

to

Thus,

essentially,
society the

One finds, for

that Simon's definition of an ideal social order in which

Toute est harmonie et mesure.
Quand unite disparait nous avons
le chaos; quand la difference s'evanouit nous avons
1' immobilite,'^

is the same one Proust used as a standard by which to judge artistic

design and taste.

Lack of a unifying

principle made works of art into

"des mosaiques dont 1 'aspect heurte I'oeil,"

"des oeuvres incohe-

rentes.
The work of art, in their view, could not only be a substitute
for the larger, more intangible system,
the state of

Art,

the collective imagination of

the Republicans felt,

somraes"

but its imagery characterized
the society's population.^

represented human beings "tels que nous

(Proust).''

Realism in art consisted in what artists conveyed about how people

thought and how they perceived the environment that constituted

their social milieu.

A disorganized, disproportionate design filled

with anachronisms bespoke

civilization.

a

similar state of consciousness and of

On the other hand, well-integrated works, coherent in

^
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imagery and formal organization, were expressions of well-ordered
psyches and societies.
The Republicans saw nothing mystical or arbitrary about this

intimate relationship.
labor.

The factor that joined art and society was

Art was the product of organized human effort, being

the most

perfect and exhalted form products could attain. In Simon's opinion, it
was "I'art qui

design

(

.

.

.

anoblit [labor] et la couronne.''^

"coherent "Proust) in
,

a

Integrated

work of art was simply the result of

the artists' having a clear understanding of the procedures used in

making

it and a preconceived

notion of the unified character it was

to

have ("la notion de son ensemble," Proust).
Defining

society as did Marx and their own intellectual prede-

cessors, St. -Simon and Corate
is in economic

terras,

— in

terras of

a

system of production, that

the Republicans felt works of art derived

their

aesthetic character, including their formal organization and the referents of their imagery, from the process of production sanctioned by
society and, ultimately, from the ends which the production system
served.

Since the patrons of the arts and those who determined the

social ideal were synonymous in the Republicans' minds, standing at

either end of the production process, art derived its ultimate meaning
from the system of production in which the values and needs of those
who controlled

the economic and political

pression and fulfillment.
of art

system found their active ex-

The Republicans were well aware that works

signified the ideology of the group for whom they were made,

rather than that of a total society, and were

a

means of perpetrating

20

his design the mutually agreeable terms of communication between
himself, his collaborators, and the patron, the fabrication of art
was
a process of

In being

socialization for all concerned, including the consumer.

"faite en vue

d

'

une destination precise, works of art

could serve a purpose, or several purposes, either as shelter (archi-

tecture), furnishing, utensil, or decoration (carpets, paintings, wall
paper, fabric, vases, etc.).

As such, art created an environment, it

became part of an ideal ensemble

with which the patron interacted

(

.

"un ensemble decoratif," Proust)

'^

As he consumed

it,

that is lived

with it, used it, art shaped and refined his behavior patterns and
through them formed his perception of the world.

A dialetical

relationship existed then between the artist and the patron, mediated
by the work of art.

Art could be a means of encouraging acceptance of

an ideological system, while at the same time its reliance on the

imagination of the maker allowed for change and variation within the

common mental construct.
There is, however,

conception of art as

a

duality which exists in the Republicans'

social sign.

a

They viewed it as a kind of symbol

or emblem ('"quelque chose de symbolique," Lockroy;

"temoignage

sincere de notre epoque," Proust) of the system of values embodied
in the

social, political, and eocnomic system.

'^

In

this case art

possessed the character of the ideal ("1' ideal entrevue," Ferry), but
an ideal whose harmony and order were expressions of a concept of

nature and natural law.
plan de I'univers

.

.

.

"La variete est, comrae unite, dans le

De meme dans la societe humaine,"

21

declared Simon.
engaging

jh^y

^8

considered art as an active force

individuals in the process of ex ternal izir^ and clarifying
the

latent system of values, bringing

sciousness, and keeping

environment suited
etre," Hugo).^^

to

In

them to the level of human con-

them there through the creation of

man-made

a

human needs ("le travail creant le bien

this case art had

the character of a manu-

facturing procedure, of an activity associated with the state of

becoming, of change being effected in an orderly fashion.

These

sequences consituted in themselves another kind of ideal, one that was
dynamic, in motion,

tending

towards a stable resolution (".

varigtg en fait la vie; elle en fait le mouvement et
(Simon)

.

la

.

charme'"

20

The Republicans,

giving

le

.

to

in

both an ideal,

identifying

the

i.e., regular and

two

stages of production and

rational basis, made

pos-

it

sible in theory to join what seemed currently separated in fact.

Thus,

their art theory held out hope for economic and social change through
the agency of art.

duality as

a

To state

it

another way:

rather than seeing

threat to the consistency of their theory,

the Republicans

reconciled the stable with the dynamic ideal by making each
attaining

the other.

distant goal

to

The stable ideal

be attained and as

the dynamic process provided

the

the means

served

them as

stimulus

to

a.

means of

a

vision of the

reach for it; while

individuals could use

the gap between impulse and attainment of

this

the vision.

In

to

bridge

combining

emblematic and procedural in one object, the work of art became
of perpetual motion machine engaged in creating and sustaining

a

the

kind

itself

.
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as part of a natural system apart form
its maker or user, yet art

could also catch both of them up in its
mechanism, uniting

them with

each other and with the forces of the universe
through its emotional,
physical, and intellectual appeal.
They were not troubled by the circularity of the
theory, onr by
its ideological dimensions.

Quite the contrary.

theory turned art from a neutral sign into
pological tool which they were anxious
ends.

In addition

to

allowing

to

a

These features of the

sociological and anthro-

exploit for moral and

social

them to fabricate art for any ideo-

logical system, their theory suggested one could manipulate human

psychology and social behavior simply by altering the production
process and the character of the finished work of art.

It also

pro-

vided them with a key to unlock the mystery of past societies and to

allocate them a place in the historical development of liberal
democracy.

It was

to

this last application of the theory that the

Republicans first turned.

By allowing

them to approach the accumu-

lation of artifacts left in the wake of history as

so

many insights

into the sensibilities and production systems of older societies,

the

theory helped them turn the past into a point of reference for

determining

the character which their own society and products ought to

have
As might be expected,

they began by looking at art

to

see what

people of the past had valued and how these values were authenticated
by artists.

Their analysis were conducted on a very sophisticated

level, although their conclusions were by no means unbiased.

23

Les artistes du passe n'ont jamais raeconnu la
realite.
lis
s'en sont constamment inspires; au point raeme de
sacrifier la
probabilite historique, en donnant deliberement ament
a
leurs heros les traits et les vetements des hommes de
leur
epoque.
(Proust)'^^

This reality could be defined from a number of related
points of

view and on a number of levels, including that of personality
or moral
character.

Here,

the Republicans' own political aesthetic prejudices

begin to reveal themselves.
example, had

a

The people of ancient Cambodia, for

"genie bizarre et puissant," Simon concluded from his

analysis of their architectural remains.
terms the complexity, luxuriousness
and palaces were evidence,

,

In economic and

politi-

cal

and vast scale of ancient temples

Simon found, of wealthy, technologically

advanced, and authoritarian societies whose artists were master

craftsmen skilled in organizing and directing the labor force:
les artistes qui ont eleve, il y a des milliers
d'annees, le temple d'Ancor, le palais de Belus, les pyramides
d'Egypte, connaissaient toutes les ressources de I'art de
batir.
lis disposaient de richesses incalculables; ils avaient
a leurs ordres tout un peuple d'ouvriers; ils employaient les
bois les plus incorruptibles les metaux les plus precieux ...
Nous connaissons surtout les anciens par leurs dieux et leurs
rois.22
.

.

.

,

Perhaps the best and most complete example of the way in which
the Republicans' art theory could open up the past is Hugo's descrip-

tion of a medieval dining

Legende des siecles

,

room in the section of his epic poem La

entitled "Eviradnus."

Through the aesthetic

character of this enclosed and totally artificial environment Hugo developed a vivid and rich image of the economic system and the moral

character of the era.

At the very outset of the verse, Hugo estab-

lished the psychology of the society through its physical

24

environment.

The room

Ccette antre obscure des vieux temps") with

its crude construction (la salle a pour
plafond les charpentes du

toit") sets the scene in a pre-industrial milieu
which is

technologically primitive and physically crude. 23
Hugo carried the image further by associating it with
a

particular economy based on agriculture and war.

He

tells the reader

that the fabricators of the room and its contents are peasant
artisans

("Les patres de la

ont sculpte les sebiles; Ces orfevres

flurg

du bois sont des rustres habiles") and their patrons were warrior

knights. The political structure was feudal, controlled by military
force allied with the Church:

Chacune, avec son timbre en forme de delta,
Semble la vision du
chef qui la porta;
La sont les dues sanglants et les marquis sauvages
qui portaient popur pennons au milieu des ravages
Des saints dores et peints sur des peux de poissons.

Hugo indicated his disapproval of this system through his

characterization of the crude architecture, the dim light, and the cold
temperature of the room.

There was no concern for human comfort or

intellect, only for self-indulgent, sensuous pleasures and physical
passions.

The peasant-artisans'

to enriching

irrelevant

to

productive efforts have been directed

the objects in the room with detailed

scenes that are

their function as eating utensils, for example.

Contrasts between the rough (the architecture), the exotic ("Les tapis
d'

Ispahan"), the luxurious ("des buffets charges de cuivre et de

faience"),

the refined

("les plats bordes de fleurs sont en

25

vermeil"), and between beauty and moral ugliness (De
beaux faisans
tues par les traitres faucons"), bespeak the unbridled,

sensuous

personalities, untamed physical passions, and lack of moral
and
intellectual integrity of the ruling classes for whom the room
was
designed.

This "livide et froid rez-de-chaussee" seemed to be "un

grand lineament d'abime."^^
Hugo distilled the character of this mentality in the image of
the armored figures of men who stood guard along either side of the

room.

No humans or beasts are within the armour ("des armures vides");

rather it has a perverse life of its own arising from the corruption of
the material out of which it is made, and ultimately from the corrupt

values of the system itself:

Le casque semble un crane, et, de squames couverts,
Les doigts des gantelets luisent comme des vers; ..

L'armure du cheval sous I'arraure de I'homme
Vie d une vie horrible, et guerrier et coursier
Ne font qu'une seule hydre aux ecailles d'acier.
'

The result is a perversion of nature, in the sense that the integrity
of man, beast, and matter (iron) are denied.

Hugo condemns the

aesthetic sensibility which finds pleasure in turning this primitive
material

to

military ends and having it simulate biological forms.

It

is for him an indication of moral corruption of the political leaders,

their economy, and their system of production.
their mounts are

The iron knights and
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I'ecorce
De I'orgeuil, du defi, du meutre et de la force;

Hugo uses these iron figures as emblems of a social system based
on exploitation of the labor of the masses which Eviradnus destroys

from within by donning one of the armored suits and confronting

tyrants who have just dined in the room ("Sigismond
las le forban").

In so doing

1

the two

'assassin, Ladis-

Hugo has him end an era ("L'heure ou vous

existiez est une heure sonnee").

The vehicle of the armor enables

Hugo to explain historical change as the result of an infusion of new

meaning into old forms and of

a

service of more humane ends.

The new enlightened character Eviradnus

process of putting

those forms in the

brings to society is announced when he reveals his true identity
kings by lifting

the visor of

to

the

the helmet.

Comme sort de la brume
Un severe sapin, vieilli dans I'Appenzell,
A l'heure ou le matin au souffle universel
Passe, des bois profonds balayant la lisiere,
Le preux ouvre son casque, et hors de la visiere
Sa longue barbe blanche et tranquille apparait.
In

"Eviradnus" Hugo moves through the various interrelated layers of

meaning

the Republicans attached to artistic imagery, ending with the

most important message, the insight into the nature and mechanism or

positive change.

The Aesthetic of Republicanism

As the foregoing analysis of the Republicans' art theory sug-

gests, these five men assumed

a

certain judgmental distance towards the
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the art of the past.

The positive attachment they still felt for
the

Western cultural tradition rested on their view of it as
essentially
rational.

They saw the beauty of Greek, medieval, and eighteenth

century painting, sculpture, and decorative art and architecture
as the
result of a harmonious int^ration of forms and a consistency
in
handling and organizing materials.
of what Proust referred

to

They admired such art most because

as "ces anciennes et grandes ordonnances

decoratives," and they made themselves the heirs of this tradition by
proclaiming

that the "sentiment du decoratif

charactere propre de notre art national

.

..."

.

.

est le

(Proust). 25

Nevertheless, they were aware that their own aesthetic sensibility,

their ideology, and the political and economic realities which

confronted them differed from those of the past.

Although they placed

themselves in the general category of rationalists, they recognized
that the Greeks had not been utilitarians,

that late (Gothic) medieval

society focused its aspirations and its productive energies on the next
world, and that the eighteenth century had not really felt the full

impact of science,

technology and the social revolution ^6

Then, a

.

change had occurred in man's perception of reality related

to

"I'etat

change des ames" brought about by the onset of the scientific and
social revolutions.-'^

"[L]

a

revolution de la science

a

commence

apres la revolution sociale, et I'a terriblement complique,"
(Simon).

The difference between their own aesthetic sensibility

and those of past societies rested on the way in which they had
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and those of past societies rested on the
way in which they had

combined science and technology, democracy and
economic liberty
a

vision of society and of society as

a

to

form

dynamic equil ibrium. 29

The controversy in 1886-1887 over the selection
of the Eiffel

Tower as the symbol of the 1889 universal exposition
provides

a

dramatic instance in which the characteristics of the
Republicans'

aesthetic and their ideology were cast in strong relief. 30
against the Republican project came from

a

Protest

group of men prominent in

the French art and literary world, among whom were a number of
well-

known Salon artists including Charles Garnier, architect of the Paris
Opera; the painters Ernest Meissonier (1815-1819) and William Bouguereau (1825-1905); and the sculptor Antonin Mercie, who had once been
in the Republicans'
the aesthetic

camp.

Their letter of protest began by denouncing

imagination of Eiffel and his supporters, as well as the

social values which the Tower symbolized.
La ville de Paris va-t-elle done s'associer plus long temps aux
baroques, aux merchantiles imaginations d un constructeur de
machines, pour s'enlaidir irreparablement et se deshonorer?
Car la tour Eiffel, dont la coramerciale Amerique elle-meme ne
voudrait pas, c'est, n'en doutez point, le deshonneur de Paris. ^1
'

Clearly, the society for which the Tower stood was

to

their minds

industrial, commercial, and scientifically and technologically oriented.

They reiterated this point further on in the letter when the

industrial form and materials of the Tower

(

"g

igantesque cheminee de

I'usine, I'odieuse colonne de tole boulonnee") were contrasted with
the stone monuments in Paris which they felt were of real beauty:

towers of Notre Dame,

lides,

the facade of the Louvre,

the work of Goujon,

Rude and Barye.

the

the dome of the Inva-

The latter were examples
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de ce qui est beau, de ce qui est grand, de ce qui
.
est
juste
une floraison auguste de pierres pannis lesquelles
resplendit I'ame de la France. ^2
.

.

.

.

.

In his reply to

own terms.

this letter Lockroy met the protestors on their

Recognizing that the signatories wished to differentiate

between his economic values and their own, the Minister of Commerce
used his reply to emphasize the peaceful aims of the Republican system.
The Tower was

une oeuvre pacifique a laquelle la France s' attache
.
.
.
avec d'autant plus d'ardeur, a I'heure presente, qu'elle
se voit plus injustement suspectee au dehors.
It was a
of

symbol of the Republic's commitment to domestic "progress" and

its renouncement of bellicose aggradizement

.

Lockroy went on to im-

ply that that style of the protest letter with "I'ampleur des per-

iods," "la beaute des metaphores, "I'atticisme d'un style delicat
et precis" was the expression of an outmoded and rigid social system

that throve on conflict.

In a final

thrust at his opponents' politics

via their sensibilities, he proposed that the letter be posted at the

entry to the exposition to heighten the contrast between the impotent
old and the energetic new order.

-^-^

Although the public generally recognized that the Eiffel Tower
symbolized in aesthetic terms the socio-economic values of the Republicans, the ideology had already been formulated into an aesthetic system

by the beginning of the period in question.

Simon's remarks on the

1878 exposition cited earlier in the first section of this chapter pro-

vide ample testimony to support this.

Like their ideology, their aes-

thetic was composed of a set of independent values or categories united
by a common underlying conceptual framework.

Democracy, economic
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liberty, labor, and utility constituted the elements
of this "ensemble

d'idees et d aspirations " which Ferry called "une patrie
morale. "34
'

Commerce provided a socially relevant conceptual framework
into which
these values were fit to form an interlocking pattern,
like so many

different colored tiles in a floor.

Marketability assured them

a

func-

tional purpose; at the same time the individual values retained
their

separate identities and cooperated as independent units in making the

metaphorical floor

a reality.

For the Republicans, commerce was both a

human necessity and a goal they hoped to attain for it provided the
impulse and the ultimate aim of a democratic society.

Science and technology stood in
ensemble.

a

special relationship to this

They confirmed the character attributed to each value, and

they offered working models grounded in the real world to be used to
bring the Republicans'

ideal system into being.

In the discussion

which follows, each of the values and its aesthetic equivalent will be
examined in its turn.

There will then be

a

discussion of the ways in

which science and technology were integrated into this system, making
possible the implementation of the Republicans'

ideology to achieve

social unity.

Democracy

.

Democracy for the Republicans was

a

social system in which

each individual was legally the equal of any other and acted according
to the

same rational principles as all the others. ^5

Ideally, the

individual would have moral integrity ("coherence," Proust;
"unite," Ferry) and the capacity to be self -suf f icient ^b
.

At the

same time the rational character of each individual's thinking and

:
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and behavior provided the common
denominator on which social unity was

founded.

Simon could complain that Ferry's policies
tended to extreme

conformity

(

"De quelle unite parle-t-on?

Es-ce par hasard, de

I'identite"); but he too believed that social
unity stemmed from the

citizen's integrity and that of society mirroring
one another. 37
They granted the individual
arising

a

certain amount of uniqueness

from the nature of his personality, expressed as
differences in

physical appearance.

thoi^hts

Such uniqueness gave his behavior and his

special flavor, an individuality which enlivened his
person-

a

ality and, therefore, the character of society, turning them
both into
active, vibrant entities.

This view of individualism was held even by

Ferry, although he is not generally pictured as one who respected in-

dividual differences; but he, like his fellow Republicans, wished

to

restrict the field and modes in which these differences could express

themselves

to

the realm of rational

social discourse. 38

Needham's

critique of the Comtean and Staelienne schools of social thought in
his book L Aesthetique sociologique is equally applicable
'

Republican heirs, provided one gives first place

to

a

to

their

concern for

order
ils ne perraettent ni a leur idealisme, ni a leur desire
de systematiser de leur faire perdre de vue la realitee de
I'organisme vivant que nous appelons "societe," ou de cette autre
societe que constitue 1 'esprit humain.39
.

.

.

,

It was

through what Proust termed the individual's physiognomy,

that is physical appearance,

that the similarities and variations in

personality were expressed most clearly.

Society as a collectivity of

individuals also had its physiognomy expressed in the material culture
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which its individual citizens created in
their own image.

On a super-

ficial level the democratic ideal could find
its aesthetic realization
in the official portraits of the Republicans.

The very marked simi-

larity in sober dress, restrained demeanor, and
simple backgrounds,
that is apparent in the multitude of portraits depicting
these men of
the Third Republic as pragmatic and restrained
individuals offers a

testimony to the extent to which the ordered presentation of
individuals'
ter.

physical appearance was equated with rational moral characYet even a casual scrutiny of the works reveals differences

not only in the length of a nose, the slant of an eyebrow, but in
the

slight deference to fashion such as Ferry's mutton chops or Proust's

white gloves and elegantly tailored coat (Fig. 40).

Such variations

become telling indications of variations in personality within

a

basi-

cally egalitarian and stereotyped format. '^^
On a more profound level their democratic ideal was expressed in

terms of a special kind of compositional ordering and of an apprecia-

tion for the physical properties of the materials out of which art was
made.

They frequently referred to architecture as

a

visual equivalent

or materialization of the ideal democratic social order.

Architec-

'^^

ture was conceived as a complex combination of individual units united
by a common principle.

It

was also a self-contained, over-arching

structure establishing the principle of rational integration as the

keynote for the design of all the objects associated with
environment.

Their wish for

a

a

democratic

coherent organization of the institu-

tions of democracy and of each citizen's mind found its aesthetic ex-

pression in Proust's concept of "I'unite de I'art":
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.tout oeuvre d'art est fait pour concourir a une
.
ensemble
pour faire corps avec Lui.
.

To which he added a moral

sanction, excluding as "faux" and

'

"abusives"

any elements whose shapes were not integratable
into the total decorative scheme in this way. ^3

Each object was an independent unit which

could be fit into a larger unit because both shared
the same structural

characteristic.
The other major factor in the aesthetic of democracy
was an

appreciation for the physical properties of matter.
system meant to address itself

necessitated
world.

a

to

Democracy as

a

the realities of human existence

strong attachment to the material character of the

Just as the physical appearance of an individual was the

means of apprehending his integrated personality,

so

each object pro-

duced derived its integrity from the equilibration of the unique and
the universal physical

which it was made.

properties inherent in the materials out of

For example,

in the case of

painting, Ferry pointed

out that it was not the subject which mattered, but the ideal psycho-

logical state ("le reve

,

le raystere,

1

'

ideal entrevue") conveyed

by the overt manipulation of the pigments

beaute dans la couleur ").^5

dividual producer.

It

"1

'

abs trac tion et la

The manner in which the materials were

handled provided the means of apprehending

character of the object and,

(

the aesthetic and moral

through the artist's medium, of the in-

also made possible the association of the char-

acter of one object or individual with another without denying each
unit its independent status.
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Certain materials were favored above others because they
were
used in architecture and decorative objects, were relatively
inexpensive, and were,

tion.

therefore, familiar to a large segment of the popula-

These materials included glass, iron, ceramics, and paper; but

the principle of the integrity of materials was a general one which the

Republicans applied in evaluating any work of art.
The Republicans were delighted when confronted by a work in which

each element had been allowed the full play of its physical nature

within the constraints of a rational framework.

Jules Simon's response

to the entryway for the

was typical of their

1878 exposition (Fig.

1)

generally frank appreciation for overtly rational use of materials:
serait souverainement injuste de meconnaitre la beaute de
ces grandes cages de verre, surtout quand, a cette lumiere
et a cette legerete, on donne habilement le support de
quelques massifs qui reposent et arretent la vue
Les
verrieres nouvelles n'ont rien de commun avec les vitraux
du moyen age, qui sent des joyaux magnif iques mais cela est
hardi nouveau, plein de soleil
.
.
d'ou la vue etait
admirable, et qui etait lui-meme un admirable point de vue
pour la terrace du Trocadero [en face].'^^
II

.

;

.

,

Simon's enthusiasm for the use of glass carried him into
He played on the words

exposition of its virtues.

a

lyrical

"lumiere" and

"vue" in an effort to express the total character of the material and
the impression these independent units of glass created when combined

within

a

rational framework.

ness for literary effect.

This punning was more than mere playful-

Simon meant it to be a serious means of

conveying the idea that the physical character of the matter when so

utilized became capable of communicating abstract moral and intellectual qualities to the viewer.

Thus, the entryway which possessed the

physical properties of lightness and transparency, or clarity, was the
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aesthetic equivalent of the physically liberated and
intellectually
enlightened individual, and by extension, of modern
democratic society.
Achieving this union of abstract order and material substance
was

especially problematical in the visual arts and in literature
where the
Republicans felt a balance had to be struck between the artist's

characterization of the democratic system through the handling of the
media and the need for verisimilitude.

Without the rational structure,

the physical properties of objects depicted tended to be isolated and,

therefore, meaningless.

For this reason the Republicans disliked the

most radical and unsentimental expressions of Realism, although they

were in sympathy with the liberal impulses behind it.
its social and moral neutrality,

In their view,

that is in their terms, its lack of

idealism, encouraged egotism and gross materialism.

The "plein air"

painting of the Impressionists and their epigones fixed attention

exclusively on the transitory details of the external world, or on the
physical appearance of matter alone (paint being analgous to stone, or
water, or the ether).

These artists encouraged plesure in matter and

material things for their own sake, isolating them from the more
enduring realm of moral and social relationships by not having these

elements contribute to a well-intergrated compositional order.
The Republicans denounced illusionism in art because it fixed

attention on the superficial aspects of reality, creating
"faux luxe" (Simon).

with appearance in
resemble

a

a

a

taste for

The confusion of what was inherently material

work of art (as in paper wallcovering printed to

tapestry) was equated with the individual's confusion of

what he was with what he could appear to be.

The Republicans
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considered such duplicity

a

threat to the democratic principle of the

integrity of the individual ("It faut etre ce
qu'on est." Simon). ^9

Naturalism of the sort practiced by Zola in literature
was to
them even worse than Impressionism or "trompe-1
oeil
'

,

"

for it exalted a

rational system that allowed the aberrant elements in
human psychology, expressed through detailed descriptions of
physiognomy, to dictate

the development of personalities.

3y denying individuals the interna-

lized system of rational self-control on which democracy was
premised.

Naturalism encouraged people to take
of physical and moral decay.

a

perverse pleasure in the process

it was particularly dangerous because it

presented the degradation of social misfits and the poor as part of the
natural order of society, albeit one Zola had designated as the society
of

the Second Empire. 50

Hugo felt that Zola had actually heightened

anti-democratic feelings in his attempt to use reverse psychology as
social reform strategy in

L'

Assommoir

a

.

II montre comme a plaisir les hideuses plaies de la misere,
et 1' abjection a laquelle le pauvre se trouve reduit.

And thus his art worked against the unity so necessary to Democratic

society.

"Voila, comme ils-sont tous, disent - [les bourgeois] ."^^

Economic liberty
their ideology.

Economic liberty was the most radical element in

.

It

ran counter to the long and deeply ingrained

tradition in France of strong centralized control over economic matters
which encouraged the population to rely on vested authority for
economic security. ^2

with great perspicuity. Ferry outlined the

political history of this plank in their platform.

Before the
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Revolution the state and the corporations had regulated
production.
After the abolition of the corporations, he noted,
the state and the

wealthy propertied classes which controlled it (whether
republican or
monarchical) assumed the responsibility of directly regulating
workers'

activities and standards of production for ill or for good. 53
1848 the national workshops only more firmly entrenched the principle
of governmental responsibility for the economic security of
the popula-

tion.

In the late 1870s and 1880s the Republicans attempted to divest

themselves of this role, feeling that no government was capable of
dealing directly with the inequities and uncertainties of a world-wide

economic system in which "le regime commercial" increasingly undermined the old rentier-based economy (Ferry).

Ferry warned that the

government should be extremely cautious about meddling with the "grand
inconnu qui pese sur les destinees industr ielles du monde."^^
The economic system they valued was one in which individual pro-

ducers were free to compete in an open market.

Private initiative,

rather than government patronage, was the hallmark of this system.

It

was meant to compelement the social ideal of politically equal but

independent individuals.

A special version of social darwinism colored

the thinking of this group.

Through they did not bleieve in the con-

cept of the survival of the fittest (at least not within a society, for

competition between individuals worked against social harmony); they
conceived of the individual's chosen metier as a private field in

which each struggled to reap his material welfare and moral growth. ^5

,
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Through his metier the individual also, by
extension, contributed
the material and moral improveraent of

to

society.

A good example of their self-help phUosophy is
contained in

Ferry's 1884 address

to

the Chambre refusing government aid

workers in the depressed building industries.
pointed

to

Parisian

As an alternative he

the example of

to

... la grande Industrie lyonnaise, qui a eu a traverser de si
redoutables eveneraents
il y a quelques annees
.

.

.

.

.

.

which had overcome its difficulties through the independent initiative
of

the individuals affected by the depression.

...

force d'energie, et sans rien demander a I'Etat,
'Industrie lyonnaise s'est relevee et est rentreee
56
aujourd'hui dans les voies plus prosperes
a

1

.

.

.

As an alternative to the old patronage-corporate-rentier system
the Republicans proposed an institutional framework for production

based on

des associations libres, des associations qui donnent des
droits egaux aux patrons et aux ouvriers. (Siraon)^'^
.

.

.

Ideally the individual producer was part of an equitable system of

production in that he had equal access
according

to

to

the market place,

produced

the same rational principles, and was judged according

the same standards as everyone else.^^

to

Their model producer was the

entrepreneur, whether artist, skilled artisan, business, or professional man

time.^^

— not

always mutually exclusive categories in France at this

These workers whom Lockroy called "ouvriers, travailleurs

hommes prof essionel

,

s

"

when allowed

to

work in an atmosphere free of

any legal and social constraints on productive activity could perfect
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their ovm metiers and at the same time contribute
to the economic

growth of their society. ^0
Economic liberty had another connotation for the Republicans,
that of frugality as a conservative rational principle
regulatirg

productive energy.

They believed that human beings when free

to

produce on their own initiative had a natural inclination to place
rational constraints on their productive activity.
and demand were equilibrated and

In this way supply

the cost of production kept to a

minimum without sacrificing quality.
By the term economic liberty,

then,

the Republicans actually

understood two separate but related things:

first,

that freely pursued

productive activity was progessive and expansive, being a source of
moral and monetary profit for the individual and the society; secondly,
that economic liberty released certain conservative impulses which were

also of value to the individual and the community in that they regu-

lated

the expenditure of productive energy and materials,

maximum value was obtained from minimum effort and means.

so

that

In both

cases moral and social value was attached to economic value and were
felt to be mutually reinforcing.

Their ideal economic system in which liberated individuals freely

cooperated for their mutual benefit found expression in

a

concept of

order in which autonomous energized elements worked together
a

sense of harmony that was restrained without being

to

static.

Nous pensons que de cette egalite doit naitre, doit surgir
plus tard la conciliation, et peut-etre la signature tant
(Lockroy)^^
desiree d un traite de paix.
'

produce

.

,
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In

the aesthetic sense, democracy and economic
liberty were compatible

concepts.

The latter simply added an element of energy
and tension to

harmonious relationships.
of

the opposing

The sense of order arose from the resolution

forces, of equilibrated profits and losses, of
energy

units which were added up in the mind, to be
experienced as mentally

registered physical sensations of what Hugo described as
an "equilibre vertigineux de la creation. "^3

Frugality was equated with rational simplicity.

Economy of means

and ends as an economic principle became an aesthetic
principle as

well.

As Proust wrote of the painter Cazin:

II met certaines notes en lumiere aux depense de la gamme
entiere

They adopted not only an appreciation for restraint in the selection
and use of materials, but also appropriated

mist when expressing

the language of the econo-

their evaluations of works of art.

"Puvis," said

Proust
ne lui [nature] empruntait qu'une note a la fois,
exagerant la valeur de cette note de telle sorte qu'il
transmettait 1 'impression re<;u avec une puissance d'autant
plus grande Qu'il sacrifiait tout ce qui pouvait lui empecher
.

.

.

de le faire.^'^

Thus,

the traditional aesthetic values of rational harmony and order,

clarity and simplicity, were given

gave them

a

a

certain tension and emphasis which

democratic and economically liberal connotation.

They viewed the achievement of such

a

satisfying economy of

expression as the direct result of the artist's working independently
of

paternalistic institutions and the old patronage system, (not,

however, independent of values which gave the work

a

universal appeal).
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That is, the artist worked within a certain
social context, one that
was very similar to that of the skilled laborer
and artisan working

outside a corporate structure.

In essence,

these are not simply

parallels, but expressions of the fact that the Republicans
placed

artists and artisans within the same commercial framework.

Whether

Puvis de Chavannes or a Parisian lithographer, they were seen
as

functioning within an open market.

Self-reliance in both cases required the individual

to

place

moral restraints on himself in the form of making economies in his

habits and especially in his productive activity (".
caractere, une volonte,"

Ferry;

"

.

.

.

le dessin et dans la couleur," Proust).

economic liberty was
and personal

to

.

.

vous etes un

les sacrifices voulus dans
To follow this path of

follow the path of hardship

to

eventual public

success on one's own inherently moral terms.

nous vous admirons, mon cher Henner, parce que vous n'etes
pas de ceux qui flattent le public, qui le courtisent e qui le
suivent.
Le public, vous I'avez conquis par la force de votre
volonte
(Ferry).
.

.

.

.

The
of

.

.

"effet obtenu" in the work was taken as a sign of the moral stature
the producer and ocnsidered a contribution to the well-being

,

prestige, and wealth of the social system in which he worked.

Work.

Work had a special significance for the Republicans.

"Le

travail est une action suivie a laquelle on se livre pour produire
un resultat utile. "^^
two

Simon in this short statement pinpointed the

important characteristics the Republicans associated with work.
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First, it was a rational process effected by a self -motivated individual.
"ces

It

was also a confrontation and mastering of what Lockroy termed

grandes realites economiques, internationales et sociales,"

signified by the transformation of raw materials into useful objects.

Their definition was fairly broad in its scope, making it

possible to include most members of society in the category of worker.
ThinKing
of

,

if

it

involved the mental struggle of bringing order to a set

facts, was a process analogous to that of the artist transforming

pigment and canvas into

a

painting, or the artisan glass into

or of the inventor wood, rope, and canvas into an aerostat.

a vase,

What

mattered in all human activity was that raw materials be given as high
a degree of

organization as possible through the laboring process.

In

this way the difference between labor and capital, between intellec-

tuals and manual laborers

—

that is the differences keeping French

society in a state of confusion, were minimized by the Republicans in
favor of a society composed of individuals all directing their energies
towards shaping the material world to their own ends.
In its emphasis on individualism,

rationality, and the dual

physical and psychological character of experience, the Republicans'

concept of work was compatible with that of democracy and economic
liberty.

Work was, in fact, considered the means by which the energies

released by economic liberty could be successfully put to the task of
satisfying the desires of each individual in society.

The 1878 and

of work as
1889 expositions universelles celebrated the official status
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the major force in democratic society by makir^

it the central

theme

around which the fairs were organized.^0
Both expositions had sections devoted exclusively

to

"les forces

productives" in which Simon had arranged demonstrations of numerous

modern production processes, form the liquif ication of gas
making
a

,

to

to

shoe-

vivify the way in which human beirgs, relyirg on reason and

few tools, could transform matter into useful forms.
L'horame a commence par etre ecrase sous le poids des forces
de la nature; puis il a lutte contre elles pour se defendrea fini par les transformer en instruments de ses volontes.^^

il

Matter in its unformed state was an obstacle preventing men from
satisfying

their natural impulse for an ordered physical and psycho-

logical existence.
on man, hindering

Raw nature literally lay like the force of gravity
the free exercise of his physical and intellectual

powers. By associating work with the exercise of will power, the Repub-

licans gave labor

a

moral as well as material

function.

It was a

humanizing activity which engaged the individual's rational self-

conscious in the task of usirg his energies
and irrationality of existence and

to

escape from the chaos

from the sense of anguish and

travaillez et

irritability this aimless existence caused him:

".

vous aurez la conscience satisfaite," (Hugo).''^

Through labor man

removed himself from the status of being

a

.

.

helpless object in nature

to

that of an active agent comparable to the forces of nature themselves.

Work was thus the means

to

progress, for it actually changed the

shape of material reality from disorder

to

order and in

so

doing

altered the consciousness of the laborer in the direction of increasii^

rationality.

The intuited ideal was the worker's initial starting
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point which became
the world of real

a

reality, clarified, refined, and projected
into

human activity.

Proust speakii^ of a particular

rational process of drawing approved of it because
it was a controlled

effort which
permet de se degager avec d'autant plus d'assurance les
conceptions ulterieurs de 1 'esprit
.^^
.

.

.

.

Such a union of means and ends into a logical sequence of
cause and

effect meant that labor served ends generated by individuals
acting on
their own initiative for their own self-improvement.

was extended from the level of the individual
fact that each worker followed

to

Thus, progress

that of

society by the

the same procedure no matter what his

task.

Work also provided the means for uniting
progressive effort by setting up
between producer and consumer.

a

individuals in this

continuous chain of cause and effect

Through the agency of the product,

which actually altered the environment of the consumer and producer,
the consumer's sense of order was refined, and he was inspired

to

emulation in his own work.
Aesthetically,

sensitivity

to

the value

the signs of

they placed on work was expressed as a

"how," that is to the signifiers of the

willed rational process by which raw materials were transformed into

finished products which satisfied needs.

Because art was the most

highly perfected form of work, it provided the most eloquent and

clearly articulated indication of this process.

Ferry's long

standing

interest in the procedures used by artists underscores the social and

psychological significance that the Republicans attached

to

the
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aesthetics of the creative process itself.
Charles describing a visit

to

In a letter to his brother

Frankfort, Germany, in 1869, Ferry re-

marked that he found the clear expression of an organizing
principle
used by artists to direct the application

of paint to

the canvas the

dominant characteristic of the fourteenth and early fifteenth century
Northern masters.

The rational character of their facture gave the

works a pleasant anonymity and also

a

ucts of the same period,

to

suggesting

social concensus and harmony among

kinship with other types of prodhim the existence of a certain

the laboring

forces.

Exhibited in

the paintings were the same procedures used by "les confreres des

maitres-sculpteurs et mai tre s-ma(;ons dont les poemes en pierre
nous ravissent," and these works
sont traitees avec la meme inspiration, la meme
naivete d 'intention, la meme perfection de details que les
clochetons de nos vieilles cathedrales. ^'^
.

.

.

The Republicans' appreciation for craftsmanship as an aesthetic

virtue was most aptly captured in Simon's comments on the benefits of
studying

the manufacturing

processes at the 1878 exposition:

II y a dans toute exposition un bazar et un atelier.
Le bazar
eblouit; 1 'atelier instruit.
Le bazar montre les richesses
deja produites; 1 'atelier, en expliquant les creations
deja faites, permet d'entrevoir et aide a trouver les
C'est dans les galeries du travail qu'est
creations a venir.
Outre
la grande valeur, la grande influence des expositions.
I'utilite qu'on en retire, on y goute un plaisir peut-etre
moins vif au premier abord, mais plus profond et plus durable, le
plaisir que le poete a decrit et qu'il met avec raison au
rerum cognoscere causes '^^
dessus de tous les autres:
.

Craftsmanship was aesthetically pleasing because it revealed the
logical series of steps by which the maker had brought order
terials and in the process

to

his thoughts and feelings.

The

to

his ma-
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visibility of artisanal procedures called attention
engaged the viewer, that is the consumer, in

a

to

the process and

reenactment of creation,

helping him to understand it and encouraging him to put it to
new uses.
The physical

signs of rational labor could be called the marks of prog-

ress, and the patterns matter came to assume in the process of manufacture were the sensible expressions of this rational process of ordering
the elements of one's initial

idea.

In the attractive power of

the

marks of labor lay the potential means for drawing producers and consumers into similar patterns of thinking and feeling

Utility

.

The Republicans conceived of all human activity in terms of a

.

vast system of interconnected relationships based on productive activ-

Within the context of their commitment

ity.''^

eral democracy,

to

economically lib-

this meant that their system was one in which all human

activity was directed towards ends ultimately beneficial
individual and

to

all members of

Hugo and Lockroy'

s

to

both the

society.

arguments in favor of total amnesty for the

Communards stressed the value of the rebels' return in terms of the
ameliorating moral and economic effects such an action would have on
While Hugo felt it would bring

society.

social peace to the country by

public recognition to the patriotism of the Parisian working

giving

classes, as well as psychological stability to the families of the

exiles who had remained behind; Lockroy argued its economic utility for
the nation.

As he

told

the Chamber of Deputies in 1876:

Je dis que beaucoup de branches de 1 'Industrie parisienne
sont aujourd'hui frappees, je dis qu'elles le seraient
mortelleraent si vous continuez a ne pas nous accorder la
.

.

.

8

.
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cessation des poursuites et

a ne pas nous accorder
I'amnestie.
^^^> de faire de la politique d'interet

r

It'/,
et
de la politique de raison.^^
If

the proposals recommended

tied in with

themselves because they could be

broader social and economic goals, their
value also lay

in the type of needs which they were
meant to fill.

The Republicans

measured utility in terms of the degree of
political order and economic
security which the rational character of their
own activities promised

French voters.

It is clear from statements such as Ferry's
concerning

the relationship between Republican policy and

the character of the

French that the aim was to establish a social and
intellectual

organization which would produce

a

sense of emotional stability in the

population.
L'etat d 'esprit qui domine, dans le pays republicain comrae
dans la Chambre, est 1 'amour de I'ordre et du travail, du
progres sans secousses, des reformes sans tapage et sans
pretensions, de I'autorite sans def ail lance
.

'

Order and security were to encourage rational productive behavior in
people, which in turn was to further stabilize the democratic system

through the economic and moral growth such activi ty

g

enerated

Within this utilitarian system certain sectors of the population
were given a special place because the Republicans recognized the social utility of their productive activity.
a

model and

citizens.

a

Their goods were

to

provide

source of encouragement for the rest of the Republic's

In so far as

their work contributed

to

the establishment and

raanitenance of this system, as Ferry told the assembled artisans,

skilled laborers, and patrons of industry in his speech at Lyons in the

summer of 1885:
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vous etes les premiers parrai ceux-la
[the working
classes] ... qui ont corapris que,
par cela seul qu'on constitue
une avant-^arde de nuance radicale,
un groupe avance
de la
grand masse qui forme le corps d'armee
et qui constitue la base
meme du gouvernement
.'9
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The government's role was to establish
the rhythmn and
social mechanism moving

to

start the

in accordance with this rhythmn so that
the

productive energies of the citizens could be
stimulated, channeled, and
coordinated.

"C'est au ministere d entreprendre les reformes,
de
'

les choisir, de les serier," declared Ferry. 80
Thus, utility was to be understood as a quality
produced by

separate individuals, or separate groups of individuals,
which inte-

grated its producers into
mutual benefit of all.
be active,

a

larger functioning organization for the

It was not

only important that each individual

but the sequencing and quality of their activity also mat-

tered in making

positive change possible.

Not only individuals, but

their organizations and their produce could be united in a series of

interconnected, functional relationships
the same logical

— all

operatirg accordirg

to

procedures and all mutually reinforcing in the in-

creasing order and security, as well as comfort and ease which they

brought

to

those whose energies maintained the system.

Utility also had another connotation for them:

that of an

established, steadily functioning organization which, they sensed,
existed in the natural order with which the individual and society

strove to unite themselves.

Its character was compatible with

democratic unity and economic liberty, and it was maintained by the
energy expended for the purpose of serving human needs.

In

this case,
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the government,

the artists, and

the entrepreneurs were
given the

responsibility of embodying this
system in
they who best sensed the
character

"de

1

•

a

ta^ ible form, tor

it was

ideal entrevue."

(Ferry). 82

Because of the abstract nature
of their utilitarianism,
the
Republicans focused their attention
on a variety of cultural
activities
that satisfied human needs.
They stressed architecture,
the decorat ive
and industrial arts, which
together defined the physical
environment in
which men lived and worked for they
entered directly into the individual

activity, influencing his sense of
well beiz^ and directir^ his
behavior into productive paths. ,A1
so of great importance to
them were
'

s

the popular

theater, entertainments, and
festivals, in which ritualized

activity centered on certain sacerdotal
images providing

a formalized

and controlled kind of group catharsis
associated with play.

publicans considered both types of activity
and of art
tional

renewal invented by human bei^

themselves

to

s

to

a

The Re-

means of emo-

energize and recommit

their daily tasks.. 83

Such cultural forms were a means of one
individual communicating

certain values

to

another, and of one group of producers encouraging

utilitarian activity in another.
ing

The process of constructir^ a build-

could, more than any other type of project create
a sense of unity

and well-being

among

the workers from a wide variety of

trades.

On se preoccupait de I'effet decoratif a obtenir
dans le
cardre que I'on se proposait d'orner; tout venait concourir
a cet
orneraent, depuis le meuble et 1 'utensil jusqu'a la tournure
a
donner aux details de 1 'edifice ou du jardin qui devaient
encadrer I'oeuvre du peintre ou du statuaire. Et dans cette
assistance mutuelle qui faisait que les plus grands artistes
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pretaient le concours de leur genie aux plus humbles,
tous
avaient la notion de 1' ensemble parce que tous avaient
eu la
volonte de ne rien ignorer de ce qui fait I'oeuvre
vraiment
complete (Proust). °^
The finished architectural environment could have an
ameliorating

effect on its inhabitants, literally bringing them into the
system of

utilitarian relationships.

As Simon said of architecture

personne ne peut plus que lui contribuer a notre bien
etre en nous donnant des maisons chaudes en hiver, fraiches en
ete, ou le soleil penetre, ou le jour est favorable a
la vue, ou le travail est facile, le repos possible. ^5
.

.

.

If

there was pleasure to be gained from useful activities, there

was also utility in strictly pleasurable ones.

Proust in his 1894 vol-

ume L'Art sous la Republique discussed the value of popular theater.

Quoting Hugo's speech of 1849 on this subject, Proust emphasized that

through popular art forms infused with the humanitarian ideals of Republicanism, "la pensee social fera jour," and "le progres de
I'art" and "1 amelioration du peuple" come about. ^6
'

He had already

noted in 1882 that public festivals put to good use the

faire de la gaite que nous devons
.

.

.".^^

a

".

.

.

laisser

nos origines gauloises

Hugo himself had several times referred to the power of

humor to shape public opinion and make it more critical.

In sura,

the form popular arts took seemed to the Republicans to express a basic

truth whose power could be tapped.
The Republicans were most interested in putting popular images

and the theatrical techniques of mise en scene in the service of

ritualized activity with a patriotic content.

In this respect,

the

expositions of 1878 and 1889 were conceived as popular national fetes
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essentially utilitarian in character.

Not only did the expositions

nominally celebrate work, economic liberty,
and democracy, but their
content and organization were thought of in
terms of

formalized

a

modern rite in which utilitarianism was made
palpable.
and play were wedded

In

them work

together into one vast, interconnected system

associated with the orderly progress of French society.
Halevy, in a 1936 article on the 1878 exposition,
complained
that it was simply an ineffectual way of distractirg

the public's

attention from the real issues of the day and of presenting an
outmoded
image of labor which was unrealistic.

Yet when viewed in terms of the

Republicans' ideologyand their utilitarian principles, the expositions
were much more than di stractions ^9
.

j^iat

such was the case can be

most clearly seen in the Republicans' constant concern with finding the
proper organization for the exhibits at the expositions, so that the

sequence in which the displays were presented would encapsulate the

dynamism of the Republican social order

(

"une Exposition universelle

est une totalisation," Lockroy).^^

What utility meant in aesthetic terms, then, turns out

limited to the Republicans' understanding of design.

to

Design was

be
a

means of makirg manifest the character of social relationships created
by the channeling

other.

of productive energies from one individual

to

an-

Because they idealized a system in which functional efficacy

took precedence as the means of achieving

the greatest good for the

greatest number, the Republicans showed

preference for harmonious

a

designs which were simple and clearly stated, and at the same time bore

.
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within them a suggestion of the use for which
the object was intended,
as well as the character of the process
which had been used to produce
it.

Functionalism, thus had two separate, but related,
meanings for

the Republicans.

Design could make practical activities such as

eating, carving wood, or cooking, easier to perform.

It

could also act

in a purely symbolic way, associating the active
system of interlocking

relationships with a familiar, appropriate, and inherently
attractive
imag e

Simon summed up the peculiar aesthetic of utilitarianism by
quoting from a report on the combined disply of the decorative arts and
the manufacturing processes used to produce them:
La forme d une bouteille, pour prendre un exemple de I'ordre le
plus vulgaire, n'est pas chose indif f erente "et il est
assurement utile de determiner cette forme de maniere a lui
donner un caractere qui soit de nature a lui constituer une
beaute propre, en harmonie avec le cote pratique d une
fabrication dont les exigences sont nettement definies.
'

,

'

Not only did the logic of the manufacturing process act as a factor in

determining the character of the product, but its form implied the

practical and abstract ends it was meant

to

satisfy:

Bien des objets insignif iants
.
n'ont-ils pas une physionomie
qui accuse un style original produit par I'etude et le desire
decreer des formes dans lesquelles la convenance d une
destination precise vient en aide a la recherche du beau?^^
.

.

'

In articulating the notion that form is to a great extent in-

spired by the two functions demanded of the object, the Republicans

were not only anticipating Art Nouveau and the Bauhaus and Inter-

national styles, but they were reformulating ideas already put forth in
France by Viollet-le-duc

,

and by John Ruskin in England and Horatio
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Greenough in the United States. 92

Whatever the direct connection

here, their ideas closely resembled
their predecessors'.

The success-

ful achievement of a logical relationship
between the process of pro-

duction used to create the object and the
form evoking the ends for

which it was intended was in itself aesthetically
pleasing, satisfying
an inherent desire for both social and
psychological order. 93

The physical organization of the 1878 exposition
provides

gent example of the first case (Fig. 39).

It

a

co-

was intended to convey in

its design the positive nature of interrelated
human activities in

which "les forces productives" had primary place.

Explaining the ra-

tionale of the unadorned rectangular plan, Simon pointed
out that it

presented in

a

chronological sequence the entire system of orderly

energy flow which characterized the utilitarian ideal.

geometrical form the plan assumed was

a

The perfect

necessary product of the rela-

tionships existing in the socio-economic system which the exposition
glorified:

d'un cote la matiere brute, de I'autre les resultats
obtenus par 1' Industrie humaine; pour passer de la matiere brute
a la matiere ainsi transformee, les forces productives
et
.9'^
pour produire ces forces ou pour les diriger, la science
.

.

.

;

.

On the other hand,

the 1889 exposition combined both types of

functionalist design (Fig. 43
a

.

Lockroy's plan for it was conceived as

).

simple inverted "u" shaped arrangement with the gallerie des machines

at the top.

Individual producers were grouped according to their

metier and its place in
nology at its center.

a

system of production that put basic tech-

It was

.

.

.

"une organisation nouvelle, en har-

monie avec nos resources et nos besoins, erapreinte de I'esprit

.
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democratique

.

.

.

pratique en

aieme

temps," (Lockroy)

This

.

was wedded to a traditional architectual
image that added

cachet

its design and

to

to

a

pi,
.an

value-laden

the democratic system for which it
stood.

The solution was:
un arc de trioraphe couche sur le sol, le
.
.
soramet
etant forme par la Galerie des Machines, la partie
centrale par
les Galeries des Industries diverses, la clef de
voute par le
Pavillion Central, les jambes par les Galeries des Arts
liberaux
et des Beaux-arts.
Entre les pieds, devant le Trocadero et
formant par I'ecartement de ses piles un immense portique
devaits'elever la Tour Eiffel ... qui le comple.95
tait
.

•

.

.

The hybrid character of the Palais du Trocadero built as
the

major monument for the 1878 exposition, revealed
of uniting

the dual

to

them the difficulty

strands of their utilitarianism in one aestheti-

cally satisfying object (Fig. 6).

The design of the low dome which

covered the 5,000 seat concert hall was dictated by the need for good

accoustics and ventilation; the two towers which bracketed the dome and
the curving
to

arcade on the river facade were meant

the building

,

to

to

add a festive note

attract attention, rather than serve

a

practical

purpose or even hint at it ("les tours ne sont ni des clochers ni des

semaphores," Simon).

They gave the palace "I'aspect

destine a des fetes," (Simon).

d

for Simon:

the edifice

"une

The proportions, however, were not right

the towers were too slender and

that the applied

un edifice

Moreover all the architectural

elements were treated with a uniform simplicity giving

certaine grandeur" (Simon).

'

tall,

the dome too low,

symbols and the organic form seemed tacked together

rather than united in a workirg

relationship

so
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Ideally, the two aspects of functional
design would be united in
a

single system as a sign of the union
of a democratic cultural
order

with an appropriate system of production.
of pleasure into one aesthetic
response,

By confounding

the two types

objects of material culture

not only embodied in microcosm the ideal
system of social relationships

which the Republicans felt necessary for
progress, but presented an
image of the character and the order the final
system would assume.

Moreover, the way in which these two strands were
united created a

tension between labor and pleasure which held the
two in check by the
very constraints of the logic which joined them
together.

Thus, the

morality of pleasure and the pleasure of moral activity
were united in
a

mutually reinforcing system that provided the object as well
as

society with an attractive and purposive order.

Commerce.

As noted at the beginning of this chapter,

commerce

pro-

vided the context within which the other ideological values were set
and from which they derived meaning.

Democracy, economic liberty,

labor, and utility were preconditions of the individual's existence

which had as its primary motivation commerce ("la liberte commer-

ciale," Ferry).

Conceiving of the world as "un seul marche" in which

any change in supply or demand would be felt from one end of the world
to

the other ("retentisse d un bout a I'autre du monde," Ferry), com'

merce meant, on an initial level,

a

mutually profitable exchange of

products and money, but on a second, higher level, it was

a

highly ab-

stract and complex system of communication between people in which the

goods exchanged were the "means of communication" (Ferry's phrase).
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Through the agency of the market place, the
producer was able

to

transmit the material and moral benefits of his
labor to others without
being

in direct contact with the consumer.

Statue of Liberty, intended
the

two Republics could

to

Hugo's comment on the

affirm the ideolog ical values on which

form a common friendship, suggests the manner

in which the Republicans felt products could be a
means of establishirg

mutually beneficial relationships between producers and consumers
separated by great distances of language and geography.

cette belle oeuvre tend a ce que j'ai toujours aime,
.
appele:
la paix.
Entre I'Amerique et la France
.^^
.

.

.

Hugo's reference to "la paix" alludes in part

to

.

the power of art to

strengthen international trade relations and encourage mutual understanding between the participants engaged in commercial excharge.
sura,

In

they viewed commerce as a means of eventually establishing an or-

derly system of exchange which engaged and benefitted all of humanity
through the spread of modern culture.

While art had the power

to

unite people in an economic and moral

system, it did so through its power to impress the values of one group
on another within the market place.

Hugo's support for colonization

was phrased in terms of the benefits that trade with the mother country
and contact with European material culture would bring

world.

This type of communication would

rendre la vieille Afrique maniable

a la

the uncivilized

"refaire une Afrique nouvelle,
civil ization ." '^^

At the

same time the monetary rewards from such an exchange would reinforce
the commitment of members of

the commercial

designing, producing, and distributing

system involved in

the products.

^^^^
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The Republicans were careful to make
a distinction between com-

merce and commercialism.

Their insistence that products meet
certain

aesthetic standards was intended to insure
that commercialism ("speculation inavouable," Lockroy) would be tempered
by the morality of the
producer, i.e. his sense of self-respect and
responsibility to others
being conveyed to the consumer via the design
of the product. 103

Although they were concerned that the consumer receive
full value for
his money,

risk taking involved in keeping or expanding the
market for

such products was not disallowed.
to improve

ment.

the product, nor to increase demand or to demand
improve-

Novelty then was acceptable, even desirable, within the

limits of decorum.
.

.

Without risk, there was no impulse

"L unif omi te" in the design of a product
'

"lasse

le publique" and it was necessary to "trouvait un moyen de

.

raviver les curiosites par un appareil extraordinaire;" but the
product had to do so while respecting "nos besoins,"
dans

roy).

1

"1
'

honorabilite

'execution et la severite dans le controle," (LockTnat is, it had to maintain its moral effectiveness without

losing the positive elan produced by the attractive character of its

physical form.
Commerce was, thus,
in two directions.

a

closed system in which communication flowed

Profits gained through the sale of

a

product acted

as a stimulus to improve the product and to produce it in greater quan-

tities at reasonable prices.

Profits for work well done were "le stim-

ulant essentielle du progres" (Ferry). ^06
to be drawn from

jy\q

logical conclusion

this line of reasoning is that producers and consumers

,
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would be brought into a relationship
of increasing interdependency

while at the same time the moral and
material benefits accruing
from this relationship would gradually
be increased.

to

each

Because by the

Republicans' definition, all individuals were
potential laborers, the

commercial system would be self-reinforcing
in that in workit^ for
others, one was producing

for oneself as well.

The purchase of an

individual's products would confirm his sense that
what satisfied his
needs satisfied those of others and thereby reinforce
his desire

perfect the means of

so doing

to

.

From the consumption end, the product would be

a

stimulus

to

innovation and emulation within the framework of the consumers'
own
productive activity.

It was a system of communication which in its

vertical dimension began with the creative impulse of the politically
and economically independent individual and flowed back to him only
to

b^in

again.

of exchange,

Also it was aimed at uniting all individuals into a loop
a

circular chain of interconnecting links whose connec-

tions were forged and maintained through the productive energies of
each of its constituent parts.
It was a

system through which liberal Democratic social reform

could be realized.

As Ferry succinctly expressed it:

la seule base de la reforme sociale repose sur
I'activite, sur 1 initiative sur la prevoyance
individuelle ^^'^
.

.

.

,

'

.

In this way commerce acted

to

organize social relationships into an

evermore tightly unified system.
one which had as its goal

"la

A commercial democratic society was

fraternite," but of

a

particular.

^
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calculable kind in which individuals were
brought into an orderly
system of communication through the
products of labor and through the

exchange of money which acted as mediators
between the individual and
other members of society.
The productive energies of a society's
citizens had their outlet
in this system of mutual exchange and
progressive development.

The

doctrine of free trade ("la libre echange") was
inexorably tied to
the logic of the Republicans'
of commerce. 109

ideology and appropriate

If

their concept

Yree access to the market place for an individual's

products gave labor meaning, offered it
let.

to

a

potentially satisfying out-

free trade were not possible in the world at large during
this

period, it could exist within an extended French community.

I'Afrique pour le commerce," "pour

1

'

Industrie

,

"

"Frenez

exhorted Hugo; while

Ferry in explaining the reasons for colonial expansion into South East

Asia told the Lyons workers:
Ce n'est pas dans une ville comme la votre livree au grand
commerce de 1 exportation que j'ai besoin de reprendre les
chiffres
je n'ai pas besoin de refaire ici la theorie des
debouches et de vous demontrer que le traite de Tien-Tsin
doit ouvrir a votre Industrie
des perspectives
inesperees
'

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The basic character of this system can be summarized as follows.
It was

a

system energized by the productive acts of

a

multitude of in-

dividuals who fed their work into the system and were in turn fed by
it.

Ideally, goods and money circulated in an easy and free manner

from person to person.

In so doing

the individual's moral and material

level of existence was raised onto increasingly higher planes and their

social relationships stabilized in a dynamic equilibrium.

^

:
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The Republicans saw this commercial
system as a means of

attaining a favorable adaptation to
the laws governing nature
which

were experienced in society in the
form of economic laws.

The com-

mercial system within which individuals
operated and the physical

universe were one and the same (C'est la
loi, c'est la nature des
choses." Ferry).

These same individuals could brir^

into harmony with that of nature,

so

that society, like the universe,

would be "entraine dans un mouvement infini"

contributed.

their activity

to

which each individual

Through the rational equilibration of the
process of ex-

change of goods and money a new ideal order or
existence would be

attained
.

.

.

.

.

.

il est permis de rever une societe mieux
organisee
une societe plus f raternelle ^ ^
.

Commerce as a concept contained both

a

prescription for attaining

state of equilibrium found in nature and a vision of

the

the character of

an ideal order towards which man strove.
The recurrent use of words denoting

release of energy, movement,

gradual change towards perfection, in the Republicans' discussions of
commerce reveal the particular pleasant physical sensation this idea
aroused in them.

Like the other aesthetic values they espoused, those

associated with commerce were founded in the realm of sensational psychology.

Ferry could refer to the "theorie des debouches" evoking an

image of a satisfying

burst of energy released in

a

powerful stream;

Hugo described commerce as a means of disengaging man ("degagee")
from the old, earth-bound economy dominated by the Church and the crown
to

lift him onto a new level of civilization.

Lockroy approved of the
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1889 exposition plan because it revived
(-raviver") the curiosity of
the public;

Proust searched for the expression of
life

(

"1

'

expression

vivante") in the design of modern industrial
products; while Simon
spoke of "les transformations" and looked to
the chronological devel-

opment of material culture for the signs of an
ongoing social evolution. ^12

They were sensitive to the effect which
products had on

them and found pleasure in being stimulated and
transported through
"commerce" or discourse with the products.
In part because of their own pleasant physical
response,

the

Republicans accepted the materiality of the product as the
vehicle

which could convey one to a higher state of consciousness,
liberating
the individual physically and mentally through its effects
on the

senses.

Images of light, of dreaming, and of flying recur in their

writings and speeches, pinning this subjective aesthetic experience of

communication to specific perceptible phenomena, conflating the two.
Thus, Ferry felt that Henner's works "faites accepter et admirer cette

lumiere

..."

which evoked "I'heure du reve

well as a time of day.^^^

go doing

,

"

a

mental state as

the Republicans endowed

natural phenomena with a symbolic significance that gave commerce
spiritual character and made it an ideal basis for

a

a

social system

governed by the same principles as the rest of the natural world.
Interestingly, the most persuasive presentation of their notion
of commerce occurs in a poem.

Hugo, in "Plein ciel" (which forms a

segment of his epic the Legende des siecles )
to celebrate productive energy working

system of communication.

,

combined these images

towards the perfection of a

Essentially, the poet presented in condensed

'
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for. both the aesthetic and social
philosophy underlying the Republicans'

commercial system.

On one level, he described
the lone indivi-

dual stimulated by a need to
communicate with others for his own

benefit and theirs, working out the
design of the aerial balloon.

The

inventor's efforts are rewarded by his
being physically lifted into the
sky by his creation.

Hugo wove together an analogy between
the liber-

ating physical experience of flying on
a level above the earth and the

higher planes of material and psychological
existence to which such an

achievement raised his inventor and mankind.

Just as the balloon

enabled men to communicate freely between
geographic points (it is

a

mode of physical transportation), so Hugo
suggested it also facilitated
the transmission of goods and ideas and in
the process stimulated the

development of new ones.

In using

the balloon,

one's mind is liberated

into considering a whole new realm of possibilities
associated with the

better life for all which trade could make

a

reality.

porte I'homme a I'horame, et I'esprit a I'esprit.
civilise, o gloire!
II ruine, il fletrit
Tout I'affreux passe qui s'efface;
II abolit la loi de fer, la loi de sang,
Les glaives, les carcans
I'esclavage, en passant
Dans les cieux comme un fanfare.
Ou va-t-il, ce navire?
II va
de jour vetu,
A I'avenir divin et pur, a I'oubli geneeux,
A I'abondance, au calme au rire, a I'homme heureux!^^^
II

II

,

,

,

Hugo continually connects certain physical phenomena with the

aesthetic experiences the Republicans associated with commerce.
upward movement of the balloon released in flight becomes not

a

The

meta-

phor for progress but the process of progress itself for the inventor
and for humankind:

"C'est de la pesanteur delivre et volant," "II
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va

...

a

la vertue

...

II civilise."

The rhythmic motion of the

balloon as it passes through the air moving
in unison with the rhythmn
of nature is equated with freedom:

Superbe il plane, avec un hymne en ses agres;
II se perde sous le bleu des cieux
demesures
Les esprits de I'azur contemplent effares
Get engloutissement splendid . ^ ^-5

He very clearly defined this liberated state
as an ideal system
of commerce.

The balloon is a vehicle (and here it can be
argued that

Hugo intended such a pun to be taken as an expression
of the physical
and metaphysical aspects of the invention) for
communicating the or-

dered movement of this process and the dynamic equilibrium of
exchange
into which the Republicans assumed humanity strove to free
itself.

called it

'"nef

He

magique et supreme" which "etablie I'ordre vrai."

He also compared the balloon, or rather equated it, with the
image of

light, so that both come to be symbols of free trade.

Qn a super-

ficial level the analogy between the balloon and light is apparent in

Hugo's reference to the balloon as "le phare" "du progres" and his

comparison of its form with that of the solar system; but his

associa-

tion of these images with one another and of both with the concept of

commerce was not meant in the metaphorical or allegorical sense.
The balloon and light are defined as physical systems which are commercial in character, using this term in the Republicans' sense of the

word.

They were treated literally as forms of communication in which

the variety of levels of meaning associated with that concept all

apply.

First, both were physical means of transmitting information.

,
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that is they both acted as agents
of enlightenment; secondly, they

stimulated growth and development, that
is, they were agents of
progress; and finally, their structural
organization was based on

natural laws governing motion, and as such
they presented

a

vision of

the ideal organization for a commercially
oriented social system.
In the first instance,

sun.
of

It

the balloon passed over the earth as a

illuminated the world below by providing

it and an

a

comprehensive view

understanding of its character ("Maintenant voila la

jour qui luit"), exposing a vast landscape marked by
the remnants of
past civilizations,

the record of human history ("les vieux champs de

bataille," "ces grands charniers de

1

'

histolre"

)

The physical

.

experience of seeing the earth from the moving balloon inspired the
aeronaut to conceive a new social order based on commerce:
On voit la fin du monstre et la fin du heros
I'aube s'est levee . .
Tout s'envola dans I'homme
Le mensonge, I'idol, les brumes, les tenebres
.

.

Instead the balloon "va
homme

1

a

1

^

^8

'

abondance

,

"

it

.

.

"porte I'homme a

'

et I'esprit a

1

'

esprit ."

Like light, the balloon is achieving

existence, of making the seed of an idea

Derriere lui
Les ronces de
... on voit
De Dracon qui
In short,

[le ballon]

a

this higher order of

reality:

...

lys sont couvertes

lentement sortir Beccaria
se transfigure.

the balloon functions in the human sphere the way light

functions in nature or the product in the market place.

Moreover,

their characters are intertwined in that they share a common organizing

principle:

that of the physical laws governing the activity of matter
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discovered by Isaac Newton.

Hugo called the balloon "ce vaisseau,

construit par le chiffre," by the "calcul
de Newton."

Its

structure

being analogous to that of light, it operated
in harmonious union with
it.

The balloon "se perde sous le bleu des cieux
demesures" in an

"engloutissement splendide."

Out of their common ordering there liter-

ally arose a vision of the new social order.

In the last stanza of the

poem, Hugo summarized the multi-leveled way in which
the balloon and

light interacted to provide

a

means of encouraging free commercial

exchange and an image of that ideal system of exchange.

The balloon

... a cette divine et chaste fonction
A la fois derniere et premiere,
De promener I'essor dans le rayonnement,
Et de faire planer, ivre de firmanent
La liberte dans la lumiere.^^^
When we remember that Hugo described the balloon as the ration-

ally designed product of an humanely inspired entrepreneur, then it

becomes clear that the Republicans wished to purvey the idea that the

sensation of liberation was an outgrowth of the material character and
structural organization of products created in
system.

a

liberal democratic

That such products engendered feelings of mental and physical

well-being was interpreted by the Republicans as proof that they could
be used to inspire general acceptance of these ideals among producers

and consumers.

Science and technology

.

If

perfection in the ordering of human

activity was the goal of their ideology, the Republicans relied on
science and technology to make progress towards perfection possible.
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These were aids, helping the individual
to rationalize his product:
:ive

behavior and to clarify the vision of
the ideal with which he struggled
to unite himself through his work.

In the case of the ideal,

science

provided a testable and clear image of
nature which the individual only

glimpsed through an intuited sense of harmony.

First by reducing all

matter to one common substance possessing
certain universal characteristics, science made it possible to relate
disparate phenomena in
nature, in society, in works of art to one
another.

It

offered a model

that allowed variety without sacrificing the
underlying structural

unity which gave society and its products coherence.

Secondly, by

establishing links between objects, categories of knowledge,
and the
operations of the human mind and those of the universe, science
made it

possible to use the mathematical equations describing interactions
in
natural systems as the basis for all systems, whether social,
economic,

psychological, or artistic.

^-20

In these mathematical expressions of relationships the Repub-

licans gained a tangible foundation for the highly metaphysical

character of their commercial system.

Like Hugo's balloon, modern

commerce "a pour point d'appui I'air et pour moteur le vide;" but that

balloon and the commercial system it symbolized maintained themselves
aloft through a complex set of controlled interactions that could be

described mathematically

.

^

21

^he language they used indicates the

extent to which the relationship between the natural and commercial
orders was conceived in terms of mathematics.

Scientific vocabulary

describing nature was for them also the language of economics and of

.

.
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art ("rapports, prodults,
calcul"), and art was tha
.echanlsn, by which
the .conci. and natural
systems were translated In terms
graspable by

individuals. 122

Artistic forms whose integrated
character derived

from mathematical equations could
present the Individual with a
clear
Image of the integrated state of
existence he desired, but only vaguely

perceived.
To attain this integrated state,
the Republicans realized it was

necessary to have a method.

As an aid in analyzing materials
and

developing a procedure for altering their
appearance into

a

utilitarian

form, the scientific method could lead
to the creation of a sucessful

formula for production:
loin de nuire aux conceptions ulterieurs de
.
.
.
I'esprit
la methode scientifique leur permet de
se degager avec
d'autant plus d'assurance que les regies premieres
auraient
ete plus fonnelles, je pourrais dire plus
geometriques
(Proust)
As Proust's comment suggests,

the scientific method was considered

superior to other methods because it produced clear and
ordered results, being derived from the objective, universal principles
defined
by mathematics.

UTien

applied to the process of production, it assured

the progressive perfection of the product's design,

the major factor on

which the laborer's own moral development and that of society depended.

Technology was the means by which science entered directly into
the act of production.

Ainsi d'un cote la matiere brute I'autre les resultats obtenus
par 1' Industrie humaine, pour passer de la matiere ainsi
transformer
les forces productives [men and machines]; et
pour produire ces forces ou pour les decouvrir et les diriger les
sciences
.

.

.
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As Simon's description of the
machinery exhibits at the 1878 exposition

indicate, technology was

a

means of realizing the type of
commercial

ideal towards which the Republicans aspired.

mate "means of communication.

It was

in fact the ulti-

^25

"

The Republicans placed a broad range of
inventions under the

heading of technology,

a

term which they did not use in any case,

preferring more active words appropriate to their
dynamic concept of
order, such as "utile" (Hugo),

productives" (Simon).

"travail mechanique" (Ferry), "forces

They also referred to specific machines that

helped to produce an object, as in the case of the camera,
the hugforge from Le Creusot which was the marvel of the 1878
exposition, and
the microscope;

or indirectly, as with the steamship, the railroad, the

aerial balloon, or something as prosaic as the electric light. ^26

Technology was defined in terms of its function as an aid to the
laborer (whether scientist, artisan, skilled laborer, or artist),
helping him achieve his desired ends in the most efficient manner.

Through the vehicle of technology he might grasp the harmonious

character of the infinite described by scientific equations and aspire
to

attain a similar state:

perf ectibilite (Hugo)i27^

La perfection contemplee deraontre la

the structural forms of technology

the worker could read the shape of the social and moral reality of the

future.

The balloon was

Nef magique et supreme!
elle a, rien qu'en marchant,
Change le cri terrestre en pur et j oyeux chant.
Raj euni les races fletries,
Etabli I'ordre vrai montre le chemin sur
(Hugo)
,

.

.

.

'•28
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Technology revealed in its form noc only the
harmonious end but
the logical means ("le chemin sur") by
which matter would be made to

serve human ends.

Through the machine the rational methodology
of

science was made visible in "les instruments et
les utiles qui nous

aidenf (Simon).

129

^t the

same time,

the machine in reaching beyond

itself in its transformation of raw materials into
perfected forms,
provided

a

model for the worker to emulate in reaching beyond
himself

to others through his product,

enabling him to become part of a com-

mercial system.
These primary inventions assumed the status of aesthetic objects
in which the Republicans found a satisfying expression of their
ideolo-

gical system.

The machine was democratic in that each of its parts was

an independent unit with an existence of its own ("C'est du metal, du
bois, du chanvre et de la toile," Hugo); yet each of these parts con-

tributed to the functioning of the whole and was necessary to it. 131
The chaste character of each element and of the total design gave rise
to a

pleasing

sense of easy yet controlled relea se ( 1 elegance s des
'

machines americaines" compared with "la lourdeur des machines fran(;aises," Proust).

openly revealed structure made it easy to

follow the rational process of production so that they found pleasure
in tracing

tioned

through the organization of the machines parts as they func-

together the path that rational human labor had followed.

n'est rien de plus utile ni de plus satisfaisant pour
d'etudier les procedes de culture.
(Simon)
II

la raison que

.

.

.

;
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In placing the primary forms of
technology in the position of

aesthetic models, the Republicans
realized they had altered the traditional concept of harmony.
Still rational, it was now imbued
with a

mechanistic character, synthetic rather than
organic, and rooted in
physical matter rather than in an ideal
realm inaccessible to humanity. 134

There was greater precision in the
delineation of the con-

stituent parts of an harmonious structure
and in the calculation of the

relationships of these parts to one another.
Rather than lamenting the loss of artisanal
uniqueness and de-

'

ploring the rise of monotonously uniform
machine-made mediocrity, the

precision and uniformity of treatment which science
and technology made
possible was taken by Republicans as a sign of progress
in the perfection of the product and of the humanization of the
producer.

By

eliminating the idiosyncracies in the process of production,
technology

helped to erase irrelevant distinctions between individual
producers
and between producers and consumers.

gave his product was

a

The degree of finish a producer

measure of his socialization and moral

integrity, and of his humanization. ^ 35

Distinctions between products and between their producers were
made on the basis of the novelty of the utilitarian object, considered
to be a refinement of an existing

form.

simplification of the design of

machine or the invention of a new

a

This could mean either the

product which improved on an existing one, such as the electric lightbulb replacing gas light.
On dit que I'etonnement est un sentiment philosophique
et c'est en effet avoir fait quelque progres dans la
philosophie de savoir s'etonner a propos. (Simon) ^36
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In either case it was the quality of
invention which was pleasing and

was a measure of the worker's value and the
essence of any claim he

might make for high social standing.
The Republicans conceived of their adaptation
of modern science
and technology to their aesthetic system as a
contribution to the

system of thought first developed by Plato within the
context of the

Athenian Republic.

Science had shown the world of forms and mathe-

matical analogies he had intuitively sensed to exist within
the real
world of time and space. ^37

^^^^3

change had come about slowly as a

result of the historical evolution of human knowledge and human
society.

In the

middle ages this system had been altered in accord-

ance with the state of knowledge and the corporate organization of

production that existed within that society.

In

the mid-eighteenth

century another rational aesthetic had developed, one that was an

expression of the aristocratic liberalism and world view of that
period.

xhe Republicans distinguished between the ideology of

eighteenth century social reformers and their own primarily on the
basis of the fact that for the former the system of production and the
social order created by it were literally in the hands of the pro-

ducers; while in their case an accommodation had to be made with the

mechanization of the universe and of the production process which
placed the producer ac one remove from his product and from the

consumer.

Modern science had added

a

new dimension to the older social

vision, as the Republicans were fully aware:
La revolution de la science a commence apres la revolution sociale [de 1789], et I'a terriblement compliquee.

(Simon)
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They managed to integrate science and technology into
their

system in such a way as to maintain its fundamental democratic
and

economically liberal elements, the progressive elan arising from the
production process, the utiliarianism of the system.

The result was

that these two related categories profoundly altered the tenor of the

commercial system's character without changing its basic structure.
The result of their perspective on cultural change was to give their

ideology and their scientific aesthetic

pedigree that for all its

a

differences from the past made it a logical outgrowth of pre-indus trial
and pre-democratic systems

.

Hugo's balloon bears within its form the ghosts of the aesthetic

systems out of which it had evolved, while at the same time it declares
the arrival of a new material and spiritual order.

In it can be seen

reminiscences of an ideal geometric form and of a gothic structure.
is

"le globe" and

It

"le nef" and at the same time it is

I'entree altiere et sainte du reel
'
Dans I'antique ideal f arouche
.

.

.

.

In sum,

their art theory offered

a

way to bridge the gap between

the preindus trial world and the industrial.

It

did so in a conserva-

tive way by allowing them to synthesize the various categories of their

sensibilities into a vision that accommodated the old liberal structures and concepts to the new industrial reality of nineteenth century

France.

The Ideological Ideal and the Eiffel Tower

.

The most salient

charac-

teristic of the Republicans' ideological system was the emphasis it
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placed on peaceful productivity as the primary
means of progress

towards moral and social order.

In

their view,

the proper attitude

towards science and technology could direct human
energies and aspirations away from class conflict and thoughts of
revanche into a suc-

cessful struggle with the material world for economic
and social
security and through their emotional well-being
point of view,
ogies,

i.e.,

.

1^2

From a logical

their system suffered from the flaw common to all ideol-

it

was self-reinforcing and sel

f-j

ustifying

.

^'^3

Qn the

other hand, it offers an insight into the Republicans' mentality,
throwing

uniting

into relief their fixation on production as the means of
the organizational

of their need
a

powers of human beings with the satisfaction

for emotional

steady-state society,

a

and economic

security.

dynamic equilibrium of productive forces;

each person directing his energies into perfecting

bringing order
society.

the

the product,

in

raw matter, and in so doing benefiting himself and

According

and offered
The

to

Their vision was of

to

their theory art best articulated this vision

possibility of making

it

a

reality.

system was recommended because it seemed to accommodate

itself to the realities on French society, helping
structure and at the same time making

the

to

stabilize its

self-employed individual the

agent through which this stabilization would be effected

.

^'^'^

The

democratic hero was the entrepreneur who combined in one person the
knowledge and skill of the craftsman and the intiative, daring, and

imagination of the scientist, businessman, and artist.

^'^^

His virtue

lay not in the particular metier which he pursued, but in the

fact
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that he was a self-employed individual who
recognized that his own

self-interest was intimately tied up with that of
the community.

The

Republicans, thus, disregarded the Marxian distinction
between labor
and capital,

proletarian and bourgeois, and favored an economic
indi-

vidualism well suited to French society as they perceived
it.

Science

and technology helped to unify this system of
independent workers by

providing a common vision and a common rational methodology
through

which people could satisfy their need for security without
having
rely on others for aid.

In this way,

to

each individual in attending to

his own metier worked in harmony with others for the same goals,

motivated by the same desires.

The labor of one complemented and

reinforced that of the others.
The beauty of this system in theory was the manner in which the

need

for

security and peace became the major impulse for individual

initiation, removing the need to use economic coercion to introduce

technology into production.

dual's means of building
others.

a

Technological innovation was the indivibridge to and stabilizing relationships with

So as to increase his own

sense of well-being

perfected the physical means he had at his disposal
others.

,

to

he extended and

communicate with

Inventions became the ultimate symbols of democratic liberal-

ism because through them all individuals could participate in and

benefit from progress without losing their place in the social and
eocnomic order.

They could even enhance their positions within their

particular profession by virtue of their inventive abilities.
If we look more closely now at

the major

the Eiffel Tower,

Republican monument of the period, we can see that

to

^"^^

a

great extent
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this edifice was a conscious and
programmatic expression of their

ideological ideal.

Historically the tower was intended

the peaceful ends to which labor could
be put.
to affirm

the importance of individual

sive ends.

to

It

celebrate

was especially meant

initiative in achieving progres-

The contract drawn up between Gustave
Eiffel and the state

certified the government's commitment
neurs.

It

to

was

a

to

support innovative entrepre-

model for the new relationship the Republicans
desired

establish between private enterprise and the state and
between

skilled laborers and their employers.
for paying Eiffel a fixed

The state took responsibility

sum upon completion of work and

for seeing

that certain safety standards were met, while Eiffel was left
free to

design the work, hire laborers, order materials, plan construction, and
operate the tower.

It

was Eiffel who in agreeing to assume the risks

involved in building and operating the tower, was allowed to reap the

profits,

l^''

Eiffel epitomized this new social ideal by the way in

which he combined managerial skills with practical knowledge of engineering, creative imagination, and initiative when solving problems

associated with building the thousand foot tower and with marketing the

idea.i^S
In his relationship with the workmen in his employ he maintained

the principle of democratic liberalism.

skilled laborers,

merit.

Almost entirely composed of

the work crews were hired by Eiffel on the basis of

Their wages were set through

a

process of open bargaining

between the entrepreneur and the workers in which both sides made

concessions in order to complete the tower on schedule.
viduals thus had

to

All indi-

place limits on their personal desires for the
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benefit of the community.

During the bargaining initiated when
the

workers struck for higher wages, laborers
used the newly legalized
syndicates to help them formulate their demands.

In one instance no

less a figure than the Socialist Jean Juares
represented them, and it

was he who pointed out the importance of
fulfilling their commitment to

complete the tower.

^^^^

^s a testimony to the important

role that

individual laborers played in construction, Eiffel had
the names of
those who worked on its last stage inscribed on the
finished structure. 150

The tower obviously had some utility simply in bringing
labor and

capital together, in getting them to work peacefully and cooperatively
on a project.

If

the tower did not serve some conventionally practical

purpose, it proved useful in a number of ways.

Lockroy could point to

the economic benefits it brought to the French metallurgical industry

and to the building trades, stimulating production.

Moreover, it

stimulated a demand for other iron structures, and also encouraged

technological innovation by the very nature of the problems posed in
errecting an edifice of this sort.^^l

Solutions were found to the

problems of wind resistance, of foundation design, lighting, and

mechanisms for lifting people and materials.

New production procedures

were developed for fitting pre-f abricated parts together at the site,
and new patterns of cooperative behavior developed to aid workers in

carrying out this new type of construction. '52
it served the purpose of drawing

Finally, as a symbol

international attention

to

the

commitment of the Republic to peaceful enterprise and of showing the
French people that they were capable of achieving great things

.
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within this system.

In this latter

function,

the

tower associated

utilitarian values with the commercial system
in which the Republicans
believed.

The viewing platforms and the restaurants
were also part of

this system, offering

the pleasures associated with the rewards
of

labor
It was a goal which could not have been
achieved without the aid

of modern science and technology.

They both entered directly into the

production of the tower, from the moment of its conception
actual completion.

to

its

The very choice of the tower's form reveals a reli-

ance on science as the source of the design.

Using

the pure geometric

figure of the asymptotic curve, Eiffel carefully calculated the
arc of
the curves so that the tower would appear to rise gracefully from
the

earth, when in fact the four pylons at its base actually were designed
to absorb

the great weight of the edifice. ^53

Eiffel also used the

science of statistics to measure the thrusts and counter thrusts of the

structural parts and from his calculations determined their number,

placement, and optimal design.

He made use of his training

as an

engineer and bridge-builder to work out the construction procedures and
sequences and to design scaffolding and lifts needed for work at great
heights.

Moreover, technology, in the form of his own iron bridges,

provided an inspirational model for the design of the tower to the

degree that the open laticework of the ironwork resembled that used on
the bridges and served the same purpose of reducing wind resistance and

weight without sacrificing

streng th.

^

^'^

In his decision to use

iron,

Eiffel remained true to the conservative integration of science and

technology into an existing

system of production.

Rather than choose

steel Which „as just then
being developed as a
.ons.ructlou .a.erlal.
he relied on a
well-established and hlghl,
refined technology with
"hlch he and his worUen
were deeply ac,oalnted.
The alterations he
introduced in the use of iron
were offered as improvements
on existing
manfuacturlng and construction
procedures which did not undermine
the
independent status of the sRlUed
laborer nor alter the fundamental
relationships of production in
which each had his place. 155
Eiffel himself stressed the role
the tower had played in
bringing
producers together.
In his speech to the workmen
on the occasion of
its completion he repeatedly
lauded

les grands efforts que nous
.
avons faits
en commun
^ 56
.

.

.

.

.

As a product of a libe ral -democratic
production system,

the

tower also fulfilled the aesthetic
criteria of the Republican.

The

multitude of small parts, each clearly
articulated and each composed of
the same material, each reduced to
its most efficient form and inter-

locked with the others to form an integrated,
controlled, dynamic
system, was a paradigm of liberal democratic
society.

The thrust and

counter-thrust of the individual parts in resolving
themselves into the
fluid upward movement of the tower's form
seem the embodiment of the

progress towards a new order which rational
production makes possible.
The very height to which it rises and the
open-latticework of its

structure tend to merge it with the surrounding atmosphere,
while the
sense of a rational organizing principle underlying
this gigantic

structure, controlling and stabilizing it, suggests a harmonious
relationship has been established between it and the laws controlling
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nature.

By coating the tower with
irridescent paint which caused
it

to scintillate in the
sunlight and glow in the
electric illumination,

the analogy between the
.an-.ade structure and that of
natural phe-

nomena was .ade .ore explicit.
ter, unlike Hugo's balloon,

Although fixed and aggresive
in charac-

its for. subsu.es the sa.e
patriotic and

sacerdotal for.s characteristic
of the past cultures both
were .eant to
surpass.
The triumphal arch and the
gothic spire are incorporated into
it and transformed into

the components of a new i.age
made of iron, not

stone, more precise and regular
than either of its antecedents. 157
In the tower,

form and content, matter and idea
were wedded

together in such a way that one is
enjoined to communicate with it, to
be both enlightened and inspired
to emulation. 158

As Lockroy

explained the role of the tower:
.

.

.

il resumait

la grandeur et la puissance
industrielle

du temps present.
Sa fleche immense, en s'enfoncant
dans
les nuages, avait quelque chose de
symbolique; elle paraissait
1 image du prog res tel que nous le concevons
aujourd'huispirale demesuree ou I'humanite gravite dans
cette ascension eternelle 159
.

It

appeared to the Republicans that their art theory
could help

materialize the aspirations of the middle classes for
the ordered
activity that gave each individual a sense of
independence and also
integrated him into a larger community.

:
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FOOTNOTES

Pertxaeat sources for the Republicans'
concept of ideology
"Ideol^y
as
a
Cultural
System," ed Da^J
?
ideology
and Disr.onrpnt (New York:
Free Press 19^^

are
Ao^

fff
47-76;

'

RM-TF^^^T-^i^ZTiFTindustrielle/^^

phie,

Preuves, nos. 167-169 (1965)

pp.

3-13.

h
9^ l^

12-?1

E

^so-'
I
'

FirT^Zl"^^^^
uT^^^iTs^;^

Ar7
Art

First .Ameri can Artists' Congress

^^TTTeprinted
^

f

.

"^^^ Social Ba
1936 (New York:
n.p.
1936)
and Intro.
Soc a' 'ReaU
.

^^^'^^^^ ^P^^^'
Art History," Daedelus
sSi^e^ 1977 nn
;
International Encvclo ^dia of Social Scij^j
jT?'
igTa ed.
1968
s.v.'''J
Ideol<^y."
by Edward Shils and Harry M.
Johns^
'

1

L

,

'

,

^^^^ ^' ^^ove for biographical sources

"
'

on thes'!"five!

j^The Republicans did in fact use
the terms "signe" and "sym„
bole
their own discussions of art and in much
the same wav as 1 use
them here, as will become clear in the text.
The terms si-nifier
sign, referrent, dialectic are ones I have
selected as best suited to
describing the Republicans' concept of art as
an effective, living
entity.
In so doing I have drawn on the theory
of Roland Barthes
particularly his discussion of language, style, and
social structure in
Elements of Seminoloay in U^riting Degree Zero and
Elements o f Semiology;, Prerace by Suan Sontag
Trans. Annette Lavers and Colin Smith
(Boston:
Beacon Press, 1970) for my terminology as well as for
the
conceptual framework of this chapter.
Barthes is particularly useful
because he is essentially analzying and criticizing the
cultural concept which is being formulated during the 1880s in
France.
See also
Lucien Goldman, Structures mentales et creation culturelle
(Paris:
Editions Anthropos, 1970), for a more historical perspective
by a'
structuralist on the subject of the relationship between social harmony
and aesthetic ideals in French avant-^arde thought.
Among modern historians of France only Jean-Pierre Azema and Michel '.^inock to my
knowledge have alluded to the strong aesthetic character of the Republicans ideology, and only in a few scattered references to Ferry's
concern for social unity and his concept of himself as an architect of
the state.
La Naissance et la mort:
La Troisieme Republique (18701940) (Paris:
Calmann-Levy 1966 ed.), pp. 134, 146-149.

m

,

,

^ Dieu,

5

Patrie, Liberte

"Salon de 1882," p.

^See Proust,

,

54;

p.

252.

"J-Iinistere des

"Salon de 1882," pp.

arts,"

533-534,

p.

237.
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point la history.

1117-

'°
J-

r
Q-

This Idea ll all^

?

/

^

particular

T'^^^^^^^^^J^--'

Chambre des Deputes. June
23, 1883,

p.

3126.

o

"

Introduction

.

p.

159.

Ministere des arts,"

p.

237.

L'Art sous la Republigue pp. 154J^^*"""^;Introduction,
Simon,
chapt. "Les torces productives"
passim
Identification of producer and consumer and
the clarx'fLltion of
social hierarchy .ill be discussed in
the chapte5 on aJt education
ISS155,

.

Thp

l^The Republicans would consider
art as a natural lanaua<.e
man made in accordance with the scientific
laws governir^ Mature.
The term artxfxcial here is used to
mean that art does not ocZr with"
human beings, producing in a social
context.
Sel BarthT'T'''°?
See
Barthes, Seminologv, pp. 9-12,
pp. 24-31, for a discussion of sys^
tems of signification.
i.e.

^2"Faire relever I'art uniqueraent du sentiment,
c'est le
rabaisse, car c'est retrancher a I'homme la
plus belle part de son
activite I'etude et le travail; pas plus que
le talent ne dispense
d aucun devoir moral, le sentiment
en art ne saurait se passer de science.
(As described by Monod, L'Exposition
illustre, 1:623).
This
wariness of uncontrolled emotion is frequently
expressed bv the Republicans and lies behind their general criticism
of works of art that
were unstructured, formless.
See for example Proust's comments on
Manet's paintings in "Salon de 1882," p. 547,
Opponents of this idea
were
favor of a Romantic individualism which with its
elistist
overtones was clearly anti-democratic.
See the transcription of the
interpellation of Edmond Turquet, Ferry's Undersecretary of Fine
Arts,
by the Bonapartist Deputy Isadore-Hyacinthe
Robert-Mitchell, J.O.
Chambre des deputes. May 19, 1880, pp. 5390-92.
Mso of inteTIil for
the opposng side's argument is the three volume work by
Philippe de
Chennevieres, the Director of Fine Arts who was ousted by Ferry:
Souvenirs d'un directeur des Beaux-arts 3 vols. (Paris: Aux Bureaux
de I'Artiste, 1883 et seq.), 3: chpt. 3 passim.
'

m

.

^^The unity of the arts is a theme which runs through Hugo's
writings, especially in the epic poem La Legende des siecles, published in its complete form only in 1883.
It is also an idea propounded by Proust in all the writings cited above and by Simon in his
Introduction
The idea is implied in Lockroy's writings.
Ferry too
professed a belief in the unity of the arts, but in a slightly different and more complex way, which is discussed in the chapter on art
education.
.
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^^ Introduction

i^ibid., p,

,

12.

p.

9.

Ministere des dLLb,
arts

••salon

"

nn
pp.

7'?7
zj/,

9'!=;
2Jo,

oo-'
23/
respectively.

"-iHiili,-

'Ir?883:' P^l':!^'"

p.

.xv. P.ousc.

18 Ferry,

"Discours au banquet d'Henner"
(April 15 1889)
Ed. Paul Robiquet
7 vol
(Parxs:
A. Colin, 1892-98), 6:348.
See also Ferry's commen
'^n the
analogy between universal law and
the social syste^ in "Inte olat
on
Langloxs ^(January 31, 1884), Discours
6:226-227.
Si.on, Intro-

f

O

pinions.de_Jal^^

,

'

'

,

l^Correspondance,

2

'

Pp!%!7-55o!
^Q lntroduction

,

pp.

21"Salon de 1882,"
^^ Introduction

vols. (Paris:
Calraann Lew, 1898
2-379
I'Afrique" (18 May, 1979)', Actes 'et
par'^les

,

pp.

.

212-213.
p.

535.

212-213.

^^'^ll qijotations, including the above
form p. 265, are from La
Legende des siecles, Ed. A. Dumas, chronology and
biography Jean
Gaudon (Paris:
Garnier Freres 1974). As Prof. Gaudon points out
in
his Introduction, pp. li-lii, the Legende in its
final form (1883
edition) testified to the impossible nature of the
artistic goal Hugo
had intended to realize with it.
It nevertheless presents his intentions in the form of a statement of his ideology, one
which he began to
develop in the 1850's and never abandoned as an ideal
within which he
characterized the human condition and discussed the means of
human
salvation.
See Paul Berret, " La Legende des siecles:" Etude et
analyse Ed. Rene Doumic, Les Chefs-d'oeuvre de la litterature expliques (Paris: Mellottee, n.d.), for a discussion of the ideological
content of the first and last series of the Legende with a strong
emphasis on Hugo's deism and spiritualism.

~

,

,

Leg ende .
The quotations remaining in this section are from
pp. 265-277, 268-269, 266, 266, 265, 265, 265; 266, 265; 267, 268, 269;
285, 286, 284, 287.

25"Salon de 1882," pp. 542, 539.
For other Republicans' references to the French national character in art see Ferry, "Henner,"
Discours
6:348; and Simon, Introduction p. 230-4 passim.
There is
much in this concept of decoration that derives from the philosophy of
Victor Cousin and may be considered a reinterpretation and modernization of it.
See Chap. IV below and also Philip Anton Bertocci, "Jules
Simon, 1814-1895:
A Study of Republican Regligious Politics in
,

,

.
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France,
(Ph.D. dissertation. Yale University,
1970), Chap. 8 "God
Republic, Liberty." Bertocci points out
that Simon in the 1880s
criticized Cousin primarily because his
philosophy was based on
intuition and lacked a rational methodology.

'

^^^^"'^^^tion, p. 214; Proust, "Salon de 1882,"
p.
interpolation Langlois," Discours 6:227; Hugo
"Vingtieme
La Legende des siecles
and the last third of the
work from Verse XLIV, "Le Temps present," on.
Felix Pecaut
among others, has chosen the inauguration of
democracy as the major
criterion separating the Third Republic from
previous French c^overnments.
This is not the whole difference, as this
chapter and°those
which follow will show:
L'Education publique et la vi e nationale
3rd ed., (Paris:
Librairie Hachette et Cie.
1907), pp. viii, 192.

l^^^^

c;t5

:\
siecle,

m

.

,

,

^^ L'Art frangais
28
" Introduction

,

p.

3.

See also Lockroy's comments on the
p. 264.
economic changes in France which originated with the edicts of
Louis
XVI 's Minister Turgot and were reinstated on a permanent
basis during
the Revolution of 1789:
La Question Sociale
pp. 4-5.
,

,

29^tiej.(- Thibaudet has defined their social ideal as
"una
Republique platonicienne d'idees" held together by the comprehensive ideology of liberalism.
This quotation is from his book Les
Idees politiques de la France (1932) and is taken from David Thomson,
Democracy in France since 1870 5th ed (London-Oxford-New York:
Oxford University Press, 1969), p. 121, n. 1.
,

.

30

^To my knowledge no one has made the connection between
ideology and aesthetics so far as the Tower is concerned. Maurice
Agulhon in two articles has set out to identify the sources of Republican emblems and the concepts for which they stood, and in the most
recent one has briefly referred to the Tower as possibly being a symbol
of enlightenment:
"L'Allegorie civique feminine," Annales 28

(1973):

5-34.

3^The letter was published in Le Temps (14 February, 1887) and
was addressed to M. Alphand, an engineer and the general director of
construction for the 1889 Exposition. Lockroy's reply was also addressed to Alphand.
No other discussion of Republican aesthetics exists to my knowledge.
Nor have I found any complete analysis of the
Tower as an expression of their ideology, it being generally considered
a apolitical symbol of industrial society.
Barthes and Andre Martin,
La Tour Eiffel
Le Genie du lieu, no. 5 (n.p.: Delpire, 1964),
presenta structuralist analysis of the Tower and its aesthetic outside
a historical context; although they do state on p. 38 that it has much
in common with Victor Hugo and Jules Michelet's experience of seeing
the
earth from the heights of Notre Dame and speculate that the tower
arose out of the same historical experience about which these authors
wrote
,
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^

^Moniteur

.

p.

514, p.

514.

^^ibid.
^"

^Discours

,

3:vi.

^^The most thorough modern study
of the Republicans' views
democracy with a hiblio^raphy of ^;rh
Pr:nrand^E;iJrwo:ir is Thomson Demo^racyJ^nJ^
Of special interest are
pp. II6-I34 In the
chap er_ The National Vision," in
which he discusses'the nh rent
ontradictions between the concept of the
individual and of society
^^Idxn, France 1:570-74, 614-615,
624-626, presents a summer; f' Ferry
and the Gambettxstes ideas on
democracy which is in general Igreement
Both Zeldin and Thomson !n i' am presenting.
ca e
cate,
a!t;oL\''?h''^'°'
although
they do not elaborate, that there
existed differences
between the character of the early leaders
of the Third Republic and
those who replaced them and also
differences among the members of the
group under discussion.
See Pierre Sorlin, U^aldeck-Rousseau
(Paris:
A. Colin, 1966) for a thorough
study of the politics of the Third
Republic.
He refers to the animosity, bordering
on contempt, of pragmatic politicians like U^aldeck-Rousseau and
Rouvier towards Ferry and
Gambetta and their associates, p. 252.
For Hugo's evolution into a
^""^^^
^'Evolution democratique de Victor Hug o
i«™ryf./r
^^^^"^^^^
(Paris:
Emile-Paul 1904), a book I was unable to obtain.
His views on democracy come through quite
clearly, however, in his correspondence and his speeches and publications of
the 1870s and 1880s.
As for the differences over the source of
authority in a democracy
which divided the Republicans on whom 1 am focusing
these and their
consequences for art will be discussed in the chapter below
on Art
Education.
There is much that suggests the Republicans under investigation here were the intellectual precursors of Emile Durkheim,
if not
directly, at least through their influence on the educational
system in
which he was trained.
They in turn perpetuated an aesthetic and an
ideology which had been formulated by Mme. de Stael.
For a discussion of her social aesthetic, without the political dimension,
see H.
A. Needham, Le Developpement de I'esthetigue
sociologigue en France
et en Angleterre au XIX ^ siecle
Bibliotheque de la Revue de
litterature comparee no. 28 (Paris:
Librairie ancienne Honore
Champion, 1926)
p. 209.
,

_

,

,

,

,

,

2,

p.

^^Proust, "Salon de 1882," p. 535; "Ministere des arts," part
237; L'Art sous la Republique
p. 155.
,

37
-'^

Dieu, Patrle, Liberte p. 251; see also his discussion of
"variete," Introduction p. 252.
,

,

^^zeldin, France

,

2:630-631.

-^^

L 'Esthetique sociolog ique
The concern for
p. 209.
establishing order in an industrializirg society was not limited to
France, but was the major focus of attention of social reformers and
politicians during the same period in America as well, according to
,
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Robert H. U^iebe The Search f or
Order:
1877-1970
America ge„. ed.^STIT^S^IIJ-i^;—
HlU and ;;ang; Farrar, Straus, and Giroux,
1967).
,

fr-.

ri,

v

,

Bonna/l^ra:rured^:H:"r.:L\:eVr.r,^o"is?r.s"^y;rf^r^
548 350.

The works or Bastien-Lepage

,

Roll, and Eigene Manet

whlch the Photographer
(reproducld'in Ri^hlrS^on^^
For a recent discussion of Nadar's
political
'^^'^"^
°f
^^P^^lMind!
Ar foru.
^T./'"pp. 28-39.
September 1976
The development of this Und o
balance between the universal ideal and
the special physical and
p ychol^xcal character of the individual seems
to have originated in the
'^''^''^
'^'^ Starobinsky, L'lnvefti^n de
la
"
''"'r
l^^^^te (Pans:
Flammarion, 1973), especially pp. 8 9-90 where
]^ Lbeltf^P
he
P--ti^ the Sermen^ du Jeu de Pau^!
a79n"%rj''\r"''''^'^'
(1/91),
The Republicans, as heirs of this tradition,
developed it further
the context of the 1880s as will be
shown in Chapter V below.

Victor
tor

h2o"1H^o
fig.
,

ZTT"

r

18.

aiil^'

,

m

^^It is these subtle physical differences
which were exaggerated
the caricatures of the period, an art
form which played up
physiognomical peculiarities within an essentially
conventional, but
highly schematized, compositional format.
See Reclus Jules Ferrv
pp.
104-105, for his comments on the caricatures of Ferry's
famous mutton
chop side-burns.
A number of books on caricature appeared durim
the
years
question, written by well-known critics and art
theorists,
including Champ fleury s last volumes on the history
of caricature.'
Rising interest in it as an art form was marked by
the establishment of
the journal La caricature by A. Robida.
Higo was fond of drawirg this
sort of picture which he did in the mocking and playful
spirit that
became popular in cartoons of the late 1870s and 1880s.
See the
article "Caricature," in La Grande Larousse universelle du
XlXg
~~~~
siecle second supplement"]

m

,

m

'

.

,

'^^Azema, La Troisieme Republique
p. 137, refers to
Ferry's conception of himself as an architect of the state, but does
not pursue the subject further, save to allude to the Free Masons'
attachment to this idea.
See Chapter III below for my discussion of
the relationship between Republicanism and the Masons.
,

^3 "Union centrale," pp.

194, 193.

This theme runs through all

Proust's writings.
^^The Republicans have frequently been charged with being materialists.
Save for Proust, all of them openly believed in some kind of
spiritual force in the universe.
'whatever character this spirit
possessed, all the Republicans felt that humanity had to reconcile
itself to struggling with the material world as part of its destiny.

.
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^^"Henner," Discours

7:348, 347.

,

Republicans did not use the term "inte
rity of matewhich has often been used in twentieth
cenLy art crUicis.
criticism concerned with modernis a
I
is a
t!™"h
h'-'^™'"'''
-^^neraUy
associatL
J
.h
the a:srh:tJcr°o7
aesthetics of modern industrial civilization,
particularly in the
•

1

rials

—

^
^°
pe
taJ :e;^of'^^"f'^
statement
°f properties out
of the physical
of which an object is fashioned and the exploitation of these
properties as an in^ ral pa^ of
the aesthetic and moral character
of the finished work, and bv association, of Its maker and user.
This is essentially the way 'the ten,,
is used in modern art criticism,
for sample, in the writir^ s of
Space. Time, and Architecture. T hP Growth
of a New Tradition
3rd. ed
enl. (Cambridge. Harvard University Pre
s
1959). pp. 484-496. 764-65 passim, traces the
formulation of the concept to the milieu of U'alter Gropius
Bauhaus in the 1920s.
For its
place as an aesthetic value in Art Nouveau
of the 1890s and first
decade of the twentieth century, see S. Tschudi
Madsen, Art Nouvea u
trans. R. I. Christopherson
U'orld University Library. (New YorkToronto:
McGraw-Hill. 1973 reprint of 1967 ed )
ppl 88. 104-106.
The
figures of John Ruskin and U'illiam Morris are
especially important in
the nineteenth century in introducing the idea
of the honest use of
materials as an expression of personal honesty.
This is not the onlv
characteristic which art nouveau and modernism have in common,
as this
chapter will show.
See also Nikolaus Pevsner, The Sources of Mode rn
Architecture and Design, the U'orld of Art Library (London:
Thames and
Hudson. 1968), pp. 9-21 passim, for a discussion of the
threads which
run throi^h both artistic developments, but without
the social and
ideol(5 ical dimension.
One mi^ ht also add the art criticism of Clement
.

.

'

'

.

.

Greenbeig

to

.

the list.

^^ Introd uction

,

p.

221.

48
°See

Ferry's comments on "plain air" painters in "Henner,"
Also Reclus, Ferry p. 108, refers to a letter of 1891 which
Ferry sent his wife statir? his dislike of Impressionism.
See also
Proust, "Salon de 1882," p. 547, for his comments on Manet as an artist
whose work is limited to studies which he does not o back over and
brirg to perfection ( "des etudes parfois incompletes
il en
est qui resteront comme des accents sans pareil
comme des notes
")
d impression
7:348.

,

,5

.

.

.

,

.

'

'^^

.

.

Introd uction

,

p.

252.

^*^See Barbou, Victor Hi^ o
p. 203. and the "Interpellation
Turquet," J.O. Chambre des deputes pp. 5390-5393.
.

,

^
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Quoted in Barbou
beir>g launched against

tk^

^n?

d

TaLe'ac fhl.^

°^ '^^""Isn. «as

generation associated wUh
hrs^ ol st:
.^^o-I^P^^s^nlst avantgarde, Felix Fe-ne'on.
See his evTrTtn ^e
It phxlosopher
In Petit Bottln
des Lettres et des arts
(Pa Is

llAZT
™

n p

'^^y ueie, sees a connecton
between da fprna o
relationships and economic and
social decaden'r To
sions, consult J. F. Harrison
"Tha
t
n'
Vi^toriar^ltu^ I (D^Sb:? 19?7)^ '^sT^e^^^
i n

<-

-,-

TTT

English ver-

'

Ll^^ig££g nonnage et les metiers Que-sais-ie^
^^"^f
Presses Universitaires de -^i-ciiit-e,
France 1966)
xi»0D;
r
p. ji).
Benoist
points nJI^
f-v,^
regulation ot labor was motivated
both
by a con?
cera Lr
V
'^l^'""
°'
'"^ luaLty
^1=°
<^-LXLy
i-oncroi
contrfrand
and con'
consumer protection.
fPari.(.Fans.

.

,

-i

L

criticism of';^h'r'''^^'''°"
xn the

Langlois," 6:199.

:Le '•Disc?:^;™^^

See Ferry's comments and
'^^^^^
^--^ ^^P^^^ic

Danism

and French Intellectuals:
University of North Carolina at
L'Esthetigue sociolo ginnP pp. 933""^^ Herbert Spencer. While Hugo dis"liked
Da;w.•n'^^h''
Darwxn s theory of evolution and the
type of
iame, he did believe in the higher purposes determinism found in
of human life and the
benefits of economic liberty as it was being
defined
TJll
^T^^^
by the Republicans.
^ See for example comments
on Darwin and Taine in
Ire non ambire, Legende, pp. 738-747.
See article "Social Darwinism"
International Encyclopedia of Social Sciences by
Sol Fox and Larry
l"" f"^
b.
Krucotf for a history of the concept of the
individual's relationship
to others
the community during the nineteenth century.
The authors'
statement, taken from Hofstadter, on Durkheim
is applicable to the Republicans and suggests they were important
precursors of him:
"[In the]
1890s Durkheim was especially important in clarifying
the relationship of
the individual to society, replacing the
theory of contract, with its emphasis on property values, by theory of norms.
The great questions of individual freedom and social responsibility had never
been so much alive;
the old laissez-faire individualism began to
lose its title to morality."
The Republicans' views on individual liberty were
closest to those of
Charles ^Renouvier, whom Roger Soltau credits with clarifying
the principle of liberty by defining it in terms of the individual's
awareness
of his relationship to others.
"He saw that negative freedom might

1860-1915'^'WPh^r'H''''^'
fxf
Chapei Hxll,
Chapel
Hin 1968),
1QA«^
and
Needham,

.

^"T

m

.

88

f

n!d

Nln.r..nrh Century (New YorR:

„",zo'

T^

Russel l and Rossel

="8gesting the extent ta which such
lllllTa
penetrated
°a ilTJ,
Republican circles by this time.
-

IdearSS

'

5°"L' Interpolation Langlois," 6:209.

"li!iI2di£tlon, p. 456.
See also Lockroy, La Question sociale,
"'^
proposed an Institutional fram ework for
productio n
b^,
'"..f
based. on
des associations libres, des
associations ,ui donnent d s
droits egaux aux patrons et aux ouvriers."
58

Education for a discussion on how the
inAUr^A
"^^iff
individual
would
be fitted to participate in such
a system.

r

59seejerry's description

of the characters of his two favorite
7:34607; and "Discours au banquet d'Antonin
Mercie,
7:349-52.
Ze Id in, France. II, Chap.
5, "Industrialists,presents an overview of French attitudes towards
entrep re neurship in
the nineteenth century which
includes a survey of curren t. li tera ture on
the subject.
One model which Zeldin does not mention is
the skilled
artisan and the knowledgeable businessman who are
independently employed, a group which is given some importance in
Albert Boime's essay
Entrepreneurial Patronage in Nineteenth Century France,"
in Enter prise and Entrepre neurs in Nineteenth Century France
Ed. Edward C.
Carter, (Baltimore-London:
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1976), pp.
137-207. My point here is, however, that the Republicans
were interested in examples of entrepreneurial spirit rather
than a particular
Indus try
_

.

,

^^See Lockroy, J. 0.

Chambre

,

,

May 17, 1876, pp. 3332-49.

^^See Lockroy, Preface, p. xxii, and Chapter II below.
°^ La Question
sociale

,

p.

14.

6 1

Legende Preface, p. 5. Azema Troisieme Republique
132-134, notes the Republicans' view of social order as a kind of
equilibrium, harmonious in character, of social forces. The Republicans' theory of economic liberty has strong parallels with economic
theory of Leon Walras (1834-1910), an economist who was a friend of
Ferry's.
On Walras and theories of eocnomic equilibrium see articles
in the International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences.
,

,

,

pp.

89

6^Both quotations are from
"Salon de 1882
cclo., the

slepUflcaUoa

of p.ops. se

"

d

SA-^

.u4:"orc":Lr:ehf.e"^

^^see Proust, ibid.; Lockroy,
La Question sociale
passim; Ferry, J.O., Chambre
June 23Tl88r p
ITll

nn

L

T9

.

operate

same economic context is clear.

withm

the

^^^^^
P^°^st, "Ministere des arts" and
TOO,,.
Salon de
1882
passim; Hugo, "La Domaine de la
publique
payante,"
^lc,
h
f /
Actes
^ctes
et
Paroles pp. 500-509.
.

^^Simon, Le Travail
^

,

^La Question sociale

p.

.

3.

p.

PP- 159,

illustrgf^^^7"°'''
^^

19.

Introduction

,

p.

170-171; Mo nod

,

Exposition

358.

Dejeuner des enfants de Veules," 25 September,
^^"""S^'
100/
1884
Actes et paroles, p. 580.
See Jean Gaudon, Le Temps de la Contemplation:
L'Oeuvre poetique de Victor Hugo de s "Miseres" au
seuil du gouffre" (1845-1 856^ rp.ricFlammarion, 1969.
73 'Ministere
des arts,"

p.

232.

7^Quote in Reclus, Ferry, p. 28.
Ferry never ceased to appreciate facture as the important intermediary of
communication in art.
He felt it was Henner's method of handliag color
that created a special
psychological state in the viewer.
See also Proust, "Salon de 1882,"
passim.
The term facture is used more often in French than
in English
and American art criticism, where the term "handling"
or "technique" IS
often substituted.
The latter terra, because it implies a mechanical,
non-cognitive, use of artistic materials, is not really a good synonym
^^ Introduction

,

p.

358.

''^The utilitarian streak in the Republicans' ideology has been
little noted, although their concern for it is apparent in any reading
of their speeches and articles, and Ferry is known to have read and
taken seriously the ideas of J. S. Mill, one of the primary advocates

,

1

90

uVlt^'o'^f
r
It could be
lib.

i^f^-i--t--^t:h century.

See Reclus, Ferry
p.
-.'
that what their critirc: r^^^^A •

said

.

iixniscere des arts,
I.
The same premise forms the basis
of
Hugo and Lockroy's arg^ents in
favor of amnesty for the communards.
,

^^ J- 0-

>

17 May, 1876,

p.

3349.

78
an article published in the Bulletin
de 1 associa tion
,,,,
nationale republicaine January February
1890, and reprinted
in
^ ii-tiu j.n
Discours
II: 179.
/ rS

'

'

,

.

^^9 August, 1885, Discours

7:16.

,

80

^Discours de Bordeaux," 30 Aguust, 1885, 7:54.

8

See n. 78 above.
On utilitarianism as a moral imperative
and
code of ethics for uniting ends and means
see The Ency clopedia of Philosophy, Ed. Paul Awards, 8 vols., s.v. "Util
itarianism," by J. J. C
Smart; and two works by R. M. Hare:
The Language of Morals (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1952; reprint ed
from corrected sheets of 1st ed
Oxford:
University Press, 1961), Chap. "Good in Moral
Contexts;" and
Freedom and Reason (London:
Oxford University Press, Amen House,
1963), Chap. "Utilitarianism."
It would seem that the Republicans,
like Mill, did not separate act and rule
utilitarianism, but saw them
as interrelated concepts.
Their desire for efficiency and economy in
the operation of government and in human behaviour
puts them on the
borderline between the technocrats and the intellectuals,
since their
aims combined economic with moral intentions.
See Zeldin, France
II:
1042.
.

.

.

'

82'

Henner," 7:348.

o o

^Public festivals have a long tradition in France, and they
have generally been of two sorts:
those organized by the governing
powers and those traditionally celebrated by ordinary people.
The
efforts of officials in the First Republic to continue the former,
orchestrated type of festival have been documented by David Dowd
Pageant Master of the Republic:
Jacques-Louis David and the Revolution
(Lincoln, Nebraska:
University of Nebraska, 1948); Contemporary
History 6(1971): 167-182, and Daniel Halevy, "Apres le seize mai
une annee d exposi tion
1878," La Revue universelle November 1936,
pp. 423-444, discuss Republican efforts to use festivals to tap popular
energies and place them at the disposal of the Third Republic. Maurice
Agulhon has begun to identify the sources of Republican symbolism,
finding it in popular religious and masonic iconography:
"Esquisse
'

:

,

91

pour une archaeologie de
la RepubliqueL'AllPoor.-o civique feminine, Annales 28(1973)5-34 \.r.A -T\u \.

^

mentality in which politics
and
outbursts which decUne w?th
Yves-Marie B.rrr^r.Z

dLv

7

•

•

^^^^acter of th^l^^^HITI ^""^ i ! together
in spontaneous
'

°^ modernization is examined
bv

identified certain forms of
^
expression which thi^hlh
anS .en n-as^u^radL^rarwo^:::!^
^lirp^^j:? \^\"o""(Paris-The Hague: Moulton
2 vols.
974)
vo
T1. uTllTl.T
™-^'="7'
PP- :'48-549, points
out the persistence of t-hi= >,„k,
""'"'^
the late'nine?:::^? ^LtuJ^
in l^an"":/"'
,

'

^

'

•

RepabuL'ns" Jeco%nitiorof 'th'"""''^

P^™'

'he

^^^^
--^-^ and rat?on1l nd,
need for both play and order.
Here
Herb^r?
Herbert Spencer s ideas on the
relationship between pleasure, utility
P-^^^ly/-fl-ntial in posing one approach to Social
TaLt
value ot pleasure, judging from Needham,
Esthetique sociologique pp.
^""^^^'^ criticism of Ferry, Dieu, Patrie,
Liberti,
n
97?
rl
°f these ideas on the pleasure of
utilitv and the
ll-, I'
traced back as far as the late eighteenth
l^^^^''^^^^^
cenr,';^^ in France where
century
the terms of the discussion were set by
Rousseau Diderot, and other philosophers,
and later taken up by Schiller
See Rousseau s Lettre a d'Alembert sur
le thiatre and Remy G
baisselin. The Transformation of Art into
Culture from Pascal to
Uiderot
Joseph Pieper, In Tune with the World: A Theory of
Festivity
trans. Richard and Clara Winston, Helen and
Kent Wolff Book (New YorkHarcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1965),
p. 40, notes that the "fine
arts keep alive the memory of the true ritualistic,
religious origins
ot festivals when these begin to be
forgotten."

Ss

'^^^^

haT: natural
f:''
emotional
^

JT

,

For a thorough study of nineteenth century French
thinkers' views
on folklore as the repository of popular values
and naive, i.e.,
pure, visions of the natural order, see Charles
Rearick, Beyond 'the
Enlighte nment:
Historians and Folklore in Nineteenth Century France
,

Folklore Institute Monograph Series, vol. 27 (Bloomington and LondonIndiana University Press, 1974). For discussions of French painters'
efforts to use this intuitive vision or mental construct of the
world
as a basis for developing new and, in their minds, more
"truthful,"
forms and compositional ordering, see the following: Timothy J. Clark,
Image of the People:
Courbet and the 1848 Revolution (London: Thames

92

le x^/u;,
K
pp. J91-395.
The switch from the Image
d'Epinal
i^Pinai to
tn the
rhp
fashion print documented in thp ^^^r
concep.
.He won. ....ZT.

l^T

^^l^^S^^^^ ^^^^

^^"Ministere des arts," 237.
Q

C

"-'

Introduction

,

p.

234.

L'Art sous la Republique

^^"Salon de 1882,

p.

79.

p.

.

546.

88on Hugo as a humorist see:

Andre GiUois, La Fra nce qui
Hachette, 1966), pp. 239-40:
I
Henri Guillemin,
L'Humour de V ictor Hugo (Neuchatel: Boundry, 1951)'
Charles Affron, A Stage for Poe ts:
Studies in the Theatre of H uco InH
(Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 19 71). Lockroy';
writings are characterized by a biting wit,
as are some of Simon's.
Their
effect derives from a play of contrasts and
oppositions.
One also
thinks of Ferry's title for his famous critique
of Napoleon Ill's chief
planner:
Les contes fantastiques d'Haussmann
^'^^"^^

(pans:

:

.

Apres le seize mai."
^OLockroy, Preface, p. xxxi
On the reforms in the system of
hanging works in the 1880 Salon and the 1883 Salon
national, which were
innovations undertaken by Ferry's Undersecretary of Fine
Arts, Edmond
Turquet (b. 1836), see J.O., Chambre 19 May,
1880, pp. 5390-5393, and
1 April, 1883, pp. 1642; Georges Lafenestre, "Le Salon
et ses vicissitudes," Revue des deux mondes 1 May, 1881,
pp. 100-135, for a history of reforms.
.

,

,

^^Simon here quotes

a M.

Didron, Introduction

,

pp.

250-251.

92 On

Le Due see n. 93 below.
John Ruskin's (1819-1900) ideas
on form and function can be found in the Seven Lamps of Architecture
(1849) and in Sesame and Lillies (1865) in the lecture entitled "The
Mystery of Life and its Arts," where he sets the notion in a socioeconomic, as well as moral, context.
Horatio Greenough (1805-1852), an
American sculptor and writer, is best known for his writings collected
in 1958 under the title Form and Function
.

93
-"On

the various theories of rationalism in architectural
design current during this period and their common denominator functionalism, see Peter Collins, Changing Ideals in Modern Architecture:

93

1750-1950 (London:
Faber and Faber 196S^
rh^ -t^-pi
^
0£ Vloll«-le-Duc on the Republicans
d be
o
nt boof °"
this architect which X have not
been able to consult
e la cultura archi t J:„:°"rw!/!iy!,^!«^--Bologna: Fatron, 1977).
Pol Abraham, Viollet-le-Duc et
M-no.l
,

TJe^

lAvrTfl

le^
P-^^^^^^^^^^^^l5Hfa^-ue

^FiS^rfrSas.-^94

Introduction

,

190.

p,

iTetace, pp. xxi; xxv-xxvi.
96^

.

Simon, Introduction

,

pp.

221-222.

97^

For recent studies which take into account
the role of economics in the Republicans' policies see S.
Elwitt, Making of the Third
marxist interpretation); Azema, La Troisi^me
Rgpubiique; and Pierre Sorlin, Waldeck-Rousseau
(PiFiH A. Colin 1966)
Also see Zeldin, France, in n. 35 above, and
Raymond Delatouche "Vers
un renouveau de la physiocratie " Journal
de la s ocigte de statistique de Paris 1 1 7 ( 1 976) 47-53 which I was
unable to procure. Basically, the Republicans believed that if
individuals were provided with
a sense of justice and the proper means
to produce and distribute
goods, free of artificial hinderances such as laws
against association
and protective tariffs, then an equitable economic
system would result.
Individual producers, both capitalists and laborers, created
the economic system and the social order that supported it
through their productive activity. The aim was not the accumulation of wealth,
but the
improvement of human well-being which the profits of labor
brought.
This concept of economy was consistent with the University's
teaching
of economics as a branch of legal studies.
On this point see n. 64 and
,

:

n.

,

118 also.
98

"Discours de Lyon," 6"199 and also

p.

234;

6:233;

6:233.

99

Actes et paroles p. 583. Maurice Agulhon, "Bartholdi et le
soleil," pp. 187-191, discusses the emblems of liberty and their
sources, without considering what is meant by the term.
,

^*^^0n the breakdown of international trade relations and its
effect on the art world and French labor market at the time see Chapter
III below.

'^^"Discours sur I'Afrique," Actes et Paroles p. 521. Elwitt,
Making of the Third Republic pp. 274-5, gives another interpretation
to this colonialist policy.
Zeldin, France 1:631, refers to the
Republicans' concept of colonies as markets for French products rather
than sources of raw materials.
,

,

,

"

94

102^

La Question sociale, passim, and
J.O., 17 May
1876 on
la/b,
3341-3346 passim.
pp. ^iL^wf^'
103„

.

Preface,

104
.

xvii.

p.

Ferry, "Interpolation Langlois,"
Discours 6:208-209- 6-2346":
27: Lockroy
^uci^roy,

235
Discours aux delegue's des Voges," Discours
La Question sociale p. 19.

'

~

,

Preface,
106,,

xxii.

p.

Interpellation Langlois," Discours 6:225.

Ibid.

,

p.

234.

108^

example ibid, and Lockroy, La Question sociale,
pp.
For the theory associated with commercial
exchange see Needham
^sthetique socioloque chapter on "ficonomie politique,"
in which
he discusses the Saint-S imonians placement
of art at the head of a
world-wide communication system associated with
industrial production.
Also Claire-Lise Charbonnier and Simone Desroche,
"L'Esperance
Francjaise d'un internationalisrae cooperatif (1866-1960),"
Archives
Internati onales de sociologie de la cooperation (Paris)
no. 39
(1976), pp. 61-105, may be of interest here, although it was
unavailable to me.
9-^_9<;
Z^.

^

,

'

,

109

Ferry, "L 'Interpellation Langlois," Discours 6:234-236;
Zeldin, France 1:545, on origins of this idea in the second
Empire;
Elwitt, Making of the Third Republic passim.
^^^'^Hugo, "Discours sur I'Afrique," Actes et paroles
p. 520;
Ferry, "Discours de Lyons," Discours 7:19.
Zeldin, France 1:630-631,
points out that the REpublicans at this time saw colonies as market
for manufactured goods, rather than as sources of raw materials.
The
impact of physiocratic ideas on their thinking may be discussed in
Raymond ^Deltouche "Vers un renouveau de la physiocratie ," Journal de
la Societe statistigue (Paris) 117 (1976) 47-53
an article which was
unavailable to me.
Zeldin states that there is some question as to
whether their interest in colonial expansion was thurst upon them by
circumstances or was an integral part of their ideology. He favors the
former interpretation in the case of Ferry.
,

,

:

,

^^^Ferry, "1 'Interpellation Langlois," Discours 6:210, and
repeated p. 211; 6:232; 6:232.
,

"Discours de Lyons Discours 7:19; Hugo, "Discours sur
I'Afrique, Actes et Paroles p. 520, in which the image of liberation
is one of breaking away from a great weight:
"sur cette terre de plus
,

95

Salon de 1882
108^, "

i^i-eiace,
n
p.

534-

cSimon,

i

p.

Introduction,

excellent article summarizina
the

idp;:,c5

r.f

xvii; Proust,
179

p.

—

r

rencn art theorists and critics
wirting a decade before the German
arcnitect Trelat s discussion of
form in architecture, as well as thP
heory of Charles Blanc.
It would be interesting to
^lace RLgt's
thought in a social perspective,
as he wished to do with art
p.

^^^pp.

787.

778,

787,

779.

116^

See Agoulhon, "Bartoldi et le soleil,"
n. 83 above- The
mysticism attached to light, as a physical
manifestation of the experience of enlightenment and of the
presence in the universe of an
ordering principle has its immediate roots
in the Enlightenment.
Jean
^tarobmsky, Les Emblemes de la raison (Paris:
Flammarion, 1973)
discusses the aesthetic implicatons of enlightenment
ideas of man! the
universe, and the role of reason in the art
of the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries. To my knowledge
the onlv study which suggests that a connection exists between light,
enlightenment, and commerce IS one which centers on J. -L. David's
painting Leonidas at
Thermopylae (1814)
The artist used the pose of the s ixteenth cen tury
statue of M ercury by Giambologna as a model
for certain figures in such
a way that both the god's attributes
as the bearer of enlightenment and
of as the god of commerce are important.
See Miriam R. Levin, "David,
De Stael, and Fontanes: Some Intellectual
Controversies of the
Napoleonic Era," Gazette des beaux-arts forthcoming, and also
my paper
Liberal Republicanism in the Fine Arts: The Case of J. -L.
David's
Leonidas at Thermopylae ," paper presented at the North East Association
of Eighteenth Century Scholars, October 1978, Amherst,
Mass.
.

,

Although the relationship of science to social thought and
to aesthetics is today generally conceived as that
of a series of

analogies, the Republicans were not talking about analogies or metaphors but of systems of interrelated realities, or of levels of reality
in which the psychological and the metaphysical met and were fused
in
the work of art, or in any perfected product of human labor.
The
painter Gustave Courbet in. his typically and willfully obtuse manner,

,

,

96

first called this synthesis to the
public's attention in

whiL

ll^^^f^f^^
GazP^^p

he

h.-<=

•

^^"^^^^J^^

Allegorie reele chez Puvis de Chavannes
^
k'
^^^^1^^^±^^^}^^Z^11^ January 1977 pp. 27-40, has examined th^ way
xn whxch a major salon painter
of the 1880s approached the problem
of
givxng real existence to an aesthetic
and social ideal through the
development of a convincing imagery
evoking a poetic primitL°e exLt'

,

118^,

The quotations are from pp. 787-789.

119
pp.

788-789;

781,

779,

779,

791.

120^

Simon, Introduction p. 358 and also
p. 362; Le Grand
Influence du ^positivisme passim; Pierre Albouy,
"Raison et science chez
Victor Hugo, Cahiers rat ionalistes no. 125
(1952), pp. 1-99- w M
Simon, "The 'Two Cultures' in Nineteenth
Century France: Victor Cousin
and Auguste Comte," Journal of the
History of Ideas January 1965, pp.
^5-58, an argument for the similarity in the ideas
of the Republicans'
precursors and mentors:
Idem, European Positivism flthaca:
Cornell
University Press, 1963), p. 156, while dismissing "the
economic aspects
ot Comte s philsophy, quotes Ferry
on the significance of Corate's
advocacy of the application of science to social
reform:
"There was a
social art, distinct both from the bloodless [impassible]
(sic) observation of the economists satisfied with mere description
and committed
to fatalism, and the irrational and harmful
utopianism of most of the
socialist schools.'
Comte had found the proper mean between the
extremes and arrived at a correct diagnosis of capitalism and labor."
Jean Cuisenier, "Auguste Comte et la sociologie economique,"
Cahiers
internationaux de sociologie n.s. 5, nos. 135 and 136 (1958), is the
only reference L have found to a study of Comte's interest in applying
science to the study of social economy. John Eros, "The Positivist
Generation of French Republicanism," Sociological REviev n.s. Ill
(1955) 255-277
argues that Ferry and the Gambettistes modified the
determinism of Positivism and turned it into a prescription of tactics
in gaining and holding political power, and he discounts its value to
them as a guide for social reform, an untenable position to my mind.
Lke Kuhn's paradigm. Positivism opened up new possibilities in solving
the problems of social reform.
,

,

.

,

,

:

,

121,

"Plein ciel," Legende p. 781.
See Charles Lecoeur
"Introduction," La Philosophie religieuse de Victor Hugo (Bordas: n.p.,
1951), for ana analysis of Hugo's use of science as an aid to creative
production.
,

122

Ferry,

"Interpellation Langlois," Discours 6:232.

e

97

^23"Hinistere des arts,"
19/

Simon,

Introduction

,

p.
p.

232.

170.

125"interpellation Langlois," Discours 6:233.
'""-^ P' ^^2, for his comment on
the
electrif light
electric
li^hfr"'
'"''"'"f
as a means
of popularizing scientific
discoveries.
1

27

"P^^f^^e philosophique," to Les Miserables,
Albouy,
La Raison et la science,"
19, who poin s out that
p
contemplation of this sort was the source
of invention, a process Hu'o
°
described
the chapter of Les Miserables
entitled "invention!"

m

n
. .
quoted

.

m

.

^28 Legende

,

790-791.

pp.

Introduction, p. 359.
i30simon, Introduction p. 551, described
the process of
overcoming obstacles in life as one analogous
to the way in which
machines turn raw materials into useful objects.
,

^^^ Legende

,

778.

p.

132"j.ij_rij_sj-gj-g

des arts," p. 198.

troduction

,

p.

170.

See ibid., p. 212.
See also Simon's comments on science and
poetry on p. 135.
Simon sponsored a competition in the Academie des
sciences morales et politiques during these years on the
subject of the
application of science and poetry.

There is some ambivalence among scholars about whether this
ideal
was believed to be truly accessible in the sense that human
beings
could achieve a state of harmonious social existence.
The Republicans
felt it was accessible in the sense that men could understand
the
forces governing the physical universe and at least mentally perceive
the possibility of arriving at such a harmonious existence.
See for
example Gaudon, Le Temps de la Contemplation pp. 245-9 and also the
chapter on "The Search for Style," below for further discussion of this
point.
Also see Needham, Esthetique sociolgigue Chapter 4, which
deals with the issue as it was raised in the 1850s and 1860s.
,

,

^^^See Simon's comments in Introduction p. 456, and Hugo,
Leg end
One thinks here of Andre Malraux's comments in
p. 778.
the Noyers d'Altenbourg on the Greek treatment of Che acanthus leaf on
Corinthian columns:
"It is not a stylized acanthus, but a humanized
one." This attitude towards the perfection of the object is closely
,

,

98

associated with the question of
finish in works of art th.t

^^tner
IS criticizing its excesses
by deraandina that rhp n^^rni
and intellectual, element in
art be .aStaJ^ d
On rusiin's*r:reoJr'
in France, see Needhaa,
EstMqu^_sc^io^^ PP 186-1 5 wh ch
Ruski^TraZT^^lrtlF-than one would be eve
?from
L"je"'rr'
Jean Autret's study Ruskin and the
French befo re Marcel ^roult
iwH^ the collected

iiag^ai^mliii^^

"^'^^^
1856-Z^hen in the 1860s
In
he
w'f s ideas were
1880s Ruskm
possibly known to the artists Vincent
van
'^'^^'^
^'^^'^
Augusta Reno
who
Snt'the

lUZ r

Franco'r^

during
the 1870s
1870^ and
fr^^^n
1880s there was in France an intellectual
atmosphere
that
was opento ideas such as those of
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and technology.
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Ferry, "Concours general
Le Temps
August, ^^ifi''
1879, in which he refers to classical literature
in the sLe
way
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38 See
Simon, Introduction pp. 211-218; Proust,
"Le s Travaux
des commissions.
Rapport de M. Antonin Proust," passim; Hugo
"Les
Sept merveilles du monde," Legende
p. 195, in which he speaks
through the Greek Temple of Epheseus:
1

,
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Ma symetrie auguste est soeur de la vertu
Le peuple en me voyant comprend I'ordre et
s'apaise;
.

.

.

also "Plein ciel " p. 779.
Gaudon, Temps de la Contemplation Chapter
Art et Nature;" Carol Duncan, The Pursuit of Pleasure:
The Rococo
Revival in French Romantic Art Outstanding Pi sserra tionc; in th^
History of Art (New York:
Garland, 1976), Chapter 3 "Social Meanings
of the Rococo Revival," pp. 70-71.
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28 above.

^^^^In this view of history the Republicans were intellectual
heirs of the philosophers, particularly of Turgot and Condorcet.
It
also means that the mixture of conservatism and progressive ideas in
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Legende
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2 vols
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Le Travaille
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Liberte, Chapter 10 ("Bilan"); Ferry,
"Disc ours de Lyon
7 6-25 passxm
Other authors of this period, including
Zeizff^
Azema, .-loraze. have considered the
Republicans' ideology as a
static system of ideals, rather than
one with specific social and
economxc goals related to industrialization
and'its effects on France.
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l^^Elwitt, The Making of the Third Repuh
lir, pp. 152-154
self-serving, benefitting men like Ferry
wh^ were
IZTrl
n'f large manf
owners of
uacturing establishments.
I will take up this
point
another chapter of this section when I
consider the socioeconomic background of the Republicans in
light of their ideology.
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l^^The entrepreneur has many characteristics
in common with
medieval chevaliers, and in fact the emphasis on
labor as an alternative to war suggests a transference of the
qualities of the ideal
military man to the figure of the ideal laborer.
See Zeldin, France
1:616-617 and 621-625, and 7:200-201
for a discussion of the Republicans' views on
progress and a review of
the literature on this subject.
It would seem that for those with
talent, the Republicans' promises for social advancement
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,
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class rather
than from one class to another, and generally did.

i^^xhe final contract for the tower was signed on January
8,
1887, and stipulated that it was to be completed by May 1, 1889.
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J. Morlaine, La Tour Eiffel inconnu (Paris:
Hachette, 1971), Chapter
3, for a thorough discussion of the contract agreement which was quite
detailed.
A. Gustave Eiffel, La Tour de trois cents metres (Paris:
Lemercier, 1900), published his own account of the contract.
The
details of the contract are also discussed in Alfred Picard, Exposition
universelle Internationale de 1889 a Paris:
Rapport general ,To
vols. (Paris:
Imprim^rie nationale, 1891-92), 2:266-269.
Lockroy,
Preface p. xvii, felt the contract for the tower, as well as those
for other concessions at the expostiion '"se distinguat
par une
organisation administrative et financiere nouvelle ..."
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Barthes, La
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Tour lEiffel p. 33,
finds it has "empirical utility." Harriss,
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Tallest Tower pp. 100-102, argues that
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an attempt to justify an essentially
useless object, which is to define
cne term utility
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Zllfl££, p. xxiv; Morlaine, La Tour inconnu p.
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hiffel. La Tour de trois cents metres
p. 6; Picard, Exposition
universelle 2:266, 292. A modern author, Luc Benoist,
in Le
Com_pagnonnage et les metiers, p. 7, refers to the
central position of
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^i^^^l' La Tour pp. 22-23; Picard, Exposition universelle
2:266; Giedeon Space, Time and Architecture
pp. 275-283,
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See Eiffel, ibid., p. 23; Harriss, The Tallest Tower
and Giedeon, ibid.
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40;
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^
Harriss, ibid.,
and Giedeon, ibid., both criticize Eiffel for
being too conservative in his choice of materials. Giedeon, an
ideologue himself, and Harriss are judging the past on the basis of their
own belief in progress.
My argument is that the tower and Eiffel's
choice of materials have to be understood as progressive within the
context of the French economy of the 1880s.
.
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"L 'Achevement de la tour Eiffel," Le Temps

,

April 2, 1889,

2

The arches are not structural, but purely decorative elements.
These references were apparent to contemporaries, witness both
the letter ccLprotest in Le Temps and an illustration showing the Tower
between the i^Lrch de triomphe and Notre Dame included by Eiffel in
the plans presented to the Exposition committee (Harris, Tallest Tower
p. 15), as well as the illustration in Le Moderniste. 11 May, 1889, in
which the tower is transformed into the figure of a nude Marianne holding a torch above her head in the midst of a fireworks display.
,
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This is the context in which Barthes, La Tour Eiffel
cussed the Tower's aesthetic.
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Introduction

The Republicans were committed to
the concept of the independent

individual and to the integration of
technology into productive acti-

vity in such a way that it enhanced the
integrity of the individual.
Their support for these ideals was not a
mindless mouthing of the ideo-

logical baggage they had inherited from
zhe philosophes,

.

but a solu-

tion for adapting a particular economic
infrastructure and its support-

ing social organization to new conditions
of production introduced by
the industrial revolution.

The small producers who constituted the

backbone of their constituency were threatened by
the growth of markets for cheap, mass produced goods.

The Republicans' concept of art

as a commodity and a symbol provided them with a
context for assessing

the situation and offered them a means of dealing with it
that re-

spected the traditional values and mores of this group.

Their ideology

and their art theory were formulated to help them contend with a situation in which they and their constituents were very much on the defensive

.
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Identification of the Problems
The character of French industrial
products was considered by the
Republicans to be both an effect and
a cause of the situation.
In a

general way the quality of design
provided them with an index of the
degree of confusion and conflict
existing in French society, and it
also gave them a clue to the source
of the problem.

As Antonin

Proust's complaints about the incoherent
tastes of consumers and procedures of producers indicate, they felt
that neither group had a

clearly articulated sense of what constituted
an integrated social
syste, and,

therefore, both lacked a common set of
principles to guide

them in defining the form they wished the
product to assume.^

The

causes of this confusion had already been
identified by August Comte
in his Cours;

but the Republicans went further to lay the
blame on the

industrial revolution.^
here, however.

It was not simply technology that was at
fault

It was the manner in which techology had been
adapted

to production that undermined workers'

personalities and confused con-

sumers' judgment.
In particular the specialization of tasks associated with the
new

factory system was held responsible.

The factory had transformed the

working classes into two separate groups:
neither of whom had

a

producers and consumers,

complete and intimate acquaintance with the en-

tire manufacturing process.

The effect of the modern system of produc-

tion on all parties was devastating, in Proust's estimation.

specialization

Through
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le plus grande nombre des ourvriers
attaches a la confection d'un
objet n en connaissaient jamais
qu'une seule partie et S'avaient
avaient
point la notion de son ensemble.
As for the designers of the
products, they

oeu~'"'i'
oeuvre
et n
.

.

.

plus souvent prives de la responsibility
de leur
etaient admis i participer aux
recompenses
.

.

J

The patrons, managers, and investors,
isolated from the whole realm
of experience which the products of
human labor embodied,

failed to

understand how the products they bought could
be useful to them.

Such

individuals installed
dans une partie de cette demeure, dans ce
qu'ils appellent leur
gallerie, des oeuvres d'art ou plus souvent encore
des signatures
des oeuvres d'art.'^
In essence,

this new system of production was blamed for
destroy-

ing the working class's sense of community by cutting
the lines of

communication between producer and consumer.

This no longer existed

a shared sense of how the intensions and efforts of
the producer and

the consumer's interest coincided.

Translated into economic terms, this situation can be seen as

removing any stable basis on which to judge the quality and quantity
of labor involved in manufacture, and therefore, on which to determine

the fair price of goods.

Herein lies the basis for the Republicans'

criticism of objects that copied styles of the past or that relied on
"trompe I'oeil" effects for their appeal.

These designs were the

result of "un art faux et gourmet," that denigrated the reality of the

producer's experience in favor of an illusion desired by the factory
owner and the consumer for self-serving ends.

This false image

obscured the character of the materials,
of the production process
which transformed them, and of the
practical purpose for which the object was intended.
Poorly designed, mass-produced goods
were blamed for helping to

worsen the situation.

Lockroy measured the effects of
industrializa-

tion in terms of the large number of
people it put out of work.

The

working classes whom

... la multiplicite de la production, que la facilite des
transports, que la creation des machines, que 1
'acharnement de la
concurrence condamnferent aussitot et d'une manifere
normale au
chomage et a la misfere!-'
Proust held these goods responsible for the loss
of markets for French

manufactured goods and for the general decline in the French
economy.
Economic changes and psychological insecurity were seen
as going hand
in hand here.

In an analysis close to that of Karl Marx,

Proust de-

scribed the effects of "la division du travail poussee jusqu'a

I'infini,"
Cette fabrication a gravement atteint le travail purement manuel et
presque compl^tement sacrifie la personalite de l'ouvrier.6

The end result of industrialization was a breakdown of the com-

munity into

a

group of isolated, egotistical individuals.

on their own resources,

Thrown back

they let themselves be guided by what Ferry

termed "I'interet personnel."

It had

particularly affected the atti-

tudes of businessmen, investors, managers, and artists, leading them to

protect their own positions and maximize their profits at the expense
of the working masses.

Lacking that cultural and conceptual framework

that tied all citizens together into a productive community where divi-

sion of labor was by profession and metier, they were driven by

a
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grasping commercialism and a certain
vanity that downgraded the value
of the workmanship and the
integrity of those who made it.

^

Ferry's comments on the artists
exhibiting in the annual Salon

provides a good example of the Republicans'
feelings on this situation

He felt
ce besoin de grande et large publicite,
qui est la fondement
premiere de toute renommee,

had driven artists exhibiting there to
give up their interest

proving the design and execution of their
work.^

m

im-

Uncontrolled specula-

tion combined with self -protective organizations
were economic manifestations of the loss of self-control and social
purpose which indus-

trialization had caused; and both tended to reinforce
its divisive effects

.

The problem was clearly how to reverse this relentless
movement

towards social entropy, and related to this how to resolve
the causes
of what was commonly called at this time, the "social
question."

The

answer involved deciding on an appropriate way to apply science and

technology to production.

The Republicans were not the only ones aware

of the impact technology was having on French society, nor were they

alone in their concern for counteracting its effects.

A number of so-

lutions were proposed, all of which were rejected by the Republicans on
the basis that they undermined the fundamental premise of liberal demo-

cracy:

the economic and intellectual autonomy of the individual.

Socialist programs calling for the government to minister directly to the economic needs of the working classes were felt to place the

state in a position of being a vast paternalistic system.

Posing his

:
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views in the form of a rhetorical
question, Ferry turned down

a

pro-

posal from the reestablishment of
national workshops as a buffer

against the onslaught of industrialization
in the Parisian building
trades for the reason that they simply
put off the time when indivi-

duals would have to face the reality of
the situation on their own

._serait-ce un bon remede, un remfede approprie
au mal qu e de
substituer ^ 1 'atelier prive, qui se liquide
par la force de.s
choses, un vaste atelier national qu'il
faudrait bien liquider
quelque jour?^
.

.

In sum,

the Republicans considered the proposals of
the socialists im-

practicable and dismissed them with a few comments.

The same was true

of their attitude towards the proposals of the
Proudhonian anarchists
for the elimination of pauperism.

Instead, it was the efforts of in-

dustrial capitalists to resolve the problem of alienation
by extending
their influence into the ranks of the working classes that drew
the

Republians' attention and their most vehement criticism.

From this

quarter came the greatest threat to their political and economic position.

The Republicans were profoundly aware of the changes in the eco-

nomic organization of production made possible by the technological
revolution, particularly the formation and spread of large-scale manu-

facturing enterprises, and the general movement towards corporate forms
of organization at the higher levels of management and finance.

The

concentration of the means of production and distribution and the growing division of labor were well suited to this form of organization

that existed primarily for the purpose of making profits for its investors."'""'"

It gave investors an edge in the market place,

enabling them
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by its special legal status to maximize
production and minimize competition from small businesses and independent
producers.

The extension

of the "corporate regime," as it was
called during this period,

into

the ranks of the workers through owner
and church-directed unions of-

fered them protection against technological
change and competition in
the labor force.

Certain theorists, most prominent among
them Albert

de Mun and La Tour du Pin, looked to this form
of organization as the

model for a new social system that would complement
the modern system
of production.

Before discussing the specific objections which the
Republicans
had to corporatism, it is necessary to explain that they
associated
this form of organization with the social and economic values
of the

Catholic Legitimists, who by the end of the decade would become the
backers of the new right.
played

a

If in their own ideology,

political economy

significant part, the Republicans' antagonism to their oppo-

nents on the right can be better understood when the Legitimists are

considered to be proponents of another system of production and con-

sumption in which the concept of the individual in society was entirely
opposed to that of the Republicans. 13
At the beginning of the period under scrutiny here, the relation-

ship between Legitimist political, aesthetic, and social ideals and the

factory system of production was strongly stressed by the Republicans.

While Republican concern with political economy remained constant
throughout this period, by the end of it, they tended to emphasize
their role as champions of one form of lifestyle which was opposed,

morally, aesthetically, and economically, to the corporate one.

Only
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veiled allusions to the existence
of political opposition
appear in
their later remarks, particularly
in the conunents made about
those responsible for interfering with the
plans for the 1889 Exposition. 14
The Eiffel Tower controversy was
only one episode in the continuing

confrontation of two cultures in which
aesthetic values subsumed political and economic ones.
The conflict between the members
of the
Societe des artistes franyais

,

most of whose leaders were members of

the Academie des Beaux-arts, and the
organizers of the art exhibitions
at the 1889 Exposition was another."'"^
In their assumption that a coincidence
existed between the eco-

nomic and political interests of the directors
of large corporate en-

terprises in France, the Republicans were not mistaken.

At the study

of Robert R. Locke on the Legitimists has shown,
there was indeed a

close association within this political group of the old
nobility, the
church, and the major stockholders of large-scale industrial
enterprises.

This group considered uniting

producers into one corporate system as the most efficient means of

adapting technological discoveries to the production process and of
acclimating the working classes to them.
the industrialist sought not only to build a community but
also to develop in his workers a corporate spirit.
In the social
context of the modern factory, nonfeudalism was just as pertinent
economically as laissez-faire ideas about a free and uninhibited
labor supply. 16
.

.

.

Legitimists accepted the existence of the proletariat and placed primary emphasis on exploiting their labor for mass production ends.
for skilled laborers and artisans,

As

they were offered a privileged posi-

tion that gave them economic security in return for their allegiance to
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the directors and the Church.

The "syndicats rnixtes" composed
of

skilled laborers, clergymen, investors,
etc. proposed by Albert de
Mun
and a number of large shareholders
in corporations. Legitimist
deputies, and the Catholic church were
in part meant to alleviate the
poor

economic situation of skilled laborers,
but also to defuse their growing antagonism to the factory owners
and non-working members of society

by guaranteeing them the patronage and
protection of these wealthy men.
This protective form of labor organization
seems to have been a

natural expression of the social outlook and
values of these elites.
It was in an altered

form even offered as a means of protecting
artists

from the effects of overproduction in the art
market.

occasions, the Marquis Philippe de Chennevieres

On a number of

Director of Fine Arts

,

from the last decade of the Empire until the year after
Ferry's accession to the Ministry in 1879, proposed certain reforms in
the adminis-

tration of the Salon which would have made it a closed corporation
protected by law and financed by the state.

Although not closely allied

with the Legitimists, he believed in the corporatist form of organization as a means of keeping out unqualified artists.

democratic institutions and of the formation of
to them,

a

Openly critical of

culture appropriate

the Marquis wished to separate the artists from the masses.

J'entendais fonder une corporation aristocratique basee sur
1 'elite et sur le merite reconnu,
sur 1 'election des meilleurs par
les meilleurs, et par consequent raaintainant haut le niveau des
elus .13
,

Although he makes no mention of religion, his choice of words alone reveals the degree to which he felt artists of merit belonged to the
ranks of an elect whose talents placed them in a realm above that of

ordinary human beings, from whom they
needed to be separated in order
to preserve their talents.

The Republicans saw this system of
patronage as based on an ethos
of profit and ease for the few at
the expense of the many and of
depen-

dency and protection at the expense of
useful innovation.

For their

part they preferred to support the broad
spectrum of the working

classes against corporate forms of organization
which divided its mem-

bers into two very unequal groups.

It was

in the depths of the reces-

sion of 1882-1886 that they mounted an open
assault on their competitors to the right.

Ferry warned against the economic and political

menace of corporatism in a speech of 1884.^^

Lockroy had already elu-

cidated the basic criticisms in a long discourse to the
Chambre in
1883, published afterwards under the title La Question sociale

.

In it

his remarks were addressed as much to the artisans and skilled
workers
as they were to his legitimist protagonists in the Chambre

,

among whom

were Albert de Mun, the Vicomte de Belisal, and the Comte de Maille
Laroch-Joubert, all men tied to corporatist interests. ~^

Lockroy centered his attack on the economic, political, and social consequences of supporting the business organizations which were

under the direction of the Legitimist industrialists and the Catholic
Church.

He declared that they would lead to economic stagnation by

encouraging a conservative attitude towards methods of production and
design.

Corporate organization would "immobilise nos procedes

industriels

,

"

drive out "1 'esprit de decouverte et

d

'

invention

.

"

He

used a lesson from history to indicate the types of problems the Repub-

licans felt would result from such abrogation of individual liberty.

.

Ill

overlooking the differences between
the organization of the old
guilds
and that of the unions proposed
by the Legitimists, he claimed
these

organizations in the ancien regime
qui sous le nom de ghildes, de
corps de metiers, de maitrises et
de jurandes, ont cree une aristocratie
ouvrifere, ont fait du
travail le monopole de quelques-uns
ont immobilise nos precedes
industrxels, ont proscrit I'esprit de
decouverte et d'invention a
tel poxnt qu'elles ont mis I'industrie
francaise pieds et poW^
"^^""^
concurrence etrangfere; qui, penetres de
'
I'^L^^^H
esprit de caste comme 1 'aristocratie, la
1
monarchie et le clerge
par lesquels elles etaient exploitees
d'ailleurs, ont livre le
restes du peuple ^ la mendicity et k la
mis&re!
,

'

Support for these syndicats and for corporate
enterprise was
simply one more step, he warned, towards the
reestablishment of a
feudal social and economic order controlled by "les
capitalistes

Chretiens."

In the extension of this system he saw a return
to the

corporate system of the pre-revolutionary period, now modernized
and
updated
In other words,

in seeking solutions for their economic troubles

in traditional institutions, vested interests among the working
classes

would aggravate existing social and economic problems and at the same
time help to undermine the foundations of political democracy to which
they owed their newly gained social position.

From Lockroy's remarks, it can be seen that the Republicans identified corporate capitalism with a certain kind of material culture,
one which cultivated selfish desires, while at the same time downgraded
the moral value of work.

To Republicans the moral code of the corpora-

tionists was a cynical one, that made overseeing workers
few and labor a fact of existence for the masses.

a

right of the

Believing that man

was born corrupted and was saved independently of his labor or personal
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integrity, the Christian capitalists
had no anxieties about self-

indulgence and no qualms about exploiting
the workers.
Lockroy's remarks have some basis
in fact.

As Robert Locke

points out, although these industrialists
had no knowledge of an

little interest in human psychology
and the effects which changes in
environiuent had on individuals,

they were well aware that a market
for

goods which satisfied human sensuality
existed and were anxious to cater to It.

22

They did not, however, appear to have
developed an

aesthetic ideal expressive of their social,
political, and economic
system; nor did they mount an organized
campaign to cultivate the pub-

lic's taste for physically sensuous experience.

The Minister of Com-

merce's claim that they did must be seen as setting
up a straw man, as

identifying a group on which he could pin the problems
of the working
classes.

The Legitimists also offered a foil that allowed him
to give

greater dramatic relief to the Republicans' solutions to the
technological revolution.

Translated into the terms of aesthetic values and the aims of
production, Lockroy characterized the corporate system as one supporting the production of goods designed to please the tastes of an elite
of birth and wealth who had no need to work for a living.

If they

sought to produce for the masses as an outlet for theirincreasing supply of goods and a new source of income, it was to the human desire for

diversion that their products appealed.

By separating the activities

of work and pleasure, making the former simply a means of earning money
to pay for

the latter,

the corporate system turned pleasure into escape

from the concerns of everyday life.

The pursuit of pleasure was in the
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minds of these capitalists and
those who supported the
corporate system, unconnected with morality
and utility.
Its ethos, as

Chennevi^re's statement that art was
an aristocratic endeavor
indicated, dictated that making and
appreciatio- of art were purely

pleasurable endeavors.

In their attitudes,

the corporate capitalists

were much closer to the romantic
liberalism of Saint-Simon than the
Republicans, who regarded the separation
of work and pleasure as damaging to the individual's self-respect
and to the unity of society.
So far as the Republicans were
concerned,

the liberalism of this

group was really libertinism; a willingness
to indulge the senses and

emotions of individuals at the expense of
their rational faculties.

To

the Republicans the "capitalistes Chretiens"
were purveyons of a false

vision of reality, of a totally irrelevant and
socially dangerous fantasy world.

They subverted the morally affective power of
art and of

work, and through the products of the artists and
laborers who worked
for them,

the values of the entire population.

This attitude helps to

explain the Republicans' criticism of products which were
incoherently
designed, unintegrated into their settings, overtly sensuous or
based
on a false unionism. 23

In attacking such objects they were trying to

discredit the system which produced them and discourage the working
classes from making or buying such goods.

Hugo had openly attacked

this corporate system in niimerous criticisms of the Church,

monarch, and the aristocracy:
its culture.

the

but he also exposed it at the level of

In his remarks to Alfred Barbou at the end of his life

and most cogently in the Legende des si^cles his vivid descriptions
of the objects in the dining room where Eviradnus awaited the two

traitors evokes both the sensuous
attraction of metal armour made to

resemble flesh and the moral repulsion
which his reason caused him to
feel against his false beauty.

In his indictment of the corruption

of the materials harbours a criticism
of the craftsmen who made the

objects, of the client for whom they were
made, and of the social order

which condoned such exploitation.
Jules Simon, for all his political and religious
toleration,

agreed with Hugo's castigation of the egoism of
the ruling classes in

corporate society.

If in the past, Simon stated,

they had built for

themselves sumptuous palaces, the lodgings of their
servants were al-

ways "etroit, incommode, inhabitable."

Such contrasts he felt were due

to a disdain for the laboring masses on the part of
the rulers or of

the artists who worked for them and who had imbibed their values.

In

the modern period this lack of concern for the common man persisted.

Although Simon noted that goods were being produced which the worker
could afford,

their designs imposed the values of a wealthy elite on

the poorer classes.

To design wall paper to resemble woven tapestry,

Simon argued, was to cultivate admiration for the lifestyle of

privileged class among the workers.

a

The possibilities for playful

fantasy existing in the contrast between the reality of the paper and
the illusion of tapestry were to him an immoral diversion.

Such false

luxury led the consumer to forget where his true interests lay, and

it

made the designer an accomplice of the corporations in corrupting the
population.

For the consumer, whether worker or artist, it was impera-

tive to be "ce qu'on est."

there was, therefore,

For the designer, as a man of the people,

"une necessite et un devoir de la franchise."
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Not only did corporate capitalism
disseminate a culture which was

aesthetically inappropriate to the life of
the working classes, but the
Republicans felt its culture exploited the
population economically by
stimulating a desire for such goods.

Lockroy was extremely critical of

the social economist Frederic Le Play's
ideas for the establishment of

permanent expositions of manufactured goods and
new technological processes.

Not mentioning the fact that many of the
strongest supporters

of these ideas were drawn from Legitimist
ranks, he expressed the view

that such projects were unacceptable because they
necessitated con-

tinuous growth in consumption.

Behind Lockroy

's

criticism lay his

fear that continuous exhibitions would remove the spiritual
character

with which the universal expositions stamped production and consumption.

Corporate industrialists would thereby remove the moral re-

straints and satisfaction created by work (that is the psychological

reinforcements of economic individualism), opening the door to the
establishment of a feudal social and economic order.

This system would

lead to illegitimate increases in prices and dispense with the economic

controls on production and consumption which periodic exposition under

government tutelage were thought

to exercise.

In sum,

the effect of

unchecked corporate enterprise would be to upset the stable relationship between labor and prices on which Republican liberal economics and

democratic politics depended.
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The Republicans also objected to such unrestrained speculation

because it was unconcerned with the quality of the product's design and
construction.

Here again they focused on the product as the tangible

element on which to hinge their argument.

As the primary motive for

production, the search for profits
overrode the possibility of building

self-confidence and social solidarity
through production and exchange.
The legitimate basis for profits,
according to Ferry corresponded "soit
a une invention,

soit h un perf ectionnement

,

soit h une meilleure

organisation commerciale ou administrative."-^
for increasing wages, he argued,

tions from the workers.

The legitimate basis

rested on similar types of contribu-

Profit making as an end in itself could de-

stroy the confidence of the public in the
producers and in the lasting

benefits of the scientific and technological
revolution.

Conversely,

there existed the implied fear in the Republicans'
denunciation of

speculation that the public would come to demand products
which provided immediate gratification.

They would develop a base sensuality

that subverted the function material culture ought to perform.
In short, the Republicans worrked that due to the possibilities
of mass production,

the public was introduced more directly than ever

before to the cultural values and habits of the aristocracy and encouraged to adopt their life-style, buying habits, and their social
system at the most intimate level.
to

Corporate capitalism seemed

to

them

threaten the very economic and social foundations of liberal demo-

cracy.
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The Republican Solution

The Republicans' response to this situation was to offer their

ideology as the means whereby industrialization could serve Republican
democracy.

The new system of productive relationships it established

would gradually erase social conflict and

f ractionalism

without

compromising individual liberty.

Accepting the inevitability of
indus-

trialization, they opted for a special
way of adapting these innovations to modern production that would
not undermine the personality of
the workers. 31 They laid the major
responsibilities for this adaptation on the skilled workers, artisans,
and independent artists, that is

on those members of the working classes
whom they felt were least cor-

rupted by the economics and processes of
mass production and who were
most threatened by the technological
revolution.

Rather than reject technological progress, they
sought to induce

workers to develop

a

well designed product that could be manufactured

through a rational process that did not undermine
the maker's personality.

By creating such products they could develop a
market for their

goods which would make the public dependent upon them
for the satisfac-

tion of their material and emotional needs.

In this way,

the disrup-

tive tendencies of the factory system would be kept at bay.

The very

existence of a liberal democratic political system provided the working
classes with the primary prerequisite for carrying out this aim.

Much of their writings and speeches on the social question were
concerned with elucidating the moral, economic, and social benefits accruing to their concept of production.

Legende entitled "Vingti&me sifecle" is

The entire section of the epic
a

paen to the individual's abil-

ity to achieve a new moral stature and a new relationship to his fellow

men by placing science and technology to the service of liberal democratic ideals.
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Lockroy praised this system which guaranteed the buyer

"d 'honnorabilite dans 1' execution et de severite dans le controle,"

satisfying the emotional and intellectual needs of producers and
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consumers while maintaining a high
level of quality and keeping
prices
down. 2^ The aesthetic character of
the product itself offered
an ob-

jective criterion available to both
parties on which self-confidence
and mutual trust could be built.

Given the correspondence between economics
and science in their
ideology,

the aesthetic and moral value they
placed on economy of means

and ends can be seen to have been tied
to practical economic ends.

Cutting down on the amount of materials used,
maximizing the results of
the worker's efforts through efficient
methods, were ways of ensuring

that the producer would be satisfied with
his work and the consumer

would get his money's worth.

This was the basis of their reasoning

that Republican values would have real economic
benefits for France,

complementing moral and social effects.

All French citizens would

profit materially from products developed through the free
exercise of

individual initiative guided by Republican ideals.

In his description

of the economic benefits which the exiled artisans of the
Commune had

brought to their Belgian, German, and British hosts, Lockroy elevated
the talents of independent workers familiar with technology to the

level of national economic assets.

Chastising the Legitimists for vot-

ing against amnesty, Lockroy noted in his 1876 speech to the Chambre
that the value of these men needed to be recognized and cultivated.

The suggestion that the Communards' political beliefs may have

been

a

positive factor in their professional accomplishments should not

be overlooked.

Lockroy clearly indicated that they were liberal Re-

publicans whose ideology had

a great

deal to do with the attractive na-

ture of their products and the success they enjoyed.

In this sense.
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their achievement was as .uch
an example to the
working classes as to
the French public of the
power of Republicanism.

The same sort of proof of the
viability of such production
methods and goals was offered by
Proust In his 1882 Salon
review. Written
for the general readership
of the Gazett^Je^Jeaux^,
much of what
he says about Gustave Courbet
and Pierre Puvls de Chavannes
In this

article seems to have been addressed
to artists
uxsLb ana
and <-r,ff=™o„
crartsmen
cular
a.j.

m
•

parti-

.

Certain artists, but especially Puvis
de Chavannes and Gustave
Courbet, were significant personalities,
he felt, because they had

broken with conventional modes of
representation and composition and

with the closed corporate system that
perpetuated worn out formulas and
economic dependence.

Striking out on their own, they had been
guided

by empirical experience and a strong sense
of what it was they wished
to accomplish.

Puvis asserted his liberal values not only
in his art,

but by exhibiting in galleries of private dealers
instead of the Salon

Annuel

.

A cette epoque, le Salon lui etait ferme. Et I'on
riait devant ses
oeuvres presque aussi fort que devant les toiles de
Courbet.
Ce
dernier passait pour un fou furieux. M. Puvis de Chavannes
etait
considere comme un fou tranquille. L'un s'adressait h la
nature,
voulant la^conquerir toute entiere, 1 'autre ne lui empruntait
q'une
note h. la fois,
ce que I'on est ggalement force de
reconnaltre, c'est que 1 'allure generale de la composition est le
plus souvent d'une incomparable grandeur et q'elle est toujours
juste.
Quand un artiste montre ^ un tel degre une qualite de cet
ordre, il est vraiment hors de pair. 36
.

.

.

By asserting that a direct relationship existed between the pro-

ductive behaviour and the type of product, and by rewarding the fruits
of such initiative and sacrifice with commissions such as that for the

.
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Pantheon given to Puvxs, the Republicans
In effect offered the
public
proof that productive activity along
the lines they advocated would
result in an improved product.

Such a product would compel
social recog-

nition and win public support and markets
for those who practiced this
method
To these proposals for insuring
individual liberty must be added

Ferry's views on their efficacy in controlling
the spread of the cor-

porate regime.
Les contrepoids, il est d'une part dans une
action croissants de
1 opinion, agent de la morale sociale sur les
chefs industriels
Ce contrepoids est, d 'autre part, dans 1
'organisation
collective et education croissant e des masses
ouvrieres.37
.

.

.

In reality these two controlling forces were
seen by the Republicans as

being united in the productive activity of the workers.

They could

check the power of corporations by developing a
counter-culture of
their own because they could shape public opinion and, therefore,
buying habits, through the design of their products.

That is,

the produc-

tion of goods whose design expressed the fact that they were economical,

well made, useful, and meaningful to the worker would help to instill

his liberal democratic values in the minds of the buying public.

The

Republicans not only claimed to offer labor a means of dealing with
the problems industrialization caused them, but gave them an important
role in helping to form a new set of economic relationships which would

lead to a new social equilibrium.
The significant position of the product in their ideological sys-

tem becomes fully understandable when

it

is realized that it provided

the major vehicle through which the Republicans could convey their
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values and economic ideas to
the workers.

The .etaphors of architec-

ture and construction vividly
convey the nature of an
interlocking
syste. of working relationships
in which a clear hierarchy
of independent functions existed.
At the top the Republicans
placed themselves,
then the industrial designers,
engineers, artists, and architects
responsible for inventing the appropriate
designs and structures.
Below
them were the skilled laborers and
artisans who were to adapt these
fortns

to their materials.

At the bottom were the proletariat
who pro-

duced the raw materials and the
multitude of copies based on these
original designs.

Horizontally, labor was to be organized
into groups

of independent producers of equivalent
levels of ability.

As an alternative to the syndlcats
mixtes organically integrated
into the corporationist order,

they offered the syndicats prof essionel.s

and the unions ouvriers which mirrored
the organization of the modern

production system, but allowed workers to organize
themselves into

a

functional system of working relationships that gave
them autonomy and
a sense of their common interests.

The workers could counter the

alienating effect of the factory system through their own efforts.

The

1884 law permitting labor to form syndicats prof essionels and
unions,
in which the various types of syndicats were to be joined in
a manner

close to that of the modern AFL-CIO, was intended to encourage workers
to do just this.

As Lockroy described it, the law

consiste a creer des associations libres, des associations qui
donnent des droits egaux aux patrons et aux ouvriers. Nous pensons
que de cette egalite doit naitre, doit surgir plus tard la
conciliation
alors que 1 'honorable comte Mun voit la solution
de la question sociale dans le monopole et dans le privilege, nous
la voyons
nous, dans la liberte et dans 1 'egalite.
.

,

.

.
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It was a syste. of ranking
determined partly by .erit and
partly

by the degree of intellectual
autonomy associated with the
task.
It
was a system which allowed
individuals the right to find
their own

place through merit and risk taking.

And it was also a system which

gave the most highly educated and
talented members of the working
classes, those whom industrialization
tended to make superfluous, a

position of moral and intellectual
authority over the proletariat.
Ironically, their right to this position,
and to economic and moral

"

superiority, derived from the very factor
which machine technology

downgraded:

their sense of social utility arising from
their skill.

The other members of this system were to
receive their sense of identity from their awareness of the total
economic order to which they

were contributing through the very act of production.
Some abivalence existed in the Republicans'
minds concerning

where the lines for the upper echelon should be drawn,
and part of the
problem arises from their conception of the fine artist.

Proust in

speaking of the unity of the arts implied that in applying
Republican
ideals to the development of new designs, artists separated themselves

from and placed themselves below the level of writers and philosopher-

politicians who dealt with ideals on

a

more abstract level.

Yet at

the same time the affective power the Republicans attributed to designs

and their reliance on material culture as the vehicle for social reform

placed the artist in a superior position to themselves.

Clearly, they

had not fully reconciled the craft status of art with its intellectual

possibilities, an inconsistency which could lead to problems in the
relations between government and the artistic community.

!

The Republicans' proposal to the
workers also required that the

latter accept certain responsibilities.

Republicans did not offer a

panacea and clearly stated that their
proposal would not release the
workers from the need to struggle.
It was a two-edged dword,
in that
the prestige and independence to
be gained entailed accepting
science

and technology as the givens of modern
existence.

It also necessitated

the workers'

engagement in a struggle to innovate for
more rational

production.

Meeting the challenge of technology required
long-term

efforts.

As Ferry with great candor told the deputies
in the Chambre

in 1884:
il est permis de rever une societe mieux
organisee que
cette societe de bataille et de concurrence qui
est le notre, une
soci^tg plus fraternelle; mais aucun de nous, messieurs,
ni aucun
de ceux qui nous succ^deront ne verra meme le seuil
de cette terre
promise
.

.

.

Moreover, daring and a willingness to continually innovate
were

required of workers in order to set the standards for the rest of
society.

Compensation for such efforts would come as much from

a

sense

of satisfaction at having accomplished a particular task as from
hav-

ing encouraged someone else to share in the result by purchasing the

product.

If as Ferry put it,

sociale repose sur
individuelle,

"

1

'activity,

".

.

sur

la seule base de la reforme

.

1
'

initiative

,

sur la prevoyance

the end result would be the formation of a unified so-

ciety, an integration of individuals into one great cooperative social

system ceaselessly being improved as they improved their products. A 2
As the workers became more socially responsible in production and
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accepted the risks and struggle of
change, the Republicans argued,
they
could be the engine of their own
salvation and that of the country.
Republican ideology,
uaui,, offprpH
orrered
oy, thus

a
a ttott
way

r.^
of

counteracting the feelings

of alienation wrought by
industrialization.

They augmented their argument by lifting
the struggle to an

heroic plane.

"La lutte pour la vie" became a
wrestling of psycho-

logical forces within the individual, a new
kind of moral battle between the individual's desire for self-esteem
and his egotistical need
for security at any cost.^^

The machine had separated humanity from

the sphere of nature and had placed man in a
context of his own making.
It was up to individuals to mold this sphere
to their own positive

ends through their labor.

They,

therefore, cast technology in the form

of a new means of testing humanity's mettle, and offered
as a weapon in

the struggle to shape it, the scientific method and scientific
knowledge of the principles governing the universe.

The struggle against the incursion of corporate capitalism was

another factor with which the individual had to contend.

Unlike the

effort to keep his own greed in check, the Republicans viewed corporate

capitalism as an element external to him, but appealing

to

human weak-

nesses and undermining the inclination for economic and moral independence.

By fighting his impulse to make easy profits, on the one hand,

and to indulge himself physically and mentally by yielding responsi-

bility for his fate to the corporate managers on the other, the individual could more clearly develop his consciousness of his true interests and the means of attaining them.

The benefits of this self-

generated equilibrium of contradictions and competition forces were
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akin to those which Proust felt
had issued fro. the quarrel
between the
partisans of the Romantic and
Classical schools of painting in
the

nineteenth century:
I'approfondissement des sujets, I'ordonnance
reflechi la
plenxtude dans la composition,
I'intensite de 1 expression'
la Ixberte de 1 imagination et
de 1 'observation une intelliaenc;
plus vxve et plus rapide des realites
immediates, un respect grave
.

.

.

'

'

.

,

-nifestations physiques et JrTlll

de 1 etre humam i tous les degres
de conscience et de
Ce qui nous reste d'ailleurs, c'est
cet amour puissant,
indestructible, de la sincerite, d'est cette
honn.tete
cieuse de 1' etude et du travail
.45
.

culture
generai
conscienl

.

They were benefits which improved his
sensibilities, his intellect and

found lasting expression in his product, honing
them down into a har-

moniously organized design, clarifying and reifying
them.
In adopting this system,

the individual would have the support of

the government in two important ways, neither of
which directly im-

pinged upon his independent status.

First,

the government would en-

courage individual initiative and, secondly, define the channels
and

methods into which it ought

to

be directed.

It was a form of associa-

tion which Proust described as excluding
toute pensee de direction dans le sens etroit du mot, mais
qui exige une collaboration etroite, une sorte de pacte de conf iance
entre 1 'action publique et 1 'action privee.'^^
.

.

.

This important modification of classical liberalism meant that it was
up to the government to establish an environment conducive to the im-

provement of French products.
of national tastemakers.

Officials in effect assumed the position

In this capacity they defined the proper aim

of production as the improvement of human existence, that is aestheti-

cally bettering the physical conditions in which the general population
lived.

All products which did not fulfill such requirements were
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useless end even dangerous.

Huge rejected ou. of ha„d

application
of science to technology In order
to conquer space because
It was a de-

h^anizlng effort.

"Tout autre reve altlere/L'espece
d'ldeal qui

convlent a la terre."

He preferred to see the balloon
as a real and

metaphorical i.age of the ideal structure
that constituted the basis of
a better life for mankind.
Its form, which allowed it
to overcome the
forces of gravity and convey one
human to another, found

a

parallel in

man's new social order which allowed
him to conquer ignorance, hatred,
and absolutism.

'^^

In essence the Republicans presented
the public,

and especially

the workers, with an image of a special
type of ideal order, natural to
man because he had invented it and could
control it through the use of
his reason acting in the interests of his
needs.

The achievements of

their favorite artists and engineers testified
to the possibility of

putting this mechanized world in the service of those
who designed the
products, manned the machines, and purchased their output.

The dy-

namic equilibrium which constituted the end product of their
system was
built out of and maintained by the energies of individual producers
and

the exchange of their products.

The sense of fraternity which this ex-

change engendered in the population would arise out of the harmony

achieved in the design of such products.
The Republicans placed this struggle in an historical context,

giving it epic proportions and a pedigree which helped
ideology.

to

justify their

Like their intellectual ancestors, Diderot, Turgot,

Condorcet, and Comte,

they conceived of history as an ongoing process

towards a future social ideal.
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Unlike their predecessors, however.

.
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their view more openly affir^ned the
role of economics in historical
change.

In particular, it was the working
classes who constituted the

focal point in historical change.

^^^^

^^^^^^^

_^

going process of liberation dating back
to the beginnings of time, but

having its most recent impulse in the second
half of the eighteenth
century.

The main thread of Hugo's Legende is the
struggle of the la-

borer to free himself from the tyranny of
his own nature and from
tyrannical governments which exploited him
economically through innovative production.
ble,

The poem begins with man imprisoned in

a

pile of rub-

from which he painfully escapes in his first
formative act, and

charts his moral growth through the process of his
growing self-

consciousness, won through a continuous development of his
material
culture and battle against external authority.
They made the impulse to produce according to the dictates of

one's own conscience the motor force of historical change and "progress"
for workers.

Here the product itself played

a

central role.

Tlie

in-

clusion of the natural motifs in the decorative objects in Hugo's
"Salle k manger," not only strike a different and novel note in the
decor, but foretell the advent of Eviradnus and an era of political

liberation for those who fabricated the objects.
appearing out of the corrupted armour is
of

a

The image of his face

metaphor for the same kind

transformation which the individual can effect in his own environ-

ment
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Viewing the past from the perspective of the present, they presented the cultural achievements of the Greeks, the medieval period,
the Renaissance, as not only expressions of the innovative marriage of
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reason and sentiment, but as the
direct consequence of social
systems
which labor enjoyed a certain amount
of economic liberty and social
prominence.
The achievements which these
systems made possible took on

m

the dimension of proofs for the
Republicans' argument that economic and

Intellectual liberty were essential to the
well-being of the workers
and,

therefore, of the Republic.
The economic institutions developed by
the workers during these

periods enhanced this liberty, helping to
cultivate the natural impulse
towards positive social change which this
class possessed.

As Ferry

told the Chambre in 1884:
Oui, parmi ces artisans, ou le travail et le
talent humalns avaient
la primaute, les corporations
ont eu leur role historique.
Elles ont et^ liberatrices au moyen age
.53
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Economic Institutions, however, he felt were only vehicles
de-

veloped by groups of Individuals to enhance their independence.
such,

As

the guilds and corporations developed in the Middle Ages for

example, were means of protecting the liberty of artisans, and they al-

lowed the natural Impulses of this group to flourish.

But in the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, declared Simon, Lockroy and
Ferry, the situation changed.

These corporate societies had begun

to

hinder individual initiative and Innovative tendencies by restricting
membership. Imposing quotas, trade barriers, and requiring that products be manufactured and designed according

elles."
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to

"formules offl-

Such institutions had finally come to serve vested interests

rather than those of the working population as
that this corporate system with its

a whole.

Simon stated
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tS-°ble, k la portion la plus eclairee de
1a
?
socJJtr^;
societe.
et les lois,
qui sous
— pretexte de les patrons
uciLrons er
et les
^'^^ -alheureux, avaie^t our
e?fetTi?:;t ^"'"''^'^'^r
la quantite due travail
nftional et
national
er la somine commune de
richesse et de bien-^tre.55

nt

1

,

,

'

I
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In the discontent of the manufacturing
and commercial sector of

society, the Republicans located the
origins of the reform movement of

the late eighteenth century.

It

was the technological revolution which

gave it its real impetus and its humanitarian
focus by offering those

outside the corporate system the possibility
of new markets, new jobs,
and new outlets for innovative ideas.

Ferry summarized this interpre-

tation in his 1884 address to the Chambre:
Ce qui a fait disparaitre les corporations, c'est
la substitution
civilisatrice, de plus en plus complete croissant d'annee
en annee,
de jour en jour, du travail mechanique au travail
manuel.

From the moment machines began to be introduced into production,
humanity was "condamnee a produire beaucoup."^^

Obviously a mixed blessing,

technology had given these men on the fringes of the old production

system an opportunity to tie their fortunes to those of the masses.
It was not

the discoveries of Newton and the chemists concerning

the nature of matter and the principles governing its interactions

which had changed people's views of the social order.
done this,
contended.

Technology had

the scientists were merely conforming eternal truths.

Ferry

Furthermore, he stated that the economists of the eigh-

teenth century had translated this scientific paradigm into terms which

provided a framework for a new system of production and exchange in

which the economy of the functioning of the natural world became the
model for commerce as well.'*^

Diderot, Beccaria, Condorcet, Turgot,
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Voltaire, whose works the Republicans
had studied carefully had taken
this system and applied it to the
world of production and government,

developing its possibilities for perfecting
French products according
to a utilitarian model.

The efforts to reform French production
and commerce beginning

with "le grand oeuvre de Turgot et des
assemblies revolutionnaires"
were cited by Lockroy as the first steps taken
to make these ideals a
political reality and in so doing to give the
independent producer legal protection from corporate enterprise and
corporate privilege.

Essentially what the Republicans were describing was

a change in

the scientific paradigm as a result of changing
mentalities in situa-

tions of material and social change.

They felt that the philosophes

'

efforts at synthesis had appealed to the working classes primarily
be-

cause they confirmed a truth about the workings of the universe which
this group intuitively felt was congenial to their interests.

The

new position of the arts, at the head of the new production system,
was an expression of the realignment which technology had forced on the
artists and craftsmen as well as merchants.

The arts by providing new

models for the design of products had furnished visual emblems of the

conceptual framework within which the working classes were now com-

mitted to work.

Art had in the words of Paul Mantz, writing in the

volume Proust edited on the arts at the Exposition of 1889, lent this
reform movement
.

.

.

le secours de sa collaboration et le charme de sa parure.^^

In the quality and character of the artistic compositions of men such
as David and his teacher Vien lay the seeds of the design for a new

'
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social order supportive of "la liberte
de travail. "^^

Even the 18th

century idea of the unity of the arts and
of the hegemony of the

decorative principle to Proust expressed the
integrity of the individual and his integration into a well-ordered
society to which the re-

form movement was committed.
In their historical scheme,

the nineteenth century had seen a

continuation of the struggle for the independence of
labor and a trans-

formation of the terms on which it was waged.
of the universal expositions confirmed that

The art and architecture

the independence of labor

could be maintained through the concerted efforts of the
working

classes now politically liberated under the Third Republic.
sense,

In this

the three hundred meter tower dreamed of by the businessmen

and manufacturers who organized the first exposition in 1798 during the
First Republic having become a reality in 1889 provided a kind of living proof that their faith in the power of labor to act in the best in-

terests of society was justified.

A New Role for Liberal Democratic Aesthetics

This history of the progressive rise to prominence of the working

classes and their culture gave
ideology.

a

certain scope to the Republicans

It might be considered a means by which they flattered the

working sector of the population into supporting Chem in office.

Among

their contemporaries and among modern scholars, the Republicans have

been castigated for their "opportunism," for allowing business interests to dominate, and for manipulating the public to serve their own

personal interests.

Most recently, Elwitt has accused them of gross

economic self-interest, pointing out
that Ferry's ties with the textile

manufacturers in the North made it profitable
for him and them

to se-

duce the workers into cooperating with
the capitalists who simply

wished to exploit them.^^

^^^^^^.^^

^^^^

interpretation, the

Republicans' translation of abstract concepts
of democracy, liberty,
labor, science, technology and utility into
an aesthetic vision to

which human labor gave material form would be
simply an effective means
of propagandizing among a largely unschooled
population still close to

the craft traditions and manual labor processes
of pre- industrial so-

ciety.

It was a way of speaking to them in terms they
could under-

stand, of using the affective power of material
culture to seduce them

into seeking the solution for their predicament in
the ideal of Re-

publicanism.

While such an explanation may have some truth in it,

fails to take into account several facts.

First,

it

that the Republicans

had been closely allied with the working classes before the establish-

ment of the Third Republic and before they had held any elective offices.

Moreover, all of them, save Hugo whose identification with the

workers began about 1830, had begun to formulate their ideas during
the Empire, well before they held political positions of any power.
Third,

the degree to which aesthetic values are wedded to political,

economic, and social ideals in their thought makes it difficult to
see them as anything but a way of thinking which was natural to them
and to the group as a whole.

Finally, this explanation disregards the

fact that they were addressing themselves to a broad segment of the

middle classes, many of whom were educated and were engaged in the sale

and distribution end of production, rather
than in just the actual

manufacturing process. 63
It would seem then that the best way to
understand the rhetoric

and ideology is to approach them from the point of
view of those for

whom they were meant.

That is to say,

the terms the Republicans used

were those traditionally used by the artisans and tradesmen
working in
the commercial world and which had been institutionalized in
the ri-

tuals and legends of the Compagnonages and Free Masons.

The major

values of the Republicans were those upheld by these groups.

They in-

cluded the importance of individual initiative and personal responsi-

bility for one's work,

the moral development of the individual through

the perfection of the production process, the use of the individual's

product to determine his social position within his profession and his

moral worth, and a concept of community based on the interdependence of
the skills of its members.

Even though the membership of the Masons

had evolved away from metiers involving manual labor, as business and

professional men they had maintained these values and simply transformed them into virtues arising from the production of services and

intellectual goods.

This translation is in fact incorporated into

their creed, which affirmed their ties to the building trades:

L'art operatif la construction des ef if ices materials ayant cesse
pour nous, nous en tant que masons speculatif, symbolisons les
labeurs d'un temple spirituel dans nos coeurs, temple pur et sans
tache digne d'etre la demeure de celui qui est I'auteur de toute
purete
,

,

.

.

.

The particular meaning which the Republicans gave to the ideals
of democracy,

economic liberty, labor, utility, and commerce had

existed in latent form within these groups for centuries.

Even the

significant role which the Compagnons
and the Free Masons gave to
the
product of human effort had strong
parallels with the Republicans'
views.

The most highly perfected products
were imbued with a sacred

character so that moral and aesthetic
values comingled to give them a
^5
symbolic power.
^^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^^^
^^^^^
^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^
fected objects played in the rituals
of the Compagnons and Free Masons.

Known as "chefs-d'oeuvre," they were
offered as a testimony to the

maker's mastery of his trade.

Traditionally, especially before 1789,

on certain feast days these objects
were paraded through the streets

and brought into the cathedral.

Here the conjunction of the perfected

object with a sacred architectural setting
and a social activity imbued

with religious significance finds its parallel
in the Republicans' concept of the international expositions as architecturally
defined envi-

ronments in which the most progressive fruits of human
labor received
the blessing of public acknowledgement.

Even the Free Masons no

longer having material objects to offer, admitted individuals
into
their ranks and advanced them on the basis of intellectual works.

The

accomplishments of their members were celebrated in secret initiation
ceremonies, while during the Third Republic the achievements of great

intellectual masters such as Voltaire often provided the central theme
for civic festivals in which they participated.

Although in the

Third Republic for many the state had replaced the Church as the main

authority and the context was the modern commercial rather than the
spiritual world, the ritualistic and mutually reinforcing character of
the product's design,

productive activity, and public fete were main-

tained because they were still considered to have social binding power.

These rituals and values of the
working classes were crystallized
into a few striking images which
were central to the Republicans'

ideology.

Primary among them is the story of
the building of Solo-

mon's temple and of the architect Hiram,
which forms the major myth in

both compagnonnage and masonic lore.

In it

is found the basic concept

of community which binds various types
of laborers together,

the high

level of achievement which their cooperation
makes possible, the important social position and function of artisans,
and the hierarchy

which exists within the crafts.
In the myth the temple assumes the status of
a symbol of social

order on which the structural form determined by the
architect estab-

lished the pattern of the design for the rest of the workers
late.

to

emu-

The architect Hiram not only provides them with an ideal vision,

but establishes the rhythms and patterns by which their productive
be-

haviour will enable them to turn their own personalities into spiritual
temples filled with a divine spirit.

As in the Republicans'

ideology,

both the material and moral products of labor are conceived in terms of

architectural structures.
tion,

It was an

expression of communal organiza-

providing a means of defining the intellectual and physical acti-

vity by which the community of laborers welded themselves together. 6 7
In addition to Solomon's Temple, one other architectural monument

had a significant place in the iconography of the working classes,

especially in that of the compagnonnages

.

The biblical Tower of Babel

represented for the compagnons both the vanity of man striving to become the equal of God and the power men had at their disposal when they

cooperated with one another.

Luc Benoist in his book
on the

Compagnonnages defined its meaning
as
symbol ambivalent de 1 'entente d^d f-iie
m
Tour, puisque tout construction
la
n 'el possible
IT' que par 1 commence
'entente
parfaite des differents
!
diffprpn^! metiers.
Mais symbole equivalent de la
Ir'Jr
confusion
des langues qui n'a pas
permis de la termlne?
En
••

^

T

If II

-

--^ -

=;

^^Lis

The Biblical Tower of Babel
represented for them (as it did
for Hugo in
the
both the vanity of man striving
to become the equal of God

Le^)

and the power men had at their
disposal when they cooperated with
one

another. ^5

If Solomon's Temple was a symbol
of the perfection of which

humans were capable, the Tower of Babel
stood for continuous human effort to attain perfection through
constructive acts.

The striking parallels existing between
the terms of the Repub-

licans' ideology and the lore and symbolism
of the working classes are
not fortuitous, but reflect the Republicans'
intimate knowledge of

working class culture.

It was their own familiarity with this
sector

of the population, gained in part through their
own family connections

and through the experience of working closely with
them during the
Empire, and Franco-Prussian war, and early years of the
Third Republic

which probably accounts for their choice of terms,

l^hile Gambetta was

in the countryside wooing the peasant, these men were deeply involved

with the problems of the working classes who formed the major part of
their constituencies.

Hugo's concern for and identification with them

since about 184 8 is well known, as is his use of popular dictionaries
and dictionaries of slang to find a vocabulary through which to commu-

nicate with this popular audience. 70 Although less well studied, the

activities of the other four
Republicans also reveal their
continuing
interest in this sector of the
population and sensitivity to its
traditions, organization, and values.

Proust had begun his affiliation
with

Baron Taylor and the group which had
founded the Union Centrale des
arts in the 1860s when these individuals

(amateurs, publicists, and

industrialists) had begun to encourage
the fruitful union of art and

industry in the wake of industrialization
during the Second Empire.

Ferry had not only begun his reading of
Comte at this time, but wrote a

number of articles on industrialization and
spoke before the assembled
members of the Societe philotechnique.

Simon published a major work on

the social significance of labor during this
period, and Lockroy began

during the Franco-Prussian war and Commune the
long association with
the workers in the eleventh arrondissemenet
in the Chambre for over twenty
I'Jhen

,

whom he was to represent

years.''"'"

the ties which Ferry, Lockroy, Simon, and even Hugo's
ances-

tors had with the crafts and trades of pre-industrial France
are con-

sidered, there is added reason to believe that the terms in which they

formulated their ideology were a nautral expression of

a

view of life

which they shared with the working classes and which they imbibed as
children.

Lockroy

's

father was an actor and popular playwright.

Ferry

came from a long line of bell founders, who had risen to become local

notaries during the Revolution, without relinquishing their commitment
to the work ethic of their ancestral trade.

tradesman engaged in small-scale commerce.

ground remains obscure.

been

a

In Hugo's case,

Simon's father was a

Only Proust's family back-

his paternal grandfather had

shoemaker, and although he preferred to create a myth about his
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origins, tying the. to the noblesse
de I'epee of the ancien
regi.e, one
senses in hi. the conscious effort
to reassociate himself
with his .ore

humble roots after his spiritual
crises in the 1840s by nurturing
out
of them a great tree of compelling
universal truths.
By presenting his
feelings for the people as the
humanitarian response of a sensitive,
just, and altruistic individual, he
allowed himself to identify with
the people without openly admitting
he was one of them by birth.

There are of course differences between
the Republicans' ideology
and the cultural symbols and values of
the working classes.

These dif-

ferences indicate the way in which the
Republicans felt the old system
of production could be modified without
sacrificing the ideals of in-

dividual liberty and democracy which industrialization
threatened to
destroy.

They reflect the Republicans' familiarity with
the ideas of

progressive social thinkers of the enlightenment and
the nineteenth
century.

The most important novelty advocated by the Republicans

was the expansion of the concept of the fraternal group
to include so-

ciety at large.

The community of the worker in pre-industrial France

had been that of his metier and it had existed primarily for the
pur-

pose of encouraging his personal development through his work.

More-

over, the ultimate judgment of merit came from one's peers, not from

society at large.

The Republicans proposed to extend the concept of

community in such a way that the group to which one belonged by virtue
of one's metier was part of a larger system composed of many groups,

each of which had as its aim helping individual members to contribute
to the

welfare of society through their labor.
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In order to achieve a democratic
social order,

the Republicans

argued that a certain amount of
innovation was necessary in production.

This was a requirement which ran
counter to the tradition-

oriented mentality of the French skiled
workers, and, therefore, constituted another significant difference
between the Republicans' terms
and those for whom they were meant.

Among the guilds andcompangon-

uages in pre-Revolutionary France, the
concept of perfection was asso-

ciated with refinement and embellishment
of objects, rather than with
formal invention.

The chef d'oeuvre was more often than
not

a

highly

ornamented object in which a series of tours de
forces testified to the
creator's skill.

The corporations, characterized by strongly
hier-

archical organizational structure and continual
jealousies between
masters, journeymen, and apprentices, tended with
the passage of time
to discourage formal

innovation.

By the late eighteenth century only

the circle around the Free Masons whose members had
broken away from
the corporate structure and were known as "masons speculatifs"
con-

sidered invention and risk-taking virtues.

The Republicans, fully

aware of these historical developments, associated guilt restraints

with the moral corruption of the individual.

As an alternative they

proposed that the spirit which had motivated workers to form the
guilds originally could find fuller expression and be more effectively

exercised in the "syndicats libres."

Lockroy, speaking in the Chambre

in favor of the law on professional associations, argued that they

would enable
.

.

.

cet ouvrier, avec son energie, avec son enthousiasme, avec

sa faculte, avec son esprit de propagande

.

.

.
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to put his natural concern
for the integrity of the
individual and his

entrepreneurial spirit to positive
social ends.

prosp^rlt^ et security Interieure, "'^

"d'ou dependent notre

These organizations would en-

able the workers to join their
fortunes to those of the rest
of society
the Republic.
Ferry openly challenged the
workers and businessmen

m

of the Third Republic to
Join their traditional sense of
independence

and self esteem to "cette
Initiative" and "cette prevoyance"
which

constituted "la veritable prlncipe,"
"la seule base de la reforme
sociale,

"

''^

From this perspective, the Republicans
viewed science and tech-

nology as modifications of traditional
Masonic and Compagnon concepts
of the role of method and formal ideal
in the production process.

Ferry,

in fact, made a point of noting the
compatibility between the

Masonic idea of productive activity and that
of positivistic science in
the address he delivered on the occasion of
his initiation in the

urder.

Science and technology were presented as a means
of correct-

ing old methods, generalizing and clarifying the
character of the ideal

without fundamentally changing the concept of labor.

As Simon said of

their value in production
On recontre des obstacles.
La science leur applique aussitot le
principe de la morale stoicienne
et transformer 1 'obstacle
in instrument.'"
.

.

.

They in effect offered a guide and assurance to the individual as he

moved from conventional modes and practices into
visions and possibilities.

a

realm of intuited

They provided him with a new grammatical

framework into which his traditional vocabulary could be integrated.

To those engaged directly
in the production of
goods and services, it was an invitation
to relinquish their
traditional her^eticis.

and paranoia about the outside
world and to

.alee

the™ aware of the con-

tribution they did and could
.ake to society at large.

To businessmen
and professional .en it was an
invitation to temper their search
for
personal profit in the name of the
social good.
By presenting their

ideology as a logical modification
of the values which these
two groups
had in common, the Republicans
made it possible for those who
created
and designed products and those
who distributed and consumed
them to

have

a

meaningful common ground on which to
communicate with one an-

other.

The aesthetic dimension of their
ideology was a natural fo)rm

for expressing the basic sentiments
and social ideals cherished by

both groups.
to

The purpose of bringing patrons and
workers together was

overcome those divisive effects which
industrialization had on them

by encouraging them to see how cooperative
effort could be mutually

beneficial.

By associating the pleasure communicated
by certain de-

signs with public utility and the design of
the products with the char-

acter of fetes, they offered the working classes the
opportunity to
raise their activities and values out of the personal
sphere onto a
public and sacerdotal level.
In essence, the Republicans' use of the traditional values
and

symbols of the working classes provided

a

coherent framework within

which workers could conceive of how they might successfully adapt to

industrialization.

The fact that emphasis was placed on fundamental

concepts common to patrons and workers was not so much a means of tying
the workers to their employers, as of convincing both that their common

.
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interest lay in producing and
distributing goods which
inculcated these
essentially entrepreneural ideals
into the minds of the general
public.
By producing for themselves
and for others like them,
they would be
spreading respect for the value of
labor and individ^l integrity,
thus

securing the foundations of the
Republic and their own liberty.

With

m

the economic and social context
in which the universal expositions
wer e

conceived and designed, they were a
vehicle for the Republicans to demonstrate how the type of accotmnodatlon
they favored between the old
and new methods of production could
help establish an equitable social
order in which individual initiative
subordinated technology to its
own ends
The construction of the expositions and the
fabrication of

objects to be displayed in the exhibits offered
an opportunity on
a limited scale for laborers and capitalists
to cooperate in bring-

ing to fruition an ancient ideal that had inspired
humanity since

Biblical times.

The result of this cooperation was the creation of

a group of cultural emblems whose affective powers
were to raise the

prestige of the working classes and of their Republic in the
public's

mind and to stimulate a demand for French goods.

More than any other

monument, the Eiffel Tower was to prove to those responsible for its

creation and to the general public that Republican ideology provided
viable solution to their economic and social problems.

a

What had seemed

only the dream of an ancient and more primitive society (in the sense
of simpler in its production methods and less specialized in its eco-

nomic tasks)

,

had been transformed into a contemporary reality full of

promise for the future.

The Republicans in identifying themselves with
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the working classes saw that
their own fortunes were

bo^d

up with the

ability of these groups to use
this syste. of values to
stabilize their
own economic situation, to find
a coherent framework in
which to produce, and to develop a line of
goods which were aesthetically
compelling.

In this way,

their self-interest can be said
to exist in so far

as bettering the position of
their constituents would improve
their own

situation.

There is, however, no doubt that the
Republicans' arguments in

support of their programs were based on a
tautology .^Shis circularity
was not entirely aimed at justifying the
Republicans' position as so-

cial leaders.

Instead it expressed a kind of historical and
economic

determinism associated with the processes by which
the working classes
had been the vehicle of their own rise to social
prominence and by
which the laws of the physical and economic systems
had been revealed
to

mankind.

If it were impossible to refute the truth of

as Ferry claimed,

these laws,

it was equally certain that the working classes would

eventually bring their productive activity into alignment with them.
The historical process would come to fruition for the same reasons that

Proust declared Gambetta's plan for the Ministry of Arts would someday
Q

be instituted:

"parcequ'il est dans la force des evenements."

form of reasoning was not so much
publicans

'

a

1

This

mechanism for justifying the Re-

ideology in the eyes of the workers, as it was an expression

of the basic contradiction which the Republicans perceived existed in

the condition of the working classes and of the way to resolve it.

It

takes note of the differences between reality and the ideal, between

wishing for something to be so and the effort required to make

it so.

Ferry and Proust's co:n.ents
bear a.ple witness to
this conflict and to
the need for faith on the
part of the independent
producer that he
could resolve these contradictions
through his own efforts.
If in the eighteenth century,

the freeing of labor and
commerce

was seen by the intellectual
ancestors of the Republicans as a
way to
break the economic and cultural bond
tying the working classes to the

aristocracy and to allow the former to
produce for itself, in the
1870s and 1880s, the Republicans were
fighting to get the working

classes to maintain their commitment to
their own interests in

economically adverse conditions.
on the defensive.

The ideal they held up was one now

To continue to serve it,

forced the individual to

hold out against the corporatism and the
self-indulgence in cheap,

mass-produced pleasures.
Various historians, including Alfred Cobban, have
declared that

liberalism died with the Revolution, that politically
democracy, with
its aggressive assertion that the will of the
people should prevail,

placed governments at the mercy of human self-interest.^^

In this

context, the Republicans would have to be described as trying
to whip
a dead horse in asking the population to exercise self-control
and

see their best interests and those of the nation as intertwined.

How-

ever, under the circumstances in which they formulated their program

and propounded their ideology, it seems more reasonable to say that
the Republicans were marking out a new role for liberalism.
it a moral and economic balancing force,

tendencies in

modem

society:

They made

equilibrating the two opposing

anarchy and corporatism.

The ideal they

.
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expounded and wished to be given a
material existence was less one
they
believed would prevail as a general
rule in the future, than an assertion of the sentiments which were
still alive among a large sector
of
the working

population.

Getting these individuals to produce
products

according to the prescribed methods and
ideals would reconfirm their
commitment to their ideals and to the
Republic.

Moreover, it could in-

fluence public opinion in favor of such
values, and thus create a growing market for them.

In so doing the corporate system of
enterprise

and the factory system of production would
not be destroyed, but their

growth would be held in check.
By swinging the allegiance of the artists
and craftsmen over to

the working classes, the Republicans hoped to
put their talents in the

service of developing attractive new designs for goods
that would set
the style for all manufactured goods, and thereby,

in the process of

creating new demands, influence the moral values of all
consumers.
The independent artist and craftsman would be given a new
function
in

modem industrial

society, that of keeping humanistic values

alive through the innovation of meaingful designs, of a visual language which kept abreast of technological and scientific developments.
Their art would not only affirm these values, but act as an indictment
of those products which did not embody the proper aesthetic and moral

qualities
The new position ofthe independent producer was imbued with a

certain heroism and also a certain poignancy.

Hugo's balloonist soars

above the earth, and in risking his life for a vision, separates himself physically and intellectually from his fellows at the same time he
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is acting to assist the..

It is in the product,

rather than in social

intercourse that the creative individual
and the public meet, conuuunicate, and reach new levels of
understanding.
The material culture of
the universal expositions for all
its innovative qualities was

ephemeral.

In the exposed metal, ceramics,

clear glass,

chemically

colored tiles, shaped with a new precision
and placed together in the

multitude of interlocking designs which human
reason could invent,
could be found both a celebration of the
power of liberal ideals to
provide a coherent conceptual framework for
innovation and a testimony
to the fragility of the harmonious synthesis
which it had made pos-

sible.
In order to strengthen the commitment to the
principles of lib-

eralism among the working population, the Republicans like
d'Alembert
,

and Diderot, looked to public education

to

"reformer sa maniere de

penser, ses sentiments, ses opinions et ses moeurs

profonde." 33 Not unexpectedly they gave
aesthetics in their curriculum.

a

.

.

.

d'une manifere

prominent place to art and

Just what part art and aesthetics

played in their educational theory is the subject of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER

IV

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
MODERN LIBERAL DEMOCRACY
^^^^^^^
THROUGH ART EDUCATION
Le gouvernement actuel,
comme cpI n-f h<=
vox. surtour en [art]
m^ea puLsant i ^dnzatxon Rapubltque. doit
natlonale et de
prosperity industrielle
generaliser le gout dan^
le'peuple et'd"
ll ^^ttrT"'"'
^« J-e
mettre
de la democratie.
au service
i

Mh^'^"

•

.

.

.

Official Report on the Paris
Exposition of 1878^
Introduction

The remarks in Ferry's report
on the Paris Exposition
pinpoint the
fundamental role the Republicans
assigned to art education and
their
desire to give a pedigree to
their proposals.
Seeing morality and
taste as two sides of the same
socio-economic coin, they felt the
arts
could help members of the middle
classes forge their own well-being

within the context of commodity
exchange.

^

As a commodity which

symbolized social values and transmitted
them through everyday use,
art could provide the entire
population with a common vision of the

productive, ordered life for which they
yearned and a method for attaining it that did not preclude technology.

While there is much in

the Republicans' proposals which recalls
Marx's discussion of alienated

labor in Capital, their methods were designed
to make the individual

wary of mass production and large scale industrial
organizations.
Identity was to be reestablished by cultivating a
taste for goods that

increased the sense of personal control over technology.
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A General Theory of Art

EdxicP^r;ion
;

The Republicans felt art
could reunite those
'Wsses flottantes
qui se.blent aujourd'hui
hesiter, reculer, douter d
elles-.e.esin the face of technological
change, by cultivating an
orderly set of
•

.

.

'

working procedures and a taste
for

a

certain type of order and for.
in

co^ercial products that wo^d allow
for the adaptation

of technology.^

To achieve this end they
were careful to integrate
science and tech-

nology into all levels of the art
education program.

Their art educa-

tional theory rested on the
fundamental premise that learning
occurred
through an interaction between the
environment and the individual
'

senses.

By controlling the sensations the
individual received and by

focusing his attention on certain
phenomena, it would be possible to

cultivate within him a sense of order
and process, of proportion and
relatedness.

Thus formed, his sensibilities would
act as internal

guidance systems directing his interactions
with the material world and

with his fellows in society.

Even more importantly, they would bind

him emotionally to the actual environment in which
he existed and interest him in its continual improvement for his
own and others' well
being.

At the most basic level of human intellectual
development,

then, art could be used to cultivate the perceptual
and organizational

faculties of French citizens and provide them with

a

common, preverbal

system for perceiving, communicating, and satisfying their needs.
There are two ways in which art was thought to perform this function.

First, the work of art presented an already organized and select

view of nature which helped to focus the student's attention on certain
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aspects of external reality,
enabling hi. to extrapolate
on his own
when directly confronting nature.
Second, the student could
learn to

become the organizer of his own
experience by creating a work of
art,
or a less refined product.

In this way,

the eye, the hand, and the

mind would be engaged in a process
which was itself orderly and whose
aim was the creation of ordered
experience.^

Recognizing the need for order in the
entire system of commodity
exchange, it is not surprising that the
Republicans' elevated order to
the position of an immensely satisfying
aesthetic goal.

Creating a

taste for ordered chains of experience
did not preclude satisfying

emotional needs.

Ferry was strongly affected by art which
seemed

alive, and responded to this quality in Mercie
and Henner's work.

particularly liked Mercie

's

He

method which "anime le bronze, fait vibrer

le marbre," but saved his special praise for
Henner's ability to evoke
in him a profound and refreshing sense of the
"reve mysterieux de

I'eternelle beaute."^

It was not an empty formality

which art educa-

tion was to introduce into people's lives; rather, art was
to transmit
to them a way to think about their own feelings so that
they could in-

fuse them into their own work and communicate them to others.^

The Republicans directed their art educational efforts into two

major channels:
tions.

drawing instruction in the public schools and exhibi-

Less programmatic in character was their use of the popular

press to focus the public's attention on the arts and on the characteristics which made

them,

capable of producing the psychological and eco-

nomic equilibrium on which social integration depended.
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Drawing.

The Republicans were avid
supporters of drawing instruction,

wishing it to begin in the primary
grades.^

One of the .ost popular

textbooks of the period celebrated
the practical value of such
instruction for artisans and craftsmen.
Marguerite Fouillee's La Tour de

IlH-e_£ar_.deu^^

which was used in Republican
primary schools

during the 1870s and 1880s and went
through innumerable editions, introduced French school children to the
notion that drawing was "si
utile aux ouvriers.-S
tion,

The Republicans sought to broaden
its applica-

creating some basis of consensus among a
population only partly

comprised of artisans.

Its value for them lay in the universal
appeal

of a method which permitted,

in Proust's words,

les conceptions ultirieurs de
avec d'autant plus d assurance 9
.

.

.

1

'esprit

.

.

.

de se degager
^

.

'

Drawing was essentially a rational process related
to designing,
in the sense that that term suggests the
conscious effort to manipulate

matter and form to achieve

a

preconceived, orderly result.

Because

it required the physical as well as mental engagement
of the indivi-

dual, drawing was seen as one of the most effective ways
to have large

numbers of individuals carry a sense of order and restraint into their
daily activities."^"''

Simon's remark a propos of the home furnishing ex-

hibition at the 1873 Paris exposition indicates just how practical they
felt the results of drawing instruction would be:

Peut-etre la nouvelle impulsion donee a 1 'etude du dessin rendra-telle le consommateur plus exigeant et le fabricant plus habile. 12
In a series of laws and administrative decrees instituted from

1876 on into the 1880s, the Republicans attempted to expand the
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teaching of drawing and to establish
a curricula in primary
grades and
manual arts schools.
The methods they proposed
were ai.ed at bringing the student out of a state
of self-absorption into active
discourse

with the surrounding world.
anathema to them.^^

Understandably, aimless sketching was

^^.^^ ^.^^^^

^.^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^

^^^^

Republicans-

art education program described the
method and pointed out the benefits
of a curriculum which combined drawing
from plaster casts and tracing

figures with the study of geometry.
Les eleves passent successivement par
une gradation logique, qui
leur apprend ^ tracer des lignes, k en
evaluer la grandeur, ^ en
appr^cier la direction, puis grdce au geomdtral
[sic] et aux
^l^ments de perspective, i mettre en place
n'import quel objet a
le repr^senter vu dans son apparence.
.'
L enseignement
a
pour but de donner aux enfants la faculty d
'observation, de les
habituer a reproduire toutes les formes, quelles
qu'elles soient
dans leur v^rit^ absolue
16
.

.

.

'

.

'

.

.

.

Nothing in the primary school art curriculum was overtly
utilitarian.

It

for example.

did not deal with the design of everyday domestic
objects,

Yet,

the men who formulated it made clear their belief

that the curriculum would improve simultaneously

economic life of French citizens.

the

moral

and

There is Picard's description

stressing the practical, orderly effects of the method that trained
children to follow logical procedures in their work and to work independently.

Moreover, the very act of drawing according to this method

allowed the individual to examine the concept of reality he harbored in
his imagination and the method acted as a corrective for any misconcep-

tions he may have had about the structure of reality.

It

was one way

the individual could learn through first hand experience that, as an-

other report succinctly put

it,

-

.
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les conditions dans lesquelles
se raeuiind.fini.ent et arbitrair e.en^
-difiSlL
.

.

.

i:Ti:\TrrT
n,,P ce
rl qui'
et que
In other words,

"
'^''rr'
""""^
'

'

1

^

'h,,n,or,-!

e'^

n'

ZTT

^^^^
^ ^^'^

y regne en souverain,

•

•

1^ domaine de I'absolue
^"^^^-^^^

c'est le relatif.l7

one might be able to conjure up
a vision in one's mind

of a frictionless existence, of
a perfect, seamless form
expressing

absolute harmony, but one could not find
its equivalent in the material
world.
This fact was brought home to
the student through the method of

drawing which approached the model as

a

system of interdependent parts

deriving its vitality and appeal from the
relationship itself.

Through

drawing one came to discover the truth of
Simon's statement concerning
the necessity of variety and unity within
any living system.

The method confronted students with the fact
that perfection in

a

product and in life consisted of the precision and
balance attained
among the various elements, not in the erasure of
distinctions.

Here,

however, the insistence was not on inculcating an
abstract system of

disembodied relationships, but on tying this system
world and to the emotional experience of the student.

to

the material

The method de-

fined the field to which human activity should confine itself by

focusing the student's attention on concrete entities before his eyes
and away from mental chimeras or visions of realms outside human ex-

perience.

19

In part,

they hoped to encourage the identification of

human with external nature by having students draw

la main lev.e,"

forcing them to make comparisons between the model and their own draw-

mg.

20

Although none of the Republicans elaborated on this technique,

it may refer to having the student draw on an upright easel,

rather
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than on a horizontal surface
which would force the head
down, fixing attention on the paper and on the
student's own thoughts.
It

is true,

as Zeldin and others have
remarked, that the models

consisted of plaster casts of
sculpture and architectural
ornaments
from all periods of Western art
-depuis I'art egyptien et I'art
grec
jusqu'^ art nationale," and of both
two- and three-dimensional
geometric forms. 2^

Nonetheless, these objects, which
have little obvious

reference to contemporary life, were not
considered antithetical to the
aim of training the population to
comprehend the world as it really
was.

When Proust said art education should
encourage

"1

'observation

directe de la nature," he was referring
primarily to human nature.
By this he meant the basic psychology
of human beings which the Greeks

had first characterized in their philosophy
and art.^^
on Plato confirm this interpretation.

^.^^^.^ ^^^^^^^

Although criticizing the philo-

sopher for mis construing the sources of human
consciousness, Simon
felt the Greek had made a lasting contribution in
clearly identifying
the "principles constituatif s de la raison humaine."^"^

The decision to begin training by having students draw two- and

then tree-dimensional geometrical figures grew out of the Republican

desire to give young children a rational mental structure and process

compatible with human nature.

For in rendering such figures one learned

literally how to put personal experience into perspective.

That is, the

student would conceive of the seemingly isolated elements in his mental
and material environment as related to one another through a system

based on the scientific laws describing physical and mental functions.
Since these laws derived from human behaviour, the Republicans did not

-
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feel that drawing was imposing
an alien way of organising
experience on
the student, but helping him
to clarify the principles
of a logical

procedural pattern which he, like
all humans, would find most
comfortable.

Ignoring the teieological character
of this interpretation of
science, the Republicans felt that
it offered a guide to
individual be-

haviour which was in Ferry's words,
"la seule digne ^ s'opposer &
I'esprit d'utopie et

d

'

erreur

"^'^
.

Drawing abstract forms was followed by
drawing plaster casts
taken from original works of art.

Gabriel Monod (dates unknown) in his

evaluation of the 1889 Paris e.xposition,
explained why works from a

variety of periods and geographic areas were
used.

The models taught

the students that the same principles were
active in the creation of the

material culture of all ages.

Variations were due in part

modifications que subissent les formes et
matifere employe."

25

1

to

"les

'execution suivant la

Emphasis in the drawing program was, therefore, not

on encouraging students to identify their feelings with
specific ra-

tional systems and visual forms of the past, but on having them
imbibe
the principles underlying all past styles to guide them in
productive

actxvity suited to their own time and technology.
The technique which the sculptor and painter Eug&ne Guillaume
(1822-1905)

instituted in his capacity as Director of Fine Arts was

well fitted to this end.

Rather than teaching students to record inter-

nal details, irregular textures, superficial physical features, or
vol ume

,

the man whom Ferry appoi.nted to this post in 1879 advocated "une

representation essentielleraent

.

.

.

par le trait, par le contour.

27
""^

This technique, which reinforced the identification the schools made
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between visual and written language,
taught French youth the
rudiments
of what Proust called "la
science de la lecture et de
I'ecriture des
for.es." Moreover it allowed the
student to analyze and organize
his
perceptions in the most economical
and easily communicable terms.
Guillaume, in fact, argued that it
was fully compatible with the
rational and humanistic character of
the method.
C'est le procede instinctif de I'homme
primitif et de I'enfant
... en meme temps c'est parfaitement rationnel.28
It might be said that the linear
technique added the final touch

to the child's art education for
it cultivated in him a sensitivity
to

the aesthetic qualities possessed by
technology.

for precision,

for economy of means and ends,

An acquired taste

for a mechanistic system

of relationships reducible to geometrical
terms,

and for a method

based on careful mathematical analysis and
synthesis could encourage individuals to conceive of technology as a
creation very much
like a drawing, and, therefore, an aspect of the material
world

over which one could exercise some control.

That is,

they would

come to see it, not as alien to human nature, but as an
expression
of it which functioned in the material world much as drawing
func-

tioned in the intellectual and moral realm.

It is

certainly pos-

sible to find an analogy between Proust's concept of drawing as a

process that brought the latent ideas submerged in the human mind out
into the world in a legible form and Simon's comment that technology

enabled the producer to move "de la mati^re brute

transforme

..." 29

a

la matiere ainsi

One was an act the individual performed on

himself, the other, one he
performed on .atter.

GulUa^e's remarks
on the benefits of the method
reveal that the Republicans
actually
identified the two:
On coiaprend sans peine quel
profit on peut tirer d un pareil
dessxn:
mxs entre les mains d'ouvriers
sachant le lire il leur
donne le moyen de reproduire
exactement I'original
Us le font
'

executer la meme pi^ce, ces exemplaires
peuvent etre confondus les
uns avec les autres.
Par 1^, ce genre le dessin rend
le
plu
grands services a toutes les professions
qui ont pour but de
°" simplement de multiplier des
iZTeiyO^'

Although he is speaking of the value of
drawing instruction for professionals, it is clear from this quotation
that the method seemed to

him a way to help the individual
compete with technology on its own
terms.

There were, however, two different interpretations
of how drawing would help individuals accommodate
themselves to technology.
Guillaum.e,
of

and Ferry as well,

the machine,

it would form the individual in the image

so that the individual took upon himself the
responsi-

bility for performing like his model.
Proust,

For

For Simon, Hugo, Lockroy, and

drawing and technology were tools under the direct supervision

of the individual,

helping him to independently generate his vision.

Despite these differences, it is possible to understand how the

Republicans could feel the primary school drawing program constituted
an important first step in rectifying the fragmented personalities and

inconsistent working methods responsible for social friction.

It would

enable individuals to conceive of the world as a system of interlocking

relationships among independent entities and to feel capable of using
technology to create

a

balanced social existence modeled on this

syste..

The dynamic e,uaibrtu» a
person achieved on paper
.l,ht be
created in the „lnd, In Che
.arket place, and ultimately
In society.
Logically, the outcome of such
an aesthetic education
would be the
formation of a population „lth
a taste for liberal
democrativ values.
In tern,s of the practical
ends the Republicans set for
the progran,, a

large sector of thepopulatlon
would demand the development
of goods
with the aesthetic character
already defined in Chapter II,
and the

most talented among them would be
Inspired with the vision and the

desire to adapt new technology to
the design of goods that would
satisfy this demand.

The art education program at the
primary level pro-

vided a blueprint for the foundation
of a modernized middle-class community.

Manual Arts and Fine Arts Educat ion
The Republicans' proposals for advanced art
education were all

intended to build on the foundation talented
individuals had acquired
in primary school.

The curriculum was designed to equip students
to

design a material culture expressive of their own
society and fitted
to its economic and psychological needs.

In his 1878 report on the

Paris exposition Simon forst pointed to the pragmatic
nature of the

curriculum. 31
•

1

^

Proust provided a resume of the reforms in the conclu-

sion of his 1882 article on the short-lived Ministry of Arts,
Son intention etait
d'associer 1 enseignement de I'art
1
1
applique k
'Industrie a
enseignement des science appliquees k
1' Industrie dans les establissements du second degre; de placer
enfin au degre superieur, a cote de 1 enseignement special, au
enseignement general qui ramenat tous les artistes k la notion
de la conception decorative 32
.

.

,

'

'

'

.
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Not Just its content, but its
methods were intended to give
students
the integrated working
procedures, sense of organization,
and appre-

ciation for materials and technology
needed to make their design efforts aesthetically and economically
effective.
They hoped to maintain continuity
with the primary curriculum by
continuing to stress the importance
of drawing according to a
rational

analytical and synthetic method.

Emphasis was placed on refining and

deepening the knowledge and skill already
gained with
ing students' attention on the
present.

a

view to focus-

One change, therefore, was

having students work from original objects
and live models.

These

study models were to be drawn from all
cultures and periods and pre-

sented in a chronological order that respected
their geographic origins.

As they drew, students would be encouraged
to take into account

production techniques, handling of figures and motifs,
materials, and
compositional organization, to understand how these
contributed to the
models' aesthetic character.

By sensitizing students to these factors,

the Republicans hoped this expanded curriculum would also
help them

learn the logical filiation between cultural circumstances and
artistic
style.
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The other important innovation introduced courses intended to

make art education more technical, that is to reach something of

modern scientific discoveries and production techniques.
In the manual arts schools the curriculum reforms aimed at giving

students the intellectual integrity, skill, and confidence necessary

to

design and/or produce new products to compete with mass produced goods

pouring in from abroad.

The training students were to receive did not

reject the possibility of adapting designs to mass production.

In
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fact the^chaste aesthetic
it purveyed could be
easily reproduced by .achines.
In this sense the curriculum
was broader in its
application
than the Republicans' narrow
focus on training designers
suggests.
The
idea was to make the designers
leaders of the manufacturing
community.
A number of laws were passed
during the 1880s. intended to
reform
the programs in the provincial
manual arts scnools, particularly
those
in manufacturing towns such as
Limoges and Roubaix.^^

Students would

not only be taught design and
the history of the technology
and ma-

terials used in their metier, but be
introduced to the new materials
and machines on the market.

For example,

students at Roubaix,

a

tex-

tile producing town in the northeast,
would study a variety of textile

patterns and fabrics, and the machinery
and dyes used to create them.
Special emphasis was to be given to the
study of French products so
that students would identify with their
once great native cultural

traditions and feel confident of developing them
further.
It appears

that many of these ideas were formulated
in response

to the suggestions of

the artisans themselves.

commission in 1881

identify the reforms needed in manual arts

schools.

to

Proust had organized a

The responses of the designers and artisans to the commis-

sion's inquiries reiterate the Republicans' diagnosis of the
problem
and their proposed cure.

Emile Galle (1846-1904), whose glass and

ceramic works contributed to the development of Symbolism and Art

nouveau in the '80s and '90s, submitted

a

written deposition which

summarized the reforms other artisans had also requested.
himself as an artisan and

civil

servant:

Describing
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Ceramiste, graveur et decorateur
sur verre ^^^^^'^^i^^e
conmiission de surveillanrp
^ secretairp Hde la
^^eiiiance de 1 ecole regionale
des beaux-arts
de Nancy,
i

'

1

'

i

he offered the following
program:

...

la reforme de 1
enseignement du ^t^t-^in
dessln n
n'est
est nn'„.
qu un premier
i nr^^.'

pas dans la voie d amel
'

moaernes
moderns

...

<i-^
certainas fabrications
=f memorables
des examples
de la decadence oh r,»

les manifestations de I'art
a leur epoque.

^

-

'

Les ateliers de province
demandent que ces modules soient
auxcuL choisis
cnoisis,
^ non Das toiiTmirG r^^r^co„
i

'
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At the top of the art education
system stood the Ecole des Beauxarts and the state schools of
architecture and fine arts such as those
at Lyons and Besancon.
to

mold

a

Reforms slated for these schools were
intended

group of architects and artists capable
of developing the

models from which skilled workers, builders,
and industrial designers

would derive their designs."^''

Curriculum proposals were perhaps the most important,
for on them
hinged the development of the new material culture
the Republicans believed would establish economic and social security
of the French working classes.

Generally speaking, they sought to produce artists who

were willing and able to design for modem middle-class life.

Proust

saw the stress on a realistic assessment of the function of art as
a

way to divest artists of fantasies that led to irrelevant and incon-

venient design.

In an anecdote recounting the response of the Director

of the Ecole de medecine to the school's new quarters,

he ridiculed the

.
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self-deloding pretentions of
the architect as
evidence ot a lack of
concern for basic hu.a„ needs.
The Director was not
astonished to find
there were no dining halls
or bathrooms in the
Classical Revival huilding, Proust noted:
puisque tout le monde savait
aue lee; rr».o
salle i ^nger, qu'ils
prenaient en
a
fc^pas
as sur
u ies figuiers, et
que, pour remolacpr r^.^ r.^^-;^
^P"^--"
P-vSs
que nous avons
baptises
anglais u!
''^^
roses plus elolgneS^
.

.

.

»

LUIT"

J-

d'*

'

Such fantasies were to be
replaced by teaching artists
to tailor their
designs to both the rationale
and the activities peculiar
to the .iddle
classes

The reforms they proposed built
to some extent on modernizations

introduced in 1863 by the Comte de
Nieukerke under Napoleon III.

while

willing to admit there was some
continuity between the Third Republic
and the Second Empire, Proust
indicated that the only innovation to
be

retained was the ateliers at the Ecole
des Beaux-arts where students

learned techniques needed to create works
of art.

Even here, Proust

insisted the curriculum would be updated,

... en creant les ateliers d enseignement speciale de 1 'Ecole des
beaux-arts, c'est non pas de faire connaltre
k ceux qui frequentent
les ateliers les procedes des maitres disparus,
mais bien des
procedes des maitres contempo rains 39
'

.

Emphasis was placed on updating the curriculum to
help

artists

accommodate themselves to the exigencies of the workd around
them.
To put young artists in touch with present realities,

the new

curriculum required students to study the activities of the working
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and.

as Proust explained,
•

•

-ux

.

to

travel not only to Rone,
but

dans les contrees oil 1'
aspect de la nature er
,ul les habit peuvent
devaLpper les a^tUudL

=
.

Ihey were also encouraged
to Identify the Images
and usages .ost central to working Class life,
which did not necessarily
.ean that the
artist was limited to contemporary
appearances.
The Republicans ware
divided on the issue o£ the
.odarnity of certain i^ges.
Proust .ight
Wish to have artists depict
Frenchman "tals que nous sondes,"
in modern
drass, seated in restaurants or
working on the docks; but Simon
believed that certain ancient, medieval,
and early modem images still

exercised

a

strong hold over the amotions and
ideals of the working

^'^

classes

.

There is some justification for his
belief.

After all, the past

intruded into contemporary life in the
form of the works of art and

architecture from past centuries that remained
part of the French environment.

It was a living heritage which Hugo
in particular was anxious
42

to preserve.

Moreover, artisans had for generations used these
tra-

ditional images as motifs in their designs, and
many of these mythological figures and saints were

a part of

their folklore.

The Republicans' solution to the problem was to train
artists to

conceive of traditional images and the art of non-western
peoples as

expressions of more primitive, less self-conscious states of human

psychology or of alternate formulations of it.^^

In either case,

stu-

dents were to understand all stylistic differences had one major ele-

ment in common:

all conveyed a culturally determined image of reality
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Visually and conceptually
app.ehendable and capable of
being expressed
through drawing.
Because architecture
encompassed the other arts,
the

study Of the principles of
architectural design assumed
a prominent
Place in the curriculum,
establishing the organizational
patterns and

general aesthetic character
from which all artists were
to
cue in handling materials.

talce

In so doing it enabled
all the arts

their
to

fulfill their double duty of
responding "aux plus nobles
besoins de
I'esprit" and to the practical
necessities of daily life."^^
The second step in training
was to provide
Here,

a

conceptual framework,

the Republicans proposed that
artists receive some instruction
in

scientific theory, the nature of
matter, the laws governing the
universe, and the operation of human
perception.
In essence, they were to
be taught^

modern cosmology in the form of the
prevailing scientific

a

paradigm.

This knowledge would allow them to
design for social ends

in accordance with ostensibly
"natural patterns" and ultimately to

align social activity with these
patterns.

It was knowledge the

artist could gain at the level of personal
experience, for science

helped him develop the knowledge of self and
of the relationship of
that self to the surrounding world which he
could pass on to other in-

dividuals through his art.

This step represented a practical applica-

tion of the general chain of relationships outlined
by Simon in his

Introduction

:

La science
qui la produit?
La pensee humaine.
Et qui
cultive, fortifie, et developpe la pensee humaine? L education. ^9
.

.

.

'

Aside from Simon's comment that artists should be taught "tous
les arts et toutes les sciences accessoires

,

"

the Republicans made
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Of artistic style be
adopted as the basic
precise of the fine arts
curriculum:

nous devons,
r^rirnlturf df°"=
'^^""'""'^ sincSres, en
gardant avec soin d•emprlsonner^'^
nous
formes qui nous ont pa"rSd"isant:s':°'" ^^P-"-" ^ans les
'

Students „e.e to learn how
to apply the insight
gained into the relationship between outward
appearance and psychological
expression to the

development of images with a
new character.

In this way,

the past
could be updated, made
conceptually compatible with
the present culture, and turned into a
point of departure for the
creation of a new

style/^
In addition to reforming the
existing program,

the Republicans

settled on two new measures intended
to help architects and artists
design socially and economically
functional works. Both measures dealt

with teaching students the principles
of composition and methods for

establishing compositional order.

The first step, as Proust noted,

was obviously to provide students
with a concept of design broad enough
to encompass all

the arts,

that is to develop their "esprit
decoratif

.

""^^

Painters and sculptors were to learn the
principles of each others' disciplines and that of architecture, while
architects would be introduced
to those of

the other two.

Training was to stress the threads all three disciplines
had in
common so that students could develop a general sense
of the integrity
of design within and among objects.

Most important was the fact that

all three depended on an internal rational organization
which was
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little reference to the
specific content of these
courses.
Their own
statements about science and
the nature of the
universe do. however
provide an insight into the
character of the paradigm
they wished
taught.
Moreover, it is possible to
glean a sense of how
artists were
to utilize this information
from uxii_ut,i,xons
discussions on ^ho
uthe subject
at the International Congress of Architects
held in conjunction with
the 1878
Paris exposition.
Three French architects,
Gabriel Davioud (1823-1881),
Emile Tr.lat (dates unknown),
and Archille Hermant (dates
unknown), al/
employees of the government and
tied to the Republicans by
bonds of
friendship and political ideology,
spoke at length on the role of
science and technology in the
architect's education. ^°
As for the nature of the
paradigm,

the Republicans held the view

that the cosmos was an energy
system in dynamic equilibrium, whose

character and laws human science had
discovered and could exploit.
Simon stressed the active nature of
this system and spoke of it as

operating like

a

self-contained unit whose elements constantly
inter-

acted and produced a stream of energy
that could be tapped and transformed.

He elaborated on this point by identifying
all physical pro-

cesses as different manifestations of one
universal process:
On distingue les transformations chimiques
et les precedes
mechaniques; mais il faut se hater, car depuis que
les sciences
diverses vivent cote a cote, elles se penetrent
les unes les
autres, elle decouvrent chaque jour entre elles
et entre les
choses des analogies qui sont presque des identites,
qui vont le
devenir. -'I

By virtue of their sentient and rational character, human beings
could participate in this system and exploit it to establish the
same

continuous, integrated and efficient existence in their economic and
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psycholosical

X„e

that existed i. nature,
an. In fact could
integrate

themselves Into the natural
system.

As was already noted
In Chapter II.

Ferry believed the physical
laws of the universe took
the for™ of
economic laws governing co^nodlty
exchange In society, and of
physiological psychology In the human
body.
Thus, there was a chain
that
linked the laws of the cosmos
and external physical phenomena
with
human Internal responses and
economic behaviour. As Simon
observed,
all these phenomena could be
reduced to mathematical equations
describing or establishing relationships
between any given set of physical
entities:

^'^ ^

;u-i;s°;a:po'rtsSl
Their paradigm

rested

on

proportions

Newtonian physics which the Paris

Academie des Science and the Marquis de
Condorcet had used as
for French society in the eighteenth
century.

a

model

Remarks such as Simon's

reveal the fact that the Republicans were
well aware of more recent

discoveries in the field of thermodynamics including
those of Frenchmen
Pierre Berthellot (1827-1907) and Eugene Chevreul
(1786-1889).

The

Republicans had adapted to the economic world the theory
that material

appearances were transformed through an energy exchange caused
by friction.

They accepted the law of the conservation of energy—
which de-

scribed energy exchange as the cohesive force in a closed and
balanced

continuum—as

a

model for the dynamic social equilibrium they wished to

establish through regulated commodity exchange.
Their concept of matter was an integral part of their paradigm,
for their liberal democratic conception of the individual depended on

.

It.

54

Ferry's disparaging remarks
about painters

qui recherchent passionemenet
les realirpc. Ho
colorations grises et claires,
pUii aJre!

i

i

L

indicate a general mistrust
of fleeting visual
phenomena as the sole
source of information about
reality.
Light was not matter.
stable in character.

Matter, according to the
Republicans was

It might change its
outward appearance as a re-

sult of its interaction with
natural forces, but it possessed
an

enduring essence communicable
through the activity of visual
data.
This rather mystical definition
of matter can be found in
Simon's
comments on the handling of glass
and iron for the Palais du Champ
de
Mars and in Proust's request that
artists learn to use "la chose vue,"
"notre propre physionomie

"I'expression vivante. "^^

,

"

to convey the essence of matter:

Matter's indestructible quality gave

it-

whether inert or biological— its integrity.
While it is difficult to say whether the
Republicans' paradigm
evolved to fit their diagnosis of the social
situation or vice-versa,

definite parallels do exist between the character
of the paradigm and
the abrasive economic and emotional situation
in France.

The paradigm

was a harmonious system in which equilibrated
interactions of matter
and conflicting physical forces produced orderly change.

The Republi-

cans understood stabilization of cosmic conflict as an
abstract vision
of the economic and moral goals they had set for art.

also be understood as

a

The paradigm can

model to guide artists in inventing the new

designs destined to produce equilibrium in French society.

.
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lr>g

This is precisely the
deductive logic that was
used in dete^inthe science curriculn.
for artists and architects.
E,.ile Trelat

provided a striking insight
into the process in his
discussion of how
he and his colleagues at
the Ecole speciale de
I'architecture in Paris
had adapted scientific
knowledge for classroom use.
Training was
based on their definition of
the architect as a
constructor of forms.
The architect perceived form
through the impact of the
environment on
his sense o£ sight and could
comprehend and manipulate it through
his
knowledge of the paradigm:

lltlllT 'lII'
rLi!Jnte C'for^e'sr'^^
de'l'a

--flit

•

"^^^^^^

To help the student understand
form,

W^re

de la

et

donneraient pour

it was important to give him

a vivid mental picture of the
universe and its operations.

partial to the Romantics' favorite
symbolic image:

Trelat was

the ocean.

Com-

posed of ether and matter, the universe
was "un immense ocean" of ether
in which "la mati&re se trouve disperses
ou condensee depuis la condi-

tion de simple molecule de particule eparse
ou de nebuleuse, jusqu'a
la condition due corps celeste."

Light was the ocean of ether set mov-

ing through "une cause lumineuse" existing
outside the system.

Through

the reflection of light waves off particles of
matter "nous connaissons
les formes qui nous environment."

Communication of this information is

a dynamic process in which reflected light waves do
not

voyagent tranquillement jusqu'^ notre oeil.
Elles sont
incessament contre-battues et alterees par d'autres ondes
lumineuses
.

.

.

All this motion and conflict were taken in by the eye and interpreted
and evaluated by the mind and the sensibilities of the individual.

:
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on a practical level this
vision of the universe could
sensitize
students to the character of
their materials, of the
surrounding landscape, and of the site.
On a more abstract level,
it could teach stu-

dents to conceive of design in
terms of the relationships
between the
light sources and the type and
arrangement of the building
materials.
Because such relationships were
calculable, the student would be
able
to mine their expressive and
utilitarian possibilities.
Trelat also drew on the paradigm
for a method of designing.

He

turned visionary in his proposal
that architects learn to mimic the

process by which the collision of matter
and light produced a sense of

meaningful form in the viewer's eye,

when integrating rational spacial

distributions and economical and solid
construction into an overarching
harmonious form.

In essence,

the method was based on a metaphor which

placed the architect in a position analogous
to that of God in the universe.

Just as the divine light external to the
cosmos set it in har-

monious motion, Trelat advised the architect

to

achieve harmony by al-

lowing the light of his imagination guided by the
idea of the building's

function to play over the structural materials
Voici un programme!
Aussitot que 1' architect a lu et en a compris
la matiere
il retient les parties majeures ou caracteristiques; et de celles-ci qu'il assemble, fait un tout qui se ramasse
sur lui-meme, et qui degage son unite, non seulement sous le
rapport de la destination mais surtout sous le rapport de la
.

.

.

form. ^9

In his view,

teaching architects to design so that form followed func-

tion, meant giving them a method that enabled them to integrate utili-

tarian organization into

character was symbolic.

a

rational and symbolic form whose rational
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Although this .ethod „as
empirical, guided by
intuition, Tralat
felt architect, had to
be taught ao.e practical,
technical .nowled e to
help the„ stabilise the
proportions of their design.
They also needed
so.e general taowledge of
the characteristics of
social evolution to
help the. understand the
utilitarian aspects of designing.
Education
the social and physical
sciences had to remain on a
general level,
however.
In addition, technical
subjects had to be taught through
visual demonstration which Irelat
described as "la methode qui
convient
aux temperaments d artistes. "^^

m

'

Trelat's prescription implies that
artists-whether architects,
painters, sculptors, or artisans-should
learn to make designs which to
the eye appeared stable,
harmonious, and utilitarian.

In other words,

they were to search for visual
means of expressing the moral and eco-

nomic value of their work.

It was left

to the students in engineering,

chemistry, and other technical schools
to learn how to turn designs
into functioning, physically stable
entities and how to develop new

processes and materials to inspire new designs.
In actuality,

the Republicans were concerned about the
question

of how much technical training artists
should receive.

Artists had to

have enough technical information to design for
modem circumstances
and to make use of new materials in these designs;
but not so much that

their imaginations were overburdened with niggling details
and distractions.

No clear line was drawn on this issue.

Simon,

for example,

felt architects should know the art of building construction.
did not.

Trelat

Proust wished artists to learn the law of simultaneous con-

trast of colors, but said nothing about the physics of optics on which
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it depended.

Call, felt ,lass designers
should rel, on technical
exPerts to achieve the color
effects and shapes invented
by the designer
Davioud believed architects
should be acquainted with
building codes
and other legal otters
affecting the construction
industry.
The nature and extent of
this controversy over the
technical side
of artistic education
confirms what has been suggested
throughout this
chapter.
In proposals for curriculum
change in primary schools,
manual
and fine arts schools, the
means of rationalizing behaviour
and

modernizing design were also intended
to establish

a

hierarchical system of working relationships
among artists, engineers, industrial
de-

signers, skilled laborers, and the
public.

The Didactic Dimension of Hugo's
Art
The Republicans also sought more
immediately effective ways to

educate public taste and productive
activity through the arts.

One of

the most obvious avenues open to them
was the press, and they did not

hesitate to promote their ideas on the
moral and economic value of art
education in numerous articles and in public
speeches recorded in the

newspapers and journals.

Perhaps the best example of such a tactic are

Proust's journalistic efforts which appeared in the
Revue bleu and the

Gazette des Beaux-arts in 1882.^^

Hugo's use of the popular press, however, is perhaps the
most

significant example.

He was unique among the Republicans, for he

utilized his own artistic efforts, supplemented by his speeches,
purvey liberal democratic ideology.

to

Addressed primarily to the urban

working classes, the major didactic function of his efforts was

to
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encourage the. to produce
for their own needs. ^3

a,
same tl.e
^he level at which Hugo
pitched his rhetoric allowed
hi. to include the

general public in his audience,
arguing that workers'
efforts at selfimprovement would prove universally
beneficial.
Hugo's "Discours sur I'afrique"
(1877) is enlightening for
what
it reveals of the role he
marked out for art and artists.
Using the
power of his rhetoric to picture
colonization as an incentive for
de-

veloping and spreading working
class culture, he tried to
appease the
anxieties of the upper classes
regarding the social question and
to
build an image of the worker as
a messiah of modern
civilization.^^
a verbal tour de force that
drew on the

i.,ge

In

of conflict, Hugo simul-

taneously pushed into the background
the question of whether those who
held economic power would be willing
to relinquish it and brought into
relief an image of the independent worker
as the positive force in society.

Hugo's own position as a successful
self-employed producer with

a vast following offered living
proof that the artist and his works

could exercise enormous influence over the
public.
It

is

this tactic which lies at the heart of Hugo's
educational

efforts, and it is in works published from 1852
through the early 1880s
that he attempted to use his own art to win the
public and the workers
to his views.
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Using the Chatiments in the 1850s to berate the

cowardly acquiescence of Parisian workers
ment, in later speeches,

to Louis

Napoleon's govern-

interviews, novels, and poems, he denounced

the selfishness of those with money and power who failed to see that
it was only gained through the sacrifices of the poor.^^

To balance

such negative criticism, during this same period he idealized the
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characte. of .he wor.e.,

.He fo..s of his culture,
and his innate abi-

lities.

By presenting these
aspects of working class
existence in a
positive light, he in effect
encouraged workers and the
general public
to accept the. as the
constituents of a new material
culture with its

complementary ethical, political,
and economic system.
Novels such as Les_^iserables
(1862),
poem

Laj,e^ende_de^^

the intelligent,

3.877.

skilled worker.

im

1883)

(1874), and the epic

glamorize and ennoble

The humanitarian impulses
which

possess men, such as the reformed
Jean Val j ean and the inventor of
the
balloon, are to a large extent
nurtured by their growing awareness
of

belonging to a specific socio-economic
class.

They are "les hommes du

peuple- who make the application of
scientific knowledge meaningful to
all human beings.

The innate impulse of this class
to struggle in order

to help themselves and others,

the enormous energy they are willing
to

devote to the perfection of the material
environment, are celebrated as
their primary virtues and the motor force
of progress.
For example,

the Legende begins with the image of "I'homme"
as

the archetypical laborer,
.

,

tne poem.
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and the celebration of work recurs throughout

Hugo selects incidents showing that struggle and conflict

between man and matter can be the means of satisfying an
instinctual
need for harmony in this life.

In a

segment entitled "Entre gdants et

dieux" the Titan struggles to escape from under the crushing weight
and

darkness of a mountain prison, driven by
terms "hope."

a

phototropism which Hugo

The Satyr pleads the cause of man before the gods in

"Seizi^me si^cle:

Renaissance-Paganism" with an inspiring image of

what human labor can accomplish with their help:

jallllr i'ordre

''""^"^

P^^-^

.

ement
fair e

In a series of images
loosely arranged in chronological
order

Hugo unfolds an increasingly
luminous panorama of the heroic
accomplishments of h^an labor.^^ The
story of human progress ends
with th
section entitled "Vingti.me
si.cle" in which Hugo celebrates
the inven
tion of the aerial balloon,
the telegraph, and the
steamboat as liberating acts of inspired laborers
that will end in an international

economic and spiritual liaison among
all workers

7°

With equal fervor Hugo apotheosizes
certain images and forms

deeply rooted in the popular imagination.

The Tower of Babel is the

most obvious of these; but he pointed
out the value of working class
songs and theater as well

.

The balloon, which appears in almost

every published illustration of a Paris
exposition since 1798, is another.

Popular art forms which appear in works such
as Les Chansons

des rues et des bois

(1865), L 'Homme qui rit

(1869), and the Legende

provide a sense of the general character of working
class people and,
thus,

ask the audience to appreciate the power of the
culture.

For

example, by establishing a relationship between the
attainment of

humanitarian ends and the completion of the Tower of Babel in
the
Legende, Hugo suggests that in the forms of working class culture
lay
the seeds of a new and better civilization.

Hugo also ennobled the struggle of workers to subordinate tech-

nology to the cultivation of human values and talents by turning the
struggle into

a quest

for an ideal state.

It was an ideal which en-

compassed all human experience and physical and economic phenomena in
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one vas.. In.eg.a.ed
.,s.e. of ha^onious
p.opcrUons and relationships
The relatively concrete
nature of the i.age-„hich
derives fro. references to color and for^-.a.es
visible to the kind's eye,
the highly
abstract .oral, economic, and
aesthetic aspects of the ideal
Hugo
championed.
Hugo's .ost vivid description
can be found in "Plein
ciel"
"here the fon, and structure
of the balloon is used to
suggest the pattern of the ideal,
Superbe, il plane, avec un hymne
en ses agr^s
Et 1 on croit voir passer
la strophe du progrfes
II est la nef, il est le
phare'

L'homme enfin prend son sceptre et
jette son baton.
Et 1 on voit s'envoler le
calcul de Newton
Monte sur I'ode de Pindare.
He pursues this vision even
further,

giving it fuller scope by identi-

fying the results of inventive activity
with cosmic phenomena.
Elle [the balloon] a cette divine et
chaste fonction
De composer la-haut 1 'unique
nation,
Al la fois derni^re et premiere,
De promener I'essor dans le
rayonnement,
Et de faire planer, ivre de firmament
La liberte dans la luraiere.72

Hugo also makes clear to his audience the
character of this uni-

versal system with which human labor strove to
unite itself.

In

this

instance, he relies on a scientific paradigm to
indicate the nature and

limitations of human effort.

The universe in the Legende is painted as

a composite of energized matter.

The thrust and counter-thrust of the

components create tensions which tend to equilibrate the components
into one interdependent system composed of an infinite number of
sub-

systems.

Whether at the level of cosmic or atomic phenomena, Hugo

pointed out that these physical systems were dynamic, their components
either harmonized with one another or in the process of becoming so.

7
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Le spectre vibrion vaut
le soleil fantome;
Un monde plus profond que
I'astre c'p-.^
Quand, sous I'oeil des
penseurs
penseurs,
I'Jnf
1
mfmiment petit
q,,„ 1..
Sur
1 infxnxment grand se pose, il
I'engloutit;
i^uxs 1 infmiment grand
remonte et le submerge.

"

.

'

•

While Hugo asserts further on
in this verse entitled "A
I'honMe" that
the first cause of the system
can never be known, he
indicates in
"Plein ciel" that a certain
regularity exists in the self-generated
interactions of the system's components.
Man can model his morality and
his society on these relationships
by adapting them to the design
of

material goods.

In short, Hugo's imagery provides
a way for his audi-

ence to envision the character and
operation of liberal democratic so-

ciety
It is possible to interpret Hugo's
educational efforts on a much

more technical level, for Hugo indicated
the methods that would allow
his readers to resolve the contrasts and
contradictions of contemporary
life.

Like the other Republicans, he urged artists
and artisans to use

scientific knowledge and technology to solve the "grand
probl^me du

proportion" through the inventive handling of their
material.

Unlike

Ferry, Hugo took a more inspirational and optimistic
stance vis-^-vis

this portion of his audience, pointing out to them

tional forms,

that their tradi-

their love of light and color, their sensitivity to the

contradictory character of life, and their willingness to struggle were
personal resources, intuitive guides, which science could cultivate.
His descriptions of creative activity and of the role science
and technology can play in it offer the initiated reader the beginnings
of a formula for calibrating opposing natural forces and wresting from

them a positive result.

Passages in Les Miserables proclaim the wisdom
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01 looking on na.ure as a resource
possessing

proving .he material axis.ence
of huoanU,.

eno«ous pocentxal

for 1.-

As Jean Valjean told
Che

peasants of Montreull-sur-.er
In pointing ont the
economic value of
the nettle which they considered
worthless:
"Mes a.ls, retenez cecl,
11 n'y a nl mauvalses herbes, nl
mauvalses hommes. 11 n'y a que
de
mauvais cultivateurs " '^^
.

Like Trelat, Hugo felt that
matter could be domesticated
through
the exercise of a little human
imagination, humanitarianism, and the

application of

a

little science.

For instance,

the nettle which grew

wild near the town possessed certain
physical properties that resembled
those of flax.

The analogy between the two plants
suggests to Valjean

how this new material might be adapted
for human consumption.
.

.

.

quand elle vieillit, elle a des filaments
et des fibres comme
La toile d'ortie vaut la toile de chanvre.77

le chanvre et le lin.

Through such examples Hugo argued that the
individual could transform
raw matter into a useful product,

turn new or unconventional materials

into an economic and moral boon.

In just this way, Jean Valjean became

the saviour of the town.

He discovered that it was possible to substi-

tute cheaper materials in the manufacture of black
beads,

thus saving

the town's major industry and making his own fortune and
reputation.
It also marked an important step in his effort to redeem
himself

morally.
The balloon in "Plein ciel" is Hugo's most effective vehicle for

indicating the successful application of the method.
as being made of simple materials.
the inventor,

He described it

Through the imaginative vision of

aided by "le calcul de Newton,"

a

way to tailor and
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combine the materials was
devised that capitalized
v-cipj.Lcixizea on the
thP movement of
natural forces. 78 Its design
allowed inert matter to
overcome the pull
of gravity and to lift
itself,

its inventor, and ultimately
humanity

onto a higher plane of
existence.

By emulating the inventor
of the

balloon, Hugo indicated to his
readers that they too could move
from
the old patterns of production
to new ones and in the
process achieve
new moral and economic status as
social benefactors.

The method Hugo urged on his
audience was one he used in his
own

Legende des si^cles is really on one
level an effort to
teach by example.

Recent scholarship on Hugo has revealed
the poet's

interest during the early 1850s in using
his work to explore his per-

sonal experience, both as a human being
and as a creative artist.
The Contemplations are considered to
be the product of this change of
focus in his work.

In them he turned in upon his own
thought processes

and identified them with the developmental
processes of external phe-

nomena.

From this perspective, it is possible to
consider the Legende

as Hugo's attempt to convey a concept of
artistic production to his

working class audience— specifically, the artists,
artisans, and architects within it.

80

In the preface to the epic, Hugo described his aim

in terms of a constructive act:

Comme dans une mosaique, chaque pierre a sa couleur et sa forme
propre; 1' ensemble donne une figure.
La figure de ce livre on I'a
dit plus haut, c'est I'homme.^l

Moreover, in calling attention to his working method, Hugo stressed the
role science had played in structuring the design of the Legende

.

One

began, he declared, with a given idea, a vague sense of a form or an

element, and from this one developed an entire system by identifying
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the salien. features of
the idea and allowing
the light of logic to
dictate the telatlonshlps
they engendered.
Ha.i.,

^^^^

in .nch the sa.e „ay
that a paleontologist
attempted "la reconstruction

du .onstre d'apr^s Ve.preinte
de I'ongle ou ralveole
de la dent.-^^
Hugo applied this methodology
the poem by having its
final for.
emerge as a product of the
reconstruction of the Tower of
Babel and the
evolution of the enlightened
individual over the course of
the epic."

m

The Legende is actually designed
in accordance with the
formula

reco«ended

In its verses,

Hugo established its structure
through a

series of juxtaposed and discrete
vignettes, pieces he had written over
the years, rather than through a
flowing narrative.

There are alterna-

tions between images of evil and
of good, feelings of despair
and hope.

"SeizlSme siecle, paganism" in which
the Satyr pleaded the cause of

humanity is followed by "Chutes"; while,
within the verse "VlngtiSme
siecle," the image of the lonely ship
struggling with the forces of
the ocean comes before chat of "Plelne

del,"

the realm of brotherhood

and light.
Hugo stacks these contrasting images and feelings
one above the other in a framework of time.

Opposing forces are the

means by which the poem ascends towards the resolution
of dichotomies
into a dynamic equilibrium.

Hugo attempts to resolve the tensions of

his poetic imagery into that "equilibre vertigeneuse" with
the soaring

balloon and the Tower of Babel at the end.

His long description of the

various materials used to construct the balloon and of the way they are

fashioned is a synechdoche for what he had attempted to do in the poem.
By referring to the balloon as "le nef" of the new civilization, he
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endows it With an architectural
and religious signification
that harks
back to the character he
attributed to the
Like the nave of a
church in which the congregation
gathers, Hugo's poe. is a
construction
meant to embrace humanity, its
novelty lying in its structure
and the

Le^.

character of the new social order
it symbolized.
Hugo also used science and technology
to help him in the way he
had advocated his readers use
them:

as a means of clarifying an
in-

tuited sense of the nature of experience
in order to transform matter
into a useful form.

Not only did he present technological
inventions

as materializations of his aesthetic
and utilitarian vision, but he

drew on scientific theory in several ways
in constructing the Legende

.

First, he found the atomic theory of matter
a useful way to conceive of
his basic structural materials.

It

was possible to use words as dis-

crete units with some substance and an internal
life to them.^^

The

arrangement he gives them, first into cadenced lines,
then rhymed
couplets, stanzas, verses, and books, suggests a parallel,
if not a direct analogy, between the poem and the relationships
among celestial

bodies calculated by Newton.

The same is true of the universal system

which Hugo described in "A I'homme" as consisting of an infinity of
interlocking subsystems.
There remains one other educational technique which Hugo employed
in the Legende

.

He utilizes, the method his fellowRepublicans wished to

establish in the classroom, that is, engaging the sentiments of the
students by using art to manipulate their sense impressions.

Hugo ex-

ploited both the physical quality of words and images to engage the
feelings of the reader, organize them and direct them into constructive.
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socially oriented activity.

m

his preface, Hugo admitted
his inten-

tion to appeal to the reader
through such means:

Comme on le verra, I'auteur, en
racontant le genre humain ne
1 xsole pas de son entourage terrestre.
II mile quelquSiis^
'''^
faire'reld
son
ve^i^^b'le'son^r^
^^^ferents de I'homme que nous nommons
b"es
betes, choses,
choles n.^
nature morte. et qui remplissent
on n-e salt quelles
fonctxons fatales dans I'equilibre
vertigineux de la cSationIs

Hugo conceived of his words and
treated them as so many building
blocks, or physical entities.
of the words to evoke physical,

reader or listener.

His vocabulary exploits the physicality

emotional and mental responses in the

For example, words such as "lugubre"
in the phrase,

"C'est la lugubre Tour des Choses," have an
onomatopoetic quality.

Their sound emotionally colors the image
the subject has of the tower
through their effect on the subject's senses.
also appear often and in unexpected places.

Words denoting colors

Through the use of an ele-

ment of surprise, Hugo also evokes images of vibrant
color and light in
the subject's mind, and he contrasts light effects
with dark ones.

The following lines from "La Verite" provide a good example
of all of
these techniques.

He is describing the intellectual:

II vit 1^-haut!
II est ce monstre, le penseur!
Quoi!
Sa prunelle
est sainte, et serait la premiere qu eblouirait I'auguste et
lointaine lumifere! L'abime est noir pur nous et pour lui serait
bleu!
'

The order in which the images are presented locks these feelings

within a pattern that binds them into moods.

Generally speaking, Hugo

uses the play of contrasting images on the subject's sense to build

from dark and depressing states to light and uplifting ones by the end
of the epic.

He also varies the rhythm and sound of the words, slows

or increases the pace, so that by the end,

the images of flight are
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conveyed i„

sho„

li<,„ld ph.ases that
cteate a sense of the
.Ising,

airy, swaying motion of
flight.

-da

The end result is that
the reader Is

to pass

fro„ one emotional state
through a ga^ut of feelings
to
Chat Of exhaltation.
When added to the fact that
he sees in his kind's
eye the material results of
progress and is led to understand
and appreciate the processes that have
„ade them possible, this
exhalted
feeling confirms for him the
psychological value of the progressive
method.

Hugo's drawings are instructive
in much the same ways as
his
poetry, the difference being
that in works like the frontispiece
he
created for the Le^ende, he turned
directly to the visual arts

to offer

his audience an example couched in
terms directly accessible to them
(Fig. 41).

The drawing is composed entirely
of architectural forms,

save for the sculptural monument of
the Sphinx and the letters of the
title.

Internal detail is sacrificed in favor of
the simplified archi-

tectonic forms.

These forms build up from the small shapes
of the

Tower of Babel and the Sphinx on the
horizon-which Hugo illuminates
from behind, causing them to be noticed first—
to the ascending spire
and dark arching forms which press themselves
against the foreground
of the drawing and into the viewer's consciousness.

drawing— the relationship between visual space and
of the shape of primordial longings and

present— emerges from

The meaning of the
the passage of time,

their clarification in the

the way in which the viewer absorbs the forms

juxtaposed within the rectangular format.

Foreground forms repeat and

modify on a larger scale those in the distance.

Even shadings of light

and shadow are treated in zones that distinguish the time periods, and
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.he ordering of .he words
in .he title acts to
stabilize the structure
by repeating the pyramidal
for.s and reversing the order
of the shaded
zones.
The character of Hugo's
original poetic vision is
expressed

through this structuring of
pictorial elements and the idea
gradually
emerges as they build upon one
another.
Not only are the density of
the ink and the way it spreads
and

blots physically appealing tactile
qualities, but the contrasts of dark
and light, the arrangement of the
architectural shapes, the ominous

quality of the shadows

-and

the glowing light,

the texture of the paper,

draw out feelings and thoughts from
the viewer and organize them within
the framework of the structured
architecture.

With the Legende and its frontispiece,
Hugo attempted to teach
his audience the process through which
social progress was realized.

There are a number of levels at which he
pitched his didactic efforts,
as many as there were levels of expertise
within the working class au-

dience.

The more technical he became,

expected of the audience to whom

the higher the level of skill he

he addressed himself.

At all levels,

however, he used the visual arts as a vehicle for engaging
individuals
in a vicarious experience that can be transferred to
the real world of

productive activity.

His statement in "L'Abime":

"J'achfeve Babel,"

may be considered both a declaration of his own artistic aim and a

challenge to the members of his audience, whether artists, architects,
engineers, skilled craftsmen, small businessmen, or day laborers,

follow his example as best they can.

to
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For all his references to
-le calcul" as a .eans
available to the
artist and laborer, Hugo did
not apply n.the.atics in
proportioning his
own poetry, nor was he able
to synthesize the
components in the

Le^

into a truly harmonious order.

The poem lacks a methodical
development

of the author's stated
intentions,

its formal oppositions are
not well

balanced, and there is no real
formal and emotional resolution
of the
contrasting ideas and physical
impressions into the unified
aesthetic
whole to which Hugo aspired. «^
The vision and the means for
carrying
out the task are fully explicated,
but the process of production
had
not yet been refined and carried
to a satisfactory conclusion.

The

image of the Tower of Babel brackets
the poem, but it does not really

develop as a structure as the poem
progresses.
Hugo was aware that he had not fulfilled
his intentions for the

L^ende, and

at the end of his life passed
the responsibility for per-

fecting his method and continuing social
mission on to the younger
generation, just graduated from the Republic's
schools.

Young

writers were given the responsibility of perfecting
Hugo's methods and
guiding artists, architects, engineers, and
craftsmen in designing

works intended to serve the needs of the working
classes.

Exhibitions and Expositions

The exhibitions mounted by the government or supported by
it were used to a great extent as object lessons for members
of

all sectors of the middle classes.

They were conceived as exer-

cises in participatory democracy.

In theory,

the Republicans felt

the educational experience at exhibits was identical to the one the

.
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public underwent in public
school art cxasses.
classes

Fvh.•K.•^
Exhibitions
simply made
•

.

the experience more vivid
and real.

The Republicans regarded
exhibits as

a

particularly effective way

to encourage designers and
craftsmen, many of whom were
in need of

work, to learn how to use
Republican aesthetic values as
guidelines
They also looked to such occasions
to foster collaborative
efforts
among those independent producers
who had accepted the challenge.

When it came to mounting exhibitions
of new work, the Republicans
could
directly influence artists by requiring
those submitting works to meet
certain standards.

In his 1883 speech to the jury
for the Exposition

national des ouvrag es des artistes vivants

.

Ferry attempted to turn the

standards for admission into a moral
challenge by declaring the jury's
decisions were to be based on "le choix
rigoureux, la selection
,,90

sevfere."

The salons des arts decoratifs sponsored
by the Union Cen-

trale,on whose board of directors Proust sat,
employed competitions and
awards to stimulate artists' interest in designing
functional objects
and incorporating new technology into designs.
In addition to having artists learn by designing
for specific

occasions, the Republicans also discussed ways to educate them
through

museum exhibitions mounted not only in the capital, but in the provinces at municipal art museums and museums affiliated with manual arts
schools, such as that at Roubaix, 91

The organization of the displays in

these museums received special attention.

Proust, in particular,

wanted objects integrated into period settings and into contexts that
allowed students to appreciate the relationship between functional
utility and design and between the character of a period design and the
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92
technology available.^

Such displays, he feU, would
enable the. to

SO about designing, on their own,
works which could be integrated
into

larger environments.

Exhibitions in .useu.s affiliated
with .anual

arts schools would combine
technology, raw materials, and
finished

products in displays meant to give
students a grasp of the resources
at
hand and of the interlocking nature
of production tasks.
The proposed art exhibits were
also ways of impressing on middle

class consumers the value of the works
created for these occasions.
The pleasing effect which well-designed
and well displayed domestic ob-

jects and architecture made on the public
was bound to cultivate a
taste and create a demand for products
with the proper aesthetic

character, they reasoned.

Beyond this result,

sensibilities would stimulate in the public

a

the effect on the

desire for the rational,

work-oriented lifestyle and an understanding of its
psychological and
social value.

It is possible,

therefore,

to see

the exhibitions as a

way to provide designers, artists, and other artisans
with the stimulus
they needed to adapt to technological change.

Exhibitions were also a

way of convincing consumers that under the new system of
production,

skilled laborers and artisans were their benefactors, not their nemesis.
The products on display would offer them not only good value for their
money, but a rational design that conveyed a vision of an ordered world

which seemed within reach.

Ferry's statement about the value of art

education, quoted at the beginning of this chapter, would receive its

ultimate expression and justification in these exhibitions. Through them
all levels of the

French middle classes would understand that Republi-

can ideology offered a viable resolution of tensions into productive

.
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can. and ce„ai„ly .he
.os. dramatic of .he
educational expediences.
The vas. scale on which
they „e.e .oun.ed allowed
the Republicans to
engage large numbers of
artists, architects, and
craftsmen in a coo perative endeavor that would
draw the attention of
millions of individuals
from all over thp world.
unriri
t3^^„
^i
Because
the expositions were
intended to

celebrate the Republic and its
way of life, as .uch attention
was paid
to how they were dsigned
and constructed, as to
their final physical
appearance

Architects in particular were encouraged

to

adopt new principles

of design and new materials
in their plans for buildings
at the fair.

Regulations both in 1878 and 1889
stipulated that the structures of all
buildings had to be made of iron.^^
Although such a rule would seem
unprogressive, for by this time iron was
not a new construction material,

its aesthetic qualities had not
been fully explored.

Nor had iron

been used for building the large, curving
structural forms the Republicans desired.

The contest for the three hundred foot
tower presented

architects with a challenge intended to force
the adoption of new
structural principles and engineering methods
upon them.^^

construction of the Tower and Galerie des machines

The actual

was expected to

give architects and engineers the opportunity to
pass on the new building techniques they had devised to the skilled workers
and day laborers.

Men with different capabilities would have the chance to
cooperate with
one another in developing new working procedures and relationships

fitted to the new techniques and designs.

Perhaps the most dramatic of
the 1889 fair's lessons
was the one
workers would learn in completing
the Eiffel Tower.
The personal meaning which the image of a tower
had for workers could not
have escaped
the Republicans' notice.

The project was not only a way
to train them

in modern techniques and modern
design, but a way to get them
to feel

their learning experience contributed
to their moral growth and
selfesteem.
deed,

Tlaey

were, in essence,

to fulfill

their social destiny.

the Tower achieved all those objectives,

Republicans. According to Picard,

it

In-

seemed to some

the project had overcome the
workers'

antipathy toward innovation, helping to
alleviate their sense of social
and psychological alienation.
les ouvriers se sont rivalises pour I'oeuvre
commun, abordant
tous les obstacles avec une confiance
absolue d'atteindre le bat.97
.

.

.

Its completion was taken by the Republicans
and members of their circle
as a sign that everyone involved in the project
had accepted Republican

principles to guide them in working towards social
solidarity.

Eiffel

later described the Tower as a "symbole" of "la force
et les

difficultes vaincues."

98

When completed, these expositions were like huge schematic boards
in which the productive energies of the Republic coursed along
inter-

connecting paths (Figs. 42 and 43).

Not only were the buildings

physically joined into regular patterns, giving the visitor some idea
of the sequential order in which production of consumer goods occurred;

but the organization of the displays within was intended to vicariously

engage the public in the flow of production in order to educate them

appreciate the character of the process and the supporting system.

to

The

entire rationale was su^ed up
by Staon In the statement on
the dynamic
of expositions:
^^^-^ ^t: un atelier. Le bazar
bazar montre les richesses deja
proZ ;s vll
produites,
r1 atelier,
an expliquant les creations
deii faites
'''' '
"iutre
^ ven?
I'utili
?ou':'°''
qu on en retire, on
1 utxlite
y goQte un plaisir peut-^tre moins
vif au premier abord, mais plus
profond et plus durable le
' ''^^'^ ''''''
-i-- --d-sus de
'
tous'l'L'"
tous
les autres:
rerum cognoscere causas .99

^blouif^l

"

At the same time,

the manner in which the dramatic
architecture

enveloped and ordered the other arts on
display allowed the public to
imbibe a sense of the hierarchy of a
production system in which architects and engineers initiated and guided
productive activity.

The plans also had a symbolic value capable
of being used for

didactic ends.

Lockroy's reference to the 1889 plan as an "arc
de

triomphe couchg le sol" indicates to what extent
the plans were con-

sciously intended to impress the character of the
Republican system on
the public.

not new.

This concept of exhibition planning as symbolic design
was

The 1867 exposition had been laid out in an oval arrangement

expressive of Frederic LePlay's views on socio-economic relation,

,

Ships.
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^

^
Perhaps
partly to distinguish themselves from the Second

Empire, the Republicans used a grid plan in 1878, recalling that

planned for the 1849 Paris expositions.
triumphal

arch."^*^"^

Yet,

For 1889,

they selected the

the grid and the arch do have a dynamic char-

acter, a staccato rhythm wholly in keeping with the Republicans' image
of progressive liberal democracy.

Moreover, the Eiffel Tower trans-

lates this character into vertical terms.

Its form certainly conveys

the idea through the multitude of small parts which join and seem to

equilibrate themselves in the
rising asymptotic curves that
infinitely
yearn towards one another.
The plans, therefore, .ay be
considered
didactic in the sense that they
help crystallize all the
information
and experience a visitor gained
at the Expositions into one
simple and
moving mental image. The Tower
to Lockroy's mind has done
exactly
this.

Republican A rt Theory in Perspective
The syncretic character of the art
program is unmistakable.
it all

In

the strands of progressive French
thought from the Enlightenment

to mid-century are tied together and
an attempt made to synthesize them

into a meaningful pattern on the basis
of their rational appeal.

Methodologically and theoretically it fits into

a

pattern of thinking

established over a century earlier by men such as
Etienne de Condillac,
Jean- Jacques Rousseau, Denis Diderot, the Marquis
de Condorcet, and
even the Swiss Pestalozzi, all of whom were interested
in liberal edu-

cation and sensationalist psychology

.

Moreover, these ideas are

traceable through the writings of St. -Simon and Auguste Comte
directly
to

the Republicans; but, as will be shown,

they also had their connec-

tions with the traditions of the working classes whom they were in-

tended to assist.
Hugo, for instance, was familiar with the Marquis de Condorcet

's

Esquisse d un tableau historique des progrfes de I'esprit humain (1795),
'

and he shared the Marquis's radical concept of personal liberty and his

views on the role science and technology could play in securing it.
Other similarities can be found between Hugo's image of the ideal

society in the

Le^

and the one Condorcet
proposed to establish

through his social calculus.

Hugo also fully agreed with
the philoso-

pher's belief that the
progress of human society
depended upon the improvement Of the common man's
condition
Both men were painfully
aware that progress required
a hard struggle between
man and the
material world, and both found
solace in the faith that this
effort
would emanate in the evolution
of human consciousness
and of the ma.

terial culture that testified
to this growth.

There are, however,

significant points on which Hugo's
ideas can be distinguished from
those of Condorcet, the m.aj or
differences being the emphasis the
poet
gave to the arts as a vehicle for
public education and his open

espousal of the working class cause. "'"'^^
All the Republicans agreed with Auguste
Comte's view that the
evil which art education must combat
was over-specialization.

As Comte

wrote in the Syst^me de politique positive
(1851-54):
The system of dispersive specialty now
so much in vogue shows itbrutalizing, because it would condemn his [the
•,•
^^-^f
worker
s] intellect to the most paltry
mode of culture, such as
will never be accepted in France
.106
•

.

.

When it came to finding solutions, they also were
in agreement

with the reformist tradition.

Ferry's approval of J. J. Henner's works

because they allowed the viewer access to

a

world of dreamy relaxation

at the end of the working day found its precedent in
Comte's proposal

that the role of art was to create a vivid picture of the new
system
that would appeal to the popular imagination."'''^''

Simon's views on how to improve the condition of the workers and

combat specialization of tasks reveal much of Victor Cousin's
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ecclectlcls™ and St.-Sl.cnla„
faith in .he power of science
and technology to improve the
condition of the workers.
Si.on identified,
as did they, aesthetically
satisfying experience with
spiritual satisfaction.
The difference between Si.on
and his mentor Cousin is
that
he spelled out the social
benefits of this satisfaction,
articulating

more clearly than St. -Simon the
means by which such ideas could
be put
into effect through the
operations of the market place."'
Improving
the design of the ordinary
individual's surroundings and of
the objects
he used daily was a way of
automatically engaging people in an
activity
that entailed a moral commitment
to others.

For Simon the controlled

market place provided a context in which
everyone had an interest and

from which all could reap spiritual
satisfaction without regard to doctrinal differences.

There is no doubt that Simon was reluctant
to see what he considered a debasement of art occur.

His naive view that the moral

superiority of the Greeks lay in their total
unconcern for personal
discomfort is a good indication of where his
personal preferences
110
lay.
But hxs comments on the necessity of bringing art
down to
,

earth reveal his attempt to reconcile himself to the
fact that new con-

ditions of existence had firmly entrenched themselves and
had to be
taken into consideration.
The differences between Simon's views and those of Cousin offer
an insight into the evolution which Republican art educational theory

underwent over the course of the nineteenth century.

In Le Travail

,

published in 1855, Simon, like Cousin, clearly distinguished the realm
of work and utility from that of spiritual and aesthetic beauty.

By

1878 he declared in the na.e of social
progress that art had to co.e to
the aid of the worker and
through him to society as a
whole.
His
own critique of Cousin, first
published in 1887 and reissued in
1888,

marks the culmination of his
evaluation of the means of dealing
with
modern life.
In this work, Simon criticized
his mentor on two points:
first, for his logically contradictory
notion that the ideal existed

both as an a priori psychological
state and as an external metaphysical
state with which the individual sought
union; secondly, for his failure
to

provide a clear and rigorous method for
apprehending the ideal.

Simon's introduction to the 1878 Exposition
catalogue, in which he attempted to find a way out of these difficulties,
marks an important
step in adapting Cousinian values to the
circumstances of modern life

without sacrificing the position of leadership
they gave to the artist
and the intellectual.

The same parallels prevail between the Republicans' art
program
and those proposed by the eighteenth century reformers.

Almost all the

constituents of the program have their antecedents in the pre- and

post-Revolutionary period.

Diderot and Pestalozzi were interested in

the role art could play in a national education system intended
to

create integrated personalities and capable of using new technology in

manufacturing.

They were also concerned about how to encourage indivi-

duals to direct their efforts towards social ends, not least of which

was the growth of a commercially based economy. 113

In this respect,

the Republicans' pedagogical concept which equated "les mots et les

choses" found its precedent in Pestalozzi

's

technique of having stu-

dents draw objects and then write the identifying word, in order to

.
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have the. .ake a connection
between words and things,
between the
natural order, .anual processes,
and thought. Moreover,
they all were
interested in art as an educational
tool because it combined
pleasurable experience with ordered
presentation-a synthesis which it
was
felt produced positive
intellectual and moral results. ^^"^

Drawing instruction in the
primary school curriculum had
been
proposed during the Revolution,
when reforms of the school syste.
were
first seriously undertaken.
Not until the Law Guizot of
1833 was it
introduced into the state schools.
Although Guizot 's reasons for this

reform were much the same as those
given by Ferry and the others, it
was only instituted on a limited
scale.
During the Second Empire, as
industrialists became increasingly aware
of the importance of consumer
goods, drawing instruction of the
structured sort advocated bv the re-

formers was offered to the public in courses
held outside the university system.

Perhaps the biggest impetus for its use in
the formal

training of industrial designers came from the
Parisian municipal art
schools in which professors like Justin Lequin
developed new methods
of teaching the subject during the 186Gs.^^^

It had,

however, long

been recognized by the followers of David and Ingres,
as well as by

Viollet-le-duc and the staff at the Ecole Centrale des arts et
metiers,
as a means of training artists, architects and industrialists
to

analyze and synthesize experience
As for the modernization of technical education and its reorgani-

zation on a national scale,

this too was an effort begun during the

First Republic by individuals such as the Due de Larochef oucauld-

Liancourt (174 7-1827).

The most important of these schools,

the Ecole
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Centrale des arts at .etiers,
foundad by the Duka In tha
late alghteanth century. „as an early
effort to astabUah .athoda
and sat standards for training Industrial
designers.
It was Intended to pave
the
way for the reorganization on
a national level of
the apprenticeship
system controlled bv
the guilds
Pm'iHc and
^t^^ r>^
^ oy zne
compagnonnages before the Revolu118
The Ecole des Beaux-arts and
the Institut were also
products
of the same reform movement,
established to serve similar functions
in
training artists and

architects."'""'-^

The idea of exhibitions and festivals
as vehicles for stimulating

public moral and social sentiment
certainly became well established
during the Enlightenment and Revolution.

One has only to think of

Rousseau's famous letter to d'Alembert
on the theater and the Revolutionary fetes.

"

Proposals such as Anne-Marie Turgot's for
the use of

fairs to open trade and stimulate improvements
in manufactured goods

found their historical expression in the
first national industrial arts

exposition held in Paris in 1798 where the project
of the three-hundred
foot tower was first proposed.

lic museums.

The same is true of the idea of pub-

Public art exhibitions such as the salons of the Academie

go back to the seventeenth century,

however,

they only became important

means of influencing taste and public opinion in the eighteenth. "'"^^
The Republicans were well aware of the program's historical antecedents.

Proust and Lockroy went to some length to establish a chrono-

logy for it, perhaps to give it a respectable pedigree.

"'"^'^

Their speeches and writings indicate, however, that they wished to dis-

tinguish their program from those of their predecessors in two important
ways.

First, they emphasized that it was tailored to the character of

.
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the French workinp
King Classes
clae!<iP<= and
or,^
served^ their needs and those
of the nation at large.
In short. It was
democratic and Uberal.
I„ fact,

their program looked to the
personality of the average
individual to
provide the motivating force
needed to start the syste™
going.
The
program took as its starting
point "le godt," the French
taste for
pleasant physical sensation
encapsulated in an ordered pattern.
Taste
"as, as Simon said, "La plus
grande force Industrlelle de la
France.""*
'

Secondly, they felt that their
program synthesized the elements
of other programs into a
coherent system capable of being
Implemented
on a national scale.

The drawing program was chiefly
responsible for

this improvement, being based on
the assumption about ftench
character

and being designed to cultivate
the responsiveness of that character
to

constructive activity.
Together, these points

otf

distinction suggest that the ultimate

source of the program's character was the
culture of the working
classes.

Indeed, as discussion in Chapter III
suggested,

in their ef-

fort to cultivate this taste the Republicans
looked afresh at the forms

which were most meaningful to this group.

Festivals, exhibitions, work

and leisure activity of the common man, and the
material culture he

produced were means of mobilizing middle class energies
in the cause of
social progress.

Even the origin of the concept and technique of draw-

ing may be found in the traditions and mores of the
compagnonnages

According to Agricole Perdiguier (1805-1875) the corapagnon and writer
friend of Georges Sand, not only did the compagnons believe that moral
and economic advancement took place tlirough the exercise of one's

metier, that

is

through constructive struggle between man and matter,
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but

Perdiguier noted th. traditional
method of drawing "par le
traitconstituted the initial step In
the creative process leading
to these
125
improvements.
The Republicans, who very
probably had read
Perdiguier, were not doubt aware
of the artisanal ancestry
of their
drawing program and sought to
capitalize on it. At any rate, they
took
great pains to work out the details
of how it would be taught at
each
level in the school system so that
individuals might learn easily.
The history of governmental efforts
to develop a modern culture
for the working classes out of the
constituents of traditional popular

culture has yet to be written; but it
would seem that the Republicans'

educational ideas were influenced both by
their intellectual predecessors and by their direct contact with the
working classes who were

threatened by the very technology that had
promised them so much

hundred years before.

It is,

a

therefore, possible to say that although

by the eighteenth century reformers had identified
the forms and tech-

niques that would be used to stimulate social progress,

the situation

after 1870 led the Republicans to alter the focus of the
program.
ing the working class on the defensive,

See-

they tended to define social

progress first and foremost in terms of the material and moral welfare
of this social group.

turned into ends,
check,

Thus,

the inspirational forms and methods were

forming boundaries to keep industrialization in

fixing the middle class's attention on cultivating self-

consciously those aspects of middle class lifestyle which were being
undermined.

20A

Concluslon^_Libe rty within Unitv as
Functiona l Aesthetic PrinciplI

a

The Republicans' art education
program was a complex strategen,
to maintain the middle
classes as the pivotal power
in French society.
This involved renewing middle-class
self confidence and co^itment
to
their traditional way of life.

As this chapter has shown,

the principles and methods they proposed
to use as the foundation for
a new
material culture might be viewed as
logical ways to dispel the feelings
of confusion and insecurity that
plagued their constituency.
Their

proposals allowed the individual to
exercise Initiative, while securing
the right of an external authority
to set the boundaries within which

the individual could operate.

They also gave the individual a method

capable of producing both well-designed
goods and feelings of mental
and emotional wholeness.

That is, art education promised to eliminate

the anxiety which industrialization had
wrought in middle class exis-

tence by teaching the population to consider
technology, science, economic competition, democracy and labor a set of
parameters within which

personal independence could be exercised.

The purpose of drawing in-

struction and of the various exhibitions was to instill in
individuals
a desire to be self-motivated and to give them the
methodology that

would allow them to function within the stipulated limits.
Art education, in essence, taught the public a universal language
that could be used for personal expression and at the same time pro-

vided the common element needed

within

a

to

bind the middle classes together

system of commodity exchange.

In this language meaning was

conveyed through the handling of materials, the general character of
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the images,

.He p.opo..,ons of
,ndivi..al

.nUs

and ..e relationships

existing a.ong .he., .a.he.
.han .h.ough anecdotal
or veristic detail
The practical value of
this linguistic concept
of art la, in the fact
that it was a .eans of
uniting hu.an productive
activity with hu.an
thought, so that the ^nner
in which the principles
of artistic language were learned established
patterns of behavior and
thinking which
could be carried over into
the social and economic
spheres.
Of particular importance
in this respect were the
two ways in
which their art education theory
related economic production to
i nnovative design.
Designing could be considered a
means of expressing the
use and the physical character
of the setting for which
the product was
destined, which was Proust's
position; or it could be a means of
applying the principles of engineering
to solving problems of
structural

stability which arose when objects
had to be designed to satisfy new
needs, which was the view of Ferry.
Hugo, Lockroy, and Simon.
These
functions, although one is derived from
the decorative arts and the

other from architecture, were not mutually
exclusive, as Simon's comments on the Palais du Trocadero quoted in
Chapter II reveal; nor were
they limited to one art form.

Rather, when buttressed by a scientific

paradigm, they could help the student think of
the design of any object
as having utilitarian and symbolic dimensions
associated with social,

moral, and natural processes that altered reality.

While their language was flexible, allowing individuals

a great

deal of leeway in interpretation, it required the presence of
an external authority to institute and monitor its use.

This fact raises the

.
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question of „„e.her thai,

p„,„„

Independent and self-

activated individuals caught
the. in a paradoxical
situation that
undennineci their aim.

One can argue chat this
imposition of direction „as
salutary.
After all. their intention
„as to stimulate innovation,
not to squelch
it.
The Republicans ™ay have
wished to impose their values
on society,
but intellectual and economic
liberty, political democracy,
and legal
equality offered the individual
some independence from that
authority,
«hile setting the limits within
which differences could be expressed.

Moreover, the aesthetic provides
soma clue to the fact that the
Republicans aimed at establishing a
dynamic equilibrium among producers
and consumers not a single static
formalized pattern of hierarchical

interactions
The observation that liberal democratic
thought of this period

marked by a tension between individualism
and authoritarianism
now a cliche.

Rather than the tension reflecting

a

is

is

by

repressive atti-

tude or lack of logic on the Republicans'
part, it was an integral part
of

their theory and provided a means of making the
individual autono-

mous, while also making him subject to certain
constraints that gave

him the security he lacked.
In the chaotic economic situation of the early I88O3,

ly offered the commercial community the leadership

wanted.

it

they clear-

needed and

From this perspective the authoritarian elements in their pro-

gram served a purpose and were not necessarily antithetical to the in-

dependent attitude they wished to foster in the population.
it

is

In fact,

their education program, including the training in the arts,
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Which helped .0 for. the
intensely independent
generation who ca.e of
age at the turn of the
century and who turned out
to be equally as
authoritarian in their pronouncements
concerning individual liberty.
Their proposals did contain
so.e built-in safeguards
against the
establishment of absolute conformity.
First, the method of drawing
they advocated placed emphasis
on being self-critical in
the organization of empirical information.
Even in drawing from reproductions
or
from original works of art,
they wished the student not
to copy details, but to analyze its parts,
to get a sense of proportion
of part
to whole, and then to apply
this principle in the organization
of other

information.

Such a method allowed the individual
to become self-

directed and to use his own experience
as a guide rather than to accept

authority without question.

At the very least it allowed the
indivi-

dual to test the solutions of authority
against his own experience.

Consensus lay more in the method and the
principles themselves than in
the superficial appearance of the final
results.

From the study of the

art of the past students could derive a
general idea of what constituted order, that is of the principles
which governed organization and
a

sense of what constituted an organized procedural
method.

This sense

would give them a conceptual framework into which
modern technology and
scientific knowledge could be integrated.
Secondly, the Republicans offered contemporary scientific theories as the paradigm for the social and moral idea.

They saw science

as a process of continually refining human knowledge about the
prin-

ciples governing the natural order.

There was, therefore, not an ab-

solute and unchanging order which individuals were to accept, but a
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design which was funccinnal
at^ „
lunctional at
a
particular moment in the history
of
human society. Moreover,
what mattered was not so
.uch the apparent
order the design assumed, as
the principles from which
it was derived,
for the Object was a

dividual

to another.

medl™

for conveying these principles

from one in-

Even the reality which science
described lay not

In the fixed form of the
object pupils drew, but In the
relationships

between the parts and whole and
between one object or one person
and
another.
It was a dynamic ideal which
was initially perceived through
an intuition of the ordering
of sensate experiences, and
therefore, in

the final analysis, subject to a
certain degree of individuality in in-

terpretation.

Furthermore, the Republicans' theories on
art education allowed
for the existence and accepted the
utility of human feelings and emo-

tional needs,

so long as these could be categoriezed
as universal.

Primary among such feelings was the middle
class's need for emotional
and economic security.

Art education offered them a means of stabiliz-

ing their feelings through an organized system
of reference to the ex-

ternal world.

At the same time this process was meant to train
them

in manual and intellectual procedures that could
be applied to produc-

tive activity of all kinds, thus enabling individuals to
satisfy their

economic needs and desires through constructive activity also beneficial to others.

The emphasis the Republicans placed on images which

were popular and contemporary was a means of associating universal human needs for order with common cultural motifs that were immediately

recognizable and appreciated by the public.
tion, of fete,

The metaphors of construc-

of nature were made directly accessible to the popular
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imagination when associated with
images taken from contemporary life,
from French history, the Bible or
classical art, as was the case with
Puvis's Poux p ays., for example. As
such, the combination of a particular aesthetic with certain types of
images offered a means of satisfying the individual's need for meaning
in his life.
In their desire for social order and
economic security,

the Re-

publicans did eliminate the useful role which
idiosyncratic needs and
feelings can play in the individual's life.

In their desire to estab-

lish social equilibrium, they pushed to the
side and even consciously

rejected the special feelings and needs of individuals
which art can
cultivate and satisfy.
rejected.

Art for art's sake, art as simple play were

Models for students were intended

to

direct attention to the

process of rational ordering and to universal principles of
order that

controlled experience.

Their own personal dislike of such feelings,

which they connected, rightly or wrongly, with the ethos of the corporatist capitalists and with moral decay, found its way into the

program for public education.
There is one other way in which their own program tended

Republican authority over the individual.

to limit

Because of their need for

models for the market place and the classroom, they gave artists an important place in the economy, making them key figures in the educational program and setting them up in a position to share authority with

the government.

In theory the artist was expected to assume enormous

social responsibility, becoming a sort of public servant and benefactor

through the exercise of his talents.

At the same time the Republicans

assigned him a difficult role it was he who had

to be the first
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autonomous individual by being the first
to work out the problems of
designing new products.

In so doing he would also be the
first

to as-

sume the burden of learning how to use
liberal democratic principles to

overcome the contradictions and frustrations
of modern existence
through the medium of his art.

The Republicans, in essence, accepted

the moral, social, and economic value of an
artistic avant-garde, wish-

ing to tap the energy and imagination of artists,
by offering official

recognition to those whose designs were most expressive
of liberal
democratic principles.

They not only allowed the artist to share in

the exercise of authority, but in exchange they demanded that
he pro-

vide the Republic with a new style.

The significance of this expecta-

tion is the subject of the next chapter.

Before going on, however, a word should be said about how the art
policy could affect relations between the Republican government and the
artistic community.

The power to define the principles on which self-

guidance ought to be based and the objectives towards which individuals
ought to aim in their work allowed the Republicans to judge artistic

production.

They enthusiastically welcomed this task and felt that in

their role as taskmakers they could make visible the salutary effects
of their reforms.

Unfortunately, their judgments could and did lead

friction between them and

a

to

number of French artists.

First, there were the artists who based their efforts on liberal

democratic principles, but whose works did not receive official recognition.

The remarks of Emile Bernard quoted in the introduction reveal

surprise at the exclusion of Seurat, Gauguin, and others from the 1889
exhibit.

They suggest that a major source of the hostility young
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avante-garde artists felt towards
the Republicans .ight ste.
fro. their
sense of being cheated of a
birthright.
That is, these artists were
not against the Republic, nor
the principles on which it
was founded;
they were frustrated in their
desire to be accorded the rewards
and

social status to which they believed
their artistic accomplishments

entitled them.

In other words,

in Republicans

education theory:

they were the victims of the
"Catch 22"
the method could confirm the artist

in the rightness of his product's
design and in his sense of self-

worth and social calling, but

it

did not guarantee that the political

tastemakers would recognize these solutions.

The aesthetic language

was too flexible to be reduced to a single
formulation or "look."

The fact that young artists felt an attachment

to

the Republic

indicates the possibility of a new interpretation of
the relationship

between the avant-garde and the government during this
crucial phase of
the Third Republic.

Although the subject needs further study, evidence

suggests that the Republicans, who belonged to an older generation
of
the avant-garde,

once in power began to reap the harvest of contradic-

tions which a liberal-democratic education had sown in the fertile

minds of a younger generation of artists.

As for the artists, they had

to use the methods and values learned in Republican schools
t_heir

to confirm

own worth and at the same time to criticize the society which re-

jected them but also espoused these ideals.

Some of the effects which

this ambivalence towards the socio-economic system had on their art

will be discussed in Chapter V.
The Republicans' efforts to use exhibitions, survey their aesthetic values, also created tensions between them and those with a vested

interest in the Salon and the
Ministry of Education and Fine
Arts.
Th.
remarks of .he Marquis de
Chennevieres and of Deputy Robert
Mitchell
quoted in Chapter III .ay be
taken as indicative of the
attitude of
many supporters of the previous
administration. They were forced to
cast their elitist definition
of liberalism in more exatterated
and
political terms.
In striving to protect the
institutions which they
felt encouraged talented artists,
they were driven to support art
that

cultivated unique emotional experience
as a perverse way of taking

a

stand against the Republicans.

Generally speaking, the Republicans' efforts
to institute a program based on their art educational theory
created new contradictions

within the intellectual and economic life of
the individuals close to
the arts in France, while resolving old
ones.

They also tended to

bring to the surface the different meanings which
intellectuals and
artists attached to individualism and liberty that
had not previously

been fully articulated, and they also helped to liberalize
the art
world, although in a rather round-about manner.

Looking for ways to

influence public taste. The Republicans found that supporting
independent group exhibitions and art exhibits at national industrial expositions was one way to get around the vested interests in the Salon and

still affect the art market.

Thus,

they place their seal of approval

on institutions for the exchange of artistic commodities which had once

been considered disreputable and threatening to the social order.
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I am trying to show that the method was

^

.
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logical, if^^one understands that they
meant by nature, "human
^^^^ ^hlch was apparent to some degree in
all human
arCfac?/'
^^^^er elaboration of this point, see the
discussion
?n
in the
t^e text
"t: and my forthcoming article:
"The Republicanization of
' Aftermath of the Revolution." Revue de
I'Institut
LnnSon"
napoleon .
23simon, Introduction, p. 131.
Simon also attempted to provide
source of models for artists who could not
afford to travel.
See
Pierre Vaisse, "Le Kusee des copies a
I'assemblee nationals ou le
vote du chapitre quarante:
Le debat Jules Simon, Armand Buisson
du
lOdecembre, 1872
Revue de 1 'art
1976
a

,

J.

.

0., Proust,

April,

1

^^Monod, Exposition

,

,

1883, p.

164A,

623 and 622.

4:

26proust, "Salon de 1882," p. 535.
Also see Simon, Introduction, p. 81 and 179, 358; Suzi Grablic
Progress in Art (London:
Thames and Hudson, 1976) who develops a modern theory
of the evolution
of U'estern art based on Piagetian concepts of cognition
and learning
that comes very close to the Republican's own theory
of art history.
,

27 Eugene

Guillaume and Jules Pillet L Enseig nement du
dessin, Recueil des monographies pedagogiques publiees a
I'occasion de I'Exposition universelle de 1889 4 vols. (Paris:
Imprimerie nationale, 1889), 4:
547-548.
Zeldin France, 2:
448,
mistakenly identifies Guillaume as a painter instead of a sculptor.
During the Third Republic he executed a number of portrait busts of
prominent Republicans, including Jules Ferry (1887), the painter J.-D.
Ingres ( 1887), the scientists Eugene Chevreul ( 1888) and Claude Bernard (1886).
He held the post of Director of Fine Arts for only a few
months in 1879.
He then becamde Inspecteur general de I'enseignement du dessin and also in 1882, assumed the chair of Art History and
Aesthetics at the Institut which Charles Blanc had held until his death
in 1882.
In 1887 he became professor of drawing instruction at the
Ecole polytechnique
,

'

,

28The quotations are from Proust,
and
Guillaume, ibid., pp. 547-548.
232,
?9
^^See
note

4

^'^Guillaume
^

,

above and also Simon, Introduction
L 'Enseignement

Introduction

,

p.

,

,

p.

,

pp.

224.

^^"Ministere des arts,"
^^See ibid

"Ministere des arts,"

231.

p.

239.

548-549.

,

p.

170.

2,

p.

216

3A

Guillaume comments on the value, nf
drawing In L^Eusei^nej^^,
p.

i-r,^

•

axemplaires peuveat Str. confoundus
les u„s avec

^hee Proust, 'mnlstere

-i

7

"Ministere des arts,"

des arcs," p. 231

39

Ll

'

Ltr.s.''
ji

235.

p,

L'Art sous la Republique

"

,

"

p.

113.

"Ministere des arts," pp. 235 and
238.

^Oibid.,

p.

238.

^^See Proust,
252.

"Salon de 1882," p. 534; Simon,
Introduction

,

p.

See Le Temps
22 September, 1882, p. 3, where Hugo's
efforts
to preserve sections of Paris dating
back to the Renaissance and medieval periods are discussed.
For a short study of the image of the cathedral in modern art and literature, including
the work of Hugo and
VioUet-le-Duc, see Donat de Chapeauroug
"Die
'Kathedrale' als
e
moderne bildthema," Jahrbuch der Hamburger Kunstsammlu
na en
18 (1973) '
pp. 155-172.
,

,

—

/^^See Chapt.

.

II, above.

^^See Simon's comments on the historical exhibition of
architecture and furnishings at the 1878 Paris Exposition in
Introduction
pp. 212-215.
45 Proust,

"Salon de 1882," p. 535.

"^^'mnistere des arts," 237-38.
in most of his writings on art.
^''Simon,

Introduction

,

p.

Proust takes up this theme

211.

48
°This term was not used by the Republicans, who preferred
"analogie." See Simon, Introduction p. 358.
The concept of the
scientific paradigm as an expression of a world view is articulated
.

'

,
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L

Felix Feneon in an articlp

Librairie Droz

fgTrn

nT^,

^^Simon, Introduction

•

p.

>

-

r.

.

^^itic

^

t

vols. (Geneva:

170.

The architects' speeches were
^°^^^'^-'.P- 224.
published in
rh. ^transcrxptxons
the
of the Cong res international des
arch
i
rf.
Ue tenu a Paris, du 29
au 3 aout
^j
conferences du palais du iT^r.Hprn,
u .o,,,-..

~^

m^t

,-T8T^7T^~

Tin-g-iaiai,

for the

PauL

dJ ?rocaadvocated the introduction of new matPr. ;
K
integrated design in French architecture.
lAll'TrT^lr
Emile Trelat, a
"^ffrxend of Ferry's since
the 1850s. was Architecte de
la departement de la Seine a Paris;
Archille Hennant architecte de
la ville de Pans et de la Maison
de repression a Nanterre.
I have
been unable to find any dates for him.
,

^^ Introduction

52ibid.

,

p.

.

p.

170.

359.

^^References to discoveries in the field can be found
in Simon,
Introduction, pp. 358 and 364. Auguste Scheurer-Kestner
(1833-1899)'
Ferry's relative by marriage, recounted in his Souvenirs
de jeunesse'
(Pans: Bibliotheque Charpentier, 1905),
pp. 330-331, that the
French chemists Pierre Berthelot (1827-1907) and Charles
U'urtz
(1817-1884) were well known in Republican circles their differing
theories on the essential nature of matter being a cause of
political
controversy.
Berthelot 's research laid the foundation for Helmholtz's work in thermo-chemistry and had been an extension of
Michele
Chevreul's on fats. A useful source of information on the the impact
of thermodynamics on religious ideas is Erwin N. Hiebert, "The Uses
and
Abuses of Thermodynamics in Relig ion " Daedelus 95(1966) 1046-1079.
,

,

:

54According to Scheurer-Kestner (see note 53 above), some
Republicans ranged themselves into two political camps on the issue of
the character of matter.
In the one, they sided with Berthelot, accepting matter as a unified physical substance visually apprehendable
inert, alterations in appearance resulting form mechanical processes.
In the other group, which formed around U'urtz (under whom Scheurer-
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Kestner had studied), the Republicans
accepted the atomic theory of
'^'''^^'^
withm ^Sm f
V?
vitality ar7ot::ti:^
potential energy
^^'"^'^^e
that could be released through selfgenerated activity and interaction with
external stimuli/ U^ile apparently Wurtz was known to his admirers
as a person with an artistic
sensibility, Puvis de Chavannes admitted tht
he had struggled to adapt
the chemist Berthelot's ideas and was
interested in art and art
education himself. See, Aimee Brown-Price,
"L Alleg orie reele
Chez Puvis de Chavannes," Gazette des
Beaux-arts January 1977 p 37Grande Larouse universel le du XlXg siec_le
s. v. Berthelot and
Dictionary of Scientific Bioaranhv. s. v.
Berthelot; and the
writings of Berthelot and U\irtz.

iLr

'

.

.

^^ Discours

,

7:348.

56"Salon de 1882
^^ Congres

,

pp.

,

"

pp.

533-534.

160 and 157, respectively.

^^Ibid.

,

p.

158.

^^Ibid.

,

p.

161.

,

p.

167.

^Olbid.

.

^^Simon, Introduction p. 211; Hermant, Cong res pp. 48-65;
Trelat, Cong res pp. 162-168; Proust, L'Art franqais
p. 8;
Galle, in Proust, Commission d'en quete, p. 8; Davioud, Conares
,

,

,

p.

,

^

146.

'

"^Research on the systematic use of the arts by modern Frnech
govevernments has really only begun to scratch the surface. For the
purposes of my own study, I have found the efforts of Maurice Agoulhon
very useful.
See the following articles by him:
"Bartholdi et le
Soleil," Gazette des Beaux-arts Hay-June, 1977, pp. 187-191; "Le
Probleme de la culture populaire en france autour de 1848," Roman.

tisme, no. 9(1975), pp. 50-64.
Evelyn M. Acomb, The French Laic Laws
(1879-1889)
Studies in History, Economics, and Public Law (New York:
Octagon Books, 1967), is also helpful, as is the study by Pierre Vaisse
mentioned in note 23 above.
I have chosen not to include a discussion
of Republican festivals because they comprise a separate subject which
sitll needs a great deal of research; and, then too, while they were
thought to express in embryonic fom the patterns and spirit of the
vast middle class, the Republicans were interested in capturing those
in more enduring media.
,

6^See Hugo, Actes et paroles (1864-1885)
I have used the
Andre Hartel edition of Victor Hugo, Oeuvres completetes 35 vols.
This collection is by no
(Paris:
Andre Martel, 1948-155), 25:553.
It must be supplemented by reference to Le Temps for
m.eans complete.
texts of Hugo's addresses to skilled workers and artisans, as well as
small businessmen.
.

,
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6^Ibid.

,

517-520.

pp.

65on Hugo's audience, see note 63 above and
Sheila Gaudon,
Prophetisme et utopie: Le probleme du destinataire
dans les
^ ^icherche di letteratura francese
16(1977):
.

Hu^-H^r"^''

^^Hugo summed up his views in an interview he
had with the
young journalist Alfred Barbou.
See Barbou's Victor Huao et son temps
~
(Paris:
G. Charpentier, 1881), p. 403.

68see Victor Hugo, La Legende des siecles A. Dumas
editor
Intorduction by Jean Gaudon, (Paris:
Garnier Freres,
.

1974).

6Q

U'riters on Hugo have stressed the intellectual and
spiritual
side of progress in his work, overlooking or underplaying
the part
which human labor plays in producing positive material and
ethical
change.
See Pierre Mbouy, "Raison et science chez Victor Hugo,"
Cahiers rationalistes no. 125(1952), pp. 1-22.
,

Leg ende

,

791.

p.

'^^See Proust's reference to Hugo's speech on the value of
popular art forms in L'Art sous la Republique (Paris:
Bibliotheque
Charpentier, (1892), p. 79.

Leg ende

,

791.

p.

7 3

'^See the section on Science and Technology in Chapter

^^ La Leg ende

,

pp.

I

above.

594 and 791.

75This phrase was used by Hugo in his Introduction to Les
Miserables
Similar references can be found in his "Preface de la
premiere serie " of the Leg ende
.

.

^^ Les

Miserables Book 5, Chapt. 3.
I have used the followedition:
Edited and with an introduction by Maurice Allen, Bibliotheque de la Pleiade (Dijon:
Gallimard 1964).
,

ing

,

77ibid.
^^ La Leg ende

,

p.

799.

major study on this subject is Jean Gaudon, Le Temps de
"
L'oeuvre poetique de Victor Hugo des "Miseres
la contemplation:
Flammarion, 1969).
au "Seuil dugouffre" (1845-1856) (Paris:

—
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on.

Chatiments ."

H

Preface
^^Ibid.

,

"

La Legende

,

pp.

5

and

.

p,

To my knowledge no

7.

9.

—

section of the epic, as in Les
Hugo made clear his position on
the possibiUty of
attaining Utopia.
Ultimate salvation comes after death
as a ^ift from
God made on the basis of some logic
unknowable to man.
Hugo's mlin°n-

V>ii^irables,

improve.
bimon.

On these points he was in full
agreement with Ferry' and

^^Uugo^s technique, his choice and manipulation
of words and
his application of scientific theories
to his verse are discussed in
the introduction Charles Lecoeur wrote
to his book La Philosoohie religieuse de Victor Hugo: Poemes choisis sur la
methode ph iloso~~
'
phique du mot juste (Paris:
Bordas 1951.
,

^

8

^La Legende

.

pp.

5

and 645.

f-i

See Jean Gaudon critique of the work in his introduction
to
the Garnier edition of the Legende
Arthur Symons who had no liking
for Hugo's poetry, made an interesing observation on
Hugo's method that
IS worth noting:
"They are the mathematical piling up of a given
structure, in a given way, always the same." Colour Studies° in
Paris
(New York:
E. P. Dutton & Co., 1918), p. 135.
.

,

~

S^See Victor Hugo, Correspondence
Levy, 1898), 2:371 and 372.

,

2

vols.

(Paris:

Calmann-

88

Lockroy's comments on the economic value of the 1889 Paris
Exposition are in his preface ot Monod Exposition l:xxv-xxvi.
,

,

S^Ibid.
and also Proust, "Les travaux des commissions de la
societe de I'Union central des arts decoratifs.
Rapport de M.
Antonin Proust, etc., 13 decembre, 1889," Revue des arts decoratifs
10 (1889-90): 192-197.
,

^ Qj.

0.

,

23 April,

1883,

p.

2010.

^-'-Debats et documents parlementaires de la Chambre, 29
March, 1881, pp. 843-845; and 5 July, 1881, p. 1264.
Proust,
tere des arts," p. 235.

"Minis-
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92c

5'!°''^'''

L'Art sous la Republique p. 183
"Les Travaux des commissi oas de
la socl ete de
decoratifs," pp. 192-197.
In a d
ion to
Prousr Ferry
Proust,
r'^^'^':'
and his one-time Under-secretary
of Fine Art^ FHrnnn^

.nH np. 228;
ooT xdem..
and

.

^on

central des
^^'^^-''T
arts decoratifs,
irts'de';ora
lis ra^'l'"''/'''"°'''
Catalogue des oeuvre s et des produit s m nHprn.. o.£o_ses^dans le palais de l'Indus_trie
(Par is:
A. Quantin, 1882),
p ?.

93Debats,

arts,

5

July 1881, p. 1264.

9^See Simon, Introduction
1:196-200, 2:235.
^^See Lockroy,

,

"Preface,

251;

p.

XXIV

Proust,

"Ministere des

.

Although it seems the selection of Eiffel's project
was a
foregone conclusion, other proposals were submitted.
Competitions were
a traditional method employed by French
governments to stimulate innovative design.
By announcing competitions, the Republicans
at least
gave lip service to independent competition. The
announcement of the
concours" for the Eiffel Tower was published in the J.
0., 2 May,
1886.
See Joseph Harriss, The Tallest Tower (Boston:
Houghton-Mifflin
Company, 197 5), pp. 10-11.
9'^Picard,

Exposition universelle

^^ La Tour Eiffel en 1900
(Paris:

Medecine, 1902),

p.

,

2:292.

Librairies de I'Academie de

1.

QQ

^^Simon, Introduction

,

358.

p.

l^^See Simon, Introduction pp. 91 and 159.
Adolph Demy,
Essai historique sur les expositions universelles de Paris (Paris:
Librairie Alphonse Picard et fils, 1907), pp. 176-437, gives a detailed
history of expositions in the latter part of the century.
Lockroy,
"Preface," pp. xv and xxx refers to novelty of the 1889 plan and to
the ideas of LePlay and his followers concerning expositions which at
this late date this group of economists no longer favored.
Also consult Le Temps
29 May, 1889, n.p., which carried an article explaining
"Pourquoi 1 'exposition est comme elle est," that is, the ideas behind
Proust and Dutert's plan.
,

—

,

Simon, ibid., and Lockroy, ibid.
Illustrations of the
plans are to be found in Guilio Roisecco, Jodice Romano, and Vannelli
Vater, L archite ttura del ferro: la fracia (1715-1914), L Architettura
del ferro (Rome:
Bulzoni, 1973), pp. 281, 287, 378-379.
'

'

.
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^02Lockroy,

that

"Preface," xv-xxvi.

JL\'™rt«eUectuaT.^:«^ ^a""'^""'

igs

series Blbllothe,ue du XIX^HialT
"
mrectaur Son
Cellier 2 vols. (Paris:
Klincksieck, 1976), 1: xcill and 2liy-U'i
Hugo had originally intended to
refer to Condorcet i'the Legend"

i9b/ 1970), 10:653, no. 40.
Zeldin, France, ':151 refers to thi
pact of condorcet. s ideas on all the
^It o gh
c
the Utopian element which I feel
they modified.

S^icans

,-™

se"d

I05pertlnent bilbiography on Condorcet 's
educational writings
Condorcet, Oevres de Condorcet edi-

n"/'""
Pr1r:riB4;-l°8S^;ol?^^
Jed'hv'r"r

^--^

vols-rPlHI-FI^Oidot

° ^ Augusta

Comte and Positivism:
The Essential Writings ed
trans., with an introduction by Gertrude
Lenzer (New York: ferper
Row, Harper Torch Books, 1975), p. 349.
^

&

iO^ibid.
1

08 Cousin

was Simon's mentor when the Republican was a voung
man.
As for the impact of St. -Simon's ideas on Simon,
it was' not verv
extensive, judging by the fact that Simon never refers to
him and his'
own inclinations are much too puritanical and restrained
for the philosopher's hedonian.
The relationship between the two men's ideas is
probably simply due to the fact that Simon was drawn to progressive
notions during a time when St -Simonianism permeated the intellectual
circles.
In fact, all the Republicans were hard pressed to distinguish
themselves from the laissez-faire liberalism of St. -Simon's industrialist adherents.
See Chapter II above for further discussion.
.

^0^1 am trying to suggest that Simon viewed art education as a
means of infusing daily life with a spiritual significance and a common
set of values in a way organized religion in France could no longer do.
WTien it is remembered that he was engaged at this time in pursuing a
policy of religious toleration, my argument becomes all the more plausible, and the political dimension of Republican art education all the
more significant.
The best example of Simon's effort to bring morality
into everyday life and at the same time to spiritualize it can be found
in his discussion of the design and decoration of the home in his Introduction p. 235.
The most recent study of Simon's religious
,
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running schools.
Zeldln, France 1628 ft^Q
Republicans' morality „a
^^Jlcal
bu^ he
aesthetic fro.
•

"^^^^S""^ °rders

T"'"""

thel/tellglo^sTnrfoiltlcar^oS^^n:!''"^"^

^^

Qlntroduction

.

p.

^'^'^

214.

Verboeckhoven at Cie.,

1866)/p!^f9^fr^

^l^Fov Diderot's ideas on education see the
"Discours Prelito the Encyclopedie
and on art education see the plan
of a
'
'''''
^^^^^^ ^^-^
'^''''''^
"bout
Tyyryr^h
1775-76.
This plan is included in F. de la Fontainerie,
ed
and
Liberalian and Edu cation in the Eighteenth
Century:
The
f"""^-'
Writings ot La Chalot ais, Tur ot, Diderot,
a nd Condorcet on
g
(New York:
Burt Franklin, 1932; reprint ed
1971), especially pp. 224-225 and 260.
On Pestalozzi, Gerald Lee Gutek
Pestalozzi and Education, Studies in Western
Educational Tradition
consulting ed . Paul Nash (New York:
Random House, 1968).
Louis
^•^S^^^^' L' Influence du positivisme dans I'oeuvre scolaire de
J ules
I^IIZ (Paris: Librairie Marcel Riviere et Cie., 1961), p. 176 indicates that at least for Ferry, Pestalozzi's works
provided a ^uide in
pedagogical method, that is, the content and procedure,
while°Comte
provided the contextual framework.

mmaire
_

_

,

.

l^IT^

.

,

'

l^^On Pestalozzi's method, see Gutek, ibid.
On the method of
teaching proposed for the public schools, see Zeldin,
2-189"ranee
191, 448-449, and notes.
'

ll^Maurice Gontard, Les ecoles primaires de la France bour geoise (1833-1875) (Toulouse:
Centre regionale de documentation pedagogigue, 1964), p. 6, discusses the law and the place given to drawing
education.
Felex Pecaut, Deux ministres pedog og ig ue s
M. Guizot
et M. Ferry (Paris:
Delagrave, 1887), traced Ferry's educational reforms and method back to the July monarchy, observing that differences
were due primarily to the growth of industrialization which had taken
place in the interim.
Interest in teaching drawing as a means of perceptual and moral education in the schools continued on into the twentieth century, according to H. Gossot, F. Brunot, and S. HerbiniereLebert, L 'Enseignement du premier degre de 1887 a 1962:
De la
theorie a la pratique (Paris:
Libraire Istra [1961?]), p. 526.
:

s

.

"

.

,
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^^^^^J^\^^osper Bailly, "Les ecoles de dessin
1(1869V iq7-?nn. dk-i

r.
Gazette des Bea ux-;^rrQ,

a Paris
t'aris,

—

"

vxxxe ae Fans,
Gazette des Beaux-ar ts 3(1870)- 68-78P^r^^A
/», Picard
tion un lverselle
4-127
aTT;^
VITT-

,

v
Exposi

'

Tb.
622-263;

laay,
1889 i.

^"^

'-°^> Exposition de

Picard, Exposition unlverselle

.

47l3r;

118 See

De

1

Proust, "Ministere des arts," 2:
235; VioUe t-le-Duc
enseignement des arts:
II y a quelque chose a faire "
,

Gaz;tte
^^^2^=
393-402; 12(June 1862): 525-5 34mTjuly
'
1862): 71-82; 13(Sept. 1862): 249-255.
Eugene Lami and A. ThLl
Dictionnaire enc yclop edi q ue et biographique
de 1' Industrie et des'art
mdustrxelles (1881-1888), s w. "apprentissage
"apprenti .

'^^^^0^^'

^

.

'

,

ll^on the founding of the Institut
and the Ecole des Beauxarts, the following works are useful:
Jules Simon, Une Aca demie sous
le Directoire (Paris:
Calmann Levy, 1885); Jacques Godechot, Les Institution s de la France sous la Revolution et 1
'Empire (ParisPresses Univer sitaire s de France, 1951).
so of some help is mv
forthcoming article, "The Republicanization of French
Art in the'
Aftermath of the Revolution," Revue de I'Insitut Napoleon.
Dictionnaire de 1 'Academie des Beaux-arts
6 vols. (Paris:
PlS^in-Didot
1858-1900), s. V. "Academie."

M

,

^20This was not precisely Rousseau's point in his letter, but
aware— as he showed in Eraile— that it is possible to
influence individuals' behaviour through indirect means.

he was well

^21l am referring here to Turgot's article "Foires," which he
submitted to the Encyclopedie
Two excellent histories of French expositions are:
Adolph Demy, Essai historiques and Raymond Isay, Pano rama des expositions univer selle
6th ed
(Paris:
Gallimard, 1937)
.

,

,

.

'•^'^On the change in attitudes towards art from the seventeenth
the eighteenth century, see Remy G. Saisselin, "The Transformation
of Art into Culture:
From Pascal to Dierot," Studies on Volta ire

to

52(1970): 193-218.
^23pi.oust,

"Preface

"Ministere des arts," pp. 234-236; Lockroy,

,

^^'^

"

Introduction

,

p.

495.

T
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^^^ ^^g°^°ires d'un

c ompagnon,

Introduction by .Uain Faure ed
Fran oi's
'^^^'^
MrpLo"!977)'
..aspero
1977), ll'^To'T
pp. 10-11. T^''^'
On the Republicans' acquaintances
with
"'"'"'^ Perdiguier, Corre spondence inedite avL
llltlTV'/^l
Georges
Sand e
ses amis, ed. with an intro. by
Jean Guquet
pre face by
Andre hauroxs (Paris:
Librairie Klincksieck. 1966), p.'m
note
Hugo mentioned him by name in Histoire
d un crime
,

.

'

i26zeldin

France, 2:603-604.

.

David Thomson, Democracy in
"^'^^^ Universit y Press, 1 969),
prU9''l26
2
pp.
119, 126-27,
andh'?h''Chapter IV, "The National Vision." The
tendency
to see individualism and authoritarianism
as oppositions in French
national life which the Republicans fostered
with tragic consequences
later on has tended to overlook the fact
that they recognized the
existence of these opposing forces, accepted
them as a source of friction that could be put to good use.
The ideal of unity cherished by
the individual could motivate the individual
to work; while his selfconsciousness and sense of self would keep him from
relinquishing his
Identity entirely.
;;ork was the means of maintaining an
equilibrium
between the two.
_

^

CHAPTER

V

A VISION OF THE NEW ORDER
THROUGH AN
"ART NOUVEAU"

Introduction

By style

meant the constant form-and sometimes
the constant
-n-in the art of an indrvidull or
I group.
a
TrZT' The term is also applied to the whole activity
of an
individual or society, as in speaking
of a -life style" or the
style of a ci viliza t ion "
is

r

.

Meyer Schapiro
To the Republicans style was an outgrowth
of the consciousness
of a group at a particular historical
moment.

In a general sense,

for

them, a style was the most highly articulated
expression of both the

outward appearance and latent values shared by the
members of the
group.

This meant that style was different, but not separable
from,

their concept of art.
the Republicans'

The first chapter of this section characterized

view of art as one centering on

entire object and its mode of fabrication.

a

concern with the

Style, as distinct from

art, was for them limited to the outward appearance of the object,
the

series of highly refined visual cues that suggest what lies beneath the

surface.

It

constituted the "physiognomy" of the object, and like

human physiognomy, they considered

it

an outward expression of the

inner physical and moral character of the product.

Because style was

an externalization of the values and customs of a group, when applied
to

the object it provided that group with a kind of mirror image of
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itself in the appearance of
its material culture.

U^en making the

major art forms of a culture,
artists took these values and
customs,
cultivated, refined, and clarified
them into a style, bringing what
was
latent in the material and the
culture to fruition.
Style as Lockroy
expressed it "se degage" from this
dialectical process.
This is not to say that the
Republicans considered all styles of

equivalent value.

T^ey harbored a notion of an ideal
style, one which

was integrated, harmonious, and
balanced in character.
of Greek,

Rennaissance

,

The rationalism

and Medieval art exercised a strong
influence

over them, and they found such styles
inherently attractive, compelling, and emotionally and aesthetically
satisfying, and they viewed the

emergence of a new rational style as the initial
step in bringing the
middle classes together.

Concerned by mistrust and disunity in the

middle classes, the Republicans proposed a new style
as
recalling to them the values they all shared.

a

means of

The challenge was to

affirm the general character of commercial and industrial
life and to
make it appear harmonious and attractive.
The Republicans hoped such a style would not only affirm the

value of what they asserted was imminent in the lives of middle-class

Frenchmen, but it would reinforce certain inclinations towards coherent

thinking and action that were morally and socially beneficial.
Simon declared,
II faut bien entourer I'homme, il faut toujours tendre a
I'eleve.
II faut compter sur sa raison pour lui rendre
raisonable, et sur son gout, pour lui donner du gout

....

If.

as

.
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through the patterns which characterized
this style, the middle
classes would affirm their values
as the predominating ones in
the
Republic, and at the same time find
personal satisfaction in them.4
Clearly, for the Republicans the
success of their ideology as

a

solution to France's problems seemed
to hinge to a not inconsiderable
extent on the appearance of the new style.

Their writings and state-

ments concerning the arts during this
period are marked by

a

combina-

tion of anxious searching for evidence
of it, an aggressive push to

encourage its development, and hopeful affirmation
of its emergence.
Proust's Salon review of 1882 is mainly concerned
with pointing out

which artists' work showed "un respect plus grand
du milieu dans lequel
nous vivons."5

Simon felt the need for it so strongly that he

declared in 1878, "Si nous sommes incapable de trouver
une forme
nouvelle, soyens modestes, faisons nous copistes."^

Ferry tried a

more subtle psychology by asserting that the role of the state
in

encouraging its cultivation was "le plus ingrat, mais le plus
eleve
By 1889 Lockroy felt

that the new style had definitely begun to

emerge and to make its influence felt.

Speaking of the iron archi-

tecture and ceramic decorations at the Exposition, he declared:
Peu a peu le style modern se degage, et il se formera a
mesure que 1 'Industrie et la science raettront a notre disposition
de nouvelles ressources et de nouveaux materiaux.
De plus en
plus la fonte, le fer, I'acier, joueront un ?ole dans nos
constructions, et I'on obtiendra grace a leur secours des
effets inattendus et inconnus jusqu'a present
Des formes
apparaissent deja qu'on ne connaissait pas; les lignes se
combinent autrement qu autrefois
on voit que I'art du XIX^
siecle, on pourrait dire du XX^ sic va naitre.^
.

'

:

[

]

.

.

^

It

seeded that the creation of

a

ne„ style .ight be used
as a carrot

on the stick of progress.

The Descriptio n of the New
Style

Although the actual development
of the style had
artists who elected

to

a

clear idea of its character.

were two major areas on which they
wished artists
Proust complained, "Notre siecle est
fort lent
propre phy sionomie
of the new style:

"

to

pursue the task, the Republicans
laid do^^

guidelines for it and presented

,

to be left

a

to

There

concentrate.

When

s'accommoder de sa

he established the first necessity
in the creation

the identification of the salient
features of modern

middle-class life.^^
The second necessity was the creation of an
harmonious system of

organization.

The Republicans claimed it was an expression
of the

latent senstitivity to order and to harmony possessed
by every Frenchman.

What Simon called "le gout" and Proust "le sentiment
du

decoratif" could provide the basis for

a

system of formal organiza-

tion that would dignify cultural values weaving

sequence and enabling them

to

them into a unified

constitute an environmental ensemble.il

The system of ordering appropriate to modern existence was to be one

based on the laws of proportion and mathematical principles of harmony.
The Republicans place primary emphasis on the need for images for
the new style derived from the life experience and culture of the mid-

dle classes. Although only Simon presents anything like a list, com-

ments of the others reveal similar preferences.

Proust in his review

"
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of the 1882 Salon,

for example, commends younger
artists,

such as

Jules Bastien-LePage. (1848-1884),
Leon Lhermitte (1844-1925), and
Henri Gervex (1852-1929). for their
use of contemporary figures,

whether peasants or charcoal carriers,
and he makes special mention
of
Alfred Roll's (1847-1919) depiction
of

a subject which seems

Ferry.

to

the Fet ^du 14 .juillet. 1880

.

have been suggested to the artist
by Jules

Popular theater and entertainment, such
as the cafe-concert,

were also considered valid images.

As for architecture, both Simon.

Hugo, and Lockroy preferred forms that
were freed of references to past

styles in their decoration and were in appearance
closer to contemporary factories,

"les gares de chemin de fer,"

"le palais de crystal," and

"les serres splendides

,

the restrained neo-classic forms of Jacob

Hittorf (1792-1867) and Henri Labrouste (1801-1875).

One of the most

important images for them was the keystone of modern middle-class
experience, "le home."

Both Simon and Proust made special mention of

their wish that developers of this new style concern themselves
with
the domestic interior in which individuals lived and worked. ^2

These images were not arbitrarily selected; for the Republicans

associated them with the two central and interrelated activities of
ideal middle-class existence:

work and leisure, the means and ends of

life in a modern commercial and industrial society.

Such images were

valued because they easily fixed themselves in the consumer's mind and

encouraged him

to

associate the activities with the images.

Simon

prophesied that upon seeing the new rational architectural style:

comprenait bien qu'il fut possible de vivre dans ces maisons, d'y

"On
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-avanier,

de s-,

..Ue P.ous. g.avUa.ed

to

such images in

^he salon,

pointing out that leisure
activities when depicted in
the
art of the past were
approved by the H^uxxc,
public
Ferrv'.
terry s major compliment
to Henner was the
painter's
ncer s ah^^^^,.
F
ability ^^
to ennoble the pastime
of reflec,

tion. 13

Certain types of entertainment
and labor were not acceptable
for
presentation, however.
Simon rejected the cabaret
out of hand, on the

grounds that it was im.oral,
ment.

Lockroy also seems

a for. of

to have

escapism from

a

poor environ-

disapproved of cabarets and especi-

ally of the Folies-Bergere, at
least he complained they were
out of
place at the Exposition universelle,
being too purely commercial in

character.!^

Hugo denounced images which
degraded the worker's

character by presenting visions of
exploitation.

As an antedote, he

offered in his own poetry images of
labor that are uplifting and positive, and he openly argued the
benefits of such an approach. 15

Their preference for such images was
accompanied by
of allegory as a means of expression.

a

downgrading

They did not exclude it alto-

gether; but Proust's comment on this type of
conventionalized emblem is
revealing of their wish to have the new style
concentrate on forms

derived from modern experience.
Pour ma part, je suis fort eloigne de proscrire
I'allegorie, je
n'ai garde de meconnaitre le merite qu'il peut
y avoir°a retracer des scenes historiques
j'ai une predilection pour
les choses vues et cela pour deux motifs:
d'abord parce que I'art
doit toujours s'attacher a rechercher I'expression vivante,
et
ensuite parce qu'il me parait profondement regrettable que nous
ne laissions aucun temoignage sincere de notre epoque. 1^
.

.

.
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Proust's comment also mentions
the Republicans' preference
for
contemporary images that offered
an insight into the attitudes
and patterns of modern existence from
which a new stylistic ordinance
could be

derived.

Encapsulated in modern attitudes was
the structure of "l-ex-

pression vivante" to which Proust
referred.

The forms of activity and

of material culture which the
middle classes had created for them

selves were animated by rhythms which
the new style was to bring
surface,

to

to

the

articulate clearly.

This meant that in presenting

these images artists were to

concentrate on simplifying forms and on ordering
thhtem in

manner appropirate

to

modern activity.

a

rational

Offering Puvis' work as a

general prototype for the new style, Proust
described the artist as one
of

.

those
.

'"chercheurs du style,

.," one of

les amoureux de grandes et belles lignes

those who had a "passion des beaux arrangements

^7

Images were to be reduced to systems of line and
color in which silhou-

ettes predominated,

these being closely interlocked into a total design

which suggested the ordered character of the activities
depicted.

accordance with such

a

move,

In

the linear and tonal qualities of the

materials used, whether in painting or in architecture, were

to

be

stressed so that the images were easily apprehendable as abstract
forms.

Lockroy admired the handling of the iron in the Galerie des

machines and the Eiffel Tower because it allowed them

to be

read first

as iron structures and then as the abstract linear m vements of forces

exerted by the structural members.
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The reference to Puvis
as a "chercheur du style"
points up the
fact that the Republicans
were insist!:^ that the
character of this new
ordering have a precision and
clarity hitherto unknown in
art.
Being
based on mathematical principles
which described both the
operations of
the human mind and those of
external nature, it would be
stiffer. more

self-conscious, and mechanical in
the relationships created
than the
art of the Greeks, for example. ^9
There was one other quality this
ordinance had

to

possess.

was to give the impression of an
orderly and steady motion.
a

It

There was

particular sort of visual arrai^ement
of the silhouettes and of tonal

juxtapositions which the Republicans felt
conveyed such an impression.
Statements such as that of Proust concerning
the work of the prolific

portraitist Bonnat.
cription of it:

a

favorite of Republican officials, provide

This artist achieved his effects by

a

(

"le

silhouette") .20

des-

"recours a une

opposition violente" between the tonal value of his
background
fond") and the value of the figure

a

(

"le

Simon's com-

ment on the Palais du Champ de Mars at the 1878
Exposition is even

clearer on this point:

Calling

the Palais "ce joyeux et immense vesti-

bule," he claimed it owed its lively effect
a cette lumiere et a cette legete [to which] on donne
habilement le supoort de quelques massifs qui reposent et
arretent la vue.^l

The point both Republicans make is that opposing or contrasting ele-

ments are arranged so as
being

to

convey the impression of balance without

static, because they produce equivalent, although qualitatively

different, visual responses in the consumer.

Balance is implied by the

consumer who weighs the effects and
responds to them kinesthetically.
These forces are not resolved in
the work.

Rather than the axially

symmetrical compositions in which a
dominant central figure establishes
a sense of

balance, this sort of ordering placed
the burden of resolu-

tion on the consumer standing outside
the work, compelling him by this

controlled ordering of his visual experience
to respond in

a

particular

manner, an experience which the Republicans
felt endowed the effect of
change with the pleasant and undeniable ring of
truth.

It

was through

this ordinance that the artist's personality,
and, therefore, the human

quality of the style was es tablished 22
.

This sort of compositional ordering was strongly tied
to the

Republicans' conception of space and to the manner in which
they wished
it

presented.

to be

Space for them was a panorama-like field created

through the medley of forms and colors that engaged one another. 23

Silhouettes of images and the area around them worked together to form
a

visually active and controlled system in which the background imposed

itself and aggressively limited the viewer's depth of vision.

Some-

thing of their notion of three-dimensionality and volume can be gleaned

from Simon's description of the Palais du Trocadero and its sur-

roundings.

It was

placed

au dessus des berges du fleuve, qui est de tous cotes
entoure de vastes espaces, de cascades, de jardins embauraes de
chalets, de statues, et qui domine une vue maginifique sur la
.2^
ville, la riviere et la campagne
.

.

.

,

.

.

The Palais established the keynote of the panorama to which all else

below it is connected in

a

continuous series of parallel images leading

from the top of the hill down to the river.

Simon's image is first
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presented as if one is looking
up at the Palais which circumscribed
one border of this area with
its curving galleries and
forced the eve
to move down in measured
steps

to the point where the viewer
stands.

Then he places the reader up at
the Palais and the eye moves
out across
to the initial point of view.

It

is a panorama which instigates
a dia-

logue with the viewer, setting the
terms of that dialogue but insisting
that the viewer actively counterbalance
the Palais.

One's vision is

not allowed to go back beyond the
Palais to imagine what is on the

other side, but encouraged to organize the
experience in terms of the
initial point from which the Palais was viewed.
Hugo's image of the balloon in flight makes this
notion of space
as a palpitating field even clearer and points
up the positive role

which what might be termed the backdrop plays in the
total visual
effect. 25

xhe sky is not an endlessly receding distance, but azure

colored matter, in the form of light that presses in upon the
experience of the viewer with the same force as that exerted by the balloon
to hold itself aloft in this medium.

This was the impression of space

which Proust and Simon advocated the visual arts and architecture create, a space that was compressed by the juxtaposition of background and

foreground and by the manner in which the forms were made to push
outward towards the viewer with equal force. ^6
This is not to say that the third dimension was to be eliminated
in the new style.

Hugo, Proust, and Simon did not advocate the total

flattening of the image; to do so would make it too abstract.

Lock-

roy's description of the Eiffel Tower is enlightening here, for it
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clarifies the interplay they
desired between the representation
of the
abstract and the concrete
character of space. The
phrase he uses in
reference to this three-dimensional
monument is "une spirale
de.esuree," emphasis on the
linear movement which circumscribes
a
space, but is not in itself
volumetric 27
.

The Republicans did not reject
the laws of perspective
which

Renaissance artists had discovered,
but they were not interested
in
exploiting them for illusionistic
effects of volume and deep recession.
As has been discussed earlier
on,

such trompe I'oeil effects were
sus-

pect because they tended to draw
the the viewer outside himself

entirely. 28

The creation of three-dimensional
space was not an end

in itself for them;

but the salient features of objects
and matter

(silhouette and color) made the space and volume
they defined means of

engaging the subject in an active effort
his own experience.

to

relate these phenomena to

In this way exterior space became associated
with

interior psychological space, one considered an
extension of the other,
and together circumscribing the limits of human
existence.
To the extent which the notion of space in any artistic
style can
be considered an expression of the concept of
universal order and of

social order, the Republicans' characterization of it is compatible

with their view of the ideal physical and economic system.

29

Their

prescription for the characterization of space was the visual equivalent of that dynamic equilibrium which they believed prevailed in the

universe and which they wished to create in the minds and social patterns of middle-class life.

Moreover, their formulation of its
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appearance, Insisting as

U

did on the participation
of tha viewer,

.ade this type of ordered,
aggressive space the ultimate
Instrument
thro>«h which this group could
gain access to such a condition.

Proust's appreciative comments
on Roll's painting La Fete
du

^"™"Ue
that
the

U

the salient features of the
style and emphasize

the painting's virtue lies
In giving

coherent visual expression

Innate character of the social
group It depicts.

to

The artist,

Proust maintained,

... a entrepris de donner I'impression d'une foule dans le
tableau qu^il a compose sur ce theme.
J'ai entendue dire que
1 Idee generale n'etait pas rendue, mais
que I'on recontrait dans cette composition des morceaux
d'une execution remarquable et d un arrangement heureux.
Je ne professe pas cette
opinion sur I'oeuvre de M. Roll,
je ne crains pas d'affinner
que 1 on n a peut-etre jamais mieux enveloppe
dans une
lumiere d'une intensite voulue un ensemble
dont la facture soit
plus harmonieuse et dont I'aspect soit plus
vraie.^O
.

.

.

The Republicans concentrated almost exclusively
on architecture
and painting

in their discussions of style, only mentioning

sculptor, Antonin Mercie

(1845-1916).

one

These artistic forms which

more than any others were capable of creating

a

total environment were

considered the source of stylistic models for industrial design.

An

examination of works by architects and painters whom the Republicans
cited as exemplary reveals a definite relationship between the pre-

scription for the new style and the products themselves.

In

the

analysis of works by Manet, Cazin, Henner, Puvis de Chavannes, Roll,
Eiffel, Davioud, Dutert, and Mercier to which the following discussion
is devoted, certain developments in their style will be stressed that

indicate the artists' responsiveness

to

Republican suggestions.
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The modern images and themes,

the emphasis on silhouette
at the

expense of internal details and
applied ornament, the segmentation
of
the composition into discrete
units, and the open identif
icaiton of

structural materials, as well as
the rational organization of
the composition into discrete units, are
all present in these works, as
is the

peculiar compressed space which gives
them their effective power.
During

this period the major works of
these artists centered on

middle-class activities and institutions
which the nineteenth century
had endowed with social and moral
significance.
the family,

the home,

Labor and relaxation,

the cafe-concert, and popular festivals
not

only appear as themes in the figurative works
of artists approved by
the Republicans; but in architecture,

the forms of the buildings are

those which had become hallmarks of commercial
urban culture in the

industrial period.

The Palais du champs de mars and the Galerie des

machines have antecedents in the Crystal Palace, the railway
station,
and

the public market (Figs. 1-5);

the rotunda of

the Trocadero

Palace in the circus and the panorama, its collonades in the arcades
of
the edifice erected on the Champ de Mars for the first national

exposition in 1798 and in the structure on the same site built for the
Fete de la nation later that same year (Figs. 6-

10).^^

Moreover,

these images are directly associated with work and leisure activities,

either through the behavior of the individuals depicted or through the

function the architecture served.

The example of Edouard
Manet (1832-1883) is
interesting,

for

although he treated some of
these themes in his work
in the 1860s, in

In

those later paintings, he
scrutinizes more closely the
modern
setting in which his sitters
are shown and the social
and psychological

dimensions of their behavior.

^^HII-^liiHltri,

Works such as

Th^_Gare_J^,j^ Lajtodi^,

Bar_at_th^22lie^^

°'

l^_the_Conserv^

The

Th^^ailroad, and

and other cafe-concert

scenes which were favorably received
by Salon critics during
these
years provide good examples of this
trend in his late work (Figs.
11-13). 32

His choice of settings where
work and play intermingle

corresponds
In addition,

to

the sort of images openly supported
by the Republicans.

the attractive coolness of his
presentation and lightened

tonalities emphasize

to

a

greater extent the decorative and symbolic

qualities which had always been

a

characteristic of his art.

This

shift is particularly evident in Autumn (Fig.
14) where the sitter is
part of an ambiance created by the tone and
cut of her fashionable

dress and the design of the wallpaper behind.
Roll,

the son of a cabinet-maker,

towards themes of labor. 33

seemed to gravitate naturally

Even in portraits such as that of M.

Alphand, Chief Engineer of the 1889 Exposition (Fig.
15), of Jules
Simon, or of himself in shirt sleeves,
tied to his particular metier.

speculation that date from

1

'

In

the individual's identity is

the large-scale works painted on

Innondation of 1877, followed by La

Greve des Mineurs (1880), and the Chantier de Surenes (1885)

.
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Fig. 16), Roll established
his reputation as a painter
of "la vie

moderne
Jean Cazin (1841-1901), too,
seems to have come into his own
about 1876 with works centered on
the theme of labor.
(Fig.

Le Chant ler

17), a poetic image of workers in a small
shipyard,

him to the attention of the critics.

first brought

His other major work of the

period, the Souvenir de Fete de 1880
(1882) (Fig. 18) combines

allegorical figures representing labor and
science, placed on an architectural scaffolding, with

a

panorama of the Luxembourg gardens and the

dome of the Observatory in the distance.

Here popular festival and

labor are associated with science and constructive
activity.

Other

works of his completed before he left Paris in
1884, although taken
from the Bible, present the figures as working people
whose simple

dress and surroundings and restrained demeanor endow them
and their

activities with a noble integrity. 35
Aside from their portraits and Henner's picture of
ing entitled La Liseuse

,

a

woman read-

Puvis and Henner's works of this period do not

include contemporary images. ^6

yet thematically their works are

celebrations of the activities the Republicans valued most highly.
Puvis chose to make work and play the central activities of ancient

Picard society when he was commissioned to do a series of decorations
in 1880.37

at Amiens,

xhe very title of his decoration for the Municipal museum

Ludus pro patria (Fig. 19) emphasizes not only their pat-

riotism, but the social usefulness of play.

In Doux pays

,

a

commission

from his friend Bonnat, the idyllic existence is presented as a
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satisfying integration of
productive work and leisure activity
in the
lives of the group (Fig.
20).
In The_Poor^i3he™
(Fig. 21). Puvis
inverted the perspective on
this theme: A sense of tragedy
and despair
arises from the fruitless
activity of the laborer. 38

Henner's works are almost entirely
concerned with the depiction
of poetic idyls in which
nude women quietly enjoy
themselves by engaging

in thoughtful meditation or
quiet bathing, or in playing and

listening

to music.

These leisure time activities all
center on the

restrained and reflective sort of
pleasure which Ferry heartily
approved. 39

Eglogue (1879) (Fig. 22) is a typical
example of

Henner's themes during this period.
of

Nothing is abrupt, and the power

the arts to provide pleasure of a
noble and satisfying kind is

openly affirmed.

As for Mercie.

perhaps because of the demands for

public sculpture which depicted nationalistic
themes, it is not until
1885 that he submitted an important piece to the
Salon which did not

center on war and patriotic duty.
tomb sculpture depicting

This was Le Souvenir (Fig. 23), a

that reflective activity which the Republicans

felt ought to constitute the essence of immortality
in a society no

longer believing in an after-life.

Only in Quand meme of 1882 did he

use contemporary dress, and. as will be seen, it is not so
much in his

themes but in the other elements of style that Mercie shows himself
to have been sensitive

to

the Republicans'

call for change. ^0

These works are also characterized by the clear articulation of
their structural components, their division into discrete, segmented
parts.

In Henner's Eglogue

(Fig. 22),

for example, not only are
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figures distinguished fro.
the surroundi^s through
the stro^ outline
Of their bodies, but
the entire picture
surface is segregated into
different zones of sRy, trees,
and figures, with
corresponding
differences in tonalty. The
same is true of Puvis' work
of this period
and of Cazin's as well.
Roll's Fete (Fig. 24) the
tonal areas,
while less generalized and
controlled than in the Henner,
are also
clearly distinguished and more
or less identified with
separate

m

entities.

In Manet's work the backgrounds
are .ore strongly emphasized

as organized,

positive surfaces than was formerly
the case.

The segmentation which occurs in
these works is not qualitatively

different from the manner in which the
sculptor and the architects handled their structural elements.
Mercie's Quand meme (Fig. 26)
presents two discretely articulated figures
whose limbs and bodies are
treated as related but separate units.

Even the Rifle which forms the

formal and narrational liaison between them
retains a certain independent existence.

As for the Palais du Trocadero and

champ de mars (Figs.

6.

7,

8,

1),

the Palais du

these structures are divided into

units with clearly articulated wings, domes, galleries
and pavilions.
This divisionism is extended in the Palais du champ de
mars and the

Galerie des machines (Fig.

3)

to

the level of the most basic structural

elements, and it can be found in the treatment of the enamel tiles

applied
(Fig.

to

the dome of

the Palais des Beaux-arts at the 1889 exposition

28).

While such segmentation maintains the integrity of the part

within the whole, these elements are arranged so that an interplay
based on oppositions is created among

them.

Thus, in the Ludus pro
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Pitria (Fig. 19) individual figures coalesce
into small groups often

psychologically isolated from one another.

Even though the family

group at the far right turns inward, and
is set off as
by the curves of the backs of father
and mother,

a

pictorial unit

they are made part of

the larger group by the way in which
Puvis has repeated and then re-

versed the curve of the father's back in the
figures of the young girl
and

the old man seated at the left and facing
in the opposite direc-

tion.

The elements of the landscape and architecture
also help to

unify the composition by echoing the stance of the
figures, as with the
dead tree and the old man at the far right:

or by counterpointing

them, as do the erect trees behind the seated group.

this tight integration is lacking.
^QT^geve especially,

In Manet's work

There is in The Bar at the Folies-

but even in In the Conservatory (Figs.

13,

11),

an almost willful refusal to bring the forms into logical conjunction

with one another.

In both works

the turn of the bodies,

the silhou-

ettes of the man and woman and the length of the interstices keep them

separate physically and psychologically.

The result is that the

figures and the space do not balance against one another to create
logical system of interdependent parts.

It

was Manet's inability or

refusal to provide this integrated ordering that led Proust
the status of genius.

So

of social relationships,

a

to deny him

far as Manet's compositions present an image

these can only be described as tenuous and

ambiguous, closer to the reality of French society than to the ideal
the Republicans desired

.

Such groups are also knitted together through the skillful alter-

nation and the adjustment of the intensity of light and dark areas.
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When one looks at Roll's
s.e.oh for the Fete (Fig.
25), It Is clear
that the painter thought of
the compositional structure
partly in tenns
of such tonal arrangements.
The extreme difference
between light and
dark tones gives equal weight
to both.
The difference between the
Roll
and Puvis' sketch for the Ludus,
as well as Cazln's Ffte, is
that the

harmonies and contrasts of the latter
two works are subtle, the
tones
being kept within a limited range
of muted brown, green, blue,
and
rose.

In

this manner each area of color
retains its own character and

is equivalent in weight to the
others, while a kind of dynamic unity
is

established by Che way in which this
alternation extends through the
compositions.
This tension binding individual elements
together is

feature of the architecture as well.

a

stylistic

In the Palais du Trocadero,

the

overall form of the building is achieved through
the juxtaposition of

contrasting elements.

The wings do not flow from the center and are

much lower and slighter in proportion to the central
bay.

There is

also an interplay between the concave and convex curves
of the wings
and

the central bay.

The rationalism of the facade facing

Trocadero (Fig. 8b) results from the manner in which

a

the Place du

certain sym-

metry and balance have been achieved in the arrangement of unequally

weighted elements, notably the thin vertical rectangles of the towers
and the horizontal rectangle of the central portion.

The curve of the

arcades which sweep back from the main section of the facade seems

to

have been intended to stabilize these rectangles and relieve their

awkwardness; although the extreme disparity in height undermines their
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effectiveness.

Even the way in which the Palais
is related to its

Sight on the hillside above the
Seine relies on
and contradictions for its unified
effect.

a

play of similarities

The geometric for.s of the

building embrace the sloping land and
at the same time contrast their
smooth regularity with the irregularity
of the geology.
The same sort of balancing of contrasting
elements occurs in the

Galerie des machines (Fig. 3).

The thrust of the girders which com-

prise its structural skeleton actually is
both outward and downward and

inward and upward against one another. Visually,
the curve of one -irder plays against that of the one to which it
is attached.
their shape, there is

a

Because of

linear movement down from the top and upward

from the narrow point at which each meets the ground.

These vertical

movements are stablilizied by the dark band that runs
horizontally
along the bottom of both sides of the building.

In between the girders

are bands composed of glass panes which allow light to pass
through and
act as visual counterpoints to the opaque iron.
of the Galerie indicates,

Yet, as the photograph

the openings in the girders allow this light

passage through the iron forms so that light becomes
in the structure of the composition.

a

positive element

The repetition of these bands of

light and dark carry the rhythm from one set of girders to another and
bind these segments together.

The elements which the plastic con-

ception of architecture developed in the Renaissance dictated be used
to create the impression of volume are treated as visual equivalents

that engage with one another, resulting in an overall system of pat-

terning that is both two- and three-deminsional
concrete.

,

both abstract and

This same sort of interplay
and equilibration of
contrasts

occurs in the handling of
the materials.

For example, both the

physical and representational
attributes of the materials
are asserted
in Henner's Self^Portrait
(Fig. 29).
The thinly applied paint
allows
the texture and tone of
the canvas to show, so
that the artist's materials hover between what they
are (colored pigment and cloth)
and the
light and shadow which denote
the surface of the face, the
beret, and
the background.
This duality is also found in
Manet's handling of his

materials in the Bar at the Folies-Rpr. 3..
and in Roll's
(Figs. 13,

impasto.

Fe^

24), although in these cases the paint
is applied in a heavy
In architecture,

iron and glass used to construct
the Galerie

des machines are openly admitted
to be the construction materials.
the same time,

At

the dark opacity and crispness of
iron and the

translucency of glass can be read as abstract
light and dark forms
creating a meaningful visual pattern or as
two states of matter.

Mercie treats his materials in the same way.

This dualism is

not as pronounced in the statue of David (Fig.
30) from the Salon of
1872 as it is in Le Souvenir exhibited thirteen years
later (Fig. 23).
In the earlier work the coloration of

more representational.

the bronze and its handling are

The bronze gives the illusion of flesh and

bone, of rounded limbs without calling attention to its being
a metal

with certain properties of its own.

In Le Souvenir

,

on the other hand,

the marble is declared to be both stone and something else.

In the

lower half of the monument the smooth whiteness of the material is

affirmed and at the same time suggests the existence of

a

figure
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beneath heavy, fluid veils.

The upper half of the .onu.ent
is both a

stippled slab of tnarble in which the
marks of the sculptor's tools
create an abstract texture and the
palpitating atmosphere into which
the figure is set.

It

is a

dualism which is both evocative and
appro-

priate to the psychological activity
represented.
The controlled contrast in ordering
forms and in handling mate-

rials endows these works with a symbolistic
character.

hover between two states of existence:
the ideal.

They appear to

matter and form, the real and

By refusing to resolve the contrasts

the artist suggests

that there is an order and meaning beyond what
is represented that has
to be deduced from it.

At the same time the rational control evidenced

in the handling gives the impression that the
image itself is in the

process of evolving from one stage to another, from raw matter
to ideal
form under the impulse of the tensions generated within the
work.
The treatment of space and volume help to suggest the way in

which this symbolistic dimension should be interpreted, that

is

they

define the character of the ideal environment towards which the material reality in the works is tending.

None of the works discussed is

entirely flat, the sense of space is compressed, as
the figures.

is

the volume of

Through the reduction of chiaroscuro and shadow and the

granting of equivalent value to formal elements, forms are flattened;
yet a certain hierarchy of relationships is maintained so that size and

placement indicate that one form exists in front of or behind another.
In architecture this point can be clarified by comparing the

Galerie des machines to the Opera, completed just fourteen years
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earlier (Figs.

3,

31.

32).

buildings is enlightening.

An examination of the facades
of the two

The architect Charles Garnier
clearly

organized the Opera facade into a
system of horizontal and vertical
units by means of semi-detached
columns and overhanging cornices.
These create strong areas of light
and deep pockets of shadow, broken
by the numerous swags,

surface.

rondels, and busts in high relief
applied to the

These plastic elements diffuse the
light, making it flow over

and around them so that they are read
as positive tactile forms against

negative spaces.

Thus,

the character of

the facade's pattern derives

from the interlocking projections, and hollows.
The facade of the Galerie on the other hand,
is organized by the

linear movement of the iron forms barely projecting
from the walls of

glass which fill in the spaces.

Applied decoration is minimal and what

there is of it is flattened, while the glass panes,
although reflecting

what lies beyond the building in the viewer's space and allowing

glimpse of the interior, condense these views into
its surface.

a single

a

image on

The colored glass designs help to focus attention on the

surface as well, so that the sense of depth in the faqade is very

shallow with its extension backward into depth abruptly limited.

glass and iron both tend

to

The

push the reflections and the glimpses of

the interior forward into the viewer's consciousness.

Much the same differences are apparent in the treatment of the
interior spaces of the two buildings.
bursts as one passes through

a

The Opera space unfolds in

series of galleries, foyers, anti-

chambers, and finally into the main auditorium.

Through the use of
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processional stairways and controlled
lighting effects,
limitless and palpable volume is
created.

a

sense of

Architectural forms such as

the arcades embellished with
paired and semi-detached columns
arti-

culate this volume without delimiting
it.

In the Galerie, on the other

hand, the entire form is visible
immediately, its beginning and end

clearly marked out by the procession
of arched girders and glass.

Moreover, repetition of forms and even
intensity of light bind the
front of the building to the back so that
they read as one continuous

surface radiating out from

a

central crescent and at the same time as

repeated forms receding in depth.

The sense of space is quite dif-

ferent form that found in the Opera, where it
expands outward so that
one moves from confinement to release.

In the Galerie space seems

to

flow upward towards the light, but its movement is
controlled by the
curve of the girders and held in check by the light itself,
which
filters down and forward through the glass.

The Opera makes no

reference to the outside world, the individual being cut off from it
in
an artificial environment lit solely by artificial means.

In the

Galerie man-made space and the natural world are recognized as analogous and interdependent systems, and space is a palpitating field

rather than an enclosed volume. ^2

Formally these works of the 1880s present

a

type of composition

whose unity and harmony are implied rather than overtly stated.

The

composition is not an independent organic whole in which the elements
flow together naturally.

Rather a sense of balance emerges in

a

and mechanistic fashion over time as each part is perceived to be

linear
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engaging and playing with or
against another.

V^en coupled with the

manner in which the materials are
treated, the style can be characterized as one that schematizes
the process of transforming raw
material into organized form.

That is. it appears that the
paint or the

iron and glass or stone move from
their natural state to a higher
state
of organization,

while at the same time the tensions
which arise from

their rational arrangement create a
sense of moving from a state of

mental disorder to order via
materials.

It

is

a

dialectic betwen the artist and his

in this manner that the style becomes
a means of

conveying an idea and at the same time of marrying
that idea to the
process of commodity production.

Another notable aspect of this style is the emotional
overtone.
If

the equilibration of the formal elements conveys
a sense of an

emerging idea, that idea cannot be disassociated from
the physical

character of these works.

The choice of tonalities,

the degree of

accentuation given to contrasts in color, proportion, silhouette, and
the direction and quality of line soften or exaggerate the
tensions so

that the work gradually assumes a personality and conveys a mood.

Thus,

in Puvis' Ludus and other decorative works of the period,

the

narrow range of tones, the long horizontal format, the restrained

movements of the figures, the delicate, regular flow of line, and
slightly curved angles of the silhouettes create an effect of controlled calm which is pleasantly melancholy, yet not without livelines.
Roll's Fete

,

on the other hand, is quite the opposite in ef-

fect, yet the means are the same.

The strong coloration and
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exaggerated contrasts between light and dark
tones, the vigorous

gestures of figures in the crowd and of the band
master, and the uneven
line of heads, create a sense of pleasant
vivacity, dynamic energy.
The same result is obtained in the Palais de
Trocadero, with its

outlandish disproportions and brilliant touches
of

of color on the domes

the pavillions.
To stop the analysis here would ignore the important
social and

psychological dimensions of this style.

Its ability to function as a

communication system is dependent upon two characteristics which
all
these works possess:
of

images.

the clearly stated formal elements and the choice

In the first case,

palpable physical presences.

stylistic elements are treated as
In Henner's Eglogue

(Fig.

22),

for

example, the work depends for its effect on the appealing tone and
texture of the figures and their placement on the horizontal field of
the canvas.

The work invites engagement and meditation on the nature

of

the experience through an exploitation of

of

its formal elements.

the affective properties

The slightly grainy quality of the paint,

the

harmonious tonal arrangement of the colors, and the fluid contours of
the figures and landscape root more abstract rational associations in
the physical reality of the work.

The significance of paint and canvas, color and form for the

viewer, that is their role as signs of an external reality and an

internalized mental state, cannot be communicated without the contribution made by the compositional arrangement, the poses and actions
of

the figures.

By setting

the figures at either end of

the long
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rectangular format, Henner has
created an active sort of balance
dependent for its effect partly
on the assumption that the
consumer's
eye will tend to find a stable
resting point between the two
figures.
The artist has associated these
visual patterns with musical and
bodily

rhythms through the agency of the
figures, and the viewer is engaged
through the intensity of the listener's
concentration and the slight

imbalance of her pose.

In this manner,

the consumer is led to make in

his own mind the associations between
music and physical movement that
the artist asserts in the work and
to experience the emotion which
this

sort of harmony and balance convey.

These images when placed in conjunction with
the physical and
emotive character of the formal composition are
imbued with their palpable qualities and seem to be inseparable from
them.

Puvis' concep-

tion of the social life of the Picards, for example,
is fully in accord

with the compositional order, the color scheme, and the
general sense
of

subdued harmony that infuses the painting.

Indeed,

the feeling

of

calm and order arising from the work seems to be an outgrowth of
this
sort of social order and activity.

Thus, the particular ideal senti-

ment Puvis expresses through his medium takes on
that binds psychological feeling

with new levels of meaning.

To

to an

a

social dimension

external reality, endowing it

the extent which form and content

coincide in these works, meaning seems

to

arise naturally so that one

intuitively grasps their moral and social significance.
The clarity and precision with which the forms are defined and

arranged raise intuited knowledge

to

the level of conscious

understanding.

They co.pel the consumer
to .ove through the
composi-

tions according

to a

pre-established order and

to .ake

certain logical

connections between the various
elements of the work and the
final
form.

The pedagogical aspect of
this style is best exemplified
by

Roll's Fete (Fig. 24), for the
extroverted character of the
figures,
the strong contrasts of color,
and the lack of finesse in
the integration of the compositional elements
are more obvious than in the

architecture or in Puvis' work.
It

of

is

through the arrangement of the
composition that the meaning

the work is conveyed.

regions:

The painting is divided horizontally
into two

that of the brilliant yellow-white
sky which enfolds the

statue of the Republic and that of the
colorful crowd.

The figures are

grouped into two triangular wedges, separated
from one another by the
diagonal strip of light on the ground moving
from the lower right towards the upper left.

These groups are further distinguished by dif-

ferences in dress and behavior, denoting differences
in social status.
The lower middle classes (tradespeople, and
artisans) are on the left,

members of the upper echelons on the right.

Separation of these sec-

tors of the "working classes" is not complete, however,

for some of the

left hand group can be found on the right and some of the
figures on
the right move or face towards the left.

Moveover, the young vendor of

commemorative buttons and the distinguished figure in white create

a

vertical central axis uniting the two social groups and creating a
bridge between them and the upper region of the painting.
along

this axis, including

the flag

The elements

pole with the plaque inscribed
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"Pax" and the statue of the
Republic, In fact, sum up what
Is InpUed
the arrangement of the Images:
that the initiative and energy
of
the lower middle classes will
unify the people and provide the
impulse
for attaining the ideal
Republic.

m

Because of their physical appearance,
their frontality, and their

relatively isolated position in the
crowd, these juxtaposed images assume the character of emblems.

They confront the viewer, demanding

that he unravel the central idea of
the painting by identifying the

images, categorizing them, interpreting
the cues given by the artist in
the form of anecdotal details, groupings
of images, and their juxtapo-

sitions.

Through

a

conscious intellectual effort certain connections

between the images can be deduced, and the relationship
between the
idea expressed and the compositional order can be
understood.

For

example, simply by conflating the pictorial order with
the social

ordering in the painting, Roll is able to suggest to the viewer
that
this method of achieving pictorial harmony is also the way
to social

harmony.

Moreover, since this method involved organizing visual signs

into patterns that do not correspond to actual social practice but

function rationally within the composition, this style gives the sug-

gestion the ring of a real possibility.

The artist, one may conclude,

intended to lead the consumer to believe that general adoption of such
a system of ordering experience will produce similar effects

in real

society.
The work also offers another illusion:

emerging pictorial order.

that of a gradually

The band master is the key figure in the

creation of this effect.

By dramatically silhouetting
his head, arm,

and baton against the light
and placing hi. high up on
the left, Roll
uses hi. as the principal
means of "orchestrating" the work.
Numerous

figures are shovm responding
to this gesture and to the
rhythm it implies, while elements such as
the canopy poles, flag poles
and viewing
stand repeat or counterpoint it.

In this way the artist marks
a path

across the painting from left to right,
back to the center, culminating
in the high keyed upper range of
the composition.

The eye of the

viewer is engaged by the gesture of
the band master and picks out the
forms that echo it, so that these
unconnected images are gradually

woven into a unified pattern, one that is
percieved by the consumer,
but in this case does not exist in the
work- itself.

One is thus given

the impression of moving from a realm of
disordered matter to a more

organized and higher form of material existence, an
impression made
more convincing by the fact that the physical
properties of the pigment
are fully exploited.

When Roll accepted the commission for this painting, he
apparently wished to use it to call attention to the social value of
art and
the artist. ^3

He did

so by establishing an analogy between the band

master unifying the crowd and directing its attention to more abstract
ideal and the function Roll himself performs for the consumer of the

work by composing it as he did.

His painting, as a product with

a

par-

ticular aesthetic character and content, alters the consumer's experience, making his existence seem capable of being more logical, more

satisfying, and more integrated, and promising that such an altered
state will benefit society.
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This sa.e sort of stylistic
illusionist prevails in the
architecture of the universal
expositions, although the
social dimension and
the artist's presence as
a manipulator are only
i.pUed. The Eiffel
Tower (Fig. 35) and the
Galerie des machines differ
in that they

Clearly reveal the relationship
between the final for. of
the work and
the arrar^e.ent of the
structural elements. Asymptotic
curves of the
tower and arched girders of
the Galerie seem to grow
out of and su^arize the compositional process.
The cohesive pattern which
the consumer had to extract from the
Roll and synthesize in his mind
is objectified in these edifices, so that
their forms seem to clearly mark
the

fusion of mind and matter in material
culture, which the Republicans

desired the new style to represent.
The similarity between the Republicans'

prescription for the new

style and the actual products of
artistic effort is not fortuitous.

There is reason to believe that the Republicans
exercised a direct influence over these artists at this time and
that their vision helped to

influence the development of their styles.
a friend of Proust's,

asking

to

wrote to the Prefect of the Seine in April 1879

paint a series of murals for the new Hotel de Ville.

would depict
ieu,

For example, Manet, who was

.

.

les diverses corporations se mouvant dans leur mil-

la view publique et commerciale de nos jours."

treated were listed as:

'"Pari

s-Halles

,

Paris-Cherains

Port, Paris-Souterrains, Paris-Cours et jardins."^^

The subjects to be
fle

fer,

Paris-

Both the date

and the wording of Manet's proposal are very interesting.
to

These

He proposes

present the middle classes conceived as an interdependent congeries
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Of

"corporations" engaged in the working and
lesiure time activities!S

which generate and sustain this way
of life.

Given Manefs association

with Proust, his Republican sympathies,
and his interest in the figure
of Henri Rochefort about

this time, it would seem that the
Republicans'

expressed support for themes which had always
attracted him encouraged
him to suggest this mural series and entertain
the hope of being com-

missioned

to

execute it. ^5

Such support may also have restimulated

his emphasis on the decorative aspects of his work.
as Puvis and Roll the connection is much firmer.

being commissioned,

lican's taste had
tion,

For artists such

Their major works

some accommodation between artists and the Repub-

to be made.

Even in works which Roll did on specula-

such as the Greve des mineurs and the Chantier de Surenes

must have had an eye on the government as

a

,

he

prospective purchaser, for

only a limited number of buyers could afford or would be interested in

works of this size devoted
noted,

to

such themes.

As one writer on Roll

the cost of such works was considerable, and

the artist painted

them with the expectation of recouping his investment and making a profit as well.

The same sort of argument would hold true for Mer-

cie's work, his major Salon entries during these years being intended
for public display and appreciation.'^'^
As for the architects,

their works by definition had to take into

consideration the needs and tastes of the patrons.

The structures de-

signed and built for the universal expositions were conceived in response to the Republicans call for edifices destined for specific purposes.

Anyone hoping

to

have his plans accepted had, therefore,

to
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take the prescriptions of the
Republicans seriously, using them as

guidelines for the design. 48
according
to

to Lockroy.

Eiffel is a somewhat different case

Apparently, the Tower was an idea he undertook

develop on his own, recognizing that its
symbolic meaning and its

structural form would interest Hugo deeply. ^9
There is also reason to believe that these
artists were naturally
in sympathy with the Republicans' values,

finding in their concept of

style a means of giving expression to ideals and
experiences shared by

artists and politicians.

Many of them were the sons of artisans,

small-scale entrepreneurs, businessmen, and manufacturers
or

professional men, that is they came from the same middle classes
that
had spawned

the Republicans 50
.

^any of them also, like the

Republicans, had found themselves in opposition

to

the educational

system in the 1860's and had come to rely on their own efforts as much
as formal schooling for their education. 51

it was

their own

lifestyle and their own social group which they were offered the

opportunity

to

celebrate and to keep as the dominant mode of existence

in the Republic.

The developments in their styles may, therefore,

reflect the strong emotional attraction which the Republicans' concept
of

the new style exercised over them.

Artists' interest in these ideas

and reasons for accepting them will be discussed in greater depth in
the chapters which follow.

The Character of the New Style:

Symbolistic or Synthetic?

Earlier on, the style was characterized as emblematic or
symbolistic.

Some qualification of this term is needed, for it calls
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attention to an attribute which
is not really the most
distinct ive nor
the most fundamental
characteristic of the new style.
Other styl es in
the history of art are emblematic
and treat their formal component
s as
symbols.
Indeed, it is this characteristic
which made it possible for

Hugo to use the art of the past as
he did.

The styles which ioMedi-

ately follow this one in historical
time, Art Nouveau and Modernism,
are also such styles.

While the Republican style had
affinities with

both and might be considered a source
for them, it differed in ways

which help to point up the inadequacy of
the designation:

emblematic

or symbolistic.
In the case of Art Nouveau,
of ordered labor and

this later style sacrificed the signs

the compressed,

forward pressing space in favor of

fluid line, flat surfaces, assymetrical arrangements
and linear treat-

ments not necessarily expressive of structural organization
and often

gratuitously playful. 52

Art Nouveau, as it is found in the works of

Alphonse Mucha (1860-1953) or Hector Guimard (1867-1942) (Figs.
36, 37)
in the

1890's eliminated stylistic factors that in the Republicans'

view would show the middle classes how to clarify and structure their
thought and behavior patterns and bind people together.
As for Modernism in painting,

the Republican style differed from

it primarily in the nature of its imagery, and,

then too, in the degree

to which the structural elements in design departed from

experience 53
.

xhe cultural forms,

i.e.,

nomal visual

themes, shapes, etc., and

compositional forms fundamental to the new style because of their
strong social implications are missing from Modernism.

In the art
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which Matisse and the Cubists
were to do twenty years later,
the
imagery is related to intimate,
psychological experience and to universal forces.

The artist's studio, his life,
his fantasy, and crea-

tive experience are removed from
contemporary society which exists

outside the world of art. 54

whatever this difference may suggest

about the change in the relationship
between the function of the artist
and his work on the one hand, and
middle-class society on the other in
the decade preceding World War

I.

the sort of mocking, half-serious

juxtaposition of real objects and painted ones in
Picasso's collages
(Fig.

38) suggest the artist no longer believed that the
union of

modern industrial culture with the reality designed
by

the'

artist would

provide the basis for a new social order, or at least
social "engagement" had become periferal as an impulse to fabricating
art.
The same does not hold true for French architecture of this

period.

At least

the works of Auguste Ferret (1874-1954) offer a

continuation of efforts

to

provide rational, functional designs for

modern commercial society and to exploit the possibility of new materials to these ends, 55

xhe character of the architectural forms and

interior spaces may have become more angular in 25 bis rue Franklin,
built in 1903 (Fig. 39); but the same structural principles and aes-

thetic values which underlie the Eiffel Tower are found in the style of
the design.

There is thus

a

parting of the ways of architecture and

painting that occurs later on, separating into related but distinct
streams what the Republican style had united into

a

coherent system.
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The style in quastion
.ost closely resembles the
mode developed
in the 1880. s kno™ as
Sy^hoUs.. Wot.s supported by
the Republicans

possess characteristics which
a recent writer has noted
constitute the
essential elements of Symbolist
painting:

d"u%::r:^::s:rr:crnter"c^:st-fd"i:e""^""^r;

-^-^-^

narration du'un fait anecdotique,
mais inciter a reflechir
^ui depasse le contenu
P---^
vCuel"
composantes musicales de I'oeuvere
I'arr
d
art .J'T^T'^''
metaphore kmes thesique que de
nombreux artistes
symbolistes ont souvent mentionnee.
Celle-ci traduit le
'

f

spectateur, elle est la suggestion
poetique.
La musicalite de
1 oeuvre symboliste est mentionnee par
contraste avec I'idee
qu elle contient et ne peut en etre
separee.
A la
comprehension intellectuelle doit s'ajouter
une comprehension
intuitive afm que le tableau soit per^u
corarae une entite et
prenne tout son sens.-^"

According to this definition the differences
that exist between
the works preferred by the Republicans
and those which are considered

Symbolist have more to do with the fact that the
former wished

to

asso-

ciate a psychological state with a social condition
and to limit the
range of experience conveyed by works for general
consumption to those

sentiments and experiences that were not only universal, but
could be
turned to positive social, economic, and moral ends.

Labor, leisure,

affection, the experience of reflection itself, enthusiasm, and devotion were presented in an optimistic context.

For this reason an art-

ist of the stature of Puvis de Chavannes could be accepted into the

Republican camp on the basis of his large scale decorations and into
the Symbolist camp on the basis of his Pauvre pecheur (Fig. 21), when

stylistically both sorts of work are not fundamentally different from

one another.57

,,,3 ^^^^^^^

Republicans' style might be

placed into the category of
what has been termed
"symbolistic art," or
the category of Symbolism
might be expanded to include
this style. 58

certainly the Republicans'
efforts to encourage the development
of this style, beginning as
early as

1876 and probably earlier, pre-

dates the full flowering of
Symbolism.59

^^e

it

is difficult

to

argue that Symbolism was a direct
outgrowth of these efforts, it can be
claimed that the Republicans contributed
to its development through
their insistence that the subject of
a work was the emotional and in-

tellectual content conveyed through formal
elements and the physical

character of the images, rather than through
anecdotal detail and
applied ornament.

Also not to be overlooked here is their
argument

that science and technology could contribute
to art by offering a new

approach to the handling of materials,

a

new concept of matter, and

a

more precise and sensitive way of analyzing form and ordering
composition.

Even if Symbolism represents an exploration and evocation
of

private and subjective states cut off from conventional social intercourse, those states and the means of evoking

thera

reveal the artist's

knowledge of the modern industrial world, its values, and character.
They rely for their impact not on rejecting the concept of matter and

methods of analysis and synthesis proposed by the Republicans, but on
what the Symbolist poet Gustave Kahn called "annulling the pattern of a

forced and spiritual modernism.

Kahn's comment pinpoints the issue at hand in defining the char-

acter of the new Republican style, that is its relationship to modern
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connnercial and industrial
society.

appropriate

to

It

seems,

therefore, more

consider the style from the
point of view of its f.
Lunc-

tion Vis-a-vis the market
place.

Conceived as

a

means of enabling

commodities to transform human
beings' material and emotional
existence
for the better, the salient
feature of this style is not so
much that
its mode is symbolic but that
it possesses the ability
to suggest a

particular sort of reality.
a

It,

therefore, makes more sense to
call it

synthetic style, in order to give full
consideration to the social,

moral, and economic function it was
intended to perform.

This syn-

thetic realism in fact provides the
spine of the style from which sym-

bolic meanings radiate like ganglia. 61
There are several ways in which these works
may be categorized as
synthetic.

First of all, by their very nature one is
made aware that

the various stylistic elements are not
organically related, but wrought

into a whole through a rational system of ordering
which involves an
act of will on the artist's part.

The highly self-conscious delinea-

tion of forms and arrangement of them, the sophisticated
regulation of

harmonies and proportions, and the choice of themes and images
testify
to efforts

to find

the common denominator that will correlate disparate

types of sensory stimuli and bind them together.

This common basis is

the conception of these elements as physical entities with powers of

mutual attraction and repulsion that allow them to be brought in

dynamic equilibrium.
These are also synthetic works in that the artist produces,

through the arrangement of the material constituents and their

to a
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correlation with certain fa.iUar
i.ages. physical effects seemingly
analogous to those produced by
natural phenomena.
The result is a

sort

of paradox,

for although the style is an
artificial, i.e., a manufac-

tured system and openly declares
itself so, it appears to be a natural
one because of the relationship
between the arrangement of forms, their

material character, and the effect they
produce.
The final way in which these works
are synthetic has to do with
the act of consumption.

The manner in which the materials are
handled

and the individual elements organized
elicits an intuitive kinesthetic
and reflective intellectual response from
the consumer.

The presence

of a subject is not only presumed, but the
works assert themselves into

the viewer's consciousness and demand his attention.

these palpable elements and their patterning in
of

a

He is engaged by

dialectical process

reflecting on the meaning of the imagery and understanding the
man-

ner in which the artist objectified his idea.

The consumer mentally

reenacts the creative process and resynthesizes the stylistic elements
into a meaningful psychological order.

Herein lies what the Republi-

cans saw as the means to a synthesis or union of separate indivuduals

into a new social body.

It

is also this

sort of synthetic experience

certain Republicans, notably Hugo, Lockroy, and Simon, hoped would

generate new ideas and encourage useful invention.
It

is not

surprising to find that this style has much in common

with the art of advertising which was rapidly developing during the

1880's.^2

a

model for the design of

a host

of consumer products,

the style was conceived as a label or container immediately

.

.

"
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coe^unicaan, l.fo™.,io. about
The style of the .odern
poster,

Its

o™

at this tl„e.

Republicans

.he nature and ,ualit, „,
the product.

for example, which began
to co^e Into

is very similar In
character

to

that of the

'

One of its earliest historians,

Ernest Maindron (1838-1907), an

official in the national bureau
of public instruction and Chef
du
service du catalogue for the 1889
Exposition universel, defined the

essential elements of advertising in
his seminal work Les Affiches

^^^""^^^^^ (1886). 63

Citing

the work of the prolific poster

designer Jules Cheret. Maindron first
emphasized the fact that

Cherefs images were taken from modern

life, and especially leisure

activities associated with the theater, the
cafe-concert, and popular
fetes.

Moreover, they were intimately related

to

modern commercial

enterprise
Elles ont ete dessinees toutes pour des etablissements
bien
connus et qui sont a la tete du raouvement commercial.

Although he noted Cheret used them

to

evoke

a

feeling of movement,

this motion was closely tied to the essential character of the
culture
and of

the particular activity which constituted

his work.

Cheret presented, he argued,

the real

subejct of

"une idee nette et pre-

cise d'un sujet moins vaste et sur lequel il veut plus specialement

appeler

1

'attention.

The means of conveying

this idea in advertising were the same as

those reocmmended by the Republicans.
Cheret'

licans'

s

Maindron'

s

characterization of

handling of line and oclor is strikingly close to the Repub-

prescriptions.

Not only did Cheret eliminate superfluous
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detail and rely on clearly
articulated line, he also used
color 1„
way they would have approved.

a

Pour la couleur, et c'est
le pont capital, M. Cheet
arrive
oujours a des effets decoratifs
d une grind
pux
ance
]
precede par .asses, a I'alde
de vigoureuses opposx ions'
har^onisees par des fonds gradues
d'un o lor s

"

'

s™nt

Finally, these means were
inexorably tied
the Republicans had advocated,

that is,

the same immediate ends

to

to

the necessity of communi-

cating impressions and ideas about
the product to the consumer:

Toutes^ces conditions etant remplies,
ii est impossible de
voir l^une de ses productions sans
saisir immediatement le
caractere de I'ouvrage qu'il patronne.
Si I'oeil est saMsfait
1 esprit ne I'est pas moins.
Ses affiches sortent du mur et
commandent I'attention. C'est la le
resultat essential. 64
.

.

.

'

The similarities are striking.

Like modern advertising

style possessed the ability to create a
sense of reality,

to

this new

suggest

that satisfaction was to be found in the
products of modern industry
and commerce.

Like the poster and the label, it made use of
new devel-

opments in technology to produce these effects.

differences also exist between the two.

Unlike modern advertising,

reality the new style purveyed was that of

encompassed man.

But certain important

a

universal system that

And unlike modern advertising,

the product the new

style purveyed was not a particular theatrical production, circus,

department store, book, or brand of furniture.
lifestyle, a set of moral,

It

sold a particular

social and economic behavior patterns

governed by principles that transcended the search for profit and
pleasure. These products meant to reintegrate man into the system of
nature had to be announced by a style which had certain constraints
placed on its artificial character.

the
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It was .odern science
which the Republicans felt
would enable

the style to direct hu.an
attention and activity towards
ends beyond

Simple self-indulgence by
presentir^ an i.age that not
only appeared
real, but was real.
Thus, in order to fully
understand the synthetic
character of this style, it is
necessary to look at it in light
of the

nature of science and developments
in physics, chemistry,
psychology,
and aesthetics during the latter
part of the nineteenth century.
The relationship between the synthetic
nature of the Republicansstyle and science which is discussed
below is not a fortuitous one. The

scientists, psychologists, and aestheticians
who will be mentioned were

well-known

to

the Republicans, as was their work.

In

several cases,

that of Pierre Eugene Berthelot
(1827-1907), Paul Bert (1833-1886),

and Charles Blanc (1813-1882),

these men travelled in the same poli-

tical circles and held positions in the government;
while in others,

particularly that of Michele Eugene Chevreul (1786-1889),
they were
universally known and admired at the time. Chevreul was in
fact

a

public figure of the stature of Hugo, what the Japanese would
call
living national treasure.

a

An avid supporter of the Eiffel Tower who

held a prominent place in the panorama of French science painted for
the 1889 Exposition, his one hundredth birthday was celebrated as a

public festival in 1886.

itoreover, many of these individuals and

ideas were known to the general public and

to

their

artists through public

lecture series on science and art presented at the College de France
and

through reports on their work in the popular press.
At the heart of the kinship between the new style and science

lies an acceptance of scientific procedures as the basis for artistic
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co.posUioa.

The scientific method
which relies on the analysis
of

phenomena and the synthesis
of this information into

a coherently
formulated law descrihi^ their
activity in general terms is
analogous
to the way in which the
works under discussion are
constructed.
In
them the essential characteristics
of the structural elements
are

identified and arranged so as
another.

express their relationship

to one

Through these relationships the
general principles which

unite them are implied.
to

to

Just as scientists use mathematical
equations

express such relationships in highly
symbolic form, the new style

offered another means of accomplishing

the same ends, although one less

abstract in its choice of symbols. 66
But this methodology does not operate
in a vacuum.

It

is guided

by a particular notion of what phenomena
are acceptable subjects of

analysis and of what constitutes an acceptable
synthesis. 67

During

the latter half of the nineteenth century
the focus of attention in art

as in science shifted
of change.
of

Among

the physical

to

the study of natural phenomena and

the process

scientists and philosophers, the growing acceptance

theory of matter and the laws of thermodynamics asso-

ciated with this theory opened the way

to

the conception of all phe-

nomena, including light and the human organism as different aspects of
the same internally motivated, dynamic system, continuously engaged in
the process of self-construction and organization. 68

so

far as the

formal elements in the works interlocked with one another producing a

coherent ordering, the style is not simply
but an aesthetic expression of it.

a

paradigm of this system
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That this was in fact
the case, at least for
architecture, is
horn out h. Eiffel and
Outert's reliance on physical
laws of stress i.
designing the Tower and the
Galerie.
Davioud turned to the science
of
acoustics, that is, the laws
governing the .otion of sound
waves, for
the design of the dome of
the Trocadero.69

^.^ough

it is not

always known, as it is in the
case of Davioud and Eiffel,
that the
figurative artists used mathematical
equations describing these

universal relationships

to

establish proportions and adjust
their

compositional schemas. the types of
imagery found in their works
indicate that music and architectural
construction provided them with
way of visualizing rational harmonies
that were too abstract when
reduced to purely mathematical terms.

Chantier (Fig. 17) not only depicted

.

Cazin as early as 1876 in his
a

scene in which a number of boats

are shown in various stages of completion,
but the play of curves and

horizontals establish patterns and rhythms through
which the structural
coherence of the work gradually emerges.

The connection between the

two is even clearer in his Souvenir de fete (Fig.
18) in which the

scaffolding of a building in the lower right corner is the
form which

locks the sky and landscape together and balances the
asymmetric

arrangement by stabililzing the opposing movement of the fireworks. ^0
Music rather than architecture is the overt organizing mechanism
in Henner's Eglogue (Fig.

listener,

separated by

22). ^1

a long

The opposition of performer and

horizontal interval of landscape, estab-

lishes a relationship between the activities of the figures, the
sound of the music, and the compositional arrangement.

There is
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an equation of psychological,
visual, and oral experience
which makes
the rhythm of the work doubly
palpable. Moreover, the activities
of
the figures inject a pulse
and flow of energy which is
absorbed and
reflected back in an endless
interplay. If not consciously
applying

discoveries in the science of optics
and acoustics made over the
previous century and

a half.

Henner certainly accepted the fact
that

certain analogies exist between the
physical properties and actions of
light and sound and that they both
operated according to rational

mechanistic principles.
The second sort of artistic synthesis,
that is the creation of ar

artificial reality that appeared to possess
the physical properties of
a natural

system, has its parallel in discoveries made
by organic

chemists and pragmatic inventors during the second
half of the century.

Scientific ideas and experiments on changing matter through
energy
transfer opened up the possibility of artifically producing
natural

compounds and of creating new ones that were not found in nature.

It

was in fact Berthelot who first applied the term "synthese" to the

production of organic compounds by this means. ^2

compounds

Lij^g

synthesized by Berthelot and Chevreul. or the electric light and the

phonograph to which Simon referred in his Introduction

,

the new style

seemed to produce effects that imitated real (natural) phenomena much
more convincingly than other styles of the past.''^

Works of art

created in this style could claim to be valid substitutes for nature
because they were equally "real."
Some scientists did argue that their discipline could help

artists perfect such effects.

Prominent among them was the chemist
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Michel Eugene Chevreul, head of the
Gobelins Tapestry works and

Director of the Musee d'histoire
naturelle.

Just as science had made

it possible to artificially
produce natural compounds in the laboratory

and create previously unknown ones,
Chevreul argued that science and

technology could offer artists the means
of synthesizing natural effects in their own work.

He actually combined his research in
color

theory and textile dyes with efforts to define
the specific ways in

which they could profit from such discoveries.

Much of what he had said about color over the years
was echoed by
the Republicans.

Chevreul felt that his law of the simultaneous con-

trast of colors held the key to producing natural effects in
works of
art.

That law rested on the idea that different color tonalities in

nature are produced by different wave lengths of light vibrating at

different frequencies.

These vibrations, Chevreul contended, create

different colored effects depending on the tones which are juxtaposed
next to one another. ^5

on the basis of this law, Chevreul proposed a

system for simulating colored effects in nature and producing new ones
of equivalent intensity.

As he told the photographer Nadar in a famous

interview of 1886:
Quant aux peintres, la connaissance de la loi du contraste
simultanee des couleurs est de premiere necessite.
Ne
savez-vous done pas que, mathematiqueraent pour copier fidel ment le modele colore il faut en fair la copie autrement qu'on
,

,

le voit?''*^
In addition,

Chevreul pointed out what the Republicans had also argued

would be the benefit of such control:

the creation of an artificial

environment that was coherent in its organization and at the same time

^

:
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The third kind of synthesis,
that which takes place in the
.ind
of the consumer, was also
related to the scientific
paradigm of a

physical system in dynamic
equilibrium.

The Republicans'

style not

only presented an image of
the natural system, and,
therefore, of the
ideal economic system, but through
its affective power it integrated

individuals into that system and
empowered them to influence its development.
Underlying this view was the asusmption
that the external
world and the mental and physical
world of the individual operated

according to the same principles 78
.

of

The style, in offering a picture

this system, struck a respondent chord
in the consumer, stimulating

his mind and body to organize themselves
in accordance with the expe-

rience.

Ernst Gombrich's description of the theory
of perception which
Art and Illusion is helpful in explaining
this relationship.

He defines

the process, which he notes is an educational
one, as

follows
All cognitive processes, whether they take the form of
perceiving, thinking, or recalling, represent "hypothesis" which
the organism sets up ...
They require "answers" in the form of
some further experience, answers that will either confirm or disprove them
.

.

.

.

.

'

Because of the underlying assumption, it was possible to

conceive of the process that would transform the mental and physical
state of the individual as analogous if not identical to that used to

transform raw matter into synthetic compounds.

Certain scientists and

aestheticians not only conceived of the effects which external stimuli
had on the individual in terms of a synthesis of this sort, but were

interested in exploring the role which art could play in organizing
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hu.an perception and
stimulating activity.

They, like the Repub-

licans, advocated the
development of a new style that
utilized their

findi^s

for purposes of .oral
and social reform.

Physiologists such
as Claude Bernard (1813-1878)
and his disciple Paul Bert
investigated
the physical effects of
external stimuli on living
organisms, effects

which Bert termed -work."

Their work was related to that
of the German

Hermann von Helmhotz (1821-1894).
who studied the relationship
between
the physical

sensation provoked by particular
stimuli in the nerve

receptors and the individual's
evaluation of these sensations, limiting
his a posteriori conclusions to
evaluations of the pitch, color, and

weight of the stimuli.

These researchers did not, however,
concern

themselves with the emotional and more
complicated cognitive processes
that were elicited by external phenomena.

They backed off from the

study of areas of experience which were only
indirectly observable and

difficult

to

quantify. 80

This area of inquiry was pursued by

notably the aesthetician

,

number of Frenchmen,

Charles Blanc and the psychophysicist Charles

Henry (1859-1926), who was for
Bert's laboratory.

a

a

short time research assistant in Paul

Chevreul too, although he confined his research to

chemistry and the physics of optics, fully supported this line of
inquiry and saw it as related

to his

own interests.

All

three men

attempted to account for alterations in perception and understanding
and for the moral and social consequences of these alterations. They

also proposed ways

social situations.

to

apply this information

to

psychological and

The research of Chevreul and Charles Henry can be

:
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said .0 have co.pl.„.„.,
eianc's efforts.
and

clanfy

.he

a„e.pUng

Co

.elaUo.shlp between .ay given
sa.uXi and

response, they hoped
phical

B.

to

provide a

£i™

,uanafv

a given

e.pitlcal basis fot philoso-

theories concernltg the
affective power of art.

For example,

working fro. the sa.e precise
put forth by Blanc In his
arts de dessl n, e.g.. that
diagonal lines above a horizontal
were
energizing and stimulated feelings
of happiness, they measured
the

Orasalr^

armies of Incline and tried
stimulating effect.

to

detennlne the optl.u. angle for
the ™os

The same correlations were
attempted with color

and sound. 31

Such research continued a tradition
which had its roots in Plato
and Aristotle.

It had long

been recognized that color, linear
motion,

and patterns of visual and auditory
stimuli were associated with emo-

tional states and

the expression of psychological
character. 32

These

nineteenth century psychophysicists and
philosophers pursued this line
of inquiry

further, examining, among other phenomena,
the effects of

specific optical stimuli, e.g. colors, lines, and
patterns on the human
organism, and clarifying psychological and physiological
responses
such effects.

to

The assumption behind this research was that the
more

ordered the presentation of the stimuli, the more ordered and
morally

beneficial the response.

As Charles Blanc noted:

Deux choses sont a observer et a concilier dans 1 ordonnance
sa beaute optique, celle qui repond au plaisir des yeux
et sa
beaute morale ou poetique, celle qui touche aux sentiments. 33
'

,

One sort of ordering was considered more pleasant than others:

that based on the laws governing natural phenomena.

Such ordering

.

:
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produced the pleasingly intangible
feeling that the external world
and
Che internal worlds were
brought into conjunction.
Such ordering made
sense out of the stimuli, enabling
the individual to mentally
digest
them with ease and to find
satisfaction in the experience.
Chevreul's
comment on the misuse of the law
of simultaneous contrasts reveals
the
degree to which these men felt the
psychological equilibrium of the

individual and of social relationships
depended upon the proper adjustment of sensory experience.
Que d'inconvenients en tous ordres et
dans toutes les conditions
de [SIC
par 1' ignorance ou la meconnaissance
de cette loi'
c'est un menage qui sera rompu pour le choix
malencontreux"d'une*
toilette
J

Fatuous as it may seem in our culture jaded by
Madison Avenue techniques, Chevreul seriously argued tht an arrangement
of colors chat was
not true to nature could destroy one of the foundation
stones of

liberal democratic society.

Chevreul's description of his purpose in

introducing artists to the law of simultaneous contrasts is
equally
helpful in understanding the purpose which art could serve for the

consumer
il raut faire voir.
II faut que vous voyez, il faut que je
vous fasse voir.
Parce que c'est quand je vols que je crois.^^
.

.

.

What one "saw" according to Chevreul was a vision of the mechanized

universe in the form of an experience of perfect harmony. For Chevreul
this experience was a positive stimulus to believe in a better life and
to strive

to make it

accessible to others.

Charles Henry was more precise about how the corrected vision,

made possible through the artist's use of scientific analysis to

.
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control line and color, could
produce the behavior necessary for
social
harmony
Ce que la science pent et doit
faire:

c'est repandre

fonction socxale est immense en ces
temps d 'oppression et de
collisions sourdes. Elle doit epargner
a 1 'artiste des
hestiations et des essais inutiles, en
assignant la voie dans
laquelle il peut trouver des elements
esthetiques
toujours
^
^
j
plus riches ...
Henry proposed that artists use -le schema
de

1'

expression de

plaisir" which science had developed, as the
basis for the design of an

artificial environment.
of

Expanding on Paul Bert's view that the product

physical stimuli on the living organism was labor,
he explained that

the character and ordinance of eveerything

architecture
individual

to

to

in this man-made

system from

landscaped gardens to furniture would stimulate each

"realiser le maximum de travail" while channeling their

labor into paths that were beneficial to otehrs.

The end result of

this effect would be the union of all individuals into an ordered,

rhythmic system, the creation of

a

synthetic entity which Henry called

"the reality of a superior coordination of the virtual movements of

individual s "^^
.

Accompanying their efforts

to

define the essential elements of

style and their proper ordinance was the recognition that the desired

psychological and social synthesis could not be effected unless the
stimuli assumed an appearance that was recognizable and meaningful to
the consumer.

Beginning with the study of Greek art by Winklemann and

of Egyptian hieroglyphs by men like Thomas Young

and the archaeologist

Antoine Mongez in the eighteenth century, these images were considered
to be mental

signs or hieroglyphs arising spontaneously from the psyche
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Of individuals in a
society and encap sula ti:^

certain concepts and
emotional states in for.s
that were understood by
.he .e.bers of that
society.87 Such single .otifs
fo^ed the primordial visual vocabulary of a society, and the
rules governi^ the ordering
of their parts

constituted

a

syste. by which their meaning
could be communicated

others in the group.

m

to

his well-known book L ^Grammaire
des art de

dessin, first published in the
1860s,

Charles"^^I!7^^i^^r^^

origins of these motifs and the
significance attached

to

the impression which natural
phenomena had made on man.

them lay in

Religious

architecture, temples, and towers, for
example, were modeled on mountains and their designers strove to
imitate the physical effect of

these impressive natural features.

In so doing

they purposely imitated

the harmonious system of nature which
lay behind appearance, knowing

that these forms and their ordonnance would
exercise a particular

influence over the population.
Pursuing ideas which Hugo also supported, Blanc
developed the

notion that the images embodied in art created an emotional
and intellectual bond between individuals.

His description of the intentions of

the builders of

provides a stunning insight into the

the Tower of Babel

psychological effects which Blanc felt certain archetypical motifs
could have on a group of individuals.
Venez, batissons-nous une ville, se disent les descendants de Noe,
et acquerons-nous de la renommee, de peur que nous ne soyons
disperses sur toute la terre. Ainsi, dans la crainte d un
nouveau deluge ou de quelque autre catastrophe, les Noachides
elevent la tour de Babel, soit comme un point de ralliement,
soit pour transmettre aux generations futures, avec un
temoignage de la puissance humaine
'

.

.

.
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There is virtually no
difference between the social
aims Blanc
attributed to the noachides
and those of the Republicans
in erecting
the Eiffel Tower.
The knowledge of the
expressive character of images,
that is their power to
move the consumer emotionally,
came from man's

familiarity with himself, in
particular with the human body and
face.
These constituted the aspects
of nature with which he was
best acquainted and which he projected
onto the rest of the universe.

Thus,

it was also a fundamental
premise of Blanc's that certain
basic forms

and arrangements of forms a priori
signified certain moral ideas and

emotional states

to

the consumer. 89

Although in his Grammaire, Blanc separated
this moral function of
artistic style from industrial design,
in his writings of the late
1870s and early 1880s, most notably in the
Grammaire des arts decora tifs and his review of the arts at the 1878
Exposition universelle, he

came to see that the function of beauty and
that of utility could be

united.

If

in the late

'60s he felt that,

de I'art, on consomme les produits de

1

'

"on admire les creations

Industrie

,

"

ten years later he

could see that the process through which the artist
synthesized his
form and the viewer resynthesized it involved the physical
process

through which consumption of the object took place. ^0
Speaking of the new style which he saw emerging

in the archi-

tecture at the 1878 Exposition, he declared that it would satisfy the
needs of the "multitudes qui veulent se reunir."

It would

repond a des sentiments qui n'existe qu'en germe dans
I'humanite, a des besoins qu'elle n'avait pas connus jusqu'ici,
a des idees qui se developperont a I'abri meme de ces
temples.
Such a style "revele et consacre un nouvel ordre de choses."91

His descriptioa of the
edifice which would e.body
this stvle is
interesting for what it
suggest about the relationship
between the
synthetic character of the
new style and contemporary
science and aesthetic theory.
Built out of iron and
glass, its fon. would be that
of
a temple, coverir^ "des
espaces immenses sans les
encombrer de points

d'appuis intermediare."

The interior walls would be
pushed

limites du batiment ou ils n'ont
plus
clore

.

."92

.

a

"sur les

remplir que la fonction de

glanc could be describing

the Galerie des machines

and its effect on the spectator
eleven years before it was built!

Given the close association between
the Republicans and scientists and aestheticians during

these years and given their mutual
in-

terests and concerns, Blanc's prescription
is more than

cidence.
of

He performs the function of identifying

the new style, condensing

position as
Of all

a

mere coin-

the salient features

them into a vivid image, and pointing

way for artists and architects

Henry's for the public good,

a

a

to

use research such as Chevreul

'

s

the

and

service completely in accord with his

public servant in the employ of the Republic.
the works by Republican approved artists,

the Galerie and

the Eiffel Tower best meet the qualifications the
officials laid down.

Other works discussed, that is painting and sculpture, suffer
from too
overt an attachment to images drawn form the past, or from an awk-

wardness and inconsistency in the handling and arrangement of formal
elements, or from
forms.

a

failure to adequately simplify and economize their

Such impairments interfere with the ultimate psychgolog ical and

social function they were to perform.

The Galerie along with the Tower
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not only externalized the
Republican's ideology and clarified
its main

lineaments into a style, but
they seem to promise that
social harmony
and personal adjustment will
be possible through a
material culture
designed in accordance with its
patterns.
It

is impossible to view the
Tower at close range as an object

isolated from the viewer's world in
the way that a Byzantine Icon
is
(Figs. 33-35).
Moreover, it is not related to the
viewer as a Renaissance or Baroque work.

That is, it does not posit an
effortless con-

tinuation of the viewer's three dimensional
space.

The clear arti-

culation of the parts, the lack of internal
detailing or ornament, the
careful adjustment of the relationship of one
part to another, and the

scintillation of the elements against the light,
impinge themselves on
the viewer, draw one into conversation with
the structure and estab-

lish the terras of that dialogue.

As

the eye is moved upward by the

latticework of iron struts, all placed on an ascending
diagonal, the
mind constantly responds to and integrates the forms into a
systematic
order.

Essentially one is led to abstract from this data

a

the principles which Eiffel used in constructing the tower.

concept of

Although

what is seen first appears disjointed, often disorganized, and contra-

dictory, the manner in which the elements are arranged in

pattern forces one to recognize
them.

a

a

repeated

dynamic and logical connection among

Moreover, the relationship of the parts

to

the silhouettte of

the tower is such that in perceiving both, one has the sensation that

they are intimately connected.

The movement of the diagonals seems to

resolve itself into the form of the tower, while personal
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identiflcauoo „Uh .his
p„cess .a,es
Sovernl.^

.Ms cransfo^a.lon

U

appear as If .He principles

are responsible no. only
for .,e final

resolu.lon of .he el^en.s
In.o .he upward .hrus.
of .he edifice's
curving sides, bu. of one's
o™ feell^s In.o a sl.Uar sor. of
energized direc.lon. Lockroy.
Eiffel, and even .he
pe.l.loners agalns. .he
Tower all agreed .ha. .he
s.ruc.ure was unique In .he
degree .0 which
it performed this function
for the
93
viewer.

Conclusion

Lockroy's assertion that the new
style was capable of cultivating a new social order raises
the question of the extent

could provide individuals with a
solution
social, and economic problems.

Republicans' ideology offered
tific discoveries into

reason

to

a

^though
a

to

to

which it

their psychological,

the style did prove that the

viable system for incorporating scien-

harmoniously designed product, there is no

believe that success of this sort would necessarily
lead to

the desired psychological, economic, and

social equilibrium.

In fact,

certain problems within this line of reasoning argue
against the new
style's power

do

to

so.

The first problem has to do with the assumption that the
particu-

lar sort of rational ordering, imagery, and handling of materials
would
be irresistible

the middle classes.

to

austerity of such

a

There is no reason that the

style, nor its imagery, its particular dynamic, and

its restrained and canalized emotional tenor should be more inherently

satisfying

to

the consumer than kitch or tromp I'oeil

realism for

.
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example.

The fact thatthat i-u^
the consumer can comprehend
it and be moved by
it does not mean that he
finds it pleasing, even if
its character is an

expression of scientific truth
and the human reasoning
process.

Those
who petitioned against the
Eiffel Tower grasped the character
and sig-

nificance of its style without
any problem, but were repelled
rather
than attracted by it.
It may have carried them
along logically through
the dialectical process, but
it did so against their will.
The comments of Ferry, Simon,
Lockroy condemning alternative

styles suggest they were well aware
that the new style and the lifestyle associated with it were not universally
compelling.

Their argu-

ments in its favor all turned on the fact
that its attractiveness lay
in what it promised beyond itself, not
in its power to be satisfying in

and of itself.

The limited nature of its appeal is confirmed
by the

fact that both its development and its proliferation
depended to a

great extent on the influence wielded by these five
Republicans.
the change in the political situation about

With

1886, government support

for it began to decline as Lockroy's complaints about
the exposition of
1889 indicated:

L'idee a ete abandonnee apres le changement de
ministere.
On ne s'est plus occupe que du cote materiel,
tantot en essayant de supprimer la Galerie des Machines ou la
Tour Eiffel, tantot en exageant un peu le nombre des cafes et
des concerts, des theatres et des baraques.
Si, en effet,
quelque chose peut etre reproche a 1 Exposition c'est
d'avoir par trop rappele les foires d'autrefois
et aussi
[les] Folies-Bergere
'

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

The weakening of these five men's influence on public taste

towards the end of the 1880's

— to

which this quote attests

— had

perhaps

begun about the time of Hugo's death in 1885 and worsened with the
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relegation of Ferry to the
SSnat in 1886 and LoCroy's
dismissal as
mnister of Commerce in 1887.
Behind the shift in
governmental policies and the
commercialization of the fair lay the
char^i., economic situation
and concomitant
changes in the public's attitude
towards the lifestyle and culture

promulgated by the Republicans.

given

a

By

1886 the economic crises which
had

boost to their development and
helped maintain the Republicans

in power began to dissipate. 95

The renewed growth of cafe life
and

spread of music halls and cafe-concerts
into the working class neighborhoods, that is, the commercial
entertainments that mark Parisian
life at the end of the 1880's and
during the '90's, was one of the most

visible signs of the easing of the economic
situation. ^6

The other

was the shift of the support of commercial
interests from one group of

Republicans to another more interested in guarding
the profits of
larger businesses than in encouraging small firms
and independent
producers to modernize. 97

Thus, whatever support the style and its

proliferation may have had from businessmen and industrialists
who
needed social solidarity in the uphill fight against economic
depression and declining markets was eroded by increasing demands
for

inexpensive consumer products and larger profits.
Labor in growing numbers also began

to

move away from liberal

democratic Republicanism towards socialism and anarcho-syndicalism, as
unions came to use strikes to gain a share of increasing profits. 98

Ideologically, the anarchism of Kropotkid offered an attractive alter-

native to artisans and skilled workers whose sense of independence had
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made the. sympathetic to
Republicanism.

By af£ir™i,«

the value of

similar economic and aesthetic
Ideals and production methods,
it too
promised that the products of
labor would influence the development
of
society in favor of the working
vxLig cxasses,
classe<?
alh^if
albeit this group was now much
more narrowly defined.

With business and labor heading
in

a

different direction it is

fair to say that the style had
lost much of its raison d'etre by
1890,

save for those sectors of the working
classes whom the Republi-

cans had placed in the avant-garde of
society and who continued to be
on the defensive.

In sum,

the failure of the style in the market
place

testifies to the limitations of the Republicans'
ideology.

was only

It

compelling as a general solution to social dissolution
under certain

economic conditions.
The second problem concerns the promise that such
a style would
be a mark of quality and a guarantee of lasting
satisfaction because it

was an outgrowth of the process used in manufacturing.
is not a necessary relationship.

It

is possible that

modeled on the style and be poorly made.

But this,

too,

products could be

The art critic Arsene

Alexandre, a strong supporter of the new style in the 1880s noted a
growing discrepancy between the "look" of products and their real moral
and economic worth as commercialization grew around 1886.

In

1895 he

reiterated Maindron's complaint made nine years earlier against publishers who tried to sell poorly written books by packaging them in

attractive covers designed by good artists:
trompe^rie

.

.

.

"...

c'est une simple

sur la qualite de la marchandise vendue."

This

.
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practice thoroughly disgusted
the™ and forced the., reluctantly,
to
feel that the fine arts and
crafts should be separated fro.
the market
place. 100 Moreover, serious
criticisms were leveled against
the

architecture and urban renewal
which had been carried out under
the
guidance of M. Adolphe Alphand.
.mile Maindron and Alexandre
lamented
only its austere grey coloration,
the critic and novelist J.-K.

Huysmans denounced its ratioaallty
and severity, which, along with
the
open spaces created by the new
boulevards, he found spiritually
deadening
The style had turned out to be as false
an illusion as the

"trompe I'oeil realism."

The synthetic reality it announced, which
the

Republicans argued would be the source of human
felicity, turned out by
the 1890s to be no more satisfying in its
character than other styles.

Perhaps even less so, since it placed greater demands
on the consumer
and promised him so much more in his everyday life,
its failure to de-

liver seems to have been all the more disappointing.
of

Thus, a new form

frustration was introduced into the consumer's life, one that
led

him to separate art from public life, the aesthetic experience from
social activity.

The response of Alexandre marks a withdrawal from the

social arena by those outside government who had hoped the new style

would make the ideal Republic

a

realilty.

Rather than increasing so-

cial solidarity and inspiring consumers to action, the adaptation of
the style to commercial purposes undermined the social impulses which
had given birth to it and denigrated the social value of the artist and
the style which were to uplift commercial activity.

As popular culture

.
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turned Into .ass

c^rclal

cnlture In the 1890's, the
hope for main-

taining the salutary Influence
of art over Its for.,
content, and use,
dwindled

When the ramifications of the
Republicans' claims for the new
style are considered from the
producers' point of view, they too
can be
seen as a potential source of new
problems for artists and the government.

The character of the style and
its function limited the manner

in which the artist could create.

Required to formulate his personal

ideas and his feelings in images that
could be easily grasped by a

large audience, the artist had to find
archetypes for his own

experience that were also those of the middle
classes.
conceive of his work as

a

He also had to

structure he was building and of his mate-

rials as matter signifying physical, social and
psychological systems
that lay beyond the work of art.

Thus, he was supposed to determine

what were the most elemental characteristics of his
art and to con-

sistently emphasize these.

Moreover, he was required to think of the

compositional process as an equilibration of opposing forces, which was
communicated to the consumer in the form of energy transfer.

He thus

had to reduce his idea and his experience to a system of universal

signs and harmonies seen in balanced opposition to one another.

Even with science as

a

guide, this was a difficult task which not

every artist could fulfill, as Ferry and Hugo admitted.

subordination

of

It

demanded a

the artist's ego to the interests of the community.

Those who did not conceive of the artist's business in this manner were

considered socially irrelevant and morally wrong.

Judging from the
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eocenes

of

Chennevleres and Rob.rt-MltchaU,
as wall as certain

symbolist artists, thosa „ho
saw art as a „eans of evcUng
unl.ue
feelings and experiences
were forced into a position
of opposing the

.alnstrea^ of democracy in France
and devotl^ themselves
its underside and its fringes. 102

to explorir«

i„

Republicans' efforts to develop a new style
that would bind society together
could
cause rifts amo^ the very group
on whom they depended for its
Invention.
For those artists .ho did pursue
this path, however,

the Republi-

cans offered no guarantees that
arriving at the desired synthesis
would

bring them more than moral satisfaction
and a sense of self-worth.

Al-

though the Republicans suggested that the
style would be irresistible
to

the public, by their own admission it
was never overwhelmingly popu-

lar in the open market place.

It

is,

therefore, possible that artists

who followed the Republicans' directives
could find themselves con-

fronted by a new set of contradictions, that of believing
they were

worthy of being rewarded for their effort and public service
while
feeling frustrated because they were not.

The very method of culti-

vating style from the artist's experience could contribute to
this

dllemna.

Because the Republicans encouraged artists

to

accept a course

of action whose primary reward was public acclaim, these elected repre-

sentatives placed themselves in the position of being blamed by artists
for any failure to win recognition.

Their plan for social solidarity

had the potential of creating new sorts of friction between artists and
the government.
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Another possible source of
contention lay in the government's
Wish to commission buildings
and purchase works for public
monuments,
classrooms, and museums as part of
their education program.
Such activity contradicted their own
position on not interfering with the free
play of the market, and it left
them open to criticism from those
whose

works were purchased and from those
whose works were not.

Even Puvis

de Chavannes, who never lacked
official commissions during this period,

complained the government did not pay him
the price which Bouguereau
received from private patrons of the Salon.

At the same time he recog-

nized that his integrity as a painter did not
allow him to pander to
this market. 103

^his case the Republicans could serve as a useful

scapegoat for artists' frustrations and almost as an
excuse for withdrawal from democratic society.

As

for those whose works were not pur-

chased by the government, the Republicans left themselves open
to

criticisms that their concept of the new style was too narrow, that
they failed to recognize real integrity, or that their choices were as

politically motivated as their effort

to woo

the workers.

Thus,

the

commitment of artists who accepted the Republican ideals could lead

to

dissatisfaction with the present society or with the men who failed to
bring the promise to fruition.

Artists could feel this way while main-

taining confidence in the aesthetic ideal and social vision which the

appearance of the new style confirmed as

a

real possibility.

In pro-

posing their ideology as a means of resolving certain contradictions

within competitive industrial economy, the Republicans created

a

situ-

ation in which the latent contradictions within liberal democratic ideology began to emerge.
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Yet,

through the back door as it
were, the Republicans' art pol-

icy was not Without its
positive effect.

A new style was developed,

and .any of the objects created
remained to for. part of the material

culture that gave the period its
special character.

The Eiffel Tower

and other works remained as
symbols embodying values which would
influ-

ence design in years

to

come. 105

whi^,

^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^^^

on the general public's behavior,
morals, and sentiments is difficult
if not

impossible to measure, the fact that a
number of artists and

artisans close to the five Republicans did
cooperate in its development
singles out these members of the officially
designated avant-garde as
being the most strongly influenced or encouraged
by the Republicans'

ideals.
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^°See Simon, Introduction pp. 221-222, and Proust, "Le Salon
1882," pp. 535, 540.
Their concept of space is embedded in their
way of speaking about how art functions, particularly in the vocabulary
they use.
Simon describes the Palias de Champs de Mars as a "vestibule" in which the objects on display "se tenaient a I'aise." It is
an "ensemble qui frappe," providing a "point de vue." As for Proust,
his continual reference to ensembles which surround the individual and
interact with him are accompanied by a sense of space that is related
to the stage.
He speaks of the design of city streets and parks as
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In particular, his choice of words in describing needed additions to the Parisian landscape develop an image of a contrived panorama characterized by fixed points which limit and turn the viewer's
attention back on itself and the pleasure such ordered space gives.
,
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S^il est, par exemple, une promenade
essentiellement parisienne
est la promenade du bois de Boulogne,
et s'il est un lieu
auquel xl serait desirable que I'on
restituat le caractere
tran(;ais, en y introduisant le mode
de decoration que nous
aimons, c'est assurement celui-la Je me
suis toujours
demande comment on n'avait point eu deja
la pensee de
jalonner les Champs- Elysees et 1 'avenue
qui v conduit par des
groupes decoratifs places au rond-point de Marigny
par le
courronnement attendu de I'arc de triomphe et par
d'autres -roupes
qui marqueraient 1 'entree du bois.
c

27 Preface,

548.
348 •

p. xxv,

28simon, Introduction
Also see n. 22 above.

,

p.

246.

Ferry,

Proust, "Le Salon de 1882, " p.
"Discours au banquet d'Henner," 6:

29Modern exponents of this view include Pitirim Sorokin, Social
and Cultu ral Dynamics
rev. ed
in 1 vol., Extendirg Horizon Books
(Boston:
Porter Sargent, 1957), pp. 7-11, 397-98.
Pierre Francastel,
La Reite figurative:
Elents structurels de sociologie de I'art
bibliotheque de sociologie de I'art (n. p.: Editions Gontier, 1965),
pp. 139-142, 183-193 especially.
Sig fried Giedeon, Space, Time and
Architecture pp. 16-31. Peter Collins, Changing Ideals pp. 26-28
especially.
Collins criticizes, and rightly so, Gideon's ill-defined
notion of space-time and his attempt to tie the experience of space in
modern architecture to Einstein's theory of relativity. Wiere Collins
would say Giedeon is mistaken, however, I would argue he is suggestive
but too vague and too ideological to be convincirg
Alois Riegl, the
German art theorist working at the turn of the nineteenth century, conceived of the nature and function of space in similar although more
metaphysical terms.
For a discussion of Riegl 's ideas on space as an
imaginary structure composed of intangible relationships see Henri
Zerner, "Alois Ri^l:
Art, Value, and Historicism, " Daedelus (Winter
1976), pp. 177-188.
,

.

,

,

,

.

30 "Le Salon de

1882," p.

546.

^•'The histories of iron architecture which have proved most
useful here are Giedeon, Space, Time, and Architecture and Roisecco
la francia
So far as I am
and others, L Architectura del ferro:
exist.
It
does
not seem
of
Davioud's
Palais
aware, no studies
designs
for the two
known
and
studied
the
implausible for him to have
intended
an
edifice
1798 structures on the Champ de Mars when planning
progress
intellectual
for an exposition celebrating technological and
In any case, as the illustrations show, there is a strong
since 1789.
similarity between the earlier structures and the Palais.
,

'

.

Two histories of Parisian festivals provide useful surveys and
illustration of the celebrations held on the Champ de Mars: Ernest
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ioj/ laaj (Philadelphia:
The Falcon Prp^c:
iqaa^
Manet and the Modern tLh
.r^^f.!/. ^L.^
and'l^o h'' '"v
university Press, 1977), p. SlTI^^dTh^
Altholh°H^
Although
Hanson notes that the themes in
Manet's late works lack the
-nfrontational quality found in his modern
subjects
the 1860 s, she fails to explore
lllTsl^s'
the new content and new handling
which
accompany the changes in his treatment
of contemporary subjects
It is
this aspect of Manet's later work
which interests me here,
^or a cri'^'^^^^ ^eis,er,, "Books in Review "
t"""?'.%''''
The Art Journal
(Spring 1979), pp. 212-213.
iidutij.,

''''

•

L

'T^r

33The bibliography on Roll is slim, yet
his work merits further
study by virtue of the attention he received
from Proust in his 1882
Salon review, his friendships with Cazin,
Puvis, Jules Dalou, and his
sympathy for the philosophy of Zola and the art
of Manet, as well as
for the government officials he painted,
the commissions he received
and his role
founding the "National" in 1889.
Although his work is
uneven and often awkward, he would seem an important
figure whose impact on the period may have been underestimated.
Works on Roll include
the biographical sketch in Louis Hourtique,
Encyclopedie des Beauxarchitecture, sculpture, peinture. ar"ti decoratifs s. v.
"Alfred-Philippe Roll;" J. Valmy-Baysse Alfred-Philippe Roll:
Sa vie,
son oeuvr£, Les Peintres d auj ourd hui no. 1 (Paris:
Libraire for the
Societe d'edition et de publication, [1910]); Andre Michel, "Alfred
Roll (1846-1919)." Gazette des Beaux-arts ser. 5, 1 (1920):
106-126.

m

Bim

,

,

'

'

,

,

3^See Michel, "Alfred Roll," pp.

110-111.

^^The bibliography on Cazin is as small as that on Roll, and
the attention of scholars, particularly because of the
high quality and poetic beauty of his works. A quiet man who retired
from the Parisian art scene in the late 1880's, little is known of his
personal life.
The son and brother of physicians, Cazin studied painting with Carrier-Beleuse.
He taught art at Tours and then at the
school at Syndenham in England, where apparently he was introduced to
the ideas of Ruskin.
Information on Cazin can be found in:
Paul Desjardins, "En Memoire de Jean-Charles Cazin," Gazette des Beaux-arts 26
(September 1901):
177-191; Hourtique, Encyclopedie
s. v. "JeanCharles Cazin."
he,

too, merits

,

,

^^Puvis' only work from this period in which the figures are
clothed in modern dress is the decoration for the Musee de Rouen
entitled Inter artes et naturum (1888-1891).
It was hailed by the
younger generation of painters who admired Puvis, among them Vincent

.
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Chavannes and the Modern ^radi

G^ll^^r^r^^^FiTI^^^

Z"^''

nn

"-"^^-k^^. Puvis

de

Ontario:-!^!—

Editions des Musees nationaux,
^^"^"-^
or La Lise^se,
exhibUed in the 881
!-r''
curiously, elicit comments on the
contempfraiSi V o ?hP
^^bj^^t; but rather on the evocative
eJfecTof tL
I
'''''
on the viewer.
See Anonymous, Le
Salon de 1883 (IT"
balon
(Pans: Goupil et Cie., 1883),
p. 115.

T976)

u

^

^

rr

L

—

^'^D'Argencourt

,

Puvis

,

p.

126.

38For discussion of Le Pauvre Pecheur
and bibliography, see
»attenmaker The Modern

^raduJonr?:

1^'

35See Ferry, Discours,

6:

348.

^OKercie was both a painter and a sculptor.
Bibliography on
him is almost non-existent.
Utiat is known is summed up by Hourtique
Encyclopedie, s. v. "Antonin Mercie." Dying in the
years of World
"^"^ ^'
Gazette de s Beaux-arts did not run a commemorative
article
on him.
Its pages for 1916 were devoted to war damaged
monuments and
tributes to artists killed in battle.
The other published source of
information on him is Emmanuel Benezit, Dictionnaire critique
et
documentaire des peintres, sculpteurs, desslnateurs et graveurs
new
ed.
8 vols. (France:
Librairie Grund
1966), s. v. "Antonin
Mercie." Two recent books provide short biographies and excellent
reproductions of some of his works: Maurice Rheims, Nineteenth
Century Sculpture trans. Robert E. U'olf (New York:
Harry N. Abrams,
1977), p. 333 and no. 19 ( Le Souvenir ); and Jeremy Cooper, Nineteenth
Century Romantic Bronzes:
French, English, and American Bronzes
( 1830-1915)
(London:
David and Charles Newton Abbot, 1975), p. 144
( David )
.

,

,

,

'^^A similar interpretation of the "Bar," including the commercial aspects of the social relationship depicted, has been put forth by
Timothy J. Clark, "The Bar at the Folies-Berg eres [sic]," The '»'olf
and the Lamb:
Popular Culture in France from the Old Regime to the
Twentieth Century ed Jacques Beauroy et al. (Saratoga, Calif." Anma
Libri and Co., 1977), pp. 233-252.
Another view of the character of
the composition, one which depends on the viewer continuously shifting
position (mentally) to accord with one or another point of view in the
work is suggested by Anne Coffin Hanson, Manet and the Modern Tradi tion pp. 204-205.
For a century in which art theorists and artists
conceived of art as culture reflecting in its organization the degree
of harmony and order extant in the society which produced it, it would
seem that my interpretation and that of Clark is more satisfactory.
After all, it was the world around the individual which was fractured
,

,

.
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Proust's criticisms of
Manet's work f..,accompanied by comments on
Puvis' works ^. H
grated compositions in which
s^ch
the interpretation i^ the
tex
S^e

k
-

T.1''^"

pp. 547-48; and the report
Arsene Uexandre
'p
614'
(1889),

S

°

.1
h
^^^""^
centennale,"

i

•

'

•

incomplete,"
harmoniously inte"^'^ >^-olved. support
k"^

'^"-^^

^^89 by Proust in
Paris_mustri 86

architectural space is discussed by
Peter CoUins^JH'
criticizing both Henry Russell
Hi chcock and slfrlT/r'V'
^^^^^^^-^^^
-^ject. Collins
makes he para
ffecJ th^ essence ot modern
architectural
aesthetic
h„r^v
i
'° """" twentieth century architecture
iTtl Vr. f

^

^^^^^^^ted that this was the general
motivatir^
nrin./?'^*K'K'^\^^
"'^'^ '^^'^ contemporary themes: ^'Mf.ed
Ro
Koll,
1
Also see J. Valmy-Baysse Alfred-Phil
p. llO-Ui.
ippe Roll
sa
vie son oeuvre LesPeintres d auj
ourd hui n o. 1 (Paris/ Librai^ie
Felix Juven for Societe d'Edition et
de Publication, [1910]), n.

TwTu

,

'

,

P

'

,

'

•

^^Quoted in Clark, "The Bar,"

p.

234.

^^See Hanson, Edouard Manet, pp. 180-183, for
discussion and
bibliography on Manet's interest in Rochefort and
his portrait of this
Republican politician and journalist. Manet had known
Proust since
about 1850, when both were students in the atelier
of Thomas Couture.
Proust seems to have been responsible for introducing
Manet to a number
of Republican politicians and it was he who was
instrumental in having
Manet awarded the Legion of Honor and for the retrospective
exhibition
of his work held in 1884.
See Hanson, Manet and the Modern Tradition
pp. 124 and 126, and Antonin Proust, Edouard Manet, Souvenirs
with a'
Preface by A. Barthelemy, Ecrits d'amateurs et d'artistes (Paris:
Librairie Renouard
1913), pp. 110, 155, 168.
,

,

,

^^Michel, "Alfred Roll,"
son oeuvre, n. p.

p.

Ill;

Valmy-Baysse, "Roll, sa vie,

^^All the art which is being discussed here is essentially
public art, made for public spaces.
These are not limited to the
street, the museum, and government owned buildings, but to those spaces
in the home such as the parlour, the workshop, study, the dining room,
which constitute public areas where individuals entertain and produce
for others.
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IFWes,
d'^'^^ns

pp. 144
333a Dreu^ e

Ainin'
^on'''

Philippe and Harie .^elie
do^e i^
the Quand Heme.

^iHl£teent£ciit^

'

> ChapiTlTdril-fl^^IIlt
Louis

llL T' stylistically
f!
similar

to

48

The Eiffel Tower seems to have
been chosen as the centercompetition .as\:::;:L.
:^5o :;h'H:rririh'°?
Tallest T ower:
Eiffel
and thp R.iio Epoque
flLi
Boston:
Houghton ^n:mI^rrr9T5yr7?r 8-19
Lockroy, Preflce p xxv
Jacques horlaine, La_Tour Eiffel
inconnue (Paris:
nlchette
1971)
o.'

rr

^\

;

'°
Dictionnaire.
Puvis was the
th^ son off a mining engineer. Roll of^^^^^i^'
a furni ture maker
Cazin of a physician, and Mercie of a
carriage maker.
Henner came from
the_ small peasantry.
Only Manet's family belonged to the haute
bourgeoisie-his father was a magistrate who served in
the judiciary durim
the reign of Napoleon III.
This difference in background perhaps
has
something to do with the reserve and detachment
and lack of idealization
Manet's treatment of themes of modern life.
I have been unable
to uncover any information about the family
histories of Davioud and
Dutert, although some information aboutr Davioud
's earlv career and his
education and reformist ideas can be found in Louis
Hautecoeur, Histoire de 1 architect ure classique en France 7 vols.
(Paris:
Editions
A. et J. Picard et Cie.
1957), 7:
90-91; and -Necrolog ie - Le
Temps
4 June, 1881, p. 2.
'

•

m

'

.

,

,

.

—

^^See notes 33, 34, 40, and 50 above, as well as Hanson, Manet
and the M odern Tradition chap. 1.
The careers of all these men are
marked by a restlessness and an independent attitude. At one time or
another they either changed career goals, their teachers, and/or the
artistic sources from which they drew. Moreover, they studied both the
old masters and the world around them and learned as much from one
another as from the past. They were not opposed to rationalism or to
classical principles, but rather to formulas that were irrelevant to
the way in which the middle classes thought and organized their lives.
Davioud, for example, during the 1860's lectured at the Union Central
on the need to renew architectural decoration and the decorative arts.
He declared in an essay that won him first prize from the Academie
des Beaux-arts in 1873:
,
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Quand on observe aver

ompue, que
loZt:
i art
ZIT'.T,

fl^^on^-;^r,

^

,

.

Ji

n apparait que dans

ts.

les prodults de 1,kp

''''' ^'^^'^'^'^
imitations
surannSp^HL
surannees
des epoques
qui ne sont plus les elements
et les
raodeles

de leurs produits,

(Quoted by Louis Hautecoeur, Hist
oire de

1

'

architecture

7:

.

390-91.)

The similarity of ideas is not
totally coincidental
^nm.
connections between the Republicans
and the'artis
an 1; t ac d
n
Proust's work EdouardJ^a^^
others from Ferry's speech s
honoring hercx-and Henner
IT^^T^be inferred by facts such as the
^^^^ ^°
his mural ? r d e
Hot rdpTir^^'o"''''/"^'^
or Roll's membership in the Associa( 1892-95)
Mon 1-^'
artistique Internationale, founded by Hugo
in
^«7« ^^""^/l^"-'^
^-•^^"'^ appointment by
thP
the ;.^h^^'
Gambetta ministry as Director of Drawi:^
Instruction and Davioud's
affiliation .vith the Union Central places them
within the same intellectual milieu as that of Proust.
Eiffel's own account of his intentions
designing the Tower reveal that he shared the
aesthetic ideals
of the Republicans and was perspicatious
enough to take his plans to
them, sensing that they would welcome the
ideas:
Gustave Eiffel
quoted in Monod L'Exposition de 1889 I:
201.
.

m

,

,

Mercie is the exception in the group.
Benezit, Dictionnotes his being a person entirely content with life.
Early on
in his career he found Florentine Renaissance art
congenial to his personality as a sculptor and his works in bronze and stone all
more or
less attach themselves to this tradition.
He was also a painter, although less recognized for these works than for his sculpture. Moreover, unlike the other painters, he remained a member of the Societe des artistes fran(;ais.
£iaire,

-^-^See note 2.
The standard text for Art Nouveau is S. Tscheudi
Madsen, Art Nouveau
Recently other studies have begun to appear, revising and clarifying Madsen's ideas, particularly in the area of the
aesthetics of the style and the nature of its abstraction. The essays
and full bibliography in a recent catalogue for an exhibition of Art
Nouveau are very helpful in distinguishing it from other styles of the
period and describing its distinctive character.
It is especially good
on architecture, which has been neglected due to the conception of as
limited to the decorative arts:
Yvonne Brunhamraer et al.
Art Nouveau:
Belgium, France (Houston:
The Institute for the Arts, Pace University,
.

,

1976).
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synthetic style and Art
Nouveau is supported by
an Ltxcl f
view which notes that
comtemporary rebetween thl llTc^ ^''.^T'^'^T^
tral charged the emphasis
'^^i^^
in x^Jhk^'""^ production procedures
and new technology to
superfi^^^
' f-tures.
"Une exposition de la
Lucien Falize.
p'
^
lante
'"""""'^
tration de I'Union central,
d'adminiscentral
R^
Revue 'f
des ar ts decoratif.<;

1-7.

"see Gombrich. Ar^_and_211usion
^

away

f

pp.

(1890-91):

278-287.

'''''''

ro'^s^cirur j:^^:^''^'^'^

u

avant^arde

Ught

on Hatisse'I
Papers deliver-d in Art H1o^

n-

Collins, Chanjl™

P-

llLls

_^"^rces,

Abstracts

c

II

tecture during the first half of thi

in

?k'

^

i-

\

^

of

^i'

on archi-

u

York
Harry Abrams. Inc., 1959, rev.
ed. 1966),
view that this is the central
philosophical

d. 9
present s tSI
.eani;^ o Sy'the c
^^^-ation and ang^t. .^ere RosLblu.
sees in ?he's:nth'f''"r\'°"
the Synthetic Cubist collages
of Picasso an ambiguity in the
artist's attitude towards reality and
art, it seems equally plaus bL
tnat the choice and handling
materials represents Picasso'I whole
hearted acceptance of the synthetic,
i.e., artificial reality of commercial culture and its processes as
compatible with the ends and means
of art.
The witty playfulness of these works
is fully in keeping with
^
such an

interpretation.

55The bibliography on Perret includes Gideon,
Space, Time and
Architecture pp. 326-330; Collins, Changing Ideals
pp. 214-16. 7Q^JUO; and Concrete (London:
Falm and France; 1959); Nicolaus Pevsner
The Sources of Modern Architecture and Design
(London:
Thames and
Hudson, 1968, reprint ed
1975), pp. 152, 153-55, 162, 200; Ernesto N.
Rogers, Auguste Perret (Milan:
II Balcone, 1955); Marrey and Chemetov
Familierement inconnus pp. 1 18, 127, 138, 161.
,

,

'

.

.

5

6

The quotation is from Hans Hofstatter, "L Iconog raphie symboliste," in Le Symbolisme en Europe ed. by J. C. Ebbinge Uubben
et
al. (Paris:
Editions des Musees nationaux, 1976), p. 12.
In addition
to this work which is a catalogue of an exhibition held in
1976-1976,
other works on Symbolism (including literature) which have proved helpful are:
Martin Eidelberg
"French Decorative Arts and the Symbolist
Movement," Paper delivered at the College Art Association Annual
Meeting, February 2
1976; James L. Kugle, The Technique of Strangeness in Symbolist Poetry (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1971);
'

,

,

,
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BaUgnoUes: A
Sy.boUc in . ;
3^^^^
tion Annual Meeting
F;bruarri97/"r \'
origins of the .ov'e^en
o
hi la e'l8 o'sl::
expands the definition of the term tyinP it r' !h
decorative arts,
So far as I know
there are no
^^^^^^l^^architectural
style; howeve^ Co liS;I "I
''^'^^^
'
^^°Pi^"
architects
and their concept of
architecture parlante" in Changing
Ideals
on
21-ps ,

^/

dL^

thet' c

t-1'-'°
^'-^

nT:;rid\':tif?:dir:h"
^ec.ural -eor/^or tL^elgi^e:^?,-:-

cons.u..T^t^\ii:
^ ^ ^irfoL^or

^^^^^
.el n on art criticism and
architectural theorv of the eighteen
h
century tends to bear this out
too:
Architeclure and LalguLe The
ensatxonalxsm of LeCamus de Mesieres,"
British Journal of^Lsthet^cs
(Summer 1975); and "The Eighteenth
Centu ry Salons and the

'

^Tif^f^

'^''^'^
Association AnnLl
H
^leetin^, February
err^Irv !978
1978. '^'frfn
,.T.at the research of
Collins, U'eisberg
Saisselm suggests, is that the source of
Symbolism lies in theories asso-

aJtslrch fri'"r^^^

no'u^erarf ^dL:?'

p^^-^^^'
^^'^^^^'^

e

-

--^^^n^

^^^^^1^^^ Blanc's description of the significance of architectural
form^and of design in the decorative arts
aiake it clear that by the
I860 s the basis at least in theory, for
Symbolism in all the arts had
been established:
See Charles Blanc, Architecture new ed
(ParisLibrairie Henri Renouard, n. d.),
pp. 1, 11-17; Grammaire des a rts
decoratif s; decorations interieure de la maison
?nd ed
(Paris: Libraire Renouard, 1882),
pp. U, 224, 486-87.
For example,
Blanc states on p. 15 of Architecture
,

.

.

:

II y a done dans le dessin des contours et des
surfaces quelque
chose qui semble couvrir une intention, un dessin de la
nature,
j'allais dire une pensee.
Intelligence aveugle, mu^tte, la
nature ne se peut s'exprimer que par des formes aat.lrielles.
C'est a I'esprit de I'homme qu'il appartient de nommer ce que la
nature lui raontre, et d'evoquer ainsi les pensees dont elle
contient le germe obscur, en leur donnant une forme morale qui est
la parole.
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He goes on to say that
what
o
convictions of the a"hUect
'''^ ^"1^"^= «d
a^T^"^"'K'^."'^°
et de surfaces, de
-comblnalsons de Ugnes
plains et 'da ild^!""^
l'S.e d. spectateu/des
,•

I^^e':!:;'"

'

-'^p^'X^^;:"

58

stand hl^'becau"eit"So^s
^aa^^ah^^Sffilil, as I under'''J'' "elusion
of a broader range of
'
works than the more nar owXf
°^ Symbolism would allow.
also useful in chat it lZh
It u
^"^""^
character of
the works.
Recent scholars h""
r''''"
""""
P^'^^-^d to retain the
better known terms 'sv^h^^
^^retchl^ and
modifying ™e def i""lon
nl Ln to
tr include
ncL"de the sorts of works
which RosklU
accepts.

f

T

^^See note 56 above.

Theory,

2nd ed
.

(.Amsterdam:

Swets

^^^^^Tnn^^77T972Tr7^71^

general history of the growth of advertising
and its
r.^.^•^"^^
relationship to social and economic charge
is Max Gallo, The Poster in
Alfred and Bruni Mayor trans. (Middlesex,
Englan d:
Hamlyn
Publishing Group Limited, 1974).
Especially useful is the essay bv
Arturo Qumtavalle which is included in the
book:
"The Development of
Poster Art,
pp. 297-318,
Quintavalle notes on p. 299 that in Cheret's
works of the '70s and '80s not only are word
and image treated as
pictorial elements, but the character of the
composition is essentially
academic,
e.g., conforms to the notion of rendering, of
size and
placement of figures that stresses "strong colors,
bold lines, and
foreshortened figures in the foreground, and in the
background [they
are] simply sketched in."

^12^,

63

Charles-Ernest Haindron was one of those individuals whose
interests and activities combined science and art.
Nephew of the
sculptor Etienne Maindron, Ernest was at one time personal secretary
to the chemist J. B. Dumas, who was at the time Perpetual
Secretary of
the Academie des sciences.
He was also a member of the secretariat
of the Institut, before becoming an official in the ministry of
Public
Instruction.
He published works on science including:
J. B. Dumas et
son oeuvre
1886; Les fondations de prix a 1 'academie des sciences
n.d.; and a number of documents in the Revue scientifique and Nature.
He also published works on popular art, most notably the Murailles
politiques
2 vols., 1874, and Les Affiches Illustrees
1886, which
,

,

,

,
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^"^Pp.

134-141 passim.
°"

see

Chev.eul

-l-~17r^^rcWl^^^

Grand^j^arou^
Enge^^TlI^r^,
^he

Dictionnaire encyclo^edLe

^"^^^"^"S

M

:

Report of the Council,"
^^-y. 1889, pp. 452-457;
Nid^TT-T^^TTdf?^^
^^^^^^^^^-^^^^ 5 September,
1886, pp. 282-288; PxLre
t PaJl
Chevreul," Les Hommes
d'aujourdu'hui ^27 (ilsft^ Ll
"^'"^
^^^^^^^
e a synopsis
of the Nadar Trtirli
V
'''r''
^^^^ele
Eugene
Chevr;,.K
vie Jntime 1786-1889
l/'^'
Editions S pe sTTgSOTT^l^If^T^^i^^
^
ChLles Blanc
Charles
BLnc-^TT^T^f
can be found xn the Grand
etal., Le Colleg e _d^F rance (1530-1930) Larouss_e vol. 17; A. Lefranc
2 vol..
(Paris
Les Presses

Journal of the A^ricln L.H

'

J\81-1888);

f

'

^

.

.

arii:!r^ri^S
A. ^achel published
article by

538.

mfonnation

is drae^

in the Revue Bleu of 1920.

HZTn

^^^^^ Simon's comments on mathematics in his
Introduction

,

p.

/^See

chap. 2.
On science and aesthetics see Judith
'^^echsler,
A^^^hetics in Science (Cambridge, Mass.:
The
MIT
Press,
1978).
It' notes on pages
She
3 and 4 of her introduction that the
difference
between art and science lies in the focus
of the latter on predictability and explanation, while the former is
concerned with the process
of cognition by which the product is
arrived at.
For the Republicans
however, the new style was to be a means of
guaranteeing certain moral
and social results, one which they predicted
would occur with its
realization. And, too, it was to provide an explanation
of certain
structural relationships existing in the physical world
which ideally
would exist in the mental and social worlds as well.
Only after this
decade does U'echsler's distinction hold true.

For a critical study of Taine's theory and its relationship to
scientific thinking see Sholom J. Kahn Science and Aesthetic Judge ment:
A Study in Taine's Critical Method (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1958),
Especially useful is Chap. 13, "Critique of Aesthetic Judgement," in which Kahn points out the subjective character of
Taine's theory of artistic creation, which tends to limit its parallels
with science.
,

68The most useful source is John Theodore Merz, A History of
European Thought in the Nineteenth Century 6 vols. (London:
U'illiam
Blackwood and Sons, 1904-1912; reprint ed. New York:
Dover
Publications, 1965). Also very suggestive are Erwin N. Hiebart, "The
,
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sells:

Go^

L'LcMterture'^L'T"
^rcnicecture, Le_Temps,

' L'Expcsltlon onlver1

May, 1978, n.p.

organization.

chap!

See Roskill. Van

•Cazin," pp. 185-186, notes both
the (his
^'^^^^^^^
co™
os
^^^"'^
nal
Te2ol
-^l'
"^^^
^^e
Symbolists
we e tond
were
f^nd of Jtr
stressing, v"'''\''
husic has the property of being
reducable to
numerxcal notation and in this sense
visually expressed poportions and
relationships can also be reduced to
the sa.e system of notation!
rprn,./'-^^''K-°^'^^''^'''''

TeTnT^'''

LlL"

72For Berthelot's adoption of the term
synthesis, see Dic'"''"^'^'^ B i^^aphv and Merz, History of
EurooeaTTTho... hr
l!4r8!l54f
7 3

-'Simon,

Introduction

.

p.

358-359.

^^For bibliography on Chevreul see n. 64
above.
On the adoption of the color theory by artists in the
avant-garde, see U'illiam
Seurat and the Science of Painting (Cambridge,
Mass.:
Harvard
University Press, 1964), passim; Jose A. Arguelles,
Charles Henry and
Formation of a Psychophysical Aesthetic (Chicago and
London:'
University of Chicago Press, 1972), pp. 94,
95, 116, 117, 164.
That
others were aware of Chevreul 's work on the law of
simultaneous contrast
color is likely, given Chevreul's own account in the Nadar
article, the attention he received in the popular press, and
the constant reference to the use of color contrasts in the writings
on art
from this period.

m

''^The^ bibliography on this subject includes the following
by
Chevreul:
"Complement des etudes sur la vision des couleurs par
M.E. Chevreul," Memoires de I'academie des sciences, L'Institut de
France, vol. 41 (Paris:
Firmin-Didot et Cie., 1879), n.p.; Godefroy
Halloizel, ed., Ouevres scientif igues de Michel-Eugene Chevreul
doyen des etudiants de France:
1806-1886 (Paris-Rouen:
Julien
Lecerf, 1886).
There is also the Dictionary of Scientific Biography
and U'illiam Homer, Seurat
,

.

76Nadar.

"

Cent ans

"
,

p.

267.

''In his interview with Nadar, Chevreul recounted a demonstration he made to the wife of the artist, Horace Vernet.
His
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Che,.

c«pleLnrh^^

""""^

P-so„ could

be

the colors of her clothing

This view was not only accepted
by the Republicans and other
J. S. Mill, and Comte
but it forced the
research duri^ this period.
See
Merz, 3.316-420, for a full discussion
Merri"!
of the history of this idea and
the contribution of the French thinkers
of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries to its development.

utU.tarians such as Spencer,

,

2^%

^^ Art and

Illusion

,

pp.

28-29.

80 Merz, 2:486;
Dictionary of Scientific
"
Bert and Augusta Comtek

^

B iography,

s.v.

Paul

81 Charles

Blanc, Grammaire des arts de dessin
2:25-26, 36- and
idem, Grammaire des arts decoratifs
pp. 82-83. 226-73S.
On'charles
Henry's theories, see Arguelles, Charles Henry
Both Blanc and Henry's
ideas are discussed in Homer, Seurat and Science passim.
.

.

.

,

82This idea can be found in the art theory of French seventeenth century classicists such as Charles LeBrun, and it forms
the
basis of the science of aesthetics as it was formulated in the late
eighteenth century by Diderot, Winckleraann, and Kant.
Beginning with
Cabanis and the Ideologues in the nineteenth century, the process of
acquiring knowledge was conceived as an active and creative one,
sparked by physical stimulation of the organism, in which the effects
of the stimuli were synthesized through the action of the mind on
physical sensations.
See Merz, 3:489,507; 3:339-341.
^^ Grammaire de dessin

,

2:534.

8'^Nadar,

"Cent ans," p. 286.

85ibid.,

p.

287.

^^Charles Henry, Le Cercle chromatique (Paris:
1888), quoted in Arguelles, Charles Henry p. 162.
,

Ch.

Verdin,

'
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^ac^ues-Louis David,
works on art
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L

sella, ancienne et
e
s'v"
is the Dictionn liFTTrf^'

^ "^"^^er of

ttof' 'm^'^"''
Mongez.

li^iliphi^-iver-

His most famous work
mytholooie. diplomatique des
writir^
^"'"'-^^''^^ st^dy on the proper use
of symbols in art
entiMpH R'f?
MlS^^12Ili_I}^I_i:^ns de quelques fi.urP. .
employees en peintuTTITl^
ulpture (Parisn p
1800^ On Th
Thomas
Young, see Merz,
^'

tliPSl^d^S
r

1

1

1:236;

^Sp.

L

2:24.

58.

89

°^ "^"'''"^
H.•^.•

l~~~f^f^

'''''''

Superville, Les Si.nes incon-

''-^ ^^^--^

-

p-

i^^rifc^™,,

se peut sans doute que d une
belle oeuvre d'art il ressorte une
idee morale; mais la morale depend du
spectateur qui la degagec est lui qui la trouve et qui la
prouve.
II

'

90

Gr ammaire des arts decoratifs
See also his two-part
article published in Le Temps 1 May and II
June, 1878, n.p.
An
announcement of his new lecture series with a brief
sumraarv of the
first lecture appeared in "Nouvelles du jour,"
Le Temps
1 May, 1878
n.p.
Blanc's accommodation to technology and applied
science during
the last years of his life was noted in the
popular press of the dav.
See Auguste Baluffe, "Charles Blanc," L'Artiste
1(1882:164-171.
201-211. Pointing out that Blanc was never accepted bv the
faculty at
the Universite nor by the "positivists, " Baluffe
expressed his own
preference for Taine; he does note, however, that Proust respected
Blanc (p. 166. these articles in Le Temps were expanded into a
book
Les Beaux arts a 1 'exposition universelle de 1878 (Paris:
Librairie
Renouard, 1878).
.

.

.

"

Q

^

1

^^

Les Beaux arts a

92ibid.,

p.

1

'exposition

,

pp.

40-41.

40.

^-"One author, although unfavorable to Hugo, characterized his
style in similar terras:
Arthur Simons, Colour Studies in Paris (New
York:
E. P. Dutton & Company, 1918), p. 135-142.
This is not only my
interpretation.
The tower did impose itself on the sensibilities of
contemporaries and elicit response from them, that were both emotional
and full of new understanding.
The words in the protest petition
testify to the Tower's affective powers while still in the planning
stages:
"chacun s'afflige prof ondSment " "si ISgitiraeraent
,

.
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Elffel later exouJned ^.f" "^"^P°"^= to the experience, while
"^^^i^nir^ the Tower as he had
ware to make TtklTol 11.
"hioh
would
"frappe 1 i..ag Ination de
tous en leur LspiSnf l! ds^
"
n>erveilles de
I'Exposltion- and also

TTT

•

^'"^
os::Li:u:s":ari::::ner"""""°"
iequelles nos mgegnieurs se
on

-nstmctions

sont illustres

ff

T7

erappanterde"Ltre

^e-nirrionit^SL:;:!

Lemercler, 1900), p. 17.
'^" ^ '"""^^^
See also
Rol^".".""!'^
Roland
Barthes and Andre Martin, La Tour
Eiffel T.e Genie du lieu
.

esi

if : l:-

e^:

p:rL^rL-:sfre^:e!-i:e-s:-: r-f -.r

rec^L°e^^s:r.U^?:d"he;^:n1hrt::.:

--

to%har:oteri.e"thrdt

Cette position rayonnante dans I'ordre
de la perception lui donne
une propension prodigieuse au sens:
la Tour attire les sens, comma
un paratonnerre la foudre; pour tous
les amateurs de signification
elle joue un role prestigieux, celui
d'un significant pur,
c est-a-dire d'une forme en
laquelle les hommes ne cessent de
mettre du sens
(p. 28)
.

The result is that the tower is able to
"trans former le rite
touristique en aventure du regard et de 1 intelligence "
(p.
.

'

38)

^^Preface, I rxxvii-xxviii
Lockroy served as Deputy from the
eleventh arrondissement in Paris from 1881 to 1885 and
deputy from the
Seme from then until 1896. He sat with the Radicals from 1881 on
and
served as Minister of Commerce and Industry from January
7, 1886 to May
30, 1887, under Freycinet and then Goblet.
Ousted by the Rouvier
government, Floquet appointed Lockroy Minister of Public Education
and
Fine Arts on April 3, 1888, a post he held until February
22, 1889,
when Tirard became President of the Counseil.
.

Although Tirard and Rouvier had served under Ferry and Lockroy
had not, the shift in personnel reflects a shift in policy after 1885-6
from interest in education to a stress on commerce and finance in
g overnraent
a review of the literature on this subject and pungent
analysis and reevaluation of the economic situation and worker's lives
during the 1880s, see Michele Perrot, Les Ouvriers en greve Civilisations et societes no. 31, 2 vols. (Mouton-Pa ris— The Hague:
Mouton & Company and Ecole des Hautes Etudes, 1974), 1:151, 194-196.
,

,
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pop™;

^^^"^^^ -P-^ of P-isiaa life.
including
:
Years, ^ev! ed
N w ? ,'^'1^^?:
Knopf iT^d-Rl^^
House, inc., I960),
2
n J
good bibliographical source
^^ich is a
Sv!
r t
^fi^^i^-Studies
to Yvette Guilbert
89-101
pp.
devoted
Pierre
Epoaue (Geneva:
Belle
^^^-^^^^-^^llli^lll^^
C^rcL da l^lu
^
.^'^^^^^^^^^
383^8 especially JiiLr'
'
^^^§^^^-1 ^^ok into the
tenor of the period 18 1-^
r.nd"'
significance of
°
changes in the type of Ln
entertainments which became
around 1890.
fashionable

The^an^

prW2

% HT

'

'

,

T

i

^ ~ental

^^^"^ ^
policy which
§
began il'th'e'ujriSS Ss'anl
excellent
account of Pielre orLn
Librairie
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Armand
Colin, 1966)
^uu>, pp.
pp! jjit
35I36;
SQj^g sense of the efforts
of
arri<^fQ
^^a
writers to combat this trend with
its concommitant
re
s on p ^tec
tionism, monopolism, and profit
seeking is recorded by L ZtilT.
Eugene Pouillet, and Jules Lermina,
A^ociation litte'rai;e et
lltistiau_e Internationa le:
Son his t^FI^^^ITTT avaux
1878-1 8 R9 (Paris:

'aLrrr

,

'

,

Bibliotheque Chacornac, 1889). This
association, founded by Victor
Hugo, counted Ferry, Simon, Grey,
Roll, among it^ members, as "e l
as
Zacharxe Astruc, Octave Maus, and
Samuel Big! a major for^e n Jhe
development and dissemination of Art
Nouveau,
go

Examining the impulses behind the
strikes, Perrot En
Greve, points out that economic factors
plus the generally ^od
relationship between labor and the Opportunists
created an Imbiance of
''^^
'^P^'^^economic situation
at the .end of the decade, especially
after 1895, plus the growing
repression of workers by the government, resulted
in a chame of
climate and introduced more purely political
motivations for strikes
(pp. 150-199.)

JTT

ITtZ
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In Andre Reszler,

L'Esthetigue anarchiste Collection SUP
Presses Universitaires 1973), pp. 5-7, 44-58, the
author
characterizes the anarchist aesthetic in terms closer to
Hugo's notion
of the innate impulses of the individual.
UTien coupled with
Kropotkin's notion of the value of science and technology in
helpir^
workers to realize human needs, decentralization of capital, the
role
of the artist and art, one arrives at a concept of art and
production
very like that of the Republicans.
The difference between them lies in
the acceptance of government and administration by the Republicans and
the rejection of any overarching authority by the anarchists.
See
Eugenia Herbert, Artists and Social Reform:
France and Belgium:
1885-1900 (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1961), pp. 13-16; James
Joll, The Anarchists (New York:
The Universal Library, Grosset and
Dunlap), pp. 149-173.
Also on anarchist theory and art, see Reszler,
pp. 45, 47-49, on Kropotkin with reference to Pelloutier and AnarchoSyndicalism.
.

(Paris:

,
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''Onod, L'Expos ition
de ISM
7-iqi
suggests that contemporaries
accepted these as the essenri^l
^"-™-ntable differences
between the t.o ideoL
"
es^L^'h.
the appeal of anarchtS
'° counteract
"Lillet laL^r' h''"
and to introduce rational
" """""^
Methods

of

^'^^laindron, L'Affichp
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i-n.
Poster (New York:
ChlHirf;.^;
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^S^Karl Huysmans ^grtams
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Pa"r[
(Pans:
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of EdJ^dTurq'ue't'by

p^od^ctirr^'"^"
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"^"^ Alexandre,

V

Tresse et Stock, n.d.),

^ozloff,
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.V,

p.

52.

interpellation

Robe^r^iich'n'';

rrkrkorr^e:r„?"^rfpe2r:""^^
'"^"f!;

The Modern

"^^^^^^

'

«sti:,uished certam

-The Authoritarian Personality
in Art

"

intellectuals

suffered
ch'22"'J';
°^ democratic liberalism and blamed their
frustrao

l^!i:;i2^3!u^?!^!:54:"3:^^

---^^

^03on contradiction within liberal ideology,
the following
works have proved useful:
George Lichtheim, "The Concept of Ideology
Journal of History and Theory, no.
2(1965), pp. 64-195.
David E
APter, Ide ology and Discontent (New York:
pp'
Free Press, 1964)
4/76; David Thomson, Democracy in France since 1370
5th ed
(LondonUniversity Press, 1969), pp. 116-134; Zeldin,
9^9?;..?^°''
Sfn^r
r
ranee
z:iiZj— ilzj.
.

,

Older scholars such as Thomson claim that there was
an internal
inconsistency in the logic of the ideological system.
Thus, the individual and the society could not be reconciled.
This was to view the
system as an isolated, self-contained one.
In fact, when one considers
the circumstances in which the ideology was formulated
and to which it
was addressed, it can be seen that its contradictions are
the result of
a failure to take into account or to downgrade all
the other factors
which I mention in the text here.
This is, as Lichtheim has pointed
out, the major shortcoming of all ideologies.
^^^1 am referring here particularly to the theories
of those
connected with the early phases of the Bauhaus (until the early 1920s)
and of the work of Le Corbusier, especially his apartment building, the
Unite d 'habitation.

"

CHAPTER

VI

CONCLUSION
The consistency with which
the Republicans developed their
art

theory offers

striking contrast to the sense
of disorder that pre-

a

vailed within French society.

Its rationalistic character,
intended to

reconcile contradictions and
incoherencies in French psychic and social

existence, was

a

direct response to this state of
affairs.

Feeling

that art could produce ordered change
through its semi-mystical effect
.

on human sensibilities,

the Republicans saw in the intertwining

of

empirical and ideational qualities the perfect
mechanisms for bringing
order of a new kind to social relationships.
This rational view of the utility of art was
by no means new by
the late 1870s.

^^at distinguishes the Republicans from their prede-

cessors is the degree
theory

to

to

which circumstances forced them

to

tailor the

fit the traditional mores of the French middle classes.

Their search for

a

as an equilibrating

way

to

maintain the major portion of the population

force in French society led them to depend on the

physical appeal of art to aggressively cultivate individual self-

consciousness and tie it

to

middle-class values.

At the same

time,

the

need to counteract the tendency towards industrial concentration,
forced them to stress the personally satisfying aspects of the rational

accommodation of technology into individualistic aesthetic experience.
As their own comments quoted throughout this study indicate the

key

to

the Republicans'

choice of art for communicating with the public
310
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their diagnosis of the
causes of two „aJor
problems faced hy the
.Iddle classes:
psychological alienation and
Int.a-class co^Uct.
Blading Both on the growing
concentration of capUal and the
Introduction of specialized
production methods, the
Republicans felt the
is

traditional working relationship
between art, manufacturing, and
public
and private needs of the
.Iddle classes could be used
to tie the
various sectors together.

U

was not simply a matter
of using art to

create a demand for certain
types of goods manufactured
and distributed
by independent producers,
nor of providing producers with
integrated
procedures.

They felt art could give the
producer and consumer a sense

of spiritual satlsfaclton,

while it generated real economic
tnterdepen-

dency.

The theory and the application of
it the Republicans proposed

were not arrived at arbitrarily, as
the discussions in Chapters II.
Ill and IV. have indicated.

Two aspects of the theory,

the logic on which it was predicated.

First,

in fact,

reveal

the notion that art was a

highly perfected commodity and, secondly, the
insistence that science
and technology could be adapted in such a way
as to enhance the

integrity of the individual and draw him into communion
with others.
The first concept allowed art to communicate with merchants,
small

producers, skilled laborers, and artisans in
been indigenous to their way of life.

terras

that were, or had

The aesthetic system embodied in

artistic models was abstracted from their traditional values, while the
forms were drawn from the rich mythology and everyday activities in

which their emotional life had found satisfaction.

The second
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established the approach
to technology which
this group should accept.
Technological innovation

could not be ignored, but
had to be turned to

liberal democratic ends with
the aid

of

science-here offered as

a

source of security on which
the individual could rely
for guidance as
he broke away form the
natural flow of industrialisation
and attempted
to turn it to liberal
democratic ends.

The degree to which the
Republicans felt the insecurity of
this

position comes through in their
images of floating in unchartered
seas
or skies, separated from the
solidity of the ground.

Hugo used the

image of the balloon to celebrate
the power of science to give
some

mental and emotional stability to
a mode
eroded away.

of

existence which was being

Art could provide a tangible form
in which to clothe the

abstract system of relationships.
The success of their theory depended
on the ability of the new

style to make the illusion of

attractive.

a

reformed community convincing and

As conceived by the Republicans,

the style had to function

not simply as a model for the design and
production of consumer goods,
but as an end product,

the master die for a synthetic environment

erected through the labor

of

the middle classes to keep as a buffer

between them and the rest of society.
As the discussion of their proposals for art education made

clear,

the middle classes were not to seal themselves off entirely from

the rest of society.

By making their culture available to those out-

side urban centers and outside the commercial middle classes through

public exhibitions and public school curriculum, the Republicans hoped
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to get peasants and
proletarians and upper levels
of the bourgeoisie
to adopt these values

and procedures (which
were after all considered

to be modifications of
their traditional values).

The Eiffel Tower was

project directed at achieving
just such a result, and one
.ust see
the emphasis on architecture
and painting to have been
motivated by the
need to make their point as
boldly and directly as possible.
The
decorative arts contributed much
to their concept of
architecture and
painting as abstract systems of
design whose patterns symbolized
systems of thought and of production.
It was, however, these two
major
a

art forms,

encompassing the others, and providing

a

total environment,

which they felt offered the most
easily comprehendible sense of the
ideal system as an appealing and viable
entity.

Works of art were considered material
realities the artist made
by reconciling,

balancing, and equilibrating seemingly
disordered and

contradictory materials and forms.

The Republicans pointed to the

works in which the artist had more or less
successfully synthesized
these elements as tangible proof that others could
reconcile the

contradictions in their own working and emotional experience
by emulating the artist's processes.

For them, art in some magical way pinned

the illusive, desired sense of harmony down to a graspable material

entity that was part of the everyday world.

In combining these two

aspects of artistic reality, the Republicans attributed to art the

power to transform a multitude of individual psychic realities into

socio-economic realities.
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Yet,

this synthetic environment
perpetuated an illusion of a

Middle-Class composed of
independent and self -motivated
individuals.
In part the Republicans
failed to recognize this
fact because they were
interested in exploiting the
power of art to purvey another
illusion:
that of order and harmony
attainable in personal and economic
interactions.
What could be realized in
aesthetic terms held promises for

human society.

Only Ferry and Lockroy admitted
that whatever accommo-

dation art could help individuals
make to new circumstances of
production,

at best,

art would only turn industry
into the service of the

liberal democratic ideal.

Mass production and division of
labor by

task would not disappear, but only
be made dependent on independent

artists, designers, and craftsmen for
its models.

There was, thus, an element of deception
introduced by the

Republicans.

In part it is self-deception
arising from their own

feelings about art and their belief that it
had helped them achieve
their position as leaders of the middle classes.
in point.

Hugo is a good case

His poems heroicize his own efforts to retain
his integrity

through inventive activity at the same time he depended
on the development of cheap, mass production printing processes to
give him the

audience he needed to make him

a

popular leader.

In the case of Ferry,

artists like Henner were important to him because of the salutary
effect of their work on his sensibilities.

The very material source

from which he drew energy to continue his activity as
leader separated his interests from those

of

a

political

the artists.

Moreover,

the pleasing intensity of the effect led Ferry to generalize from
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his experience.

He believed such art would
affect everyone the same

way.

Such inconsistencies that
of

I

have shown existed in the formulation

the Republicans' art theory offer
insights into possible sources of

the frictions which developed at this
time between the Republicans, on
•

the one hand,

and French intellectuals and skilled
laborers on the

other. Their active concept of the concrete
and sensible nature of art

provides

a

new perspective on the function assigned to
liberal democra-

tic ideology by the Republicans.

Rather than thinking of ideology as a

glue binding the citizens of the Republic together in a rigid
and

static unity, it seems more appropriate to use the metaphor

of

a

power

source whose energy starts the machine and keeps its parts moving.
This source sets limits on, but does not predetermine the machine's
ends.

According to this dynamic interpretation, the Republicans relied

on ideology to stimulate and maintain sociability for the sake of

French economic life, not simply for its own sake.

It was not

that

their non-Marxist approach to the problems caused by industrialization

directly threatened the existing system
traditional values

of

of

the working classes.

social ranking, nor the
It

did not.

Rather, in the

process of politicizing taste, the Republicans were more concerned
about art than the individuals who made it.

interests of those who headed the

They disturbed the vested

Acade'raie des

Beaux-arts, the Salon

juries, and the Universite' and who were by and large committed to a

more elitist form of liberalism.

Moreover, because the means proposed

by the Republicans did not necessarily produce even the limited the
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pleasing intensity

of

the effect leads Ferry
to generalise fro. his

salutary economic and
psychological results, those who
pursued the.
could justifiably bla.e any
failures on their elected officials.

U

is

the roots of this last
complaint that have been illuminated

most clearly by the examination
of the Republicans' art
theory.

Although their plan was intended
to recreate
the middle classes,
of

a

sense of community among

there was an unequal sharing of
the initial burden

getting the system to work.

Their plan made no direct claims on
the

upper echelons of the middle classes.

It was.

in fact,

artists and

skilled laborers who were given the
greatest responsibility in calling
the wealthy back to their origins and
to the value of labor.

artists and skilled laborers who were

to

It was

risk their energies and commit

their resources to developing the necessary
products, with the moral

support of the government and the hope of winning

a

market for the

finished goods as the sole stimulant to their initiative.

Not only

could such a situation raise anxieties and lead to recriminations

against the government, but the creative process prescribed by the

theory could pose difficulties for those who adopted it.
It is possible to view the Republicans'
of

exploiting the producers

of

efforts as simply a means

material culture for the benefit of

those who exploited their efforts commercially.

conventional interpretation.

This is certainly the

The strong undertones of anxiety in the

face of unintegrated design and the genuine appreciation for workmanship, and the power of artists to bring order into existence argue

against this easy explanation of economic self-interest and political

—
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expediency.

The Republicans identified
with the

worUng classes, not
only by virtue of their
ancestral roots and their
familiarity with
artistic procedures, but by
their aspirations and the
uncertainty of
their own professional
positions.
The Republicans were in as
defensive
a position politically as
their constituents were economically,
and for
both the threat and the solution
to it were the same.
Large corporate
interests in the Chambre and in the
economic system threatened to
destroy middle-class society and the
political mechanism on which it

counted to maintain its interests.

Moreover, the Republicans were

engaged in political struggles that reflected
the intra-class conflicts
among the various groups who made up the
spectrum of supporters of the
Republic.

That Ferry, Simon, Hugo, Lockroy and Proust
opted to throw

in their lot with the skilled workers, craftsmen,
professionals, and

tradespeople suggests that they still felt this progressive
cultural

tradition of the avant-garde was capable of integrating other
points of

view into its own through the power of its rhetoric.
Ferry and Lockroy in particular did not hesitate to tell small

producers what sacrifices a commitment to their program would entail.
Such a strategy

— hardly

designed to win the Republicans easy votes

among members at the lower end of the middle class economic scale

placed artists in a particularly sensitive and difficult position.

In

asking them to emphasize certain value-laden factors in their art, the

Republicans demanded that artists make their processes the subject of
their work and the effects of these processes the content and indication of its worth.

Such requests required art to turn in upon itself,
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and to become .ore abstract
at the very ti.e it was
affirming Us
material character as a
superior co^.odlty accessible
to everyone.
These were demands that
could force the artist into a
painful selfconsciouness about his
ais rrpsM-,,^
..^.--r
creative activity,
isolating him from the very
group to whom he addressed
himself.
•

,

Whether or not artists who
adhered to this theory found that
it
led to such psychological
results remains to be examined
in a future
study.

It

should be noted, however, the
Republicans to some degree

sensed that in escaping from one
kind
stumble into another sort.

of

alienation, artists might

Needing artists as they did, they countered

this alienation by offering them a
place as the leaders of the middle

classes and pointed the way for them to
come to grips with industrialization.

Their characterization of art as a commodity
defined the

socio-economic context in which the artist was to
operate and provided

him with

a

way

of

thinking about the terms on which he could communi-

cate with his audience, about the nature of his
persona, and his social

position.

In making him a glorified worker,

the Republicans offered

the artist a methodology based on drawing which was empirical,
analy-

tical and synthetic; which had its roots in the craft traditions; and

which accorded well with the materialism of the market place in which

value and meaning were grounded in physical sensation.

Generally speaking, forms, rhythmns

of

ordonnance, compositional

organization, handling of materials, constitute the signs of the

maker's creative process and the elements
and in handmade goods.

of

style in all works of art

While other characteristics can be considered.
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those settled on by the
Republicans were the ones .ost
significant to
the .iddle classes who
considered the. as a .eans of
evaluatir^ the
object, communicating the
integrity of its maker to the
consumer, and
indicating its purpose.
There were also the signs that
machine production was eliminating.
pointing out that science could
make these

m

characteristics more perspicuous by
simplifying, rationalizing and
objectifying them, the Republicans
offered the artist a way to legitimate the creative experience of
the individual in the eyes of
a

particular audience.

In directing

his attention

to

those images and

sentiments that were of greatest social
and economic import in maintaining

the middle classes,

they indicated how the artist might
give

them the legitimacy and character of his
own experience.

encouraging artists

to

Finally, by

look at the art of the past as a progression
of

compositional organizations and images symbolizing both
socioeconomic systems and pyscholog ical states, the
Republicans tried
indicate that they were working within

a

to

particular tradition and could

use the past as a springboard for their own efforts to
contribute

to

social development.
The accord between the Republicans' characterization of the new

style and the works they supported indicates, if not always their

direct influence on the art of the period, at least an exchange of
ideas and aims among politicians and artists.
time during
on the arts.

cessors,

This was not the first

the century that Republican reformers had had some effect

The difference between the Republicans and

such as Thore-Burger

,

their prede-

Champfleury, Castagnary, Michelet, and
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Proudhon. was that they had
.oved fro. the position of journalists
and
teachers to that of political
office-holders and in so doing had been
able to institutionalize the
idea of the group they represented.
This

shift in the status of Republican
art theory is important, for it
marks

an alteration in the relationship
between progressive art and politics

which had generally endured outside and
in opposition to official
dogma.

Such a change raises a number of questions.
of

First,

there is that

how and why the Republicans' ideas influenced
the artists in their

entourage?

Then,

there is that of the relationship between the Neo-

Impressionist avant-garde and Republican policy; and finally
that

of

the broader stylistic development of Realism into
Symbolism between

about 1845 and 1876.

The answers to these questions, which must await

further study, are

some import, for it is possible to see the Repub-

of

licans' theory and the circumstances to which it was addressed as

a

source of the attitudes and dilemmas of artists in the avant-garde and
in government circles.

Moreover,

the degree to which the style known

as Symbolism embodied aesthetic characteristics considered by contem-

poraries as expressions of middle-class life indicates that stylistic

evolution may have come about as a direct response

of

artists to the

Republicans' call for a new style to maintain the vitality
middle classes.

of

the

The hermetic quality of the style, the elusive aura

that emanates from the formal elements constituting the focal point of
the works may reflect a defensive move by artists to enshrine the

vision

of

a gorup

whose real economic influence and infra-structure had

been slowly eroding away since the 1840s.

The remaining questions
concern the continuity of
the Republicans' theory.
Certain similarities exist
between it and the general

aesthetic and socio-political
orientation

of

individuals and institutions who come later and
who are credited with a
major role in the

development

of

twentieth century modernism:

Auguste Ferret. Le

Corbusier, Walter Gropius, Fran.
Lloyd Wright. Louis Sullivan,
Picasso
and Georges Braque. Antoine
Bourdelle. the Bauhaus. and the
Museum of
Modern Art.
To what extent did aesthetic
formulation of Republican

ideology exert an influence here,
and
circumstances did it do so?

It

if

it

did,

how and under what

seems significant that founders
of

twentieth century modernism were enemies
or outlaws of totalitarian
political systems which condemned their
art as subversive.

Even if the

direct relationship is tenuous, this study
suggests that there may be

connection between spurts

of

a

industrial growth, outbreaks of liberal

democratic reform efforts, and significant developments
in the evolution of modernist art.
of

Because the artists in this tradition are part

the modern pantheon of heroes and because the
artistic style has

influenced the design

of

our cities, our domestic and public archi-

tecture, our consumer goods, and of the technology we use in
our work,
the answers

to

these questions would not only be enlightening for art

history, but for cultural and intellectual history as well.
As part of the broad subject of the relationship between art and

politics, what makes the Republicans' ideas on art so profoundly inter-

esting today are the circumstances which led them to settle upon art as
the medium in which the artist could assert, and the individual locate.
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his Identity as both an
independent being and a ^e.ber of a
co..unity.
It is difficult now to
believe in art as a way for
individuals

to con-

trol corporate and even
governmental growth; yet. the fact that
both

private corporations and Western
governments continue to use modern
culture to purvey liberal democratic
values in communist and Third

World countries attests

to

the influence which these artistic
illusions

can still exercise over peoples'
sense of self, and ultimately, over

their aspirations and the aims of their
economic activity.

In this

sense, an art which cultivates individuals'
search for integrity may

still be an effective way to keep alive the
patterns and rituals of
way of life that supports this search.

a

Insofar as the Republicans'

theory was designed to help individuals deal with depressed
economic
situations, there may be
as politicians

a

general revival of interest in their ideas

look for ways to stimulate working peoples' initiative

in a world where increasing production costs have raised the
price of

factory produced goods and reduced consumer demand.

In this case, we

can expect a revitalization and evolution of the modern artistic tradi-

tion as artists and government officials search out the forms in which
the value and meaning of work have been preserved.
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Figure
1878.

1.

Palais du Champ de Mars, Universal Exposition, Paris

Figure
1850-51.

2.

Sir Joseph Paxton, The Crystal Palace at Syndenham,
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345

Figure 4,
The Galerie des machines, interior, Universal
Exposition, Paris, 1889.
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Figure 5.
Contemporary illustration showing temporary wooden
structure commonly used for public gathering s— here a political meeting
at which Garabetta is speaking.

347

Figure 6.
Gabriel Davioud, Palais du Trocadero, Paris, 1878.
Drawing of Palais and gardens during 1889 Centennial Exposition.

348

Figure 7.
Palais du Trocadero and Pavillions, contemporary
photograph, Universal Exposi tion, Paris, 1878.
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350

a)
Jacob Hittorf, The Rotunda of the Panorama of the
Figure 9.
View of
b)
Champs-Elysees Drawing of the exterior, Paris, 1838-39.
the first Industrial Exposition, Champ de Mars, Paris, May 1798,
contemporary illustration.
,
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Figure 10.
Fete de la nation, The Champ de Mars, Paris,
November 1798, contemporary engraving.
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Figure 11.
Museum, Berlin.

Edouard Manet, In the Conservatory

,

1879, National
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Figure 12.

Edouard Manet, The Railroad

Art, Washington, D.C.

,

National Gallery of

,

354

1882,

Figure 13. Edouard Manet, The Bar at the Fol ies-Berg:fere
~
Courtauld Institute, London"!
'
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Figure 14.

Edouard Manet, Autumn

,

Museum of Fine Arts, Nancy.

Figure 15.
Palais, Paris.

Alfred Roll, Portrait of

M.

Alphand, 1888, Petit
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Figure 16.

Alfred Roll, Le Chantier de Surenes

.

1885.
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Figure 17.
of Art.

Jean Cazin, Le Chantler

,

1876, The Cleveland Museum

.
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Figure 18.
Paris

Jean Cazin, Souvenir de Fete

,

1882,

Galiera Museum,

Pierre Puvis de Chavannes, Ludus Pro Patria,
Figure 19.
1879 -1882, Musee des Beaux-arts, Amiens.
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,

362

Figure 21. Pierre Puvis de Chavannes
Louvre Museum, Paris.

Le Pauvre pecheur, 1881

.
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Figure 22. Jean-Jacques Henner, Eglogue, 1879, Petit Palais,

Paris
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Figure 23.
Museum, Paris.

Antonin Mercie, Le Souvenir

,

1885, Luxembourg
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Figure 24. Alfred Roll, La Fete du 14 juillet, 1880
~
Versailles Museum.

,

1882,
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1880

,

Figure 25. Alfred Roll, Sketch for La
c. 1881, Petit Palais, Paris,

Fete du 14 juiJlet

,

36.7

Figure 26.
Belfort.

Antonin Mercie, Quand meme

,

Salon of 1882,

.
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Figure 27.

artist

Antonin Mercie, Quand meme

,

Sketch by the
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Figure 29,
Palais, Paris.

Jean-Jacques Henner, Self-Portrait

,

n.d.

,

Petit

Figure 30.

Antonin Mercie, David, 1872, Southebys

,

Belgravia.

Figure 31.

Charles Garnier, Opera, 1861-1875, Paris.
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Figure 32.

Charles Garnier, Opera, 1861-1875, Paris.
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Figure 33.
Gustave Eiffel and
Tower, 1889, Paris.

L.

Sauvestre, The Eiffel
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Figure 34.
Gustave Eiffel and L. Sauvestre, The Eiffel Tower,
1889, View of the stairway from the second to third landings.
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Figure 35.
Gustave Eiffel and Leopold Sauvestre, The
Eiffel Tower, 1889, Paris.
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Mucha

,

Figure 36,
Prague.

Mphonse Mucha

,

Printed Velvet,

c.

1900, Collection
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Figure 37.
Fontaine, Paris.

Hector Guimard, Private House, 1908, 60 rue de la
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Figure 38.
Pablo Picasso, Au Bon Harche
and Mrs. Michael Newbury, Chicago.

,

Collection of Mr.

Figure 39.
Auguste Perret, Apartment Building, 25 bis rue
Franklin, 1903-04, Paris.
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Figure 40.

Edouard Manet, Portrait of Anonin Proust

,

1880.
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Figure 41.
Victor Hugo, Frontispiece, La Legende des
Siecles, ink drawing, c. 1859, Victor Hugo Museum, Paris.

.
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Figure 42.
j

ournal

Plan of 1878 Paris Exposition from a contemporary
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Figure 43.

Plan of 1889 Paris Exposition.
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